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Abstract 

This study examines how race affects the media’s coverage of candidates in Canadian politics. 

Situated in the literature on political communication, gendered mediation and race studies, it 

proposes a new theory of racial mediation, which posits that politics are covered in ways that 

reflect the assumption of whiteness as standard. Although candidate self-presentation does 

influence media portrayals, this alone does not account for differences in the framing of 

candidates’ policy interests, viability and socio-demographic characteristics. 

 

The project argues that candidate race has a significant but subtle impact on media portrayals. 

Articles from the print media coverage of the 2008 Canadian election are analyzed using a hand-

coded content analysis, which is replicated through an innovative automated approach. The study 

finds that visible minority candidates’ coverage is more negative and less prominent than that of 

their White counterparts. It is less likely to focus on key electoral issues and much more likely to 

emphasize socio-demographic background. Visible minority candidates are held to a higher 

standard and in the absence of evidence to the contrary, they are portrayed as less viable and 

credible than their competitors. Gender can amplify these effects, with raced and gendered 

discourses characterizing the coverage of visible minority women.  

 

The media study is complemented by 40 elite interviews that probe candidates’ communication 

strategies, issue emphasis and self-presentation, as well as reporters’ negotiation of these 

elements in their construction of news stories. While there are visible minority candidates who 

emphasize elements of their ethnocultural heritage, my findings suggest that few rely only on 

racialized strategies, nor are White candidates immune from racialized appeals. Nonetheless, 

journalists struggle to adequately portray nuance and candidates’ multi-dimensionality. They 
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employ familiar narratives and tropes, and generally only seize on racialized framing when it 

applies to visible minority candidates. 

 

Although the study does not provide a direct test of media effects on vote choice, it draws on 

existing literature to argue that because media coverage influences the ways that voters evaluate 

issues and develop schema for understanding the world around them, the portrayal of visible 

minority candidates has the potential to alter electoral opportunities and outcomes. As a result, 

racialized coverage and race continue to matter in Canadian politics. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

 

In Ottawa in early 2009, Canada’s then-Governor General Michaёlle Jean met with American 

President Barack Obama. The media framed the event as an “historic encounter,” not only because it was 

the first official meeting between the two leaders, but because it brought together Canada’s first Black 

head of state, a Haitian-born daughter of refugees, with America’s first Black President, the son of a 

White woman and Kenyan-born father (Thorne and Bryden 2009; MacCharles 2009). One columnist 

remarked that the image of the Governor General greeting the President at the airport was a “photo op for 

the ages to uniquely mark Black History Month in Canada” (Martin 2009a, A4). Stories noted that the 

two leaders discussed the war in Afghanistan and situation in Haiti, and that the President “expressed 

interest in Canada’s diversity” (Blanchfield 2009, A5; Thorne and Bryden 2009). The exceptionalism of 

this exchange—one between two Black public figures—did not escape journalists. Indeed, the story’s 

framing was strongly influenced by the leaders’ race and demographic connection. Some articles drew an 

implicit link between the two leaders’ shared racial background and their warm rapport, with MacCharles 

(2009, A1) noting, “It was clear Canada’s first black governor general and Obama, the first black 

American president, hit it off.” To the extent that news coverage mentioned other aspects of the meeting, 

these were often situated in a racial context. Such reporting is illustrative of the news framing that 

motivates this project. I examine the media’s coverage of electoral candidates in Canadian politics and 

assess whether racialized coverage exists, if it is systemic and how it is effected by candidate race. 

Employing a new theory of racial mediation, I argue that the news media’s injection of race into 

reporting is not neutral or balanced. Rather, in comparison to the coverage of their White counterparts, 

visible minority candidates’ coverage is more likely to focus on their socio-demographic features, to 

present them as less interested in high-valence policy issues and as uni-dimensional actors who are most 
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invested in the concerns of “their own” communities. Visible minority candidates’ coverage is less 

prominent, more negative and less likely to include direct quotations. Together, these elements position 

visible minorities as a product of their race and as candidates who are less credible and less legitimate 

than their White counterparts. The problem is particularly severe for visible minority non-incumbents 

whose lack of electoral experience appears to be a much more serious disadvantage than for similarly 

situated White candidates. In essence, visible minorities have to work harder to prove themselves than do 

their White counterparts. These findings are not without consequence. News coverage affects citizens’ 

attitudes, issue evaluations and voting decisions, and when candidates are framed according to subtle 

racialized narratives, politics may come to be viewed through a racialized lens. This may influence 

candidate recruitment, electoral strategies and electoral outcomes. Such a conclusion raises doubts about 

how well the media are performing in their function as a neutral medium through which Canadians learn 

about the world around them.  

Framing my study are four principal research questions:  

1. How do the media cover candidates in Canadian federal elections? Are differences in 
coverage related in any way to candidates’ personal characteristics or backgrounds? 
 

2. Does the media’s portrayal of candidates align with candidates’ own self-presentation? 
 
3. How do candidates respond to and contribute to their coverage?  
 
4. What are the implications for democracy, political inclusiveness and candidates’ experiences 

in politics? 
 

Using both automated and manual content analysis, I compare the English-language print media 

coverage that visible minority and White candidates received in the 2008 Canadian election. The media 

study is augmented by a series of 40 qualitative interviews with candidates, political staffers and 

journalists that examine communication and electoral strategies, the factors that affect news coverage, and 

the interaction between candidate self-presentation and resulting media portrayals. The research provides 

the first original account of the relationship between the media, race and candidates in Canadian politics. 
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Yes, Race Matters 

 The study is firmly oriented around the question of diversity in electoral politics. In a recent 

review of electoral representation in Canada, Andrew, Biles, et al. (2008, 255) conclude that “there is an 

archetype of the Canadian elected official—male, White, middle-class, middle-aged, Christian, Canadian-

born and majority-language speaking,” a point that is “unrelentingly confirmed” at all levels of 

government across the country. Of course, there are exceptions to this homogeneity: Calgary’s election of 

Naheed Nenshi as the first Muslim mayor of a major North American city, the large number of young 

people who swept into Parliament following the NDP’s “Orange Crush” in the 2011 election, and the 

presence of four female premiers (including one from each of Canada’s coasts) at the 2012 meeting of the 

Council of the Federation. Although impressive, these exceptional achievements are precisely that: 

exceptions. A scan of the House of Commons during Question Period reveals predominantly White, older 

and male faces. 

 Although some reject the idea that our political system is not fully open to difference—“We’re all 

equal now,” these proponents claim—public opinion polling suggests otherwise. In one survey, 79% of 

Canadians said that they would be less likely to vote for a party if its leader was Black, 78% would be 

less likely if the leader was Jewish, 71% if the leader was Aboriginal, and 63% if the leader was Muslim; 

71% said they would be less likely to vote for a party led by a woman (CRIC 2004). These results are 

even more significant given respondents’ general tendency to adjust survey responses to conform to 

perceptions of social desirability (Sniderman et al. 2000). On this basis, it would appear that race still 

matters. 

This study thus places race at its core and focuses on visible minorities, a category defined in the 

Census and the Employment Equity Act as individuals “who are non-Caucasian in race or non-white in 

colour” and which excludes Aboriginal peoples (Statistics Canada 2007). Visible minority groups include 

the Chinese, South Asian, Black, Filipino, Latin American, Southeast Asian, Arab, West Asian, Korean 
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and Japanese populations, as well as those with multiple visible minority origins.1 I use “visible 

minority,” “racial minority,” “non-White” and “minority” to describe this population. Meanwhile, 

“White” and “majority” are used to describe those who are not visible minorities.2 These are categories 

based on perceived racial identities; they do not necessarily imply fixed or homogeneous memberships. It 

should be emphasized that while many visible minorities have immigrant backgrounds—that is, they were 

not born in Canada—this is not a study about immigrants, nor is it a study about individuals who have 

what one might call ethnic minority backgrounds, like Italians or Ukrainians, but who are not visible 

minorities according to Statistics Canada’s definition. To be clear: this is a study about race. 

 Scholars have largely rejected that there is a scientific basis to race, and my study is not in any 

way a counter-argument; racial classifications are fluid, often arbitrary and have historically been used 

toward nefarious ends. Nonetheless, racial differentiation is real and persistent. I argue that recognizing 

race’s social construction does not erase its salience, nor should the acknowledgement of that social 

construction stop researchers from examining it. I follow Entman and Rojecki (2000, 242 n.11)  who 

argue, “We can develop critique and understanding with the simultaneous knowledge that sorting people 

into ‘races’ based on skin colour is neither scientifically real nor morally desirable.” Indeed, race and 

racial discourse continue to structure institutions, perceptions and human interactions. Visible minorities 

experience discrimination more often than Whites (Tran 2006), they are the victims of racially motivated 

hate crimes (Silver et al. 2004), face disadvantage in the workplace (Statistics Canada 2003) and, on 

average, earn less than their White counterparts (Pendakur and Pendakur 1998). The political arena is not 

immune to these trends, and visible minorities count themselves as among the most politically 

marginalized. In spite of that, this is not where the bulk of the literature has focused. 

                                                        
1 Although the term “visible minority” has been criticized because it uses “whiteness” as the standard against which 
to judge other races (United Nations 2007), it remains the label most commonly used in policy documents and by 
the media, so I employ it here even while acknowledging its limitations. 
2 The labeling of individuals who are “not visible minorities” is also problematic. The Government of Canada 
appears to favour the expression “non-visible minorities.” This engenders confusion, however, with some believing 
the term refers to people who are minorities but just not visible minorities. 
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 My study aims to correct this. It offers not just an account of visible minorities’ place in politics, 

but connects this to the media’s role as a teller of stories, a conveyor of political “reality” and a central 

player in the construction of narratives about public life. Although these narratives include visible 

minorities, there are substantive and significant differences in the way that White and non-White subjects 

are portrayed, and these are not simply a product of candidates’ own self-presentation. The differences are 

emblematic of visible minorities’ political marginalization and call into question the role that the media 

play in putting forward an objective account of political reality. 

Visible Minorities in Politics 

Until now, much of the research on political marginalization has tended to look at women, even 

though other groups similarly hold a smaller proportion of seats in elected bodies than their presence in 

the population might suggest should be the case. Youth, persons with disabilities, LGBT communities, 

Aboriginal peoples, immigrants and ethnocultural minorities are all numerically under-represented 

(Andrew, Biles, et al. 2008). Scholars argue that examinations of race, racialization and racism have, in 

particular, been systematically “sifted out” of mainstream Canadian political science (Nath 2011; see also 

Abu-Laban 2009; Dhamoon 2009; Thompson 2008). Nonetheless, a focus on race in politics is crucial 

given visible minorities’ historic and persistent marginalization. 

Following the 2008 federal election, visible minorities occupied 7% of seats in the House of 

Commons even though they comprised 16% of the population (Andrew, Biles, et al. 2008).3 Visible 

minorities are also under-represented in the candidate pool (Black and Hicks 2006; Cross 2009). Of 

course, this is not a new phenomenon—visible minorities have always been nearly invisible in the 

electoral arena (Abu-Laban 2001; Black 2000a, 2000b, 2001, 2003, 2008a, 2008b, 2011b; Black and 

Hicks 2006; Black and Lakhani 1997; Lapp 1999). Although visible minorities demonstrate levels of 

                                                        
3 While visible minority candidates made some gains following the 2011 election, increasing their share of 
parliamentary seats to 9.4%, the most recent Census figures while as yet unreleased are projected to show that the 
visible minority population has also increased. If the past is an indicator of future trends, that population growth is 
likely to far out-pace visible minorities’ gains in the electoral arena, and the gap in representation will persist. 
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political interest and knowledge that are more or less on par—and sometimes higher—than that of other 

Canadians (Gidengil et al. 2004), some studies suggest they nonetheless vote less frequently than White 

Canadians (Reitz and Banerjee 2007). The racial gap in voting is not a function of time spent in Canada, 

eligibility for citizenship or even interest in politics, some of the “common sense” explanations that are 

typically bandied about. Rather, all visible minorities—even those who were born in Canada and have 

lived here their entire lives—are less likely to vote than their White counterparts (see also Tossutti 2005).4 

Certainly, political marginalization is deep-seated and multi-faceted, but race appears to matter. 

In some ways, this is perhaps not surprising given a history of racially based disenfranchisement 

and exclusion. For example, Chinese and Indo-Canadians were not permitted to vote federally until 1947, 

while Japanese Canadians were disenfranchised until 1948 (Andrew, Biles, et al. 2008). These exclusions 

were echoes of restrictive immigration policies which, through “gentlemen’s agreements,” head taxes and 

legislation, limited entry to those from India, China and Japan (Knowles 2006). During the First World 

War, Canadians of German, Hungarian, Polish, Romanian, Czech and Ukrainian origin were stripped of 

their citizenship rights and regarded as “enemy aliens” (Liston and Carens 2008), a situation that was 

repeated with the internment of Japanese Canadians during the Second World War (Carasco et al. 2007).  

More recently, there has been public outcry about the involvement of (often South Asian and 

Chinese origin) non-citizens in party nomination contests (Chow et al. 2004; Ivison 2004). Concerns 

about voter identification have been raised in the context of veiled Muslim women (Bouchard and Taylor 

2008). Public debate has drawn distinctions between Muslim and non-Muslim voters and has illustrated 

the ways in which fears about Islam can themselves be veiled under ostensibly neutral arguments such as 

“fairness” or “electoral integrity.” Muslim organizations insisted that they had never requested special 

                                                        
4 Although there are differences within the visible minority category—for example, visible minority Canadians of 
Japanese origin tend to vote more frequently than Black Canadians—no visible minority group reports voting at 
rates that mirror those of White Canadians (Jedwab 2006). Interestingly, when we compare immigrants to the 
Canadian-born, the differences in political participation are much less striking than those observed when we 
compare visible minorities and Whites, particularly after we control for time spent in Canada (Black 2011b). 
Henderson (2005) characterizes immigrants as “ideal citizens” noting that they “discharge their duties as citizens 
with greater investment of time and effort than do other Canadians.” 
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treatment or an exception to voter identification requirements. Moreover, they suggested that the link 

made between voter identification and Islamic head-coverings had only served to fuel anti-Muslim 

opinion (Thompson 2007).  

Election stories also make frequent references to the importance—or perhaps threat—of “ethnic 

voting blocks.” For example, Martin (2008c, A4) writes, “At the risk of generalizing, parties pay an 

inordinate amount of attention to ethnic voters because new Canadians tend to listen to their community 

leaders, appreciate government action on relatively minor ethnic concerns and vote as a block.” The 

implication is clear: politicians pander to impressionable minority constituents who vote self-interestedly 

along ethnic lines. This theme is echoed by Persaud (2008, A12), a Liberal-turned-Conservative who 

notes in a column, “Traditionally, the [Liberal] party has relied on ‘ethnic brokers’ to help organize and 

maintain support in various ethnic enclaves. Many in these communities have been satisfied over the 

years to pledge their support sometimes for as little as the ‘privilege’ of having federal Liberal politicians 

attend their community events and, in many cases, chasing after dangling promises by Liberal 

politicians.” 

Reporting on a 2004 Liberal nomination contest in Don Valley East, a riding in which people 

with visible minority backgrounds make up the majority of the population, Cowan (2004, A10) notes, 

“These demographics dictated not only the issues discussed by the candidates, but also the machinations 

taking place in the backrooms. There were allegations that the South Asian community stacked the 

membership list with illegitimate forms. There were cheat sheets to help first-generation immigrants 

understand the complex balloting process.” In reference to a particularly heated nomination battle, Young 

(2008, A13) notes, “Ethnic communities wield significant political power. Residents of Fleetwood-Port 

Kells will remember the 2004 federal election, when busloads of immigrant South Asian Tory members 

descended on the party nomination to vote for Nina Grewal.” Young (2008, A13) goes on to say that 

because party members need not be citizens—only residents—nominations are “easily exploited by non-

citizens . . . . Immigrants in that riding made a sham of our electoral system.”  
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Reflecting on Harinder Takhar’s Ontario Liberal leadership bid, one columnist wrote that the 

candidate’s “almost exclusive reliance on South Asian support makes a mockery of multiculturalism 

(ghettoizing himself rather than broadening his base with multi-ethnic outreach)” (Cohn 2013, A6). 

Again, there was the suggestion that an “ethnic” politician was playing the “race card” by encouraging 

South Asian Canadians to support his campaign. Another columnist noted, however, that Mr. Takhar is 

simply “a savvy guy who has cleverly worked within . . . [the] leadership-selection process” (Radwanski 

2013, A9). Mr. Takhar “does not deny that he has pulled most of his support from a small number of 

immigrant communities. But that doesn’t entirely set him apart from the rest of the leadership field. 

‘Charles Sousa went to his community and got votes,’ Mr. Takhar said in an interview, referring to the 

fifth-place candidate’s focus on fellow Portuguese-Canadians. ‘He’s not being targeted because he’s not 

the same colour I am’” (Radwanski 2013, A9). The column goes on to say that the campaign’s two front-

runners, Kathleen Wynne and Sandra Pupatello, have also “disproportionately drawn support from 

relatively narrow demographics” even though they have tried to appear more broad-based in their appeals 

(Radwanski 2013, A9). 

Regardless of whether they are strictly adhering to the rules, the sentiment runs deep that 

immigrants are outsiders to the political process. Indeed, the theme was echoed during the 2012 Quebec 

provincial election when Jean Tremblay, the Mayor of Saguenay, took issue with a proposal by Parti 

Québécois candidate, Djemila Benhabib, to remove the crucifix from the National Assembly. Tremblay 

said he was “outraged” about the proposal and, in particular, at “having someone whose name I can't even 

pronounce come from Algeria, who doesn't understand our culture at all, but she’s going to make the 

rules” (CBC News 2012a). Behabib has lived in Quebec for more than a decade.  

In 2011, discussion about minorities in politics intensified following the leaking of the 

Conservative Party’s strategy for targeting so-called “very ethnic” ridings (Conservative Party 2011). The 

strategy was erroneously sent to a New Democratic Member of Parliament and outlined the 

Conservatives’ ethnic outreach strategy as well as its approach to building the party’s brand in newcomer 

and minority communities. The strategy provided a list of ten target ridings—all in the Greater Toronto 
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Area, Vancouver, Montreal or Winnipeg—that were at the time held by Liberal and New Democratic 

Members of Parliament. In all of the ridings, South Asian, Chinese, Jewish and Ukrainian voters 

comprised 20% or more of the total population. The strategy asked riding associations to contribute to the 

party’s “Ethnic Paid Media Strategy” in an effort to win these seats in the forthcoming election. The 

strategy painted minorities as pawns in the political process. While some pollsters and strategists suggest 

that ethnic targeting can be successful, others deride the strategy as simplistic and superficial (Shane 

2011). Indeed, in one somewhat humorous mix-up, Graham Lee, a Toronto resident with a seemingly 

“Asian” name, received a greeting card from Prime Minister Stephen Harper. The card was written in 

three Asian languages, but Mr. Lee is of Irish, British and Canadian heritage (Taber 2008). Each of these 

examples highlights the tenor and assumptions that underlie minorities’ engagement in politics. 

When minorities do enter the political arena as active participants, they often have to overcome 

assumptions about their motives or credentials. For example, Sayers and Jetha (2002, 5) note that there is  

“greater pressure on an ethnic candidate to demonstrate partisan experience in order to forestall attempts 

by opponents to label them as interlopers. This may be the case even though non-immigrant candidates 

often win despite having little or no history of working for a party.” The expectations of perceived 

“outsiders” are simply different. As former Liberal Member of Parliament Mark Holland (2007, A15) 

observes, when fellow MP Omar Alghabra—a Muslim—spoke out against provisions in the Anti-

Terrorism Act, “his motives were questioned. Certain media outlets speculated that Omar’s position was 

driven by a personal and ideological agenda.” Similarly, media reports suggested that MP Navdeep Bains’ 

questioning of the Act was linked to his Sikhism and accompanied by the allegation that his father-in-law 

was on a list of potential interviewees in the Air India case, and Bains was thus seeking to protect him 

(Holland 2007). Mr. Holland, who is of Irish and German origin, notes that “when Nav and Omar 

organize, it’s ethnic politics; when I organize—I’m just a good organizer. When Omar or Nav express 

concerns about anti-terrorism measures or foreign policy, it’s because of their ancestry or religion; when I 

question it . . . I’m debating hard choices” (Holland 2007, A15). What Mr. Holland is making clear is that 

media coverage is partly a result of the “raw” data that candidates provide—their actions, personality and 
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communications—but as I explore later on, the way that the media use these inputs is not the same for all 

candidates; mediation is occurring (Gidengil and Everitt 2003a, 2003b). This raises questions about 

whether politics are systematically biased against visible minorities. 

A Question of Bias? 

 The most prominent literature on voter bias looks at visible minorities’ electoral success rates. 

Here, we find that when visible minorities do run, they achieve electoral success at rates that mirror those 

of White candidates. For example, in their analysis of the 1993 federal election, Black and Erickson 

(2006) examined the vote share received by a sample of 568 candidates and did not find evidence of any 

voter bias against visible minority candidates, at least not at the aggregate level. Similarly, in their 

analysis of federal elections between 1993 and 2000, Tossutti and Najem (2002) looked at all candidate 

wins and losses and found that the success rate of visible minority candidates was comparable to the 

success rate of White candidates, a conclusion that suggests voters do not discriminate against minority 

politicians, at least not at the macro-level. This research has led some observers to conclude that race has 

little impact on politics in Canada and to thus overlook the potential impact of racially differentiated 

media coverage. I would argue, however, that such a conclusion may be premature. 

In the first place, both studies focus only on results obtained after the candidate has achieved a 

party’s nomination. This may conceal the difficulties faced by minorities at the initial, but crucial, 

electoral stage where party elites and members select candidates and the interests and groups that will be 

represented. While Tossutti and Najem (2002) do include an analysis of nominations in their study, their 

focus is on the factors that predict nomination success and not actual participation or success rates. This 

tells us little about how party officials view minorities’ electoral chances, whether they resist nominating 

minorities under certain conditions, or whether they steer them toward running in certain constituencies. 

Black and Hicks (2006) note that when visible minority candidates do run, it is likely to be in ridings 

where visible minorities comprise more than 30% of the population (see also Zajc 1991). This is partly 

because visible minority candidates are more likely to live in the most diverse ridings, but also because 
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political parties may view visible minorities as the most desirable candidates in ridings that are racially 

heterogeneous (Black 2008b). Given that the number of highly diverse ridings is limited, existing 

examinations of minorities in politics may over-estimate these candidates’ electoral fortunes as well as 

their capacity to increase their political presence.  

This is made clear in the research on women in politics, which suggests that elites do not 

accurately estimate female candidates’ electoral chances, and this can diminish their recruitment 

(Sanbonmatsu 2006). Recruitment is thus a powerful predictor of electoral involvement. As a result, much 

more attention must be given to pre-nomination experiences. This must include an analysis of the 

propensity of party officials to suggest individuals run for office and, relatedly, the extent to which 

potential candidates view themselves (and are viewed) as qualified (Fox and Lawless 2004, 2010). If 

potential candidates are not asked to run, think they have little chance of winning, or believe they will not 

be welcome, they are unlikely to put their names forward. Given this, studies that look only at electoral 

fortunes after candidates have achieved the nomination will overlook the potentially powerful effects of 

party recruitment and candidate perception and, in particular, the extent to which visible minorities are 

viewed as electoral assets.  

Second, because both the Black and Erickson and Tossutti and Najem studies use constituency-

level data (in other words, the election result or candidate vote share), neither is able to say much about 

individual-level voter bias or how voters actually weigh considerations of race particularly in light of 

other cues like party identification. Even Black and Erickson (2006, 549) recognize this, noting that 

because they looked only at aggregate results, they cannot “necessarily rule out discrimination on the part 

of voters.”  

Recent research by Bird (2009, 2011) tries to remedy this by employing experimental methods 

that measure the effect of candidate race on respondent’s vote choice. In the first study, Bird (2009) 

varied the ethnicity of fictitious candidates (either Chinese or British) in the 2008 federal election and 

asked visible minority and White undergraduate respondents how well they thought the candidate could 

understand their problems, how qualified they thought the candidate was to serve as a Member of 
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Parliament, and how likely it is that the respondent would vote for the candidate. Bird found that race was 

a significant consideration in respondents’ voting calculus, although interestingly only among visible 

minority participants who were much more likely to support a hypothetical visible minority candidate 

than a hypothetical White candidate. Of course, this study is somewhat limited given its reliance on a 

student sample (Sears 1986) and the fact that a number of respondents were international students without 

Canadian citizenship and thus not eligible to vote.   

To address some of these shortcomings, Bird (2011) conducted a second study, an online survey 

that took place during Ontario’s 2010 municipal elections. Respondents were shown a photograph and 

biography for a single hypothetical candidate whose ethnicity, gender and platform statement were 

systematically varied. They were then asked to rate the candidate’s qualifications, competence and the 

likelihood that they would vote for him or her. Respondents were drawn from diverse ethnic groups and, 

unlike the earlier experiment, they were all eligible voters. Given that political parties are generally absent 

in municipal politics in Canada, this experiment also differed from the earlier one in that it was conducted 

in a so-called “low-information setting” with respondents unable to use partisan identification as a cue to 

guide their evaluations. Bird again finds ethnic affinity effects although in this case, they are evident 

among visible minority and White respondents. While the effects are admittedly stronger among minority 

respondents, all respondents, regardless of their own race, were more positively disposed to candidates 

from their own racial group and more negatively disposed to candidates from a different racial group. 

Once more, it appears that race does matter. 

 Finally, Murakami (2012) extends existing observational and experimental studies by merging 

individual-level voting data drawn from the Canadian Election Study post-electoral survey with 

information on candidates’ racial background and electoral outcome. He uses this data set to determine 

the probability that a voter will select a visible minority candidate in any given riding. Murakami 

concludes that when candidate viability is controlled for, voters are just as likely to select visible minority 

candidates as non-minority candidates. However, voters who harbour negative racial or ethnic attitudes 

are much less likely to vote for visible minority candidates. In other words, racial discounting is most 
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likely to occur among those who are already unfavourably disposed toward visible minorities. Taken 

together, although the relationship is not fully linear, the studies by Bird and Murakami suggest that 

voters do bring racial biases to bear on their voting decisions. For this reason, we cannot discard race as a 

variable. Moreover, we need to pay attention to structures and institutions that bring racial biases or race 

differentiation to the fore. As this study suggests, the media are one such institution.  

The Role of the Media 

 Following the release of the Conservatives’ “very ethnic riding” strategy, pundits and observers 

decried the commodification and homogenization of minority voters, casting the story as a misguided 

attempt to buy the affections of “new Canadians.” Little mention was made of the tactics used to win over 

other Canadians, such as Brian Mulroney’s recruitment of homeless men on the eve of the Progressive 

Conservative leadership convention in 1983 (Gillmor 2007), or the general propensity of parties to court 

the “seniors” vote (Yaffe 2011). These silences raise questions about the portrayal of race in Canadian 

politics. Are socio-demographic differences only newsworthy when they are “different,” “minority” or 

outside the “mainstream”?  

 Often, the media construct stories in ways that emphasize differences, conflict and novelty. This 

framing of political life is important because it is through the media that most citizens learn about 

elections, legislators and policy issues (Brody and Page 1975; Campbell 1995; Gidengil et al. 2004; 

Johnson-Cartee 2005; McCombs and Shaw 1972; Yaffe 2011). The media are the connectors and 

narrators of political life, and the signals they send influence how we view the world around us. During 

election campaigns, the importance of the news media arguably increases with a greater proportion of 

coverage devoted to politics and citizens more likely to consume that coverage, particularly if it is 

somewhat interesting, informative or helps them identify the most pertinent issues and actors (Pickup et 

al. 2010). 

 When stories involve visible minority politicians, the media’s role is arguably compounded. Not 

only are voters relying on the media for the bulk of their information about politics, but it is also through 
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the media that citizens tend to learn about people “unlike” themselves. This is because most of us have 

very little first-hand interaction with people whose backgrounds are racially or culturally different from 

our own. For example, in the 2008 General Social Survey, 44.3% of Canadians said that none of their 

friends come from an ethnic or cultural group that is visibly different than their own, while 40.5% said 

that a few do (Statistics Canada 2010). In other words, although Canadians generally express strong levels 

of support for multiculturalism, most—whether White or visible minority—tend to have social networks 

that are largely composed of people from similar backgrounds. As a result, many of us do not have more 

than fleeting opportunities to get to know people from diverse backgrounds. There is curiosity, but it is 

typically couched in the recognition of difference. For example, in a CBC documentary, Lisa Khoo 

(2007) notes that one of the first questions that strangers will ask those with mixed-race backgrounds is 

“What are you?” She quotes Lawrence Hill, the author of The Book of Negroes, whose father was Black 

and mother was White. He writes: 

 Let’s dissect the interrogation process. Imagine me at a party, sipping mineral water. 
A stranger walks up. 
STRANGER: “Do you mind me asking where you’re from?” [This is code for “What 
is your race?”] 
ME: “Canada.” [This is code for “screw off.”] 
STRANGER: “Yes, but you know, where are you really from?” [This is code for 
“You know what I mean, so why are you trying to make me come out and say it?”] 
ME: “I come from the foreign and distant metropolis of Newmarket. That’s 
Newmarket, Ont., my place of birth.” [Code for “I’m not letting you off the hook, 
buster.”] 
STRANGER: “But your place of origin? Your parents? What are your parents?” 
[Code for, “I want to know your race but this is making me feel very uncomfortable 
because somehow I’m not supposed to ask that question”] (qtd. in Khoo 2007) 

 

 As Hill points out, Canadians may understand that it is not socially acceptable, but they 

nonetheless continue to “see” race. The media are not blind to this. Indeed, they reflect it, imbuing stories 

about visible minorities with racial narratives. The familiar tropes include those about exceptional success 

stories (think Adrienne Clarkson, Michaëlle Jean and other “model minorities”), cultural curiosities and 

exotic entertainers (Bollywood and Beyoncé), criminals (gangsters and terrorists), and problems to be 

solved (illegal immigrants and “snakeheads”) (Fleras 2011; Henry and Tator 2002; Larson 2006). These 
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portrayals are not always ill-intentioned, but simply an attempt to connect with and engage audiences. 

Regardless, it is through the media that Canadians build their understanding of the people and world 

around them, and this can have an impact on attitudes and actions. 

Those familiar with the literature on media effects might at this point protest that social scientists 

thus far have not uncovered a definitive link between media content, audience behaviour and political 

outcomes. This is true, but certainly there is a broad spectrum of literature—outlined in Chapter 2—that 

suggests the media can and do influence how voters think about electoral issues and evaluate alternatives, 

as well as the schema that they use to guide their thinking (Capella and Jamieson 1996; Entman and 

Rojecki 2000; Gilens 1996; Iyengar 1991). Empirical findings from these studies provide a foundation for 

the argument that media coverage matters. While I explore this more fully in the next chapter, the causal 

chain can be summarized quite simply: media coverage matters because it helps us understand issues, 

become acquainted with the key players and make decisions.  

In spite of the media’s important role in democratic politics, we do not know enough about how 

racialized assumptions influence the accuracy of candidate coverage, the extent to which it may be 

artificially narrowing citizens’ choices or the degree to which the media may be excluding or 

undermining certain players. On the other side of the coin, we have little information about the ways that 

candidates contribute to their own coverage and whether, through their own self-presentation, invite the 

portrayal that results. The existing literature includes just three relevant pieces: first, a study by Yu and 

Ahadi (2010) on the ethnic media’s coverage of the 2008 federal election; second, a brief article by Abu-

Laban and Trimble (2006) that looked at the media’s coverage of Muslim voters in recent federal 

elections; and third, an older study by Saunders (1991) that examined the coverage of ethnic minority 

groups and issues in the 1988 federal election. While important, the first study is limited to an 

examination of Vancouver media, while the latter two studies focus on electors and do not include any 

examination of electoral candidates. We need to expand the scope of this research. 

In addition, there is a significant body of comparative work on media portrayals of minority 

politicians, but this has tended to be American and is not wholly applicable to Canada, given differing 
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histories of immigration, colonialism and race relations, as well as different political institutions and 

media markets (Lashley 2009; for examples of the literature, see Caliendo and McIlwain 2006; Gershon 

2008; Gershon 2012a; Gershon 2012b; Grose 2006; Kalkan et al. 2008; McIlwain and Caliendo 2011; 

Mendelberg 2001; Terkildsen and Damore 1999; Zilber and Niven 2000). By contrast, we know little 

about patterns of coverage in Canada, about the information that citizens receive about visible minority 

candidates and about the effect of race on candidate portrayal and experiences in electoral politics. There 

is a need to remedy this gap, and it is here that my research turns. 

Dissertation Overview 

The project proceeds as follows. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the analytical framework, 

which grounds the research in the existing literature, proposes a theory of racial mediation and outlines 

the study’s hypotheses. Chapter 3 describes the data and methods. Chapter 4 presents the results of a 

hand-coded content analysis of candidates’ media portrayal. I find race-differentiated coverage in the 

portrayal of candidates’ socio-demographic backgrounds, political viability and policy interests, as well as 

differences in the way that visible minority candidates’ stories are presented and told. In Chapter 5, I 

undertake an automated analysis of the news stories, which assesses whether computers are able to 

recognize racialized coverage as adeptly as coders. I find that there are limitations to automated analysis, 

particularly when the phenomenon under investigation is rather subtle and implicit and the unit of 

analysis—candidate-specific coverage—is more nuanced than investigations of coverage by story or 

paragraph. Nonetheless, with additional work and fine-tuning, I suggest that automated analysis does 

show some promise.  

Chapter 6 examines the question of candidate self-presentation and includes insights from a series 

of qualitative interviews with candidates, elected officials, political staffers and journalists. The findings 

suggest all candidates think carefully about their self-presentation and consciously highlight the attributes 

that they think will appeal most to voters. However, it is riding diversity and not candidate race that seems 

to be the driving factor behind race-based voter appeals. That said, the media do not do this justice and 
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instead rely on familiar narratives that highlight the socio-demographics, novelty and minority 

dimensions of visible minority candidates. As a consequence, visible minority candidates’ coverage is 

more racialized than their own self-presentation, while White candidates’ is less so. This is evident even 

when White candidates run in highly diverse ridings and engage in strategies that highlight their own 

backgrounds and socio-demographic features. This has implications for all candidates, but especially for 

visible minority non-incumbents, whom interviewees suggest must meet a higher standard in order to be 

viewed as credible and legitimate contenders. Finally, Chapter 7 discusses the study’s conclusions and 

implications.  

Contributions of the Study 

Although the project’s precise contributions are detailed in the pages that follow, I summarize 

them here briefly. Perhaps most obviously, this study generates new empirical data on the coverage of 

candidates in Canadian politics. It is based on a study of 980 print news articles, which are analyzed using 

both manual and automated content analysis, an innovative approach that allows for comparison and 

validation. In addition to the media study, I conducted 40 in-depth interviews with candidates, elected 

officials, political staffers and journalists, which shed light on electoral and communication strategies, 

interactions between candidates and the media and the role of race in politics. The interviews, along with 

original data on candidate viability, which I discuss more fully in Chapter 6, allow me to compare 

candidates’ self-presentation to their media portrayal. Taken together, the empirical components of the 

project provide a foundation for testing hypotheses about media coverage, candidate self-presentation and 

racial mediation. This is not only the first study of its scope on race, the media and candidates in 

Canadian politics, but it also provides a benchmark against which to measure future progress. 

  The study is not confined to the compilation of data, however. Rather, I also make a 

methodological contribution. In particular, by employing two approaches to content analysis, I am able to 

draw conclusions about the merits and drawbacks of computerized and human coding. This gets to the 

heart of a methodological debate between those engaged in quantitative text analysis versus those who 
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favour more qualitative approaches. The former claim that discursive approaches are open to human bias 

and error, while the latter claim that computers cannot possibly interpret and understand the nuances and 

hidden meanings that are inherent to the written word. At the heart of this debate is the trade-off between 

reliability and validity. Although this study by no means resolves this divide, it does shed some light on it. 

Certainly, human coding raises questions about reliability. To be fair, I adopted a rigorous approach to the 

manual content analysis by using three independent coders and removing myself almost entirely from the 

coding process. We completed approximately 75 person hours of training and revised the codebook 

several times. Even still, some of the more subjective variables had to be dropped from the analysis 

because we were unable to achieve acceptable levels of agreement across the three coders, while other 

variables must be interpreted with caution because they are only moderately reliable. Manual content 

analysis is thus not perfect.  

At the same time, the automated analysis raised some concerns related to validity. 

Operationalizing a concept like “racialization” through the creation of word lists was the first challenge, 

while teaching the computer how to link the keywords to the candidates to which they referred was the 

second challenge. Too restrictive an approach and the results would under-estimate racialization, while 

too broad an approach would result in over-estimation. Striking this balance was difficult and, as is shown 

in Chapter 5, the computer did not always get it “right.” My argument is not that coders are better than 

computers, but rather that scholars need to give careful consideration to appropriateness of their methods 

to their research questions. By providing detailed procedures, including my coding scheme and keyword 

dictionary, as well as pinpointing the shortcomings, this project helps to identify where automated 

approaches might bear the most fruit. It thus lays the groundwork for future advances and research in 

cognate fields. In addition, the project provides a cautionary tale about single method approaches to the 

study of politics. Instead, I advocate strongly in favour of multi-method triangulation. 

 The major theoretical contribution of the study is the development of a theory of racial mediation. 

It posits that race influences how the media portray electoral candidates, with visible minorities’ coverage 

more likely to emphasize their socio-demographics and downplay their viability and broad policy 
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interests. Although candidate self-presentation is one factor that affects media portrayals, racial 

considerations overshadow this. My theory draws on existing literature about gendered mediation, but 

adapts it to the specific case of visible minorities in politics. Take, for example, riding diversity which 

emerges as important in this study but which is largely not relevant to work on gendered mediation given 

that female voters have roughly equivalent populations across all ridings. Racism also appears more taboo 

than sexism; even visible minority candidates were often reluctant to talk about it, a phenomenon that my 

study attempts to tease out. I also draw attention to some important intersectional effects of race and 

gender, including the exoticization of visible minority women in politics. All of these components feed 

into a theory of racial mediation that helps us understand the interplay between the media, candidates, 

race and politics. Given its theoretical grounding, the study provides an avenue for drawing comparisons 

between racial and gendered mediation and may also inform future work on other marginalized groups in 

politics, including youth, sexual minorities and persons with disabilities. It can also be used as a basis for 

comparisons with other countries, including the United States, which already has a fairly developed 

literature on race in politics. 

 Apart from its empirical, methodological and theoretical merits, perhaps this study’s greatest 

contribution is that it provides a persuasive account of the role that race continues to play in the news 

media and Canadian society more generally. In light of our storied multicultural reputation and purported 

acceptance of diversity, this is a conclusion that scholars and citizens need to hear and one that Canadian 

political scientists should especially heed, given that our discipline has often been silent on the question 

of race (Abu-Laban 2009; Bird 2009; Dhamoon 2009; Nath 2011; Thompson 2008). This chasm is 

worrying given visible minorities’ under-representation in political institutions, as well as evidence—

presented in the chapters that follow—that race not only influences news coverage, but candidates’ very 

experiences in politics.   
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Chapter 2 

ANALYTICAL FRAMEWORK 
 

 

 This chapter provides the analytical foundation on which the research rests. It is divided into two 

parts. In the first part, I provide a review of the relevant literature, which includes an examination of the 

social, economic and institutional factors that affect the construction of the news. I argue that the media 

are not a neutral facilitator. Rather, corporate, organizational and individual imperatives encourage a 

particular interpretation and presentation of reality. In this section, I draw on the literatures on 

gatekeeping theory, agenda-setting, framing, priming and heuristics. I suggest that the media make 

choices about which issues, events and actors are covered and how these stories are told. This affects the 

coverage that results, and the effects are not inconsequential: how the media cover politics can influence 

voters’ assessments and evaluations of candidates, political parties’ recruitment strategies, candidates’ 

decisions to run for office and overall electoral outcomes. The literature on gendered mediation 

underwrites these assertions and, in the conclusion of this section, I provide a case for using this research 

to inform my own. 

In the second part of the chapter, I pick up on the literature on gendered mediation and combine 

this with research on race to put forward a new theory of racial mediation. I argue that race structures the 

ways in which the media report on politics, including their coverage of candidates’ socio-demographics, 

viability and policy interests. Of course, coverage does not emanate out of the ether; rather, it is a 

combination of both media portrayal and candidate presentation. The media make choices about how they 

frame stories, what angle they present and which images are included, but candidates have agency too. 

They choose how to present themselves, what issues they will talk about, and what strategies they will use 

to communicate their messages. For this reason, I also examine the impact of candidates’ self-presentation 
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on their overall portrayal. I conclude the chapter by outlining the predictions that the theory entails; these 

guide the remainder of the study. 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

Social, Economic and Institutional Factors Affecting the Construction of the News 

In electoral politics, the media play a key role in connecting citizens to policy issues, electoral 

candidates and the democratic process (Carstarphen 2009). For the most part, the media appear to take 

this role seriously, asserting that they act as a mirror-to-reality (Ericson et al. 1987, 101). That said, there 

are incentives to generate a timely product that appeals to the widest audience. This is not necessarily a 

function of media bias, but rather an effort to produce the news quickly and sell stories that resonate with 

news consumers (Fleras and Kunz 2001; Norris 2000). This may have unintended consequences, 

including the muting of certain voices, the promotion of others or the propagation of ideas that confine 

some to the margins. News norms, practices and incentives guide this process.  

Schudson (1989) provides three different approaches for understanding the production of the 

news. These are a culturological approach that focuses on the impact of culture, values and systems; a 

political economy perspective that focuses on the economics of the news industry and links between news 

production and the maintenance of broader political, economic and social systems; and a sociological 

approach that emphasizes occupational codes and the behaviour and practices of individual journalists. 

These can be understood as the social, economic and institutional factors that influence the production of 

the news. I examine each of these in turn. 

Social factors 

 On the one hand, the media are reflectors of reality, providing details on the issues and events of 

the day and informing the public about the news. On the other hand, the media are creators who construct 

and shape the stories, images and arguments that provide the public with an interpretation of reality. 

Although it would be inaccurate to characterize news stories simply as “fiction,” most observers accept 

that that there is an element of social construction, and this construction is based on a reading of dominant 
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cultural narratives and values (Campbell 1995; Johnson-Cartee 2005; Schudson 1989). Ericson et al. 

(1987, 31) argue that the media advance “preferred codes, those which appear to embody the ‘natural’ 

explanations which most members of the society would accept.” The media “are not ‘innocent,’ passive 

mechanical vehicles” (Jiwani 1998, 53). Rather, they are situated within a social context that normalizes 

whiteness, problematizes difference and exoticizes the cultural “other.” These values shape the 

interpretation and production of the news, often unintentionally and without malice. As a result, 

mainstream ideologies and practices are typically reinforced, and minorities’ under-representation in 

society and the economy is reproduced in the media. 

Economic factors 

 The ideologies that influence the media are not only a result of norms and social constructions, 

but also of corporate considerations and economic priorities. The media, after all, are business entities, 

engaged in a competition for audiences, advertisers, revenue and profits. According to Fleras and Kunz 

(2001, 53), “Mainstream media do not exist to inform or entertain or even to persuade. . . . Mainstream 

media are first and foremost business ventures whose devotion to the bottom line is geared towards 

bolstering advertising revenues by attracting audiences and securing ratings” (see also Henry and Tator 

2002). Economic considerations thus influence decisions about subject matter, story choice and the 

degree of sensationalism.  

Norris (2000) suggests that “down-market” pressures and competition from new media may have 

resulted in a “tabloidization” of the news, which has changed the format, style and subject of traditional 

news products. Moreover, audiences are drawn in by the unexpected, the shocking, the titillating and the 

novel, and media organizations structure their content to attract market share and advertising revenues. 

The target audience is largely consumers of advertisers’ products and is thus typically White and affluent 

(Norris 2000). Johnson-Cartee (2005, 140) argues that conflict, drama, social impact, familiarity, novelty, 

magnitude, proximity, timeliness, brevity and visual attractiveness guide the assessment of what 

constitutes news, and she notes that “what entices the reporter is the exception.” Stories about race 
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contain an element of the unexpected and the novel and, for this reason, “race sells” (Terkildsen and 

Damore 1999, 683).  

These decisions are not necessarily a function of willful bias, but may be a result of the 

characteristics and beliefs journalists and editors bring to the table. Much has been written about the 

“elite” and “unrepresentative” character of the news profession, and ownership is becoming increasingly 

concentrated in the hands of a few (Goodyear-Grant 2007; Henry and Tator 2002; Taras 1990; Weaver 

1997; Winter 1997). A 2010 study of media organizations in the Greater Toronto Area found that visible 

minorities are under-represented on boards of directors, occupying just 6.1% of all seats (Cukier et al. 

2010). A look at some of the largest media organizations in the country confirms these findings.  

For example, Postmedia Network owns 11 of the country’s largest daily newspapers, including 

the National Post, The Gazette, the Ottawa Citizen, the Vancouver Sun and The Province. On Postmedia’s 

board of directors are nine men and one woman; all are White. Half have backgrounds in business, 

economics or accounting; there is also an engineer, a lawyer and a former journalist. Six White men 

comprise the executive team (Postmedia 2012). For its part, Bell Media owns CTV’s 28 affiliate stations, 

33 radio stations and a number of specialty channels (CTV News 2012). Its 18-person executive team 

includes 13 men and five women; all are White. They have backgrounds in business, law, real estate and 

journalism. The Globe and Mail, Canada’s English-language newspaper of record, is controlled by the 

Woodbridge Company, which is the investment vehicle of David and Peter Thomson who are multi-

billionaires and members of Canada’s richest family (Heaven 2009). Meanwhile, Rogers Media is 

controlled by the estate of Ted Rogers and owns Maclean’s, Chatelaine and Canadian Business, as well 

as 54 radio stations, five CityTV stations and a number of specialty channels (Lange 2008). Its 18-person 

board of directors includes four women and one visible minority; the rest are White men. Although the 

board does include a doctor of medicine, the most common occupational backgrounds are accounting, 

business and law (Rogers Media 2012). For its part, Astral Media, which has 23 television services and 

83 radio stations, has 14 members on its board of directors; all are White, but there are three women. 

Astral’s 15-person leadership team includes just one woman and no visible minorities (Astral Media 
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2012a, 2012b; Lange 2008). Finally, Quebecor Media, which is controlled by the Peladeau family, owns 

43 daily newspapers and 250 community newsweeklies, in addition to TVA and Vidéotron, Quebec’s 

largest cable company (Lange 2008; Quebecor 2012a). Its eight-person board of directors includes two 

women, one of whom serves as the chairperson; all members are White (Quebecor 2012b).  

Suffice it to say, the executive cadre of Canada’s largest media conglomerates is largely White 

and male and generally from privileged backgrounds. Of course, neither whiteness, maleness nor 

privilege renders the media incapable of understanding minority issues, nor is it the case that the 

diversification of corporate boards would necessarily improve media portrayals of minorities. In this 

context, however, it should not be surprising to find the news reproducing a mainstream or corporate 

perspective, perhaps even inadvertently. This is because media elites are likely to reinforce the status quo 

if for no other reason than a lack of exposure to, or consideration of, an alternative.  

Institutional factors 

 The homogeneity observed at the media’s corporate level is similarly reproduced at the working 

level. In their demographic profile of the Canadian newspaper, television and radio sector, Pritchard and 

Sauvageau (1999) found that 97% of journalists are White. In the Greater Toronto Area, Cukier et al.’s 

(2010) study revealed that just 5.9% of newsroom editors and producers were visible minorities; among 

senior management, the proportion dropped to 3.6%. A 2004 study of news programming on English-

language private television stations found that visible minorities comprised 12.3% of all anchor/host 

appearances; on French-language news programs, there were no visible minorities in comparable 

positions (Canadian Association of Broadcasters 2004). A 2005 study of Canadian television news 

directors found that 90% are White, while in 2006 just 6% of the CBC’s employees were visible 

minorities (Barber and Rauhala 2005; MediaSmarts 2012b). Meanwhile, Miller and Court’s (2004) cross-
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Canada survey of daily newspapers found that visible minorities and Aboriginals comprise just 3.4% of 

news staff in Canada.5  

Perhaps even more telling than the lack of minorities is the fact that few newspapers appear 

strongly committed to increasing staff diversity, and most have no formal programs in place to do so. 

Indeed, Miller and Court (2004) found that the proportion of editors who were strongly committed to 

improving the diversity of their ranks had actually decreased from 26% in 1994 to 13% in 2004. The 

authors note that “in explaining the lack of representativeness, a large number of editors said, ‘Minorities 

just don’t apply here,’” even though a majority agreed that journalism schools are graduating more 

minority journalists (qtd. in Miller and Court 2004). Moreover, only one newspaper reported taking any 

active measures to recruit minority candidates (Miller and Court 2004), and no news agencies have any 

formal leadership training programs for visible minorities (MediaSmarts 2012b). Editors have shifted the 

onus onto minority reporters, who may face challenges working in a largely White-dominated 

environment. As Cecil Foster, a Black journalist puts it, “I have been working in mainstream media in 

Canada for about 12 years and I am still an outsider. . . . You get a sense of being invisible, of your 

presence being tolerated, but not expected” (MediaSmarts 2012b). Most papers do little to rectify the lack 

of diversity in their newsrooms until they encounter complaints about coverage, typically from minority 

readers (Miller and Court 2004).  

Editors may, in fact, be in denial about the barriers that minority reporters face in the news 

business, with a near unanimous rejection of the suggestion that the newsroom’s tradition and culture may 

impede the hiring and retention of minorities. Moreover, while 46% of editors in 1994 believed they 

needed more knowledge about race and ethnocultural relations to effectively manage their newsrooms, 

only 16% agreed in 2004 (Miller and Court 2004). This confidence is not congruent with the lack of 
                                                        
5 It is important to note that Miller and Court’s survey had a low response rate (38%), but their findings may 
actually over-estimate the number of minorities in Canadian newsrooms given that the survey is most likely to have 
been completed by the most diverse workplaces. Indeed, in a companion article, Miller (2006, 8) notes that “most 
non-participating papers refused to return subsequent phone calls and emails. Those who did gave various reasons. 
One editor said filling out the questionnaire is ‘a no-win situation,’ because the paper had very few minority 
journalists. Another said, ‘I feel uncomfortable even talking about this.’” 
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diversity in the newsroom or the challenges that minority journalists have themselves raised about being 

(in)visible. This suggests that editors may have glossed over the obstacles that stand in the paths of 

minority journalists. In this context, the under-representation of minorities in Canadian newsrooms is not 

simply a function of individual journalists’ choices, but a reflection of institutional practices and cultures. 

What is unclear, however, is the impact of this homogeneity. Indeed, scholars present mixed 

results about the effect of journalists’ demographic backgrounds on actual news content. Work on women 

and the media is most abundant, with some scholars finding that the presentation of news varies with the 

sex of the reporter (Gidengil and Everitt 2003a; Mills 1997; Van Zoonen 1998), while others find no such 

differences (Rakow and Kranich 1991; Ross 2001; Weaver 1997). In their survey of 127 reporters in the 

United States, Zilber and Niven (2000) found little to suggest that a reporter’s race is significant in his or 

her perception of African American Congressmen, and Terkildsen and Damore (1999) record similar 

findings. Pease, Smith and Suvervi (2001, 9) examined the effect of newsroom diversity on substantive 

news content and found that while there is not a “straight-line” correlation, “it does seem clear the degree 

to which news managers can communicate their vision regarding diversity to the newsroom, and the 

degree to which journalists and other employees buy into that vision, heavily influences whether news 

coverage will include the full diversity of the communities journalists serve.” In other words, while 

newsroom diversity may not, on its own, lead to more inclusive coverage, it does send a message about 

the importance of balanced and representative reporting. As Barber and Rauhala (2005, 283) point out, 

“Demographic traits and ideologies [offer] a valuable window into newsroom activity.” 

In their content analysis and survey of journalists, Miljan and Cooper (2003) found strong 

similarities between reporters’ own views and the ideological positions taken in the stories they covered. 

For example, reporters with left-leaning ideologies tended to report on economic issues in a manner that 

could be characterized as left-of-centre, while more moderate journalists covered stories in a less 

ideological manner (Miljan and Cooper 2003). The authors contend that it is the ideological positions of 
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individual journalists—not those of media owners—that have the largest impact on media bias (Miljan 

and Cooper 2003).6 Other observers nonetheless suggest that media owners may have a preferred slant, 

and this can influence the ways in which outlets present the news (Barlow and Winter 1997; Taras 1990; 

Winter 1997). For example, Randall (2000, 17) observes “reporters competing to get their stories 

published anticipate executive values and are prepared (or feel obliged) to adopt practices which are at 

odds with their private values.”  

This is not to suggest that owners interfere explicitly with news production—although there is 

evidence that this has happened (Winter 2002)—but rather that owners’ views may prompt news 

organizations to look for particular stories, to focus on specific issues, or to avoid other perspectives. This 

may be a result of journalists’ self-censoring or because media organizations are inclined to hire 

employees with compatible viewpoints. Thus, even if owners are not involved in news production, their 

personal preferences or ideological leanings—if known—may lead journalists to steer away from content 

that contradicts or challenges these views and to produce stories that align with the owners’ perspectives. 

One of the journalists with whom I spoke noted this explicitly when he said, “It’s not just what I’m 

interested in covering but what will the newspaper find acceptable and interesting for its pages. . . . There 

are assumptions there that I have to make. . . .  I have to deal with what my boss thinks is interesting” (11 

October 2012). Whether it is persuasion or interference, overt or implied, the effect is the same: news 

content has the potential to reinforce the values, worldview and ideologies of the media’s corporate elite. 

To fully understand news production, however, you need to go beyond journalists’ individual 

attributes and look as well at news practices, an approach Taras (1990) refers to as the “organizational 

model” of news-making. He argues “personal values are modified to fit the needs of the organization. The 

weight of bureaucracy constrains individual initiative and imposes the imperatives of the organizational 

                                                        
6 Although Miljan and Cooper’s (2003) survey of 178 journalists did include questions about age, gender, religion, 
alcohol consumption and views on abortion and homosexuality, they did not ask about race or ethnic background. In 
itself, this raises questions about the scope, limitations and assumptions of existing research on media bias and 
representation. 
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culture” (Taras 1990, 19). This is an argument about socialization, not coercion. Of course, news 

organizations would likely reject the assertion that news content is biased in any way—ideologically, 

racially or otherwise. They would point to their standards of neutrality, objectivity, balance and facticity, 

which are central to the maintenance of a media outlet’s credibility (Johnson-Cartee 2005). 

However, it is difficult to reconcile the notion of a “mirror-to-reality” with the fact that many 

news organizations present the same stories in very different ways. This is because journalistic norms are 

highly context-specific, and cross-national surveys show little consensus in terms of journalists’ values, 

ethics, roles and norms (Norris 2000). There is not, in other words, a uniform model of journalism, but 

diversity across countries, media and outlets, which further draws into question a notion of universal 

neutrality or professional objectivity (Johnson-Cartee 2005). Quite simply, “all news, in the end, is 

narrative and journalists are the individual authors who perform the daily craft of interviewing, 

interpreting and writing about the world we inhabit” (Carstarphen 2009, 406). It is the media who decide 

which messages are communicated, what details are included, and which protagonists are portrayed 

positively or negatively. 

When looking at factors that affect the content of stories, certainly the day-to-day pressures and 

practicalities of news-making are cited more frequently than the problem of bias. Deadlines and time 

constraints may force a journalist to rely on familiar storylines or “common-sense” arguments, and 

“normal expectations regarding objectivity, balance, and fairness sometimes evaporate in the face of the 

journalist’s desire to reduce the work involved in producing stories” (Ericson et al. 1987, 112; see also 

Campbell 1995). In this context, stories typically do not aim to challenge dominant norms, but rather 

reinforce them as a means of delivering stories quickly and in ways that consumers will understand 

(Davis 1985; Goodyear-Grant 2007; Johnson-Cartee 2005; Sampert and Trimble 2003; Taras 1990). 

Randall (2000, 17) notes that media pressures encourage “the writing of facile narratives,” and “reporters 

and editors, knowing that simplistic stories of black and white are the most attractive to editors, can then 

look for these to the exclusion of more subtle, and certainly more realistic, tales.”  
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Time constraints can limit the depth of reporting, which results in over-simplification or reliance 

on stereotypes and shortcuts. As Zilber and Niven (2000, 73) note, “The less time one has and the more 

difficult the task one faces, the more one is apt to rely on biased categorizations, and the less one is able 

to counter one’s initial inclinations.” Stereotypes, symbols, caricatures and narratives are employed so 

that the message can be delivered quickly and simply (Campbell 1995; Gidengil and Everitt 2003a). 

Journalists may rely on prototypical antagonists or protagonists and cast subjects in ways that are familiar 

to readers. For example, Campbell’s (1995) analysis of American television news found that when Blacks 

were portrayed positively, it was as entertainers or athletes (and typically as players, not as coaches or 

managers), while negative portrayals largely cast Blacks as criminals and burdens to society. These 

portrayals place Blacks in roles that are familiar to viewers; they do not challenge stereotypes, nor do they 

require explanation.  

Journalists may also draw on known or accessible sources, either because of time pressures 

(Manning 2001) or a sense of ease with those whom they have consulted in the past (Randall 2000). This 

minimizes diversity through the perpetual reproduction of the same viewpoints. It also, as Van Dijk 

(1991, 41) argues, privileges the perspectives of elites whose “opinions will be asked and quoted credibly, 

and their description will generally be respectful.” Taras (1990) suggests that journalists rely on official 

sources because these confer legitimacy on a story. He notes that “journalists seek out sources who have 

something tangible to offer—leaders, confidences, background knowledge—precisely because of their 

powerful positions” (Taras 1990, 25). They may form “tacit alliances” with their sources, exchanging 

information for coverage (Taras 1990). Moreover, the media tend to favour the “expert” opinions of 

“official” sources, which are given greater authority and legitimacy (Campbell 1995; Manning 2001; 

Randall 2000). These sources are often the usual suspects and may not reflect the diversity of the 

population. In Cukier et al.’s (2010) study of diversity in the Greater Toronto Area, visible minorities 

made up just 16.6% of broadcast “experts,” even though 40% of the GTA’s population identifies as 

visible minority. On the print opinion pages, the numbers are even more abysmal with just 3.4% of 

columnists identifying as visible minorities. 
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In an effort to represent broader public opinion, news outlets may include “vox pops” or person 

on the street accounts. In Cukier et al.’s (2010) study of the Greater Toronto Area, visible minorities made 

up 23% of sources in “everyday life” stories and 23.4% of subjects in print photos. Although promising, 

these figures are still well below the presence of visible minorities in Toronto’s general population. In 

addition, while these contributors are evidence of the media’s attempt at inclusiveness, their presence may 

encourage a mistaken perception of consensus, with the voice of the few being conveyed as the opinion of 

the many (Campbell 1995). Finally, as Lehrman (2009, online) notes, “Some journalists balk at the idea 

of deliberately adding underrepresented voices to the news. They think of it as pandering, or at least 

distortion” when, in fact, it is probably a more accurate reflection of society. Even when minority voices 

are sought, it is often to provide a “race perspective” or on stories that are specifically race-related 

(Carstarphen 2009; Ericksen 2004; Zilber and Niven 2000).  

Space constraints may also result in concise and potentially simplistic stories (Ericson et al. 

1987). Judgments are made about which parts of a story are most salient and which parts can be left 

untold; journalists either make these decisions, or their editors decide for them. Campbell (1995, 21) 

refers to this as “strategic silence” and suggests that story exclusions tell almost as much as the story 

itself. Journalists are likely to include information that, based on past practice, they deem to be most 

central. This reproduces existing standards and thus serves to reinforce the status quo, a practice that may 

disadvantage minorities that have been historically marginalized.  

There are also standards in terms of what stories should be about, and journalists may be 

sanctioned for straying from the model. Campbell (1995, 31) notes “minority journalists complain that 

newsroom policy often affects the news selection process, eliminating stories that don’t fit the traditional 

news mold.” He quotes Wilson and Gutiérrez (1985) who argue, “This is the manifestation of news being 

defined in terms of white majority perception. Both minority and white reporters face sanctions when 

policy is violated” (qtd. in Campbell 1995, 31-32). Moreover, as Montreal Gazette reporter, Jeff Heinrich, 

(2006) points out, the diversity beat is rare, with few media outlets assigning staff to specifically cover 

issues related to immigrant and minority communities. When such a beat exists, it is minority reporters 
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who may be pigeon-holed into covering it. Indeed, when Dan David, a CBC journalist of Mohawk 

descent, resisted his employer’s demand to concentrate his reporting on Aboriginal issues—something he 

found limiting—he was told that his contract would lapse (Roth 1996).  

 Although journalists are increasingly well trained, journalism programs often do not include 

courses directed specifically at reporting on race. In 1997, Ryerson University introduced a journalism 

course on covering diversity, which was the “only one of its kind in Canada” (Ryerson University 2012). 

In a personal interview, the course’s originator, John Miller, told me it was discontinued in 2006 (5 

November 2012). A review of course offerings at the country’s journalism schools suggests that there is 

little training available to student journalists, although Carleton University does offer a course called 

“Gender, Diversity and the Journalist,” and Ryerson University now offers one on “Reporting on 

Religions.” Issues related to diversity may also be addressed through informal workshops or as 

supplementary topics in other courses (Lindgren 2013).  

Outside of the classroom, both the Canadian Newspaper Association (1995) and the Canadian 

Association of Journalists (2011) have authored statements on the media and diversity.7 In addition, 

provincial and regional press councils, to which most newspapers belong, also have policies on the 

portrayal of diversity (MediaSmarts 2012a). Meanwhile, the Canadian Press stylebook, to which most 

mainstream news organizations adhere, notes that “news reports should reflect the ethnic diversity of 

Canada in a natural way, free of explicit or unconscious racism” (Tasko 2006, 21). It counsels journalists 

to “identify a person by race, color, national origin or immigration status only when it is truly pertinent” 

(Tasko 2006, 21). 

                                                        
7 The Canadian Newspaper Association (1995) notes that a “newspaper should strive to paint a representative 
picture of its diverse communities, to encourage the expression of disparate views and to be accessible and 
accountable to the readers it serves, whether rich or poor, weak or powerful, minority or majority.” Meanwhile, 
ethics guidelines developed by the Canadian Association of Journalists (2011) suggest: “News organizations—
including newspapers, websites, magazines, radio and television—provide forums for the free interchange of 
information and opinion. As such, we seek to include views from all segments of the population. We also encourage 
our organizations to make room for the interests of all: minorities and majorities, those with power and those 
without it, holders of disparate and conflicting views. We avoid stereotypes, and don’t refer to a person’s race, 
colour, religion, sexual orientation, gender self-identification or physical ability unless it is pertinent to the story.” 
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While these developments are promising, some of the advice given to journalists is nonetheless 

disquieting. For example, in distinguishing the contexts in which a subject’s racial background might be 

mentioned, the CP stylebook notes that “race or ethnicity are pertinent when it motivates an incident or 

when it helps explain the emotions of those in confrontation” (Tasko 2006, 21). This fairly broad swath 

gives journalists considerable latitude to determine the centrality of race to the stories. Moreover, the 

stylebook goes on to note that “race is pertinent in reporting an accomplishment unusual in a particular 

race: for example, if a Canadian of Chinese origin is named to the Canadian Football Hall of Fame” 

(Tasko 2006, 21). Statistically, yes, there are very few Canadian footballers of Chinese origin, but it is 

nonetheless deeply problematic to assert that some achievements may be atypical of certain races.8 A 

logical corollary would be the antiquated notion particular races are more naturally athletic or that one 

gender is better at math or science. That reporters might use the criterion of “racially unusual 

accomplishment” to guide their news judgment smacks of the racial stereotyping and essentialism that the 

Canadian Press’ standard is actually aimed at overcoming.  

It is also noteworthy that the stylebook’s section on sexism counsels journalists to “Treat the 

sexes equally and without stereotyping. . . . The test always is: Would this information be used if the 

subject were a man?” (Tasko 2006, 22). There is no mention of this “reverse test” in the section on race 

and ethnicity, nor does the stylebook suggest that gender is pertinent in reporting an accomplishment 

unusual for members of a particular sex. It in fact says that reporters should “never suggest surprise that a 

woman has talent” (Tasko 2006, 22) and provides advice to ensure stories treat men and women in a 

parallel fashion. This standard is not as clearly outlined in the section on race and ethnicity. The 

differential treatment of race is exemplified even in the stylebook’s section titles, with the passage on 

gender reporting called “Sexism” while the parallel section on “Race and Ethnicity” is noticeably not 

                                                        
8 The belief that there are significant or enduring differences between races and that these can help explain social, 
economic or political phenomenon is illustrative of what Reeves (1983) refers to as a “weak racism.” This form of 
racial thinking does not include moral evaluation of inferiority and superiority nor any prescription for action, but 
does assume races exist, they are different and these differences have consequences. It is also, notably, still racism.  
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labeled “racism.” In short, while there are commitments to fairly and accurately representing diversity in 

the Canadian print news media, the guidelines for doing so are quite unsatisfactory. 

Moreover, unlike the broadcasting sector, which is regulated by the Canadian Broadcast 

Standards Council, the newspaper industry is entirely self-regulated.9 There are no requirements to uphold 

principles related to racially inclusive reporting, nor are there mechanisms for monitoring or ensuring 

compliance (MediaSmarts 2012a). In the absence of tangible requirements for reporting on marginalized 

communities, journalists will assess, on their own, the relevance of a politician’s race (Terkildsen and 

Damore 1999). The inclusion of demographic information may thus be inconsistent, context-specific and 

subject to a journalist’s own perceptions, choices and intuitions about newsworthiness and “pertinence.” 

Media Choices, Media Effects: Theoretical Foundations 

 This study adopts the perspective that the media are not passive facilitators. The media play an 

active role in determining which stories are covered, the way in which they are portrayed, and the 

standards by which events, issues and personalities are understood and evaluated. As Mendelsohn (1993, 

152) points out, “Events become news when they can be told simply through an easily developed angle, 

not because of their objective characteristics.” The media make choices; they are the gatekeepers that 

narrow the political universe into a few stories. In doing so, the media help set the political agenda. They 

prime audiences to think about issues and events according to particular evaluative criteria, frame stories 

according to a narrow set of interpretative lenses, and use explicit and implicit cues to help citizens 

understand complex phenomenon. Through these processes, the media to influence not just which issues 

and actors the public think about, but how these are evaluated and assessed. In this section, I review the 

                                                        
9 The broadcasting industry is regulated through a legislative framework that includes the Canadian Broadcasting 
Act (1991). The Act requires that television and radio broadcasters “serve the needs and interests, and reflect the 
circumstances and aspirations, of Canadian men, women and children, including equal rights, linguistic duality and 
the multicultural and multiracial nature of Canadian society, and the special place of Aboriginals within that 
society.” The Act is administered by the Canadian Radio-television and Telecommunications Commission (see 
Canadian Association of Broadcasters 2004; MediaSmarts 2012a).(see Canadian Association of Broadcasters 2004; 
MediaSmarts 2012a). 
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literature on gatekeeping, agenda-setting, priming and framing, and conclude with a discussion of 

potential media effects. 

Gatekeeping theory 

 Gatekeeping theory suggests that the media determine which information citizens receive and 

how that information is conveyed (Donohue et al. 1989; Donohue et al. 1972; Shoemaker and Vos 2009; 

for an application of the theory in a Canadian electoral context, see Barber 2008). As a result of these 

choices, citizens receive a “filtered understanding” of the world around them. The genesis of this body of 

literature was a study by David Manning White who followed the work of “Mr. Gates,” a newspaper wire 

editor, over a one-week period in 1949. White compared the wire stories that Mr. Gates received to those 

that actually appeared in the newspaper; he coupled this with Mr. Gates’ written explanations as to why a 

story was not used. White (1950, 386) found that the decision to run a story is in fact “highly subjective.” 

Mr. Gates’ personal evaluation of a story—particularly his assessment of its veracity—was the reason for 

one-third of the rejections; space constraints or the inclusion of other similar stories were the reasons for 

rejecting the rest of the stories. White notes that nearly 90% of the wire stories that Mr. Gates received 

never appeared in the paper, suggesting that media choices are not inconsequential. 

In White’s model of gatekeeping, the personal values and tastes of the gatekeeper emerge as 

important; later applications of the theory have supported this finding (Barber and Rauhala 2005; Lichter 

et al. 1986). Other researchers expanded on White’s model, adding in the choices of multiple gatekeepers. 

Bass (1969) categorized gatekeepers into two types, news gatherers and news processors, a typology that 

Halloran et al. (1970) adopted in their work. McNelly (1959, 23) argues that before appearing as a news 

story, information must “run an obstacle course of reportorial error or bias, editorial selection and 

processing, translation, transmission difficulties and possible suppression or censorship.” Other 

researchers downplay the work of individual gatekeepers and instead focus on the structural 

considerations that may affect story selection, such as the busyness of the day’s news cycle, time 

pressures or space constraints (Gieber 1956). Some researchers, like Folarin (2002), include a focus on 

audiences’ perceived needs and preferences, which they argue may influence the media’s determination 
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of which news to present and how to present it. Finally, others look only at the media’s gatekeeping role 

in story selection, setting aside questions of story framing (Soroka 2012). 

I view gatekeeping as a confluence of individual and organizational factors and one that involves 

choices related to both story selection and presentation. On the one hand, journalists and editors make 

choices about which stories to cover, what angle or narrative will be used, which sources will be 

consulted, and how much prominence the end product will be given. This is influenced by their values, 

personal preferences and experiences. On the other hand, their choices are partly structured by the bounds 

of the institutions in which they operate. News producers need to generate a product that will sell, and this 

constrains the choices that individual journalists and editors make. Meanwhile, there are procedures in 

place to prevent wholly biased coverage, and these influence how stories are told. This dual individual-

institutional conceptualization of gatekeeping is in line with Chibnall (1977, 6) who notes that “the 

reporter does not go out gathering news, picking up stories as if they were fallen apples, he creates news 

stories by selecting fragments of information from the mass of raw data he receives and organizing them 

in a conventional journalistic format.”  

Newsmakers consider several factors when deciding whether a news item should pass through the 

gates. They may evaluate its fit with established news standards, including the event or issue’s timeliness, 

proximity and interest to the audience, as well as its significance and the extent to which it includes 

elements of conflict, novelty or sensationalism (Shoemaker and Vos 2009; see also Saunders 1991). 

Nisbett and Ross (1980, 45) further suggest that information that is “(a) emotionally interesting, (b) 

concrete and imagery-provoking, and (c) proximate in a sensory temporal, or spatial way” is most likely 

to be selected for news coverage; they refer to this as “vivid” information. Shoemaker and Vos (2009) 

extend this, noting that events or issues are more likely to be covered if they are about people for whom 

the audience is likely to have strong feelings, or if they take the form of an anecdote or case study. 

Newsmakers are, in other words, not simply looking for information or data but for stories, and the choice 

of what makes a good story is influenced by individual and institutional gatekeepers. This has important 
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implications because, as I argue below, in choosing which stories to cover and how to cover them, the 

media help set the political agenda.  

Agenda-setting, priming, and framing 

 Although agenda-setting, priming and framing are central ideas in the literature on media and 

communications, scholars differ in their interpretations of these phenomena, as well as their connections 

to each other (e.g., Entman 1993; Kosicki 1993; Nelson et al. 1997). Empirical analyses are somewhat 

limited, and the findings are mixed. This is borne out in authors’ descriptions of these phenomena, which 

are referred to not as theories but as concepts, models, paradigms or metaphors (e.g., Entman 1993; 

Iyengar and Kinder 1987; Kosicki 1993; Nelson and Oxley 1999). Moreover, scholars often envision 

these effects differently. Some see agenda-setting or priming as the primary mechanism and framing as a 

secondary effect (McCombs and Shaw 1993), while others theorize priming and framing as separate but 

equal (Nelson and Oxley 1999; Nelson et al. 1997). The common thread however is the positing of a link 

between the repetition and salience of media content and media effects. In short, the selection and 

presentation of stories is posited to have an effect on the audience’s attitudes, perceptions and assessment 

of the issue (Harris 2004; McCombs and Shaw 1972, 1993).  

In my work, I position agenda-setting as the over-arching process, and priming and framing as 

separate but equal sub-processes. I follow Weaver (2007) who suggests that agenda-setting is the process 

that influences which issues are on the media agenda, while priming and framing—although different—

are concerned with how those issues (or other subjects) come to be portrayed. As a consequence, 

researchers interested in agenda-setting study the issues that the media make salient, while those 

interesting in priming effects tend to look at the attributes of a story that the media make salient. By 

contrast, framing studies focus more on the schema or lenses that the media employ when telling those 

stories. While the agenda-setting and priming literatures serve as an important antecedent to my work, I 

regard this primarily as a framing study with consequences for those interested in priming and, to a lesser 

extent, agenda-setting. Nonetheless, I provide a brief overview of all three literatures, beginning with 

agenda-setting. 
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 Agenda-setting refers to the ability of the media to increase the salience of a particular policy 

issue by focusing their coverage on that issue (Cohen 1963; Lippmann 1922; McCombs and Shaw 1972, 

1993). This literature hypothesizes that when an item is accorded more prominence or space, audiences 

will accord more significance or importance to it when they make decisions (Iyengar and Kinder 1987; 

Johnson-Cartee 2005; McCombs and Reynolds 2002; McCombs and Shaw 1993; Sampert and Trimble 

2003). Much of this literature examines the correspondence between the media agenda, the policy agenda 

and the agenda of public opinion (Kosicki 1993; Soroka 2002). The objective in these studies is to 

understand the link between the issue agenda as articulated by legislators, by the media and in public 

opinion and, importantly, “the impact of news coverage on the perceived importance of national issues” 

(Iyengar 1991, 133).  

Priming, meanwhile, refers to the media’s role in activating the criteria that the public will use to 

judge political actors (Iyengar 1991; Iyengar and Kinder 1987). If we conceptualize agenda-setting in 

terms of issue salience, then priming is about the salience of the attributes invoked by news coverage. 

What parts of the debate are emphasized? Which actors emerge as the key players? What solution sets 

come to forefront? We know that citizens are selective in their analysis of electoral candidates and 

organize their political judgments around cues, shortcuts and dominant themes, which can all be primed 

by the media. The media may, for example, highlight a particular consideration and therefore make that 

criterion more accessible, which can affect citizens’ decision-making. This is because political judgments 

are not made on the basis of all available evidence, but rather on that which is most top-of-mind (Iyengar 

and Kinder 1987). As Iyengar (1991, 131) points out, “Information that can be more easily retrieved from 

memory tends to dominate judgments, opinions, and decisions and . . . in the arena of public affairs, 

where people are highly dependent upon the media for information, more accessible information is 

information that is more frequently or more recently conveyed by the media.” For example, if media 

coverage focuses on—that is, primes—concerns about political leadership, then voters are more likely to 

access this consideration and assess electoral candidates on the basis of their perceived leadership 

potential (Iyengar and Kinder 1987). Similarly, in referring to the race of an electoral candidate, the 
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media may prime the audience to consider that as a criterion in their assessment (Zilber and Niven 2000). 

In this way, the media’s priming of an attribute serves to make it more central and thus sets the criteria 

against which actors will be evaluated. 

Issues and actors can also be framed in particular ways, with the frame offering an interpretative 

lens that promotes one way of viewing or evaluating the subject over others. Gitlin (1980, 7) defines 

frames as “persistent patterns of cognition, interpretation, and presentation, of selection, emphasis and 

exclusion, by which symbol-handlers [e.g., the media] routinely organize discourse.” Frames may be 

communicated through a single sentence, or through clusters of sentences  (Entman 1993). Frames offer 

an angle, storyline or narrative arc by highlighting one or two aspects of an event, issue or actor (Nelson 

et al. 1997). They are a way of simplifying and organizing information and signal to citizens the attributes 

or characteristics that are most important. They do this by connecting the story to familiar themes or 

cultural values or drawing an association that will help readers and viewers understand the issue or event 

(Schwartz 2011). 

 Scholars often disagree about what constitutes a frame. Matthes (2009, 360) argues that the word 

“frame” should be used with precision and that “we need a further scholarly debate about what a frame 

really is and is not.” Some communications scholars suggest that to be considered a frame, the narrative 

must include a problem, an argument and a solution (Jensen 2011). Others support this, asserting that the 

mere mention of an attribute does not mean that a frame exists (McIlwain and Caliendo 2011). The 

politics literature seems to take a less rigid view, however, with scholars coding and counting mentions of 

variables and using these as evidence of the presence a particular frame (e.g., Heldman et al. 2009; 

Lalancette and Lemarier-Saulnier 2011a; Trimble et al. 2012). For example, a number of the political 

science studies focus on “generic” frames that communicate particular characteristics of coverage, such as 

the appeal to emotion, personalization or morality (see Matthes 2009). A common frame is the horserace 

or game frame, which might highlight candidate tactics, party strategy or who is up and down in the polls. 

In so doing, this frame prompts voters to view the election not as a collaborative discussion of policy 

ideas, but rather as a contest with winners and losers (Mendelsohn 1993, 1996; Sampert and Trimble 
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2003; Trimble and Sampert 2004). As is made clear in Chapter 3, my study adopts a relatively broad 

interpretation of framing, which I operationalize through attribute mention. 

 Although much of the literature criticizes the types of framing that the media engage in, frames 

are necessary if we are to understand the complex and unfamiliar world around us (Goffman 1974). 

Frames work because they tap information that a voter has previously deemed to be significant, and this 

alters the weight and relevance accorded to that consideration, essentially making it “more noticeable, 

meaningful or memorable” (Entman 1993, 53). In doing so, framing “promote[s] a particular problem 

definition, causal interpretation, moral evaluation and/or treatment recommendation” (Entman 1993, 52).  

Heuristics 

 One way that frames operate is through the use of heuristics, which are cognitive shortcuts that 

individuals use to help them sift through and process information (Popkin 1991). For example, when 

employing a horserace or game frame, reporters will often use war or battle metaphors as heuristics; this 

type of language cues voters to organize the information into a context that they already understand, that 

of a contest. In Gingras’ (1996) study of journalists’ use of metaphors, most noted that these heuristics are 

a convenient means of engaging the public because they situate a story in an already familiar context; 

reporters and audiences are thus both spared the agony of details. The literature on heuristics is based on 

the assumption that we are all essentially “cognitive misers” and thus seek out the most economical 

means of obtaining, storing and evaluating information. We do this by extrapolating what we already 

know and by applying these cues, stereotypes and schemas to new situations (Fiske and Taylor 1991; Lau 

and Redlawsk 2001). Information is not treated as an independent commodity, but is “assimilated into 

pre-existing structures in the mind” (Nisbett and Ross 1980, 36). Ideas that are linked to or associated 

with information already stored in one’s memory are not only more likely to pass through the 

metaphorical gate, but to be categorized in similar ways (Shoemaker and Vos 2009).  

Research suggests that heuristic cues are most likely to be employed in low-information settings 

(e.g., when little else is known about the candidates) and when voters are asked to make complex 

decisions (e.g., to select between a number of candidates) (Fiske and Taylor 1991; Lau and Redlawsk 
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2001; McDermott 1997). Importantly, reasoning based on heuristics may sometimes lead citizens to make 

incorrect decisions (Johnston et al. 1992; Tversky and Kahneman 1974). It should be emphasized that 

heuristics are employed by citizens, but also by journalists who rely on stereotypes to help them simplify 

news gathering, categorize source contributions and organize their research. In other words, all of us 

resort to heuristics to help us make sense of the world around us (Fleras 2012). 

Two heuristics merit mention here: the availability heuristic and the representativeness heuristic. 

The availability heuristic refers to people’s judgment of the frequency or likelihood of events (Tversky 

and Kahneman 1974). Events that conform to images or messages already familiar to individuals—those 

that are most “cognitively available”—will be perceived as most likely (Shoemaker 1991, 38; also, 

Shoemaker and Vos 2009). When thinking about who is likely to win an election, we will tend to consider 

those who have won in the past. As an example, we know that politicians are usually middle-aged, so 

voters (and reporters!) are prone to view the candidacy of a 55-year-old lawyer as more plausible than 

that of a 20-year-old college student. In other words, we use what we know about the ages of typical 

“winning” politicians—our available information—to help us make quick judgments about who is most 

likely to succeed in politics. This can have an effect on how citizens view candidates, but also on how 

reporters choose to tell stories. Older candidates may, as a matter of course, be viewed as more likely 

winners and therefore taken more seriously with their coverage cast accordingly; younger candidates may 

struggle to be viewed as something other than the amateur, underdog or unlikely contender. 

While the availability heuristic is concerned with citizens’ judgment of the likelihood of events, 

the representativeness heuristic refers to their categorization. Here, voters use probabilistic reasoning to 

ascertain whether a particular item belongs to a given class; they do this by asking whether the item is 

similar to other items in that same category (Tversky and Kahneman 1974). Items that share 

characteristics with things that are already in a category will be placed in that same category. For 

example, in a political context, candidates are likely be placed in the category of “potential winner” if 

they possess attributes that are similar to those of past winners. Candidates who fall outside of this 

mould—women, young people, visible minorities, LGBT communities, the poor, and the disabled—will 
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generally be placed in the category of “unlikely,” and this is the narrative that will guide their coverage.  

Indeed, stories that share several characteristics will be cast according to similar media narratives 

(Shoemaker 1991; Shoemaker and Vos 2009).  

The literature on heuristics helps us understand not just the choices that news producers make, but 

also the ways in which the news is used by individual consumers. This is because voters also rely on 

shortcuts to help them sift through political information and make political decisions. These shortcuts 

may include elite cues or endorsements, a candidate’s record, legislative experience or political party. 

Using these cues, voters infer information about candidates, connect this to their own issue preferences 

and render an electoral decision. Research has established, for example, that voters use partisan affiliation 

as a cue for a candidate’s ideological stance and policy preferences (Gidengil et al. 2004; Krebs 1998; 

McDermott 2009). In the context of visible minority candidates, at least two other mechanisms are 

relevant.  

In the first place, voters may make political decisions on the basis of their socio-demographic 

similarity to, or difference from, the candidates, which Cutler (2002, 467) refers to as the “simplest 

shortcut of all.” Socio-demographic distance may be an important factor in voters’ political calculus 

either because they automatically or subconsciously attribute more desirable traits to individuals with 

demographic features similar to their own, or because they believe that someone from their own socio-

demographic group is most likely to promote their interests (Cutler 2002; see also Fiske 1998; Johnston et 

al. 1992). This assertion is in line with research on intergroup bias and out-group effects, which posits 

that individuals will be more positively disposed to members of their perceived in-group than to their 

perceived out-group (Nelson 2006; Power et al. 1996).  

The second mechanism posits that voters infer traits and beliefs from a candidate’s demographic 

characteristics, including gender, age, religion, sexual orientation and occupation. For example, female 

candidates are believed to be more liberal and feminist than their male counterparts (Huddy and 

Terkildsen 1993a; Koch 2000; McDermott 1998) and as more ethical and committed to honest 

government (Dolan 1998; McDermott 1998). Male candidates are viewed as “tough, aggressive, self-
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confident and assertive, while their female counterparts are described as warm, compassionate, people-

oriented, gentle, passive, caring and sensitive” (Banducci et al. 2008, 904; see also Huddy and Terkildsen 

1993b). Women are also viewed as more qualified to deal with “softer” policy issues, like health, poverty 

or women’s issues, while men are seen as more competent in areas related crime, defence and foreign 

policy (Huddy and Terkildsen 1993b; Sanbonmatsu 2002). Meanwhile, candidates who look older are 

given higher personality evaluations than those who look younger (Banducci et al. 2008). When other 

factors are controlled for, Evangelical Christian candidates are viewed as more conservative, competent 

and trustworthy than other candidates (McDermott 2009), while candidates who wear head coverings, 

such as a turban or veil, are evaluated less positively than candidates who do not (Banducci et al. 2008). 

Additionally, voters may infer information about a candidate’s qualifications from their occupation 

(McDermott 2005) or sexual orientation (Golebiowska 2001), and they are likely to evaluate physically 

attractive candidates more positively (Sigelman et al. 1987).  

 Visible minority candidates are seen as more liberal than White candidates and are thought to be 

most qualified to address so-called minority issues (McDermott 1998). Voters are likely to see visible 

minority candidates as singularly interested in the concerns of their particular ethnocultural communities 

(Larson 2006; Zilber and Niven 2000), and they may be viewed as politically ineffective, inexperienced 

outsiders (Haynie 2002; Zilber and Niven 2000). When the media draw attention to a candidate’s 

demographic characteristics, they provide cues from which voters can—and do—infer particular traits 

and beliefs. This affects visible minorities’ media portrayal, the kind of information that voters receive 

about candidates, and the metrics that are used to assess and evaluate them. 

Media effects 

 Media coverage is not merely a cultural artifact. What the media decide to cover and how they 

cover it affects political beliefs, political decisions and political outcomes. The early media literature 

offered many theories about media effects. These efforts generally focused on persuasion and 

propaganda, with scholars trying to determine whether media transmissions influenced direct political 

action. Often referred to as the “hypodermic needle” or “magic bullet” model, this approach assumed a 
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direct causal relationship between media messages and citizen behaviour (Sullivan et al. 2009). Over 

time, researchers largely dismissed this model and began to look for more nuanced accounts of media 

effects. Many of these posited that the media have limited effects on audiences because citizens select the 

media they consume, choose the messages that they retain and opt for any number of interpretations. 

According to limited effects models, personal and social characteristics will circumscribe the media’s 

effect on consumers. As media saturation grew, however, researchers began to argue that selective 

exposure was no longer possible. They posited instead that the media have a cumulative effect on 

consumers through the repetition of messages over time; agenda-setting and framing theories fall within 

this approach. In line with this, uses and dependency theory suggests that the media have powerful effects 

on citizens when media messages are ubiquitous, uniform and repeated over time (Noelle-Neumann 

1973). These characteristics focus attention on particular issues, alter public opinion, influence behaviour 

and legitimize events, issues or actors (McQuail 1994; Soroka 2003; Werder 2009). In short, the media 

shape the framework through which individuals view the world around them.  

 Following Johnson-Cartee (2005), we can distinguish between micro- and macro-level media 

effects. At the micro-level, the media may influence individuals’ cognition by informing or making them 

aware of particular issues or events. They may also influence citizens’ affective responses by drawing out 

particular emotions, or they may influence citizens’ reactions or behaviour. At the macro-level, media 

coverage may encourage maintenance of the status quo or, conversely, act as a catalyst for change. 

Coverage may confirm or challenge dominant narratives, pre-existing inequalities, or common-sense 

understandings of the “way things are.” This project is grounded in the assumption that media coverage 

matters because it affects how citizens view the world, the criteria that they use to evaluate issues and the 

decisions that they ultimately arrive at (McCombs and Shaw 1972; Patterson 1993; Schwartz 2011).  

 Of course, media effects are not absolute but depend, in part, on the content of the coverage, the 

way it is presented and the characteristics of the recipients. For example, a series of experiments led de 

Vreese et al. (2011) to conclude that negative frames have a greater impact on public opinion than 

positive frames but political sophistication makes citizens more receptive to positive framing effects. 
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Chong and Druckman (2007) found that the framing of choices has an influence on the decisions that 

citizens make, although the magnitude of these effects is influenced by the strength of a frame, whether it 

is in competition with or in contrast to another frame and the characteristics of recipients (notably their 

level of knowledge). Meanwhile, Iyengar’s (1991) experimental work found that when events are 

presented episodically—that is, as unrelated rather than recurring or connected—audiences are more 

likely to pin responsibility on individuals than on social or political forces. By contrast, if a story is 

framed thematically, it will be understood in the context of “collective outcomes, public policy debates or 

historical trends” (Iyengar 1991, 18; see also Iyengar and Kinder 1987).  

 Although this study does not offer a direct test of media effects, we can use the existing literature 

to make some assertions about the impact of media coverage on candidates, politics and political 

outcomes. First, we know that media coverage, in general, is presented according to “mainstream” or 

dominant narratives. These normalize whiteness, individualize minority status and downplay the 

challenges that visible minorities face (Fleras 2011; Johnson-Cartee 2005). In political coverage, 

candidates receive more favourable coverage when they possess “characteristics associated with structural 

advantages, such as incumbency, whiteness, and maleness” (Schwartz 2011, 381; see also Major and 

Coleman 2008). As a result, minorities may be viewed as exotic outsiders, with electoral failure cast as a 

personal failing, rather than a complex product of individual and institutional factors.  

 Second, although neutral reporting is the norm, the connection between negative coverage and 

minority politicians contributes to an implicit association between race and undesirability. White 

candidates are portrayed as succeeding because of their qualifications or policy stance and not on the 

basis of any structural privilege, while minorities’ successes and failures are typically couched in race-

based explanations; racial barriers or candidates’ own merits are not deemed to be relevant (Yuen 2009). 

In their study, Zilber and Niven (2000, 35) argue that this is because “African American officials are 

already the numerical exception [so when] combined with the greater negative coverage they receive, 

[this] can serve to create a strong association between the majority traits (white, positive) and the minority 

traits (African American, negative).” Implicit (and sometimes explicit) associations between minorities 
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and political inexperience, ethnic community organizing and so-called minority issues may prevent 

citizens, party elites and potential candidates from viewing visible minorities as plausible and viable 

candidates in a broader sense. 

 Third, even when coverage is ostensibly positive or neutral, the effects may be negative. For 

example, visible minority candidates often receive coverage because they are the “first” Tamil MP, the 

“first” Muslim woman in Parliament, or the “first” Japanese Canadian Cabinet Minister. Schudson (2003) 

notes that this “unusualness” is often a reason for coverage, but these portrayals may unintentionally 

signal voters to think the candidate does not belong. Similarly, coverage that is, on the surface, neutral or 

even positive, may cue voters’ stereotypical perceptions of minority candidates’ capabilities. We see this 

in the media’s propensity to seek out minority politicians for reaction to stories about so-called minority 

interests, or to portray them (competently) tackling problems related to multiculturalism, immigration or 

civil rights. This reinforces voters’ beliefs that minority candidates are most capable of addressing 

minority interests and will focus on these rather than on other big-picture issues (Schaffner and Gadson 

2004; Zilber and Niven 2000; see also Schneider and Bos 2011). In other words, all stories are not created 

equal. An apparently neutral or positive story may nonetheless have subtle and damaging consequences 

for particular candidates. Moreover, even when minority candidates do receive positive coverage, this 

may be offset by the number of negative stories that have come before (Sigelman et al. 1995).  

 Fourth, there is ample evidence that media coverage affects how citizens evaluate issues, policies 

and government (Capella and Jamieson 1996; Gilens 1996; Iyengar 1991). At the same time, voters’ 

stereotypes about candidates’ beliefs and competencies have an influence on vote choice (Huddy and 

Terkildsen 1993a; Sanbonmatsu 2002). These stereotypes are often inferred by a candidate’s race or 

gender, upon which media coverage may focus. As a result, media reports that draw attention to a 

candidate’s socio-demographic background may lead voters to assess the politician on the basis of 

appearance rather than behaviour, or it may cue evaluations steeped in stereotypical understandings of 

who makes a “good politician.”  
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 Of course, some may (rightly) point out that vote choice in Canada is typically based on party or 

leader preferences, not on one’s assessment of the local candidate. In his seminal study, Irvine (1982) 

asks, “Does the candidate make a difference?” and concludes “Not much.” As he notes, “Party and leader 

by no means account for the whole of a candidate’s reception. They do, however, account for a large part 

of it, and the candidate’s own efforts seem relatively futile” (Irvine 1982, 772). Although a somewhat 

pessimistic conclusion, especially from the perspective of hard-working MPs and candidates, Irvine does 

leave the door ajar; it is not that candidates don’t matter at all, but just that they don’t matter a great deal. 

However, as Coletto (2010) points out, if local candidates really do not matter, then it is curious that 

parties invest so much energy recruiting and running high-profile and quality contenders. Picking up on 

Irvine’s work on the impact of local candidates, Blais et al. (2003) sought to determine just how much is 

“not much.” They find that while most Canadians have no clear preference among their local candidates, 

approximately 6% of voters outside of Quebec base their vote choice on their preference for one of the 

candidates. While this may appear, at first blush, to be a relatively insignificant number, Blais et al. 

(2003) point out that just 3% of voters appear to be strategic voters and of the 44% of voters who do have 

a preference for a local candidate, more than 1 out of 10 registered a vote that was different than what it 

would have been had they not had such a preference. When electoral contests are close, seemingly small 

shifts can in fact be definitive. In light of this, voter evaluations of local candidates, and the potential for 

media coverage to sway these assessments, do matter.  

 Fifth, we know that people make decisions in the “blink of an eye” (Banducci et al. 2008; 

Gladwell 2005). We do this by relying on informational cues. In an electoral setting, voters will evaluate 

candidates on the basis of their incumbency, party identification or elite endorsements (Gidengil et al. 

2004; Krebs 1998; McDermott 2009). They will also make inferences about a candidate’s competence, 

personal characteristics and beliefs based on socio-demographic cues like their gender, race, age, religion, 

occupation and sexual orientation (Cutler 2002; Golebiowska 2001; Huddy and Terkildsen 1993a, 1993b; 

McDermott 1997, 1998, 2005; 2009). Even perceived candidate attractiveness can lead to more positive 

or negative voter evaluations (Sigelman et al. 1987). These cues may be drawn from a candidate’s brief 
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biographical sketch or even from as little as his or her photograph (Banducci et al. 2008). Because of the 

way that voters use cues and shortcuts, even small amounts of information can change or shape their 

decisions. 

 Sixth, we know that the magnitude of media effects is greatest when coverage relates to issues 

that are perceived as being important, but for which consumers have no first-hand knowledge (Johnson-

Cartee 2005; see also Chong and Druckman 2007). Given that most news consumers have limited 

personal experience with elected officials and minimal knowledge of racial groups apart from their own, 

media effects are likely to be strongest for stories about candidates from other races, particularly if the 

coverage plays on themes or emotions that are already familiar, available and accessible. For this reason, 

while racialized coverage may affect White and visible minority candidates alike, it arguably has the 

strongest impact on visible minorities.  

 Seventh, new forms of racial discourse may have actually heightened the effects of racialized 

portrayals. Racism has become more implicit than has historically been the case, and so too has the 

media’s coverage of minorities (Henry and Tator 2002; Fleras 2011). The subtlety of the new racism is 

important because racial priming effects are strongest when the appeal to race is implicit (Mendelberg 

2001; Valentino et al. 2002). In other words, the media’s propensity to encode racial messages about 

minorities may in fact have an even greater influence on voters’ assessments of minority candidates than 

was the case when more blatant racism was evident. 

 Finally, apart from influencing voters, media coverage may affect candidates’ decisions to run for 

office, or party elites’ propensity to recruit them. As Campbell and Wolbrecht (2006) have found, it is not 

the aggregate number of female politicians that leads girls to see themselves as potential candidates, but 

rather the overall visibility of women in the media’s coverage of politics. This is particularly problematic 

given that it is the most marginalized groups who are the least likely to be recruited precisely because 

elites do not consider them winners. For example, Sanbonmatsu (2006) found that party leaders do not 

accurately estimate women’s electoral chances, and this has consequences for candidate recruitment. 

Meanwhile, Fox and Lawless (2004) suggest that women are less likely than men to be recruited into 
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politics or encouraged to run; they are also less likely to view themselves as qualified candidates even 

when they have credentials and characteristics that rival their male counterparts. When women are 

encouraged to run, it is more likely to be in less favourable districts; when men are encouraged to run, it is 

typically in districts that the party has a reasonable chance of winning (Niven 2006). In other words, it is 

not just that women are not recruited to run, but also that they are funneled into particular electoral races; 

this is especially important given that women are also more likely than men to take heed of party elites’ 

advice. Similarly, we know that visible minorities in Canada do not run in numbers that reflect their 

presence in the general population. When they are recruited, it tends to be in a limited number of highly 

diverse ridings (Black and Hicks 2006); this effectively imposes a ceiling on minority recruitment. Media 

coverage that reinforces stereotypes about electability may contribute to electoral under-representation 

either by discouraging candidacies or dampening recruitment. Media coverage thus matters because the 

way the media cover politics affects attitudes, behaviour and electoral outcomes. 

Image Management in Politics 

 Of course, the media are only one part of the equation; candidates also play a role in the creation 

of their coverage, which is a combination of presentation and portrayal (Flowers et al. 2003; Goodyear-

Grant 2007, 2009). While the media make choices about which stories to tell and how they are told, 

coverage is based partly on real-life events, problems and personalities, and candidates’ words, behaviour 

and messaging serve as the raw materials of a story. Goffman (1959) theorized that individuals attempt to 

“stage manage” the impressions that others form about them; this involves the prediction of an audience’s 

reaction to particular words, behaviours and emotions and the crafting of one’s own image to then elicit 

the desired reception (see also Van Zoonen 2005). Political candidates, for example, will make 

calculations about voters’ reactions and about the media’s response and resulting portrayal. Endorsements 

from influential groups, professional communications products and changes to one’s appearance or 

wardrobe are some of the things that candidates might do to put their best face forward. Influenced by 

marketing principles, political campaigns are also increasingly using public opinion polling, micro-
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messaging and image or brand management techniques (Marland et al. 2012). Candidates, in essence, try 

to structure an image they believe will resonate most favourably with the widest possible audience. 

This presentation of self is carefully constructed. While my own investigation focuses primarily 

on the choice and content of candidate messages, other components of self-presentation include verbal 

elements (e.g., tone of voice), non-verbal elements (e.g., body language; physical appearance; presence of 

symbols, like flags or voters) and temporal and spatial elements (e.g., communication medium; location 

of message delivery). All of these choices are an attempt to influence the inferences that audiences will 

draw, whether these pertain to a candidate’s qualifications, personality traits or issue interests (Gulati 

2007). Image management cuts across candidates and parties and is included in a number of well-known 

campaign schools. The annual Washington-based workshop, The Art of Political Campaigning, includes 

sessions on tailoring messages in response to polling and focus groups, while the Women’s Campaign 

School at Yale University has a workshop on “Your Campaign Image.” A handbook for prospective 

candidates produced by the Alberta Liberal Party recommends that communication products include 

endorsements from community leaders and also notes that “Good pictures are essential” (Alberta Liberal 

Party n.d.). Such advice is unsurprising given that nearly all candidates make calculated choices about the 

image they want to convey. 

A candidate’s choices may vary depending on the communication medium and anticipated 

audience.  For example, Gershon (2009) found that politicians tend to present themselves in ways that are 

consistent with gender stereotypes when they are communicating with potential supporters on their 

campaign websites, but adopt a more general and broad-based strategy on their official websites. 

Similarly, in their examination of parliamentary websites and “householders” (i.e., constituency 

newsletters), Koop and Marland (2012) found that the self-presentation of Members of Parliament is 

“inconsistent,” with most presenting themselves as Ottawa insiders in one medium but then as political 

outsiders who are closely connected to their local constituents in the other. The image that a candidate 

conveys is thus not necessarily a true “likeness of self,” but rather a strategic (and fluid) construct.  
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 Although candidates have a hand in advancing a particular image, media portrayals are not 

always a mere reflection of these self-presentations. Rather, the media take these raw materials, and they 

make choices about how to present candidates. For example, in their analysis of federal leaders’ debates, 

Gidengil and Everitt (2003a, 2003b) found a disconnect between party leaders’ actual behaviour and the 

media’s interpretation. They argue that the media tended to emphasize the two female leaders’ 

demonstrations of aggression, such as finger-pointing or interrupting, and that the portrayal was not an 

accurate reflection of the leaders’ own presentation. Importantly, it is not that the female leaders did not 

engage in aggressive behaviours, but rather that their portrayal was out of sync with their self-

presentation, with the media tending to focus predominantly on the behaviour that was counter to 

ingrained stereotypes. Similarly, although media coverage tends to link female candidates to “softer” 

policy areas (Goodyear-Grant 2007; Heldman et al. 2009; Lalancette and Lemarier-Saulnier 2011a), at 

least one study of candidate issue priorities found that women were no more likely to focus on gender-

stereotyped policies; rather, their interests were quite similar to that of their male colleagues (Dolan 

2005). In another study on the portrayal and self-presentation of members of Congress, Niven and Zilber 

(2001) found that while female members place a greater emphasis than their male colleagues on so-called 

women’s issues, media coverage exaggerated this difference. Behaving assertively or expressing an issue 

interest that contradicts traditional notions of femininity conflicts with our basic schema of what a 

politician—and a woman—should “look” or “act” like. When coupled with the media’s interest in 

reporting on the novel or unexpected, it is hardly surprising that perceived deviations receive coverage 

(Ericson et al. 1987). What is similarly unsurprising is the fact that the media are making choices about 

how to present candidates. There is persuasive evidence of this in the literature on gendered mediation, 

which I review next and use as a springboard for my own theorization of racial mediation.  

Gendered Mediation  

 Theories of gendered mediation are well documented and developed in the literature on women 

and politics (Gidengil and Everitt 1999, 2000, 2003a, 2003b; Goodyear-Grant 2007, 2009, 2013; 
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Sreberny-Mohammadi and Ross 1996; Trimble 2007; Trimble and Treiberg 2008). According to this 

body of work, the media “filter and shape our understanding of what is politically relevant” through the 

use of framing, stereotypes, encoded language and symbols (Gidengil and Everitt 2003b, 197). Goodyear-

Grant (2007) provides an excellent enumeration of the key propositions of gendered mediation theory: (i) 

politics is covered according to masculine narratives and the presumption of “maleness” as standard; (ii) 

when female politicians exhibit counter-stereotypical behaviour, this will be exaggerated by the media; 

(iii) the coverage of female politicians will be more filtered and mediated than that of male politicians; 

(iv) female politicians’ coverage will disproportionately emphasize their interest in so-called “women’s” 

issues, like healthcare and education; and (v) gendered coverage is not (solely) a product of “sexist” 

journalists, but rather a reflection of deeply held cultural values and ingrained news norms. 

Early research pointed to women’s “symbolic annihilation” (Tuchman 1978). Female politicians 

were few and far between, and they received less media coverage than their male counterparts (Gingras 

1995; Kahn 1994a; Robinson and Saint-Jean 1991, 1995). More recent research suggests that this trend 

may have diminished (Carroll and Schreiber 1997; Norris 2000; Tremblay and Bélanger 1997) and, in 

some cases, women actually receive more coverage than men (Jalazai 2006). Most researchers now do not 

look only at coverage quantity because it may have counter-intuitive effects. For example, in their 

research on the media’s coverage of gubernatorial contests, Fowler and Lawless (2009, 258) observe 

“longer stories appear to give more play to content that is potentially detrimental or discriminatory. Every 

candidate wants to garner media attention, but the irony is that the more attention a candidate receives, the 

more gendered it might be.” They note that this is particularly the case for non-incumbent and more 

inexperienced candidates, possibly because their “unknown” quality leads journalists to frame the story 

according to a familiar narrative. In addition, the quantity of one’s coverage is largely irrelevant if all of 

that coverage is negative.  

As a result, most research in this area is now less about how much and more about what kind. 

Here, there is ample evidence that women are covered differently than men. For example, the media tend 

to portray female politicians as women first, often by focusing on their demographic characteristics 
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(Trimble and Treiberg 2008). This coverage tends to emphasize women’s appearance, wardrobe, 

femininity and family life (Gidengil and Everitt 2000, 2003a; Heldman et al. 2009; Lalancette and 

Lemarier-Saulnier 2011a; Sampert and Trimble 2003; Trimble 2005, 2007). Women are portrayed as 

having “soft” policy interests, and they are positioned as novelties or political amateurs (Gidengil and 

Everitt 2000, 2003a; Heldman et al. 2009; Sampert and Trimble 2003; Lalancette and Lemarier-Saulnier 

2011a). The coverage of women is also more likely to be negative than the coverage of men (Kahn, 

1994a; Kahn, 1994b; Heldman et al. 2009), and female politicians are more likely than male politicians to 

be portrayed as passive subjects (Goodyear-Grant 2007; Rakow and Kranich 1991). They are less 

frequently quoted and more commonly paraphrased, and stories about them are more likely to use non-

neutral verbs and less likely to include evidence to support their claims or positions (Gidengil and Everitt 

2000, 2003a, 2003b; Goodyear-Grant 2007). Moreover, when women behave counter-stereotypically, 

such as raising their voices or pointing their fingers, the media give disproportionate emphasis to this 

behaviour (Gidengil and Everitt 2003a). Finally, when male and female politicians are evaluated 

according to the same criteria, men will generally receive more favourable coverage. For example, while 

male politicians typically benefit from being portrayed as “family men,” women are questioned about 

their ability to combine political life with the traditional roles of wife and mother (Lalancette and 

Lemarier-Saulnier 2011a). We see differential coverage even when female candidates are electorally 

competitive; in spite of this, they will still be covered as less qualified (Sampert and Trimble 2003).  

These patterns are found in Canada (Gidengil and Everitt 1999, 2000, 2003a, 2003b; Goodyear-

Grant 2009, 2013; Sampert and Trimble 2003; Trimble 2007; Trimble and Sampert 2004), but also in 

Australia (Jenkins 2007), Britain (Ross 1995), Germany (Van Zoonen 2006), Ireland (Ross 2003), New 

Zealand (Fountaine and McGregor 2002; Trimble and Treiberg 2008), Sweden (Lundell and Ekström 

2008) and the United States (Aday and Devitt 2001; Gilmartin 2001; Heldman et al. 2005; Heldman et al. 

2009; Kahn 1992, 1994a, 1994b), among others. In other words, gendered media coverage is systemic and 

reflects deeply rooted ideas about patriarchy and the “natural” correspondence between politics and 

masculinity. It merits emphasizing that this coverage is not always an objective reflection of reality, but 
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rather a product of conscious choices about a story’s framing, focus and relative emphasis. As a result of 

these choices, female politicians are covered in ways that are explicitly and implicitly gendered. This type 

of coverage casts doubt on women's political competence, qualifications and suitability for office. It also 

raises questions about the coverage of other marginalized groups. 

Theoretical Borrowing 

 In Designing Social Inquiry, King, Keohane and Verba (1994) suggest a number of strategies that 

can be adopted to ensure one’s research makes an explicit contribution to the literature. These include 

falsifying existing knowledge, illuminating unquestioned assumptions or finding—and filling—an 

important research gap. In addition, they note that researchers can “show that theories or evidence 

designed for some purpose in one literature could be applied in another literature” (King et al. 1994, 17). 

It is this latter method that I adopt. Of course, caution should always be exercised when importing theory 

developed in one area and applying it to another but, in this case, the borrowing rests on a sound 

foundation. I say this for several reasons.  

First, as Pateman and Mills (2007) argue compellingly in Contract and Domination, race—like 

sex—is a marker of difference that oppresses and excludes. Just as patriarchy is infused in our culture, 

values and institutions, so too are notions of racial supremacy.10 These ideas underpin deeply rooted 

stereotypes about the “place” of women and visible minorities in public life, their qualifications for 

leadership positions and their suitability for politics. Second, just as women once faced “symbolic 

annihilation” from political life, so too did visible minorities. Although both groups have made strides 

and increasingly hold public office, neither has done so in numbers that reflect their presence in the 

general population. Women and minorities thus experience parallel under-representation. Third, 

newsrooms exhibit a relative lack of gender and racial diversity; the absence of women and visible 

                                                        
10 Contract and Domination is a collaboration between Carole Pateman and Russell Mills, authors of The Sexual 
Contract and The Racial Contract, respectively. Contract and Domination is, in essence, a conversation between 
Pateman and Mills in which they argue that the sexual and racial contracts should be brought together to address the 
domination brought about by patriarchy and white supremacy. 
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minority reporters may contribute to either a silencing of these voices or create the impression that these 

perspectives do not matter. Fourth, even if there were more female and minority journalists, news norms 

would nonetheless favour a masculine and “mainstream” framing of events and actors. As a result, the 

media, in general, tend to be both gendered and raced.  

More specifically, we know that the political news coverage of women is different than that of 

men, and there is reason to believe that we may find similar patterns when we compare the coverage of 

visible minority candidates to that of their White counterparts. Given this, it is somewhat surprising that 

researchers have not put forward a theory of racial mediation. Although a number of scholars—

particularly in the United States—have noted the propensity toward racialized or race-differentiated 

coverage (Caliendo and McIlwain 2006; Jeffries 2002; McIlwain and Caliendo 2011; Reeves 1997; 

Schaffner and Gadson 2004; Schwartz 2011; Swain 1995; Terkildsen and Damore 1999; Zilber and Niven 

2000), these analyses have not made explicit a theory of racial mediation nor have they examined the 

Canadian case. 

RACIAL MEDIATION: A THEORETICAL INNOVATION 

  This study is oriented around a new theory of racial mediation, which I elaborate in the 

remainder of this chapter. The theory grows out of the literature on political communication and gendered 

mediation, which I have elucidated above, along with theories of modern racism, which I describe below. 

Racial mediation is the theoretical centerpiece of my project and one of the study’s principal contributions 

to the literature on race, media and politics. Racial mediation posits that politics are covered in ways that 

reflect dominant cultural norms, ideologies that are embedded in social, political and economic 

institutions, and the assumption of “whiteness” as the standard. Racial mediation is not purely about 

racism (although it could be), nor is it necessarily exemplified by racist slurs and bigotry (although it 

sometimes is). Rather, racial mediation is most likely to manifest itself in subtle ways through the 

selection of stories, sources and images, in language and slant, and in the practices and norms that 

structure the construction and production of news. The theory suggests that candidate race has an effect 
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on how the media cover politics and, in particular, that race influences story presentation and contributes 

to differential framing in three areas: candidate socio-demographics, political viability and policy issue 

interests. Race affects how candidates are portrayed in a number of ways, and these differences are not 

solely a function of how candidates present themselves. In the remainder of this chapter, I sketch racial 

mediation’s antecedents, tenets and predictions. 

Modern racism 

 In the literature on gendered mediation, scholars suggest that it is now difficult to find blatantly 

sexist coverage.  Similarly, while I do note clear racial differences in coverage, my own work also finds 

little evidence of explicitly racist coverage. It would seem that journalists are careful about the language 

that they use to describe minority communities, conscious of the criticisms they may face if coverage 

shows a racial bias, and more attuned to the need for careful coverage of diversity issues (see Fleras 

2011). Of course, while newsrooms may not engage in blatantly prejudicial practices, they are “adept at 

rewording racist imagery and racialized assumptions into carefully coded language that obliterates racist 

intent” (Fleras 2011, 255). At the same time, the cultural assumptions and normalization of whiteness that 

undergird news practices are rarely acknowledged. Instead, reference is made to diversity training and 

statements of inclusion, with coverage shrouded in claims of impartiality and objectivity. These 

“structural filters” conceal the ways in which news coverage, even when well-intentioned, reproduces 

minorities’ marginalization and reinforces the status quo (Fleras 2012).  

 Fleras (2012) draws a distinction between systemic bias and systematic bias that is useful here. 

Institutional propaganda is perhaps the most obvious example of systematic bias; facts are intentionally 

distorted or selectively communicated with the explicit objective of shaping citizens’ views or regulating 

their behaviour. Censorship, brainwashing and indoctrination are all examples of systematically biasing 

processes. By contrast, systemic bias is often not intentional or calculated, but instead is an outcome of 

“flawed assumptions about what is normal, preferred or acceptable” (Fleras 2012, 134). It is 

“discrimination without prejudice” and is a result of an “institutional tendency to privilege [the media’s] 

way of framing reality as normal, necessary, and inevitable” (Fleras 2012, 134). Systemic bias is 
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furthered by media practices that prioritize victim-blaming over system-blaming, personalities rather than 

processes, conflict not cooperation, and episodic human interest stories over investigations into broad 

themes or structural problems (Fleras 2012). 

 My argument is that coverage is neither openly racist nor purely race-blind, but it is racialized 

and race-differentiated in subtle but meaningful ways. This distinction is articulated in the literature on 

modern racism, which suggests that racism is now more symbolic, nuanced and implicit (Campbell 1995; 

Citrin et al. 1990; Fleras 2011; Fleras and Kunz 2001; Henry and Tator 2002).11 Most of those who 

possess racially prejudiced beliefs are not blatantly racist, but instead possess a mix of highly 

individualistic values (e.g., “hard work” as opposed to “government hand-outs”) and an antipathy toward 

minority groups (Son Hing, forthcoming). Modern racists may use negative body language when 

interacting with minorities, avoid those deemed to be culturally “different,” privilege mainstream 

behaviour, styles of dress or religious practices, or consciously suppress racial biases (Fleras and Kunz 

2001). These behaviours may occur even among individuals who express their commitment to values and 

procedures that are, on the surface, universal (Fleras and Kunz 2001).12 As Entman and Rojecki (2000, 1) 

put it: “The public face of race is now cloaked in a chameleon-like form, an every-changing camouflage 

that obscures its force.” 

 Many resist the idea that societies continue to harbour racist sentiments, perhaps because the 

word itself—racism—engenders defensiveness and is not consistent with practices and policies that have 

been adopted to address inequalities. These skeptics point to the Charter of Rights and Freedoms, 

Canada’s reputation as a peaceful, multicultural country and our history of immigration, while ignoring 

ongoing racial disparities, including wage gaps, hate crimes and continued discrimination. This 

                                                        
11 The term “symbolic racism” is sometimes used instead of “modern racism.” Although the former places a 
somewhat stronger emphasis on individualism, the theories are quite similar. 
12 The term “aversive racism” is sometimes used to refer to individuals who “value fairness and espouse 
individualism, yet unconsciously hold negative feelings toward out-group members” (Son Hing, forthcoming). 
These individuals are likely to discriminate only if they are able to maintain an appearance of non-bias; the presence 
of a non-racial reason for discrimination is one such situation. In an electoral context, this might include reference to 
a candidate’s lack of experience or perceived belief differences. 
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dichotomy, in which the politics of inclusion abut the practice of exclusion, is a strand of modern racism 

(Agnew 2007; Fleras and Kunz 2001; Goldberg 1993). Henry and Tator (2002, 23-24) refer to it as 

“democratic racism” and argue that it “is an ideology in which two conflicting sets of values are made 

congruent to each other. Commitments to democratic principles such as justice, equality, and fairness 

conflict with but also coexist with negative feelings about minority groups and discrimination against 

them.” The tension between the official story of inclusion and a reality of exclusion and marginalization 

is a reflection of the evolution of racism, its pervasiveness and the extent to which it is embedded—and, 

in fact, hidden—in language, values, organizational cultures, individual beliefs and social relations. 

 Modern racism theory provides a framework for analyzing and understanding interactions 

between citizens, the media and electoral candidates. It gets beyond the notion of explicit racism and 

leads us to think about the deeper, more implicit ways in which prejudice, stereotypes and discrimination 

can deliberately or inadvertently affect political discourse, attitudes and decision-making.13 Just as gender 

researchers argue that patriarchy structures relations between men and women, modern racism suggests 

that citizens, institutions and organizational cultures are conditioned by racialized views, norms and 

beliefs and that these may be so deeply entrenched that they are invisible, implicit, encoded or simply 

regarded as “common-sense” or “natural.” This is exacerbated by strong equality norms that provide an 

incentive to communicate racial messages in ways that will not be seen as racist (Mendelberg 2001). As a 

White reporter from a Memphis newspaper told Carstarphen (2009, 417), “[R]ace may not be in black and 

white in print in the story, but it’s in the editors’ minds, it’s in the reporters’ minds, [and] it’s in the 

sources’ minds.” Just as this reporter makes a practical distinction between “thinking” racially and 

“acting” racistly, so too do I make a theoretical distinction between blatant forms of prejudice and more 

subtle forms of race-differentiation.  

                                                        
13 Son Hing (forthcoming) makes a conceptual distinction between prejudice (negative evaluation of an out-group 
that can affect cognition, emotion or behaviour), stereotypes (beliefs about characteristics, attitudes and behaviours 
of out-group members) and discrimination (behaviour that results in unfair or negative outcomes for out-group 
members). My work potentially encompasses all three concepts, but the precise distinctions are not theoretically 
pertinent to this project. 
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Racialized coverage 

  While I ground my work in the literature on modern racism, what I am getting at is not bigotry or 

explicit forms of distaste for minorities, but rather the ways in which race serves as a dividing line or 

marker of difference. I thus distinguish between racist coverage and racialized coverage; this mirrors the 

distinction between sexist and gendered coverage in the literature on women in politics. While racist 

coverage is that which contains explicit prejudice grounded in a belief about the superiority of one race 

over others, racialized coverage is more subtle. It is not about racism, per se, but about the coverage’s 

relative racial emphasis and the ways in which race structures news reporting. I understand racialized 

media coverage in two ways.  

In the first place, there is coverage that includes descriptive racial or socio-demographic content 

related to a candidate’s skin colour, ethnicity, linguistic background or purported interest in so-called 

minority issues, such as immigration and multiculturalism. This may be done directly through mentions 

of race or heritage, or indirectly through photographic cues or references to the subject’s support from 

particular ethnic communities. Although the coverage may be positive, it does inject race into the 

narrative, which could detract from the subject’s other attributes, qualifications or policy interests. This 

type of racialized coverage can be found in stories about both White and minority candidates, although it 

is more common for the latter. Moreover, because references to visible minorities’ socio-demographics 

tend to reinforce their difference, the effect of these mentions may be more delegitimizing and distancing 

than would be the case for White candidates. 

 The second operationalization of racialized coverage is more latent and involves looking at how 

race affects the coverage of otherwise similar subjects. I want to know, all else equal, whether candidate 

race differentiates the types of policy or viability coverage they receive. Are candidates with similar 

qualifications presented as equally viable? Or—all else being equal—are visible minority candidates 

portrayed as less qualified or legitimate contenders. To which policy issues are candidates linked? And 

are these portrayals influenced by racialized assumptions? If an otherwise similar White and visible 
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minority candidate are covered differently, then this suggests that candidate race influences news 

judgment, assumptions and reporting. 

That said, the counterfactual to racialized coverage is not the complete absence of racial 

references. I am not therefore advocating coverage that is blind to race.  Rather, I would like to see 

coverage that is racially undifferentiated, racially balanced or race-neutral. How might we recognize such 

coverage? First, we could say racially undifferentiated coverage exists when race is deemed to be just as 

relevant to White candidates as it is for visible minority candidates. All of us have racial and socio-

demographic backgrounds, and if reporters deem this to be newsworthy for some candidates, then it 

should merit mention for all or, conversely, for none.  

Second, we would look for coverage in which there is a similar degree of correspondence 

between candidate presentation and resulting media portrayal regardless of whether the candidate is 

visible minority or White. To be clear, I do not mean that journalists should be uncritical, non-evaluative 

or simply repeat what politicians tell them. Rather, what we want is coverage that overcomes the gap 

between objective assessments of candidates’ behaviour, qualifications and messaging and the portrayals 

that we see in the media. We know, for example, that the media give undue emphasis to female 

politicians’ acts of aggression (Gidengil and Everitt 2003a) and downplay their policy credentials even 

though women are more likely then men to make issues “a cornerstone of their campaign” (Kahn and 

Gordon 1997, 74). My own findings indicate that visible minority and women non-incumbents’ news 

coverage is less favourable than that of White and male non-incumbents; this suggests that political 

experience mediates portrayal but mostly for “unconventional” candidates. There is also some evidence, 

discussed in Chapter 6, that the way that candidates’ policy interests are portrayed does not fully reflect 

their self-presentation and that racialized assumptions seem to influence this. This suggests that candidate 

race has an impact on the relationship between self-presentation and media portrayal, and the gap between 

the two is larger for visible minority candidates than for White candidates. So, yes, reporters can (and 

indeed should) critique, but they must bring their judgment to bear equitably and evenly, irrespective of 

candidate race.  
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Third, racially undifferentiated coverage would present people of all races in stories about all 

kinds of issues. Visible minority candidates should be seen as credible commentators on “mainstream” 

issues like the economy, while White candidates should have a voice in stories about “minority” issues. 

Too often, visible minorities are pigeon-holed into coverage about a narrow range of issues, while White 

candidates’ interests in immigration and multiculturalism are given a strategic frame with the narrative 

couched in terms of ethnic targeting or vote-getting. This does a disservice to all candidates, in addition to 

presenting an unbalanced portrait of the policy landscape.  

The final way in which we can understand racially undifferentiated coverage is coverage in which 

racial considerations are evenly applied to news judgment. News judgment includes story choice, sources, 

decision-making, information shortcuts and language, and although this is much more difficult for 

researchers to measure, these subtle processes arguably drive racial differentiation more so than any other 

factor. What leads a journalist to write a particular story? Why does she interview these sources and not 

others? Why did he quote this candidate but paraphrase that one? Why did the editor choose this headline 

or include that photo? Why does one story mention a riding’s demographic composition when another 

story does not? Although racial considerations will sometimes motivate stories—consider reporting on 

hate crimes or genocide, for example—these considerations should be evenly applied to all candidates in 

electoral coverage. The story need not be blind to race, but at the same time, candidate race should not be 

a heuristic upon which various assumptions rest. In short, racially undifferentiated coverage is coverage in 

which race is treated analogously for all candidates, regardless of skin colour.  

 Importantly, my understanding of racialized coverage does not presuppose that racialized 

coverage is an indicator of media racism or that the coverage is itself a misrepresentation of reality. 

Racialized coverage may be unintentional or even an accurate portrayal of a candidate’s own 

presentation. For this reason, my study generally does not point a finger at “racist” reporters or 

“prejudiced” voters. Although there is a normative element in that I view race-differentiated coverage as 

problematic, I largely set motives aside. Instead I focus on making an empirical case about the extent to 

which candidate race affects coverage, self-presentation and one’s overall experiences in politics. 
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 It should be emphasized that each of us has an ascribed “race.” As a result, racialization is not 

confined to individuals with minority backgrounds. Indeed, in a well-publicized incident during the 2012 

Alberta provincial election, Ron Leech, a candidate in a diverse Calgary riding, suggested in an interview 

with an ethnic radio station that, “As a Caucasian I have an advantage. When different community leaders 

such as a Sikh leader or a Muslim leader speaks, they really speak to their own people . . . As a 

Caucasian, I believe that I can speak to all the community” (Gerein 2012, online). Leech went on to say, 

“When a Punjabi leader speaks for the Punjabi, the Punjabi are listening but when a Caucasian speaks on 

their behalf, everybody is listening” (Gerein 2012; see also CBC News 2012b). Here, we see racialized 

coverage, but it is directed toward a White candidate (and, incidentally, is also a product of that 

candidate’s self-presentation). However, just as gendered media coverage is more common in stories 

about women politicians, racialized coverage is likely to be more prevalent in stories about visible 

minority candidates. This is because whiteness is the norm in politics, and it is against this backdrop that 

political actors are evaluated and political events are understood. Just as female candidates diverge from a 

male-centric understanding of politics and are covered accordingly, visible minorities stand out in an 

otherwise White, mainstream narrative.  

The quantity and quality of visible minority candidates’ coverage 

 As is the case in coverage of women in politics, we can similarly distinguish between the quantity 

and quality of visible minorities’ news coverage. Quantity of coverage might be ascertained by counting 

the number of stories in which visible minority and White candidates appear, by assessing the number of 

mentions they receive or by looking at the number of words written about them. As was noted earlier, 

historical sex-differentiated discrepancies in the amount of coverage received by female and male 

politicians have largely evaporated. Similarly, while earlier American studies suggested that Black 

politicians received less coverage than White politicians (Canon 1999; Entman 1994, 1997; Gibbons 

1993; Payne 1988; Reeves 1997), more recent research suggests that race no longer has a significant 

impact on the amount of coverage (Gershon 2008; Zilber and Niven 2000). In fact, in some cases, Black 

politicians actually receive more coverage than other elected officials (Schaffner 2002; Schaffner and 
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Gadson 2004). Visible minorities remain the exception in politics, but media outlets recognize that these 

candidates simply cannot be ignored. Of course, there are still segments of the minority population that 

remain under-represented in media reports. For example, Gershon (2008) notes that minority women 

politicians receive less coverage than their White and male counterparts, suggesting that researchers need 

to be cognizant of the impact of intersecting identities on media coverage. There are also silences in 

media coverage related to ability, age and sexual orientation (Fleras 2011). 

That said, researchers caution “it is not the amount, but the type, of coverage that may damage the 

relationship between citizens and their African-American representatives” (Schaffner and Gadson 2004, 

619). As I note in Chapter 3, there are very few differences in terms of the amount of coverage of visible 

minority and White candidates, so I focus the bulk of my attention on the substantive content of their 

coverage. We can assess the quality of a candidate’s coverage by looking at the overall impression that a 

particular story conveys, the extent to which it is positive or negative and whether it presents the 

candidate as a legitimate, credible and serious contender.  In the American literature on minorities in 

politics, we can find a number of measures of coverage quality; some of these quite closely mirror the 

measures found in research on gendered mediation. For example, Zilber and Niven (2000) note that 

African American members of Congress receive more negative media coverage than their White 

counterparts, a finding confirmed by Chaudhary (1980) who also finds that the coverage of Black elected 

officials is given less prominence. News coverage more often mentions African American 

Congresspeople’s race and that of their voters, and it positions them more frequently as political outsiders 

than is the case for White Congresspeople (Chaudhary 1980; Terkildsen and Damore 1999). White 

politicians are more likely to be portrayed as hard working and thoughtful (Zilber and Niven 2000). 

Minorities are less likely to be directly quoted, and when they are, they are typically viewed as less 

credible than “neutral” official sources, who are usually White (Van Dijk 1991). Davis (1985) argues that 

higher status speakers not only receive more media attention, but more direct presentation—in other 

words, less filtering—as well as more frequent endorsements of their positions in their media coverage. 
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Coverage that is more filtered subtly calls into question the subject’s perceived authority, assertiveness 

and appropriateness as a source. 

This is important for minority politicians, who are also portrayed as being less qualified to deal 

with so-called mainstream policy issues. In their examination of local television news coverage of African 

American members of Congress, Schaffner and Gadson (2004) found that many stories focused on the 

politicians’ race rather than their political accomplishments and qualifications; this transpires even though 

Black legislators’ policy interests are as diverse as those of their White counterparts. Schaffner and 

Gadson (2004) note further that this tendency is greatest in less racially diverse media markets, where 

citizens may already be less predisposed to electing a Black candidate. As the authors point out, “Where 

African-American legislators could most benefit from an image of an effective lawmaker, they are instead 

portrayed as narrowly focused on minority issues” (Schaffner and Gadson 2004, 619). Amplifying the 

problem is the fact the media make minority politicians appear parochial and self-interested, while White 

legislators are portrayed as inclusive and broad-minded. As Zilber and Niven (2000, 29) put it “When 

white representatives are depicted, they are not speaking to racial issues—and that means neither issues 

that affect only African Americans nor issues that affect only whites. . . . [This] has the consequence of 

suggesting that African American politicians think only of their own, while whites care about everybody.” 

Some of the stereotypes about minority politicians are relatively positive, including the 

perception that minority politicians are more passionate, sensitive toward disadvantaged groups and 

survivors of adversity (McDermott 1998; Schneider and Bos 2011; Sigelman et al. 1995). This should not 

take away from the fact that minorities are not viewed as on par with their White counterparts, however. 

For example, in one study, Schneider and Bos (2011) found that Black politicians were stereotyped more 

positively than Blacks in general, but more negatively than White politicians. Callaghan and Terkildsen 

(2002) similarly found that minority legislators are stereotyped more negatively than their White 

counterparts, both in terms of their personality traits and work-related behaviours. Moreover, while Black 

politicians are just as likely as others to be viewed as ambitious, confident, charismatic, driven and 

determined, they are much less likely to be viewed as educated, powerful, rich or leaders (Schneider and 
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Bos 2011). Black politicians are also more likely to be seen as vocal, interested in only their group and as 

having something to prove (Schneider and Bos 2011). Stereotypes are thus clearly and significantly race-

differentiated. If minority candidates are framed in ways that reinforce these stereotypes, the 

consequences could be dire. 

Racialized Frames 

 In line with my theorization of racial mediation, I argue that the media cover electoral candidates 

according to at least three racially differentiated frames. These are: the socio-demographic frame, the 

political viability frame and the policy issues frame.14 These frames can be applied to both White and 

visible minority candidates, they are not mutually exclusive, they do overlap, and stories may include 

more than a single frame. Below, I briefly introduce each frame and provide a more detailed 

operationalization in Chapter 3. 

Socio-demographic frame 

 The socio-demographic frame highlights, as the name implies, candidates’ demographic 

characteristics. This might be an explicit description of a candidate’s race, such as Black, South Asian, 

Anglo-Saxon or visible minority, or it might be more implicit, such as a reference to a politician’s country 

of origin or religious affiliation (McIlwain and Caliendo 2011; Terkildsen and Damore 1999). The 

coverage may draw attention to candidates’ support from particular ethnic communities or describe the 

racial composition of their constituency, thereby reinforcing the particular appeal of their candidacy 

(McIlwain and Caliendo 2011; Terkildsen and Damore 1999; Zilber and Niven 2000). The inclusion of a 

candidate’s photograph may further aid in the transmission of a race frame because it provides clues about 

a candidate’s skin colour and, sometimes, his or her religion (Jeffries 2002). Stories about minority 

candidates more often include photographs than do stories about White candidates, possibly because a 

picture is a means of communicating demographic information without raising it explicitly (Caliendo and 

                                                        
14 Schwartz (2011, 381) employs three similar frames in her study. She refers to them as a personal frame 
“emphasizing personal or professional background;” a strategy frame “emphasizing campaign strategy or horserace 
position in polls”; and an issue frame “emphasizing position or action on policy issues.” 
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MacIlwain 2006). When stories do contain visual elements, they are less likely to depict minority 

candidates in a positive light (Caliendo and MacIlwain 2006; Major and Coleman 2008).  

 The socio-demographic frame is more likely to be applied to visible minority candidates than 

White candidates, with past research suggesting when a candidate’s race is mentioned, it is typically 

because he or she is a minority (Zilber and Niven 2000). Research further suggests that the coverage of 

electoral contests with at least one minority candidate is more likely to draw attention to race than those 

where the candidates are all White; in these cases, it is the race of the minority candidate that is most 

often mentioned (Terkildsen and Damore 1999; Caliendo and McIlwain 2006). Finally, when political 

analysis does employ racial explanations, these are typically only applied to minority candidates. White 

candidates are viewed as succeeding on their own merits (i.e., for non-racial reasons), while minority 

candidates’ outcomes are interpreted as a function of their race (Yuen 2009). 

Political viability frame 

 News coverage may also reference candidates’ political viability or qualifications for office. 

Candidates may be portrayed as insiders or outsiders, as experienced or amateurs, and as likely to win or 

face defeat (Zilber and Niven 2000). Given that dominant or “culturally mainstream” criteria are often 

used as the basis for judgments about a candidate’s suitability for a position, the viability frame may lead 

voters to believe that visible minorities lack the qualifications for political life simply because they do not 

possess the characteristics of a “typical” politician (Eagly and Mladinic 1989; Esses et al. 2006; Zilber 

and Niven 2000). When there is a desire for change, this kind of framing could work to the advantage of 

visible minority politicians, but they may still have to overcome suspicions about their credentials or 

motives for entering politics. This is because visible minority candidates are often viewed as intruders 

with less dedication to the party and politics (Sayers and Jetha 2002). Perceptions of viability may also be 

affected by the so-called “distribution effect” (Zilber and Niven 2000, 70). According to this perspective, 

when a profession is associated with particular attributes, these characteristics may subsequently be 

viewed as necessary for the job. When individuals do not possess these characteristics, they are likely to 

be viewed as unqualified or inappropriate. As a result, unless other information counters this assessment, 
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the group that typically dominates a profession will be assumed to be more qualified (Zilber and Niven 

200; see also Eagly and Mladinic 1989). In politics, this works to the advantage of White candidates who 

are most numerous. 

 The viability frame may also be conveyed by highlighting visible minority candidates’ “novelty,” 

“trail-blazing” or famous “firsts.” This can disadvantage visible minority candidates because it leaves the 

impression that they are political anomalies and do not necessarily belong in electoral institutions (Braden 

1996; Gidengil and Everitt 2003b; Heldman et al. 2009; Zilber and Niven 2000). Of course, this “novel” 

status may also potentially advantage candidates by providing an angle for a story that would not 

otherwise be there (Schaffner and Gadson 2004), but the story is not about a candidate’s policy agenda or 

qualifications—characteristics that voters weigh when making electoral decisions—but instead about their 

difference.  

Policy issues frame 

 Finally, issue frames focus on substantive policy matters, ideological positions and candidates’ 

issue priorities. Although many visible minority candidates bring a diverse set of policy interests to the 

table, media coverage may suggest that they in fact concentrate on a narrow set of so-called minority 

issues, including affirmative action, civil rights, discrimination, hate crimes and racial profiling 

(Schaffner and Gadson 2004; Zilber and Niven 2000). In addition, over-reporting on crimes committed by 

minority suspects (often Black with White victims) has contributed to a connection between visible 

minorities and crime (Entman and Rojecki 2000; Fleras 2011; Henry and Tator 2002). Similarly, the 

media’s focus on the “undeserving” Black poor in the U.S. has led citizens to see poverty and associated 

policy responses as an African-American problem (Gilens 1996, 2003). The linking of visible minorities 

to so-called minority issues, like immigration, multiculturalism, discrimination, crime, poverty and 

welfare, is akin to the media’s coverage of female politicians, which tends to situate them as most 

qualified to address “softer” policy issues like education, healthcare, abortion and childcare. Schaffner 

and Gadson (2004) connect this tendency to journalistic practice and, in particular, the time constraints 

that reporters face. They suggest “reporters who hastily prepare stories for the evening newscast may 
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carelessly stereotype the local delegate. They contact the African-American legislator to record a sound 

bite for a story on racial profiling while contacting non-black legislators for responses on other issues” 

(Schaffner and Gadson 2004, 619). In one survey of journalists, Carstarphen (2009, 415) found that 

“when asked, ‘Who makes the best sources for stories about race?’ the highest number of responses, 

thirty-four percent, rated people of colour or minorities.”  

 Framing that disproportionately aligns visible minority candidates with a narrow set of “minority” 

policy issues suggests that these candidates are not interested in, or are ill-equipped to deal with, broader 

“mainstream” issues. This is particularly problematic if visible minority candidates are in fact interested 

in other policy spheres, as researchers have found (Schaffner and Gadson 2004; Zilber and Niven 2000). 

It also plays into voters’ fears of racial threat, including the perception that, once in office, such 

candidates will enact self-interested policies (Rivlin 1992; Sonnenshein 1994). We also need to consider 

the compounding impact of such narrow coverage. For example, Sigelman et al. (1995) found that even 

when minority politicians are stereotyped in positive ways, such as being more capable of handling social 

justice issues, the effects of that coverage are usually offset by perceptions of incompetence in other 

areas. In other words, it is difficult for candidates to overcome coverage that suggests they are not able to 

deal with key policy issues. 

Race and Candidate Self-Presentation 

 The literature on women in politics suggests that candidates do engage in some degree of image 

management, and this appears to be the case for visible minorities as well. For example, candidates may 

westernize their names, seek endorsements from prominent community leaders, or promote themselves as 

politicians who do not speak for one particular community (Biles and Tolley 2008; Bird 2008a; Lapp 

1999). The electoral context in which a candidate runs may have an important effect on candidate 

presentation. Candidates running in ridings with large minority populations may put forward an image 

that stresses their ability to respond to so-called minority interests. Meanwhile, candidates running in 

ridings with small minority populations will be more likely to practice the “politics of commonality” and 
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emphasize their ability to respond to broad interests (Canon 1999; Citrin et al. 1990; Schaffner and 

Gadson 2004). Variations in self-presentation may be partly a result of a candidate’s style and personal 

preferences, but also a function of careful political calculations about what it takes to appeal to voters and, 

ultimately, to win. This is consistent with rational choice explanations of political behaviour, which 

suggest actors will conduct themselves so that they accrue the greatest possible benefit. In the political 

arena, candidates wish primarily to win and thus will behave in ways that maximize this potential. Many 

candidates would regard strategic communications, tailored messages and broad-based appeals as tools to 

win elections. Generally, if these do not fall far outside the bounds of a candidate’s personal beliefs or 

preferences, most will engage in this type of strategic presentation. 

Candidates’ self-presentation is not simply a product of cold calculation, however. It is also a 

means of fitting in, coping with situations and may often times be unconscious. Although somewhat 

controversial, research on internalized racial oppression suggests that minority groups may adopt “the 

racist stereotypes, values, images, and ideologies perpetuated by the White dominant society about one’s 

racial group, leading to feelings of self-doubt, disgust, and disrespect for one’s race and/or oneself” (Pyke 

2010, 553). Internalized oppression may cause minority group members to shy away from leadership 

positions because they believe they are not qualified, to confine their relations to those within their “own” 

group because they feel that this is the environment in which they will be most successful, or to avoid 

behaving in ways that would confirm stereotypical perceptions of the minority group (Axner 2012). As a 

result of internalized oppression, minorities may alter their behaviour, appearance and language in an 

attempt to blend in or “pass.” Importantly, even those who have not been subjected to overt prejudice or 

discrimination may nonetheless internalize racial oppression (Pyke 2010). This is partly because 

internalized oppression, like forms of modern racism, is systemic and often obscured by seemingly 

neutral practices. The adoption of ideologies of fairness and egalitarianism and compliance with generally 

accepted standards of self-presentation is consistent with internalized oppression. This is an adaptive 

practice, and it is not surprising that some candidates may deliberately or sub-consciously adhere to 

dominant cultural norms, particularly when trying to gain acceptance in mainstream political institutions. 
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Nonetheless, while candidates may make personal and strategic choices about their own 

presentation, the media’s reflection of this image is not always accurate. This has been demonstrated in 

the research on women in politics and is similarly found in the U.S. literature on race and politics. For 

example, in their comparison of African American Congressmen’s self-presentation and media portrayal, 

Zilber and Niven (2000) found that reporters tended to give far more emphasis to race and politicians’ 

purported interest in minority issues than the politicians did themselves. Frederick and Jeffries (2009) 

note further that public image-crafting is particularly crucial for minority candidates who must balance 

their appeals to specific constituencies with a need to attract a broader base of support. This requires a 

“deracialized campaign strategy” and a moderate and non-threatening public image that de-emphasizes 

race but does not alienate the minority voters who comprise their base of support. 

In describing the link between self-presentation and media portrayal, Zilber and Niven (2000, 45) 

note that “a racial emphasis in reporters’ coverage need not reflect any bias on their part but merely the 

reality of what the candidates are doing and saying.” What is needed is not an identification of media 

racism or prejudice, but rather an analysis of the ways in which candidates frame their messages and 

behaviour to appeal to particular audiences, whether they emphasize or de-emphasize issue interests in an 

effort to counteract stereotypes, and if they alter their actions on the basis of prior media portrayals. This 

study begins that work. 

Predictions 

 Consistent with existing literature in the field, my theorization of racial mediation leads me to 

make several predictions, which I detail below. 

H1.  There will be quantitative and qualitative differences in the media’s reporting on electoral 
candidates. Differences in coverage will be correlated with candidate race.  

 
H2.  Visible minority candidates’ socio-demographic backgrounds will be mentioned more often 
than the socio-demographic backgrounds of White candidates.  

 
H3.  Visible minority candidates’ will be portrayed as less viable than White candidates; they will 
receive less insider coverage and less coverage of their quality. 

 
H4.  Visible minority candidates will be portrayed more often as novelties than White candidates. 
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H5.  Visible minority candidates’ coverage will be less prominent, more negative and more 
filtered than that of their White counterparts. 
 
H6.  Visible minority candidates will be associated more often with so-called minority issues and 
less often with “mainstream” issues than is the case for White candidates.  

 
H7.  Racialized coverage will be highest in ridings that have larger visible minority populations. 
 
H8.  Although race is an important predictor of candidate coverage, portrayals will be conditioned 
by a number of other politically relevant factors, including candidates’ political experience, party 
affiliation, presumed electoral prospects and riding characteristics, as well as other demographic 
characteristics like gender.  
 
H9.  Gender will amplify the effects of racialized coverage, with visible minority women 
receiving the most socio-demographic coverage, the least viability coverage and the least focus 
on “mainstream” policy issues. 
 
H10.  The media’s portrayal of visible minority candidates will not be congruent with candidates’ 
own self-presentation. Visible minority candidates will present themselves in a less racialized 
manner than their media portrayal will suggest.  

 
H11.  Visible minorities who run in more racially diverse constituencies will be more likely than 
those who run in less racially diverse constituencies to adopt strategies that promote or are neutral 
toward their racialized status. Visible minorities who run in constituencies with a higher 
proportion of White voters will adopt strategies to appeal to a broader cross-section of voters and 
will thus downplay their racialized status.  
 
H12.  Race and aspects of racialization will be mentioned more frequently by visible minority 
candidates than White candidates as factors that influence electoral behaviour and experiences.  

 

In the chapters that follow, I systematically compile evidence to test each of these predictions. I begin by 

looking first at the data and methods used in my investigation.   
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Chapter 3 

DATA AND METHODS 
 

 

I begin this chapter by describing my selected case, which is the 2008 Canadian election. I next 

look at the data used in the study. These fall into three categories: a media study; a series of semi-

structured interviews with candidates and political staffers; and finally Census data and information on 

candidates’ electoral history and backgrounds, which augment the interviews and media study. My study 

uses a mixed methods approach that includes a manual and automated content analysis of the media data, 

a qualitative assessment of the interview data and standard statistical methods, including descriptive 

statistics and cross-tabulations. After describing these methods, I conclude by discussing the advantages 

of a mixed methods approach. 

Case Selection 

 The study is based on an examination of the 40th Canadian general election. This election was 

called in the Fall of 2008, and the campaign was dominated by a focus on climate change (largely 

influenced by the Liberals’ Green Shift platform), a discussion of provincial equalization payments 

(largely led by the Premier of Newfoundland and Labrador), allegations of bribery against Conservative 

officials, and attacks on the leadership abilities of Liberal leader, Stéphane Dion (Flanagan 2009; 

Gidengil et al. 2012; Pammett and Dornan 2009). Although the campaign occurred during the same 

period as the U.S. election that brought Barack Obama to power, neither ethnic politics nor immigration, 

multiculturalism, or any of the so-called “minority issues” figured prominently in this campaign. If 

anything, the media appeared more interested in the gender dimension, perhaps influenced by coverage of 

Sarah Palin and Hillary Rodham Clinton (see, for example, Payne 2008).  
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Data 

Media study 

  The largest data component in this project is a media study. Although I have largely referred to 

the media in the preceding pages as though they were a singular homogeneous institution, this is of course 

not the case. Fleras (2011) provides a useful typology in which he categorizes the media into four sectors: 

the private, public, populist and participatory. He argues that each sector has a different logic, goal, 

means, scope, audience perception, ownership, information flow and content. For this reason, it is logical 

for a research design to focus on just one type of media. In my research, I focus specifically on Canada’s 

major print daily newspapers. Fleras would characterize these as part of the private media sector, which is 

corporate-owned, market-driven and profit-generating. Profit is made by entertaining consumers, and the 

content is typically safe, routine and familiar. The reader may be passive or interactive (the latter owing in 

part to the use of new digital media technology). Information flow is typically top-down and hierarchical, 

with one entity producing news for many. In this sector, the news is a commodity. 

Data for the media study were drawn from a sample of 980 articles that appeared in 18 English-

language Canadian daily newspapers during the period from the dropping of the writ on September 7, 

2008 until the day of the election on October 14, 2008.15 Although Canadians report receiving most of 

their election information from televised news sources (Gidengil et al. 2004; Gidengil 2012), the print 

media were selected for this study because of the greater availability of full-text electronic records, but 

also because this is where local candidates are likely to receive the most intensive coverage. Television 

coverage tends to focus more on the national campaign and the leaders’ tours, with much less attention 

given to local candidates, a point that was reinforced in many of my candidate interviews. To construct a 

                                                        
15 The newspapers included in the study were The Globe and Mail, National Post, Vancouver Sun, The Province, 
Times-Colonist, Calgary Herald, Edmonton Journal, Saskatoon Star Phoenix, Regina Leader Post, Winnipeg Free 
Press, Toronto Star, Ottawa Citizen, Windsor Star, Montreal Gazette, Halifax Chronicle Herald / Sunday Herald, 
Saint John’s Telegraph Journal, St. John’s Telegram and the Charlottetown Guardian. This includes Canada’s 
“paper of record,” The Globe and Mail, as well as regional representation through a number of important dailies. 
French- and foreign-language papers are not included in this study. Although there are exceptions, it is generally not 
advisable to conduct an automated content analysis in more than one language. 
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media sample with sufficient coverage of local candidates—who sometimes have only a marginal 

presence—a focus on print media was warranted and, indeed, necessary. Moreover, in comparison to 

televised sources, print media outlets are able to offer more extensive news coverage because of less 

stringent space considerations. This provides an opportunity for them to engage more fully in the framing 

of news stories (Druckman 2005). Finally, comparatively longer stories in the print media provide more 

opportunities for selective presentation by newsmakers. In other words, the print media offer an efficient 

means for studying news coverage because they provide more of it for any given story, candidate or 

event.   

Largely absent from my study is a consideration of the so-called ethnic media, which are outlets 

directed at ethnic minority or diaspora groups, other than those of English, French or Aboriginal heritage. 

Ethnic media may publish in either of the official languages, a third non-official language or some 

combination (Murray et al. 2007). These outlets are an important link between minority and mainstream 

populations and can act as an integrator for new Canadians (Fleras 2011). In their study of the coverage of 

the 2008 federal election in Vancouver’s mainstream English and ethnic Korean newspapers, Yu and 

Ahadi (2010) found that while visible minority voters and candidates were largely absent from the 

mainstream media’s coverage, the ethnic press included a number of articles aimed at facilitating the 

participation of minorities in the political process. They argue that while the ethnic media do tend to focus 

on subjects that are closely connected to the cultural backgrounds of their readers—in this case, 

Canadians of Korean heritage—these outlets nonetheless perform a much more significant integrative and 

intercultural function than do the mainstream media.16 That is, the ethnic media are more likely to cover 

“mainstream” topics, while the mainstream media tend toward in-group orientation and thus marginalize 

minority subjects. Indeed, while visible minorities appeared as subjects and commentators in 21% of 

                                                        
16 Although she did not focus specifically at political news coverage, Lindgren (2013) came to a somewhat different 
conclusion in her analysis of representations of diversity in Toronto’s ethnic media. She suggests that these outlets’ 
propensity to focus on their co-ethnic community results in an unrepresentative—and sometimes stereotypical—
portrait of other cultural groups. 
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articles in the Korean press, they were present in just 5% of news stories in the English press (Yu and 

Ahadi 2010). In other words, if we are concerned about the media’s potential for exclusion, Yu and 

Ahadi’s preliminary research suggests that the mainstream media offer the most fruitful avenue for 

exploration.  

To capture candidate-centred election coverage, I chose a sample of 34 visible minority and 34 

non-minority candidates who ran in ridings outside of Quebec.17 These candidates were the focus of the 

media analysis. Of course, establishing the “race” of candidates is inherently problematic, largely because 

race is difficult to ascertain and there is no “registry” of visible minority candidates.18 To establish a list, I 

relied on candidates’ published biographies, media accounts and photographs. Although there are some 

ambiguous cases, my results are in line with those obtained by Black (2008b; 2011b) and Bird (2008b). 

The candidate sample was stratified so it would include visible minority candidates who had won and 

lost, as well as White candidates who ran in ridings with varying levels of diversity. Within these 

categories, the sampling was random, and there is variation with respect to candidate gender, incumbency 

and electoral outcome. While there is variation along party lines, the sample includes only those who ran 

for the Conservative, Liberal and New Democratic parties and who were thus most likely to receive 

media coverage. Unlike a simple random sample, which may have resulted in too few visible minority 

candidates to even permit an analysis, this stratified strategy ensured sufficient variation along the main 

categories of interest.19 The characteristics of candidates included in the analysis are shown in Table 3.1. 

                                                        
17 Because only English-language newspapers are included in the analysis, candidates who ran in ridings in Quebec 
have been excluded. This left me with 1178 candidates, a number of whom ran for minor parties. Focusing only on 
those who ran for the Conservatives, Liberals and NDP left me with 698 candidates who ran in 233 ridings outside 
of Quebec. A stratified sample comprising 9.7% of the total population was selected from these 698 candidates. 
18 The collection of race-based data also raises important normative questions, although I largely set these aside 
maintaining that because voters continue to “see” race, researchers should continue to study it. Entman and Rojecki 
(2000, 242, n. 11) also adopted this view in their study of race and the media in America, in which they note, “Since 
racial distinctions are heavily cultural if not arbitrary, we must acknowledge that even in writing about and 
especially coding media texts in terms of race and attributes like skin colour, we face the danger of perpetuating the 
very distinctions we want to overcome.” They go onto to say, however, “We are writing about how people come to 
classify themselves and others into categories called ‘race,’ not about what race people ‘really’ are.” This is a study 
that aims to identify processes of racialization and representations of race, not to reify them. 
19 To reduce the potential influence of confounding variables, Schwartz (2011) employs a similar sampling strategy. 
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Table 3.1 Candidate characteristics 

 Visible Minority 
Candidates 

(n) 

White 
Candidates 

(n) 

All 
Candidates 

(n) 

Number 34 34 68 

Provinces 

Ontario (14) 
BC (10) 

Alberta (6) 
Saskatchewan (1) 

Manitoba (1) 
Nova Scotia (2) 

Ontario (16) 
BC (7) 

Alberta (3) 
Saskatchewan (1) 

Manitoba (3) 
Nova Scotia (1) 

New Brunswick (1) 
PEI (1) 

NFLD (1) 

Ontario (30) 
BC (17) 

Alberta (9) 
Saskatchewan (2) 

Manitoba (4) 
Nova Scotia (3) 

New Brunswick (1) 
PEI (1) 

NFLD (1) 

Visible Minority 
Population in Riding 

> 50% (17) 
15.1% - 49.9% (7) 

< 15% (10) 

> 50% (16) 
15.1% - 49.9% (8) 

< 15% (10) 

> 50% (33) 
15.1% - 49.9% (15) 

<15% (20) 

Gender Male (22) 
Female (12) 

Male (22) 
Female (12) 

Male (44) 
Female (24) 

Party 
Conservative (17) 

Liberal (13) 
NDP (4) 

Conservative (10) 
Liberal (17) 

NDP (7) 

Conservative (27) 
Liberal (30) 
NDP (11) 

Incumbents Incumbents (18) 
Non-incumbents (16) 

Incumbents (20) 
Non-incumbents (14) 

Incumbents (38) 
Non-incumbents (30 

Elected / Defeated Elected (17) 
Defeated (17) 

Elected (28) 
Defeated (6) 

Elected (45) 
Defeated (23) 

 
 

Using the names of these candidates and the dates of the writ period as the search parameters, 

full-text articles were retrieved from Canadian Newsstand and Eureka.20 All news stories were included, 

with the exception of letters to the editor or simple lists of riding candidates. This returned a total of 980 

stories. The largest number of stories (11.6%) appeared in the Toronto Star, which is in part a reflection 

of the candidates included in the sample; 9.8% of the stories came from The Globe and Mail, 9.6% from 

                                                        
20 All stories were scanned to ensure the subject was in fact a candidate in the 2008 federal election. Occasionally, I 
came across stories about individuals who shared the same name as a particular candidate. For example, there is an 
economist at the University of Manitoba who is quoted frequently in the Winnipeg Free Press and, rather 
inconveniently, shares his name with John McCallum, also an economist and the Liberal MP for Markham-
Unionville. These stories were excluded from the sample.  
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The (Vancouver) Province, 8.9% from the Calgary Herald, 7.8% from the Ottawa Citizen, 7.3% from the 

Vancouver Sun and 6.8% from the Edmonton Journal.  

The White candidates in my sample are mentioned in 53.7% of stories, while visible minority 

candidates are mentioned in 46.3%. Stories average just over 674 words in length, and candidate race 

does not correlate in any way with average story length. The bulk of the stories (83.2%) are news articles, 

while 14.9% are columns, and just 1.9% are editorials. White candidates are mentioned more frequently 

than visible minority candidates in all three categories, with the largest difference occurring in the 

editorial category, where 57.9% of editorials mention White candidates compared to 42.1% for visible 

minority candidates. This is interesting, given that it is in editorials that newspapers typically offer their 

endorsements of particular candidates. In other words, although candidate race is not significantly related 

to amount of coverage, it may have an impact on type of coverage. For this reason, the bulk of the 

analysis focuses not on the quantity of candidates’ coverage—where there appears to be little 

difference—but rather on its quality, with the emphasis placed on the portrayal of candidates’ socio-

demographic characteristics, political viability and policy interests. 

Semi-structured interviews 

 To understand candidates’ communication strategies, media interactions, perceptions of coverage 

and political experiences, I undertook a series of semi-structured interviews. These involved former 

candidates, sitting Members of Parliament, campaign staffers and party officials. Later, I expanded the 

scope of the interviews to include journalists. To construct the sample, I tried to make contact with all of 

the candidates included in my media study, typically by email and telephone, although a variety of 

methods were used.21 Generally, potential subjects were given a short introduction to the research study 

                                                        
21 Early on, I realized it would be challenging to locate up-to-date contact information for candidates, particularly 
those who had been defeated, and I employed a number of strategies as a result. This included searches of personal 
and professional webpages, online telephone directories, as well as Twitter, Facebook and LinkedIn. Intended as a 
professional networking site, LinkedIn turned out to be particularly effective for finding and recruiting interview 
respondents. Although free, users must subscribe, after which they are able to search and “introduce” themselves to 
potential contacts. I used this tool to send a short invitation to subjects and would then ask them to “connect” so that 
further details can be provided. Subjects were able to view my profile, which includes biographical details, 
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and asked if they would like to participate. In addition to my own communications, acquaintances in 

media and political circles introduced me to potential subjects, while press officers in the Liberal and 

New Democratic parties and a former senior official and a Cabinet minister in the Conservative Party all 

sent information on my behalf to the targeted candidates. As well, all interviewees were asked if they 

could recommend or put me in touch with other subjects; some pulled out their Blackberries and 

facilitated introductions on the spot. Still, locating some candidates proved to be impossible, particularly 

if they had been defeated or had since left office. In addition, some of those for whom I had up-to-date 

contact information declined the invitation to be interviewed, while others simply did not respond to my 

requests.22 Interview fatigue, research skepticism, competing demands and gatekeeping by staff are key 

challenges in qualitative research involving public figures, and my project was no exception (for a 

discussion of these challenges, see Puwar 1997). I also wonder if the topic of my research—the media—

created some reticence on the part of potential respondents given that a number were involved in politics 

during the long period of minority government in which media communications and interviews in general 

were discouraged (Campion-Smith 2008).23  

 As a result, I expanded my potential interview pool beyond the initial 68 candidates. This was an 

effort to elicit as many participants as possible, but also to ensure I included individuals possessing the 

key characteristics of interest. Although it is by no means statistically representative, the goal was to 

achieve a candidate sample that varied on a number of dimensions, including race, gender, party 

affiliation, electoral record and region, which would enrich the data and provide analytic leverage.  The 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

professional credentials and a list of contacts. Often the list of contacts includes others within the potential subject’s 
network, which may increase the researcher’s legitimacy and personalize the connection more than is the case with 
an email message. 
22 While three potential interviewees explicitly refused to participate, upwards of 15 fell in the non-response 
category, even after multiple contacts by email, telephone and social media. 
23 One respondent also mentioned skepticism of information-gathering, in general. Prior to the interview, he asked 
for a letter from my dissertation advisor attesting to my veracity as a researcher. At the beginning of the interview, 
he then confided that he had been hesitant to proceed before receiving a confirmation of my legitimacy because he 
has on more than one occasion “sent an intern or student to ‘interview’ another MP or Cabinet minister and then 
turned around and used that information against them” (18 September 2012). In this context, one can see why it may 
be difficult for researchers to procure interviews with public officials. 
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sampling was therefore both purposeful and convenience, in that I targeted a diversity of participants but 

ultimately included anyone who agreed to be interviewed.  

 Determining the “ideal” number of interviews is always a challenge, but in some ways this was 

decided for me: in essence, interviewing ended when it appeared that the potential interview pool had 

been exhausted. This is particularly germane to research involving visible minorities where the presence 

of a limited respondent pool is an even greater challenge than in research involving other populations. 

Quite simply, there is a finite number of visible minority candidates upon which to draw. The law of 

diminishing returns applies here as elsewhere in that after a certain point, each additional interview 

provided less and less “new” data. I would also note that while critiques of qualitative interviewing tend 

to focus on the number of interviews completed, much more scrutiny should perhaps be given to their 

conduct. This is because, as Berry (2002, 680) points out, in “elite interviewing the error term is largely 

hidden to those outside the project while the number of cases, the ’n’, is there for all to see and judge.” As 

Kvale and Brinkman (2009, 113) note, “A general impression from current interview studies is that many 

would have profited from having had fewer interviews in the study, and instead have taken more time to 

prepare the interviews and to analyze them.” With this in mind, I tried strike the right balance between 

securing a sufficient—but manageable—number of interviews, while also ensuring each interview 

contributed new data.  

 In the end, I conducted 40 interviews. Of these, 33 were with candidates, party officials and 

staffers. These interviewees have been involved in politics in a number of capacities: 23 were former or 

sitting parliamentarians or provincial legislators (including one senator), six had run as candidates but had 

never been elected (of these, three had also managed campaigns or worked as political aides), and four 

had served mainly as political advisors or staffers. Eighteen of these respondents were visible minorities 

and 15 were White, although it should be noted that some of the White staffers had managed campaigns 
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for visible minority candidates and vice versa.24 Fourteen were women and 19 were men. Seven of the 

women were visible minorities. Sixteen participants were from the Liberal Party, nine were from the 

Conservative Party and eight were from the New Democratic Party.25 Most had been actively involved in 

politics for a decade or more, although some of the candidates—particularly those who had been 

defeated—had less electoral experience. A few have had political careers that span nearly three decades. 

Candidates and staffers were drawn from a range of electoral districts, including some with large visible 

minority populations (upwards of 75% of the population) and those with much smaller visible minority 

populations; participants resided in six of the country’s 10 provinces. The diversity of interview 

participants allows me to draw some conclusions about the factors that affect political experiences, media 

interactions and communication strategies. Moreover, because I interviewed both White and visible 

minority candidates, I am able to compare inputs and outcomes on the basis of candidate race. 

 In addition to speaking with candidates and staffers, I also conducted some preliminary 

interviews with journalists. This was largely a case of happenstance and was added to the study after I 

interviewed a staffer who was also a former journalist. My sampling method was strictly snowball, 

particularly when it became evident reporters are often hesitant to agree to interviews. In total, I spoke 

with seven journalists or former journalists. All but one, John Miller, a professor emeritus of journalism at 

Ryerson University, agreed to talk to me on the condition they would not be named. The journalists with 

whom I spoke were all print reporters and all worked at large dailies. Two were visible minorities, and 

five were White; there were three women and four men. All had covered Canadian politics or current 

affairs, and some (but not all) had authored stories that were a part of my media study. The interviews 

                                                        
24 Visible minority respondents were drawn from a range of backgrounds, including South Asian, Chinese, Black, 
Arab and Southeast Asian. 
25 The distribution of interviewees across parties is partly a reflection of the sampling strategy, which included the 
targeting of White candidates who had been elected in highly diverse ridings. In 2008 and prior, the bulk of these 
candidates were affiliated with the Liberal Party. Liberal Party candidates were also somewhat more likely to agree 
to be interviewed. The relative over-representation of Liberals among respondents is not really cause for concern, 
however, given that I did not notice significant party effects either in the content analysis or during the conduct of 
the interviews themselves. Although there are some differences with respect to candidates’ approach to diversity—
notably Conservative respondents tend to frame discussions of race and ethnicity using somewhat more of a 
strategic frame—I would not say that there is considerable variation. 
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were audio-recorded and while I did not follow a set format, questions generally centred on how 

journalists select the stories that they cover and why they cover them the way that they do. I also talked to 

interviewees about the findings from my media study and asked them for their reactions. All interviews 

touched on the role of race in politics and news coverage. 

 The interviews were conducted between March 2011 and November 2012 with most occurring in 

the Spring, Summer and Fall of 2012.26 Interviews ranged from 20 minutes in length to more than one 

hour, with one interview occurring in two parts of 40 minutes and 75 minutes. In general, interviews were 

approximately 45 minutes long. About half of the interviews were conducted in-person, either in the 

subject's office or in a restaurant or coffee shop of their choosing. The other half was conducted by 

telephone. Although some scholars explicitly discourage any use of telephone interviewing (for 

discussion, see Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias 2000), these warnings are typically aimed at surveys 

obtained through random-digit dialing, rather than semi-structured interviews conducted via the 

telephone. Of course, in-person and telephone interviews each have advantages and disadvantages. On the 

one hand, interviewers may be more able to build a rapport with subjects when in-person interviewing is 

used; they are also able to read body language and other non-verbal cues, which may provide additional 

insights. On the other hand, subjects may be more comfortable revealing information to researchers via 

the telephone, which depersonalizes the process and also makes them less aware of the researcher’s 

actions; this is particularly pertinent if the researcher is taking notes or using a recorder, as was the case 

with most of my interviews. Because my subjects all had some previous experience conducting 

interviews—typically with journalists—most were quite familiar with the process; differences in 

interview content, conduct or comfort did not seem to be related to interview mode. Moreover, allowing 

respondents to participate by telephone made it possible to include subjects who otherwise would have 

been excluded.  

                                                        
26 A federal election was called in May 2011, shortly after I began conducting interviews. I delayed the remainder of 
the interviews, given that most potential subjects were running again and thus otherwise engaged. Interviews 
recommenced in October 2011. 
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 When organizing and undertaking the interviews, I was careful not to treat them like a “mini 

survey.” Following Hochschild (2009, 125), I instead adopted the view that “intensive interviews should 

focus on doing just what surveys cannot do, that is, finding out how people frame their views, why they 

hold those views, and how they make connections or demonstrate disjunctions among discrete opinions.”  

Prior to the interview, participants were sent a topic guide; this is included in Appendix A. Consistent 

with a semi-structured approach, the list of topics was meant as a guide only. Respondents were given the 

option of taking any questions or subjects “off the table,” but none chose to do so. Still, in most cases, not 

all of the questions on the topic guide were covered, or the conversation veered into other areas. The 

advantage of this semi-structured approach is that participants have a general sense of the interview’s 

focus and can therefore prepare in advance, while the researcher will be able to ensure some consistency 

across interviews (e.g., all respondents were asked if they thought their media coverage was fair and 

accurate). At the same time, the flexibility gives the interviewer and the subject latitude to discuss other 

topics of interest. This is important because politics is highly personal; interviewees have a wealth of 

experiences and perspectives, and I could not possibly have anticipated all of these in advance. Moreover, 

some respondents had to be guided toward my specific areas of interest, while others went there on their 

own. For this reason, most questions were open-ended, and follow-up questions were typically context-

specific; as a result, the latter are not included in the topic guide.  

 When I initially began contacting potential interviewees, I did not specify my focus on race 

because I was concerned about priming effects.27 Instead, I told interviewees that my research was about 

the media and politics, and that I was interested in learning about their communications strategies and 

their experiences in politics. However, after a number of contacts and limited uptake, it was clear that I 

would need to provide more explicit reasons for wishing to interview each respondent.28 Respondents 

                                                        
27 Queen’s University’s General Research and Ethics Board approved this selective release of information. In 
accordance with their policies, at the conclusion of the interview, participants were told more about the nature of the 
project, including my interest in race. All were given the opportunity to opt out of the study at this point, although 
none chose to do so. A copy of my ethics clearance can be found in Appendix D. 
28 I am grateful to Varun Uberoi who made a number of suggestions for improving my recruitment script. 
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were advised that I was interested in how candidates’ socio-demographic backgrounds affected their 

media coverage; where applicable, I also advised respondents that I was interested in speaking to 

candidates who ran in ethnoculturally diverse ridings. This strategy seemed to increase respondents’ 

interest in the project without specifying my precise interest in race.29  

 Each interview began with general questions about the respondents’ political life, media coverage 

and communication strategies. In the course of the interview, if subjects did not raise issues related to race 

on their own, I probed them, often by asking about the effect of constituent diversity on their electoral 

strategies, the segments of the population that typically lent them their support or about the extent to 

which they felt their personal backgrounds had influenced their coverage. If my review of the candidate’s 

media coverage revealed some instances of racialization, I would raise these with the respondent and ask 

him or her to reflect on them.30 I also frequently employed Berry’s (2002) “third-party” technique in 

which I would frame a particular perspective as that of “the skeptics” or “the critics” and then ask the 

interviewee to respond. With another group of respondents, this tack could potentially be off-putting, but 

because my interviewees are accustomed to the cut and thrust of political life and Question Period, they 

were quite comfortable engaging in this kind of discussion. In short, my approach was systematic but 

flexible, and respectful but challenging. 

 In addition to the topic guide, subjects were provided with a letter of information and informed 

consent, which can also be found in Appendix A. Participants were assured that the interview would be 

conducted in confidence and that their names would not be used. Many dismissed the offer of 

confidentiality, saying they did not mind being identified; as one respondent put it, “If I don’t want to be 

                                                        
29 As it turns out, my initial concerns about racial priming effects were probably misplaced. The propensity to raise 
race as an issue did not seem to vary between those who were contacted using the initial, more generic script and 
those who were contacted using the more specific script. As I note in Chapter 6, visible minority women as well as 
White and visible minority candidates who ran in ethnoculturally diverse ridings were the most likely to draw 
attention to race and so-called “minority issues,” regardless of how they were recruited. 
30 Some of the respondents were added to my interview study as a means of increasing the size of the sample and 
were therefore not included in the initial media study. In these cases, I reviewed their coverage prior to interviewing 
them. Although this review was not subjected to reliability checks, it employed the same variables and coding 
scheme as the larger content analysis, which allowed me to form some impressions of the respondent’s media 
portrayal. 
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associated with it, I won't say it!” In spite of this, I have opted not to include any names when reporting 

on the interviews. This is because the pool of potential interview subjects is quite small—particularly 

with respect to visible minority candidates—and the inclusion of some names could inadvertently allow 

readers to identify even those respondents who wished to remain anonymous.31 To ensure compliance 

with ethics guidelines, all respondents’ names have therefore been removed. In addition to providing 

assurances of confidentiality, I also allowed respondents to decide whether I could record the interview or 

use direct quotations from their interview. All but one respondent allowed me to audio-record our 

conversation, and in all but one case respondents gave me permission to quote. Recorded interviews were 

transcribed; transcripts and interview notes were analyzed using an iterative qualitative coding scheme 

that I describe in greater detail below. 

Other data 

 Although the media study and interviews are the primary sources of data, information was 

gleaned from a number of other primary and secondary sources. Often, these sources augment or 

triangulate findings from the media study or interviews and include, principally, biographical details and 

articles from other political contexts. I also compiled a number of indicators of candidate viability, 

including incumbency, electoral outcome and riding competitiveness. The data were drawn from 

Elections Canada, a special measure of riding competitiveness32 and various candidate profiles, including 

those found on the website of the CBC and Wikipedia, which I then used to construct an index of 

candidate viability.33 This index is used as a comparator when examining candidates’ viability coverage; I 

discuss this is greater detail in Chapter 6.  Finally, Census data are used in several places and particularly 

                                                        
31 In the security and intelligence literature, this is referred to as the “mosaic effect.” This is a scenario in which 
information, seemingly benign or unrelated when considered in isolation, can be pieced together to develop a more 
complete picture. Applied in the context of this project, one can imagine a reasonably informed observer using his or 
her knowledge of current events or of the named subjects to deduce the identities of unnamed subjects. 
32 This measure, party support stability, was developed by Marc André Bodet and is described in greater detail in 
Chapter 6. 
33 Although we often implore students to refrain from using Wikipedia in scholarly papers, the site is an excellent 
aggregator of biographical information about public figures and is generally quite reliable given that politicians’ 
pages are often created and edited by them (or their staffers). Having said that, information derived from Wikipedia 
was also triangulated against other sources. 
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to identify the racial diversity of candidates’ ridings. For the most part, secondary data sources are 

presented as descriptive statistics or through bivariate tabular analyses that use appropriate tests of 

statistical significance.34  

Methods 

Manual content analysis 

 The media data were analyzed using two forms of content analysis: manual, which I describe in 

this section and automated, which I describe in the section that follows. Whether manual or automated, 

content analysis “entails a systematic reading of a body of texts, images, and symbolic matter” 

(Krippendorff 2004, 3), which includes an examination of manifest and latent content. Manifest content 

refers to the observable, surface properties of a text (e.g., the number of words in an article), while latent 

content refers to deeper embedded meanings, codes or messages (e.g., stereotypical or sexist portrayals) 

(Holsti 1969; Neuendorf 2002). Manifest content can be directly counted and coded, while latent content 

is unobservable. Typically, analyses of latent content are operationalized using clusters of manifest 

variables, which are constructed to represent the latent variable in question (Neuendorf 2002). In the 

women in politics literature, for example, gendered media coverage is often latently inferred by 

measuring manifest references to a female politician’s appearance, femininity or role as wife or mother 

(Gidengil and Everitt 2000, 2003a; Heldman et al. 2009).  

Using clear, consistent and replicable procedures, a content analyst dissects meaning from textual 

material; done properly, the results of a content analysis should be both valid and reliable (Krippendorff 

2004). In the case of a manual content analysis, careful codebook construction, proper training and 

thorough pilot testing are key (Neuendorf 2002). To construct the codebook, I examined a number of 

                                                        
34 To test the difference between the observed and hypothesized proportions for each variable, Pearson’s Chi-square 
test is used in most cases. The only exception is when 50% or more cells have expected frequencies of less than 5; in 
such cases, Fisher’s exact test is used (Hogg and Tanis 2001). If the Chi-square is significant, Phi or Cramer’s V is 
also reported to indicate the strength of association between the two variables; Phi is the appropriate measure of 
association for 2x2 nominal tables, while Cramer’s V is used for larger nominal tables or when one of the variables 
is ordinal. Although there are no clear-cut rules for interpreting measures of association, I provide some rough 
guidelines in Chapter 4. 
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codebooks developed for other projects and drew from the existing literature. The codebook was revised 

several times prior to it being shared with the coding team. In the end, it contained 47 variables, which 

probed various aspects of candidate coverage, article tone, framing and candidate characteristics; a list of 

the variables can be found in Appendix B. Many of the variables asked coders to code for “mentions” of a 

particular phenomenon. A “mention” was defined as “a direct reference to or evidence of the item in 

question,” and coders were instructed to code only what was contained in the article itself. To improve 

reliability, coders were asked not to infer from the articles or to code on the basis of information that they 

might already possess (e.g., their own personal knowledge of the candidates).  

Some critics of content analysis argue that this method focuses too much on “surface” or manifest 

content, which causes them to miss important implicit or latent messages (Van Zoonen 1994). Others 

caution that if coders look hard enough, they will inevitably find evidence of the phenomenon under 

investigation. This is the coder equivalent of the demand characteristic, which is “the tendency of 

participants in a study to try to give the researcher what she or he wants” (Neuendorf 2002, 133). Steps 

were taken to mitigate both of these critiques. First, the codebook included both manifest and latent 

variables. These ranged from items like article length and mentions of candidate characteristics to an 

assessment of tone. Second, three independent coders carried out the bulk of the coding,35 and the 

research questions and hypotheses were not made explicit to them. This is somewhat of a departure from 

the more common two-coder approach, or a strategy in which the principal investigator codes all or at 

least a portion of the materials and then checks reliability against a second, independent coder. The latter 

practice, in particular, can introduce bias into the findings given the researcher’s familiarity with the study 

and its expected findings (Krippendorff 2004).  For this reason, my own involvement in the coding was 

limited.36  

                                                        
35 Coders were hired through Carleton University’s career centre. A job poster yielded nearly 100 applications, 
mostly from graduate students. The three successful applicants were all Master’s students; one in political science, 
one in international relations, and one in journalism and communications. 
36 Thirty variables were coded by three independent coders, while I provided codes for 17 variables, which included 
the more “administrative” variables (e.g., publication date, page number, word count, and author) as well as 
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Coders received approximately 25 hours of training, which took place over a weeklong period in 

May 2011. Coders were first provided with a copy of the codebook and asked to review it; they then 

gathered for in-person training. Here, the codebook was reviewed and coders practiced coding on a 

sample of articles drawn from the 2011 election; revisions were made to the codebook to clarify concepts 

and decision rules. Following this, coders were provided with 25 articles from the 2006 election and 

asked to independently code these stories over a two-day period. This portion of the training used a test-

standard approach, whereby coders’ coding decisions were compared to my own. All discrepancies were 

discussed and additional revisions were made to the codebook. As a final pilot test, coders were given 20 

articles from the actual article sample; these were coded independently, and reliability was checked using 

PRAM, a Program for Reliability Assessment with Multiple Coders (Neuendorf 2002). PRAM calculates, 

among other statistics, average pairwise agreement and Fleiss’ kappa (K).  

Fleiss’ kappa is a measure of intercoder agreement that can be used with nominal data, is suitable 

for multi-coder situations and assumes that coders did not necessarily all code the same items (Fleiss 

1971). Although there is no agreed upon definition of “acceptable” intercoder reliability, Landis and Koch 

(1977) suggest that a kappa statistic ranging from 0.41 to 0.60 indicates moderate agreement, 0.61 to 0.80 

substantial agreement, and 0.81 to 1.00 almost perfect agreement. Anything below 0.40 could be regarded 

as an unacceptable level of intercoder reliability. Following the pilot coding, two variables were dropped 

because even after additional training and discussion, intercoder reliability still did not exceed 0.3.37 

Excluding these two variables, average pairwise agreement in the pilot coding was 97%, while Fleiss’ 

                                                                                                                                                                                   

candidate characteristics like riding, gender, party, race and incumbency. This was done for two reasons. First, 
administrative variables typically achieve high levels of intercoder reliability (Krippendorff 2004), so they pose less 
of a concern than other more subjective variables. Second, having coders code information about the candidates 
under study might influence their reading of the texts. For example, coders who code a candidate’s racial 
background may be more conscious of racialized coverage. Therefore, it makes sense to have a principal 
investigator record these items. 
37 The variables that were dropped pertained to mentions of a candidate’s outsider status and mentions of a 
candidate’s low quality. Such mentions are relatively uncommon and generally quite implicit. This is probably 
because journalists are hesitant about providing direct and negative candidate assessments that could be construed as 
biased. 
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kappa averaged 0.88. This was deemed to be an acceptable level of intercoder reliability, and coders were 

given the remaining articles to code.38 

After all coding was completed, reliability across the 30 coded variables was again checked. In 

this final analysis, average pairwise agreement was 98%, with a range of 82.9% to 100%. Meanwhile, 

Fleiss’ kappa averaged 0.87, with a range of 0.50 to 1.00. Average intercoder reliability for this study is  

thus near perfect. Nonetheless, some variables did achieve more moderate levels of agreement. 

Unsurprisingly, these are the more subjective variables, which are open to interpretation and thus more 

difficult to code reliably. They include mentions of a candidate’s novelty (K = 0.50) and quality (K = 

0.67), as well as the presence of a game frame (K = 0.65) and the overall tone of the candidate’s coverage 

(K = 0.58).39 Although inter-coder reliability for these variables is below the average and some caution 

should be exercised when interpreting the results, the range still falls within acceptable levels and, overall, 

coders did achieve high levels of reliability. We can thus use these data with some confidence and assume 

that the results are replicable and were not achieved simply by chance.  

Each coder coded approximately 455 randomly assigned articles. In each coder’s set were 

approximately 260 unique articles, in addition to 195 articles that were the same for all three coders; this 

set of common articles comprised 20% of the total article sample and was used to check reliability. Once 

reliability was checked, the common articles were incorporated into the main data set; if there were 
                                                        
38 In comparison to some studies in the media and politics field, the procedure followed in this research was quite 
rigorous. As an illustration, early on in my research, I contacted the authors of a series of studies on race and gender 
bias in the American news media and asked if they would share some information about their coding scheme. In an 
email response, one of the authors noted, “We tended to be pretty loose about these things, so, for any given 
research project, it’s entirely possible that we never actually recorded a rigorous set of coding rules, but instead 
relied on a somewhat vague set of general principles. Our approach to coding was often a lot like Justice Stewart’s 
famous quote about defining obscenity: we didn’t necessarily know how to precisely define what we were looking 
for, but we knew it when we saw it.” His co-author confirmed this, noting “Our data were assembled by a team of 
students actually reading each article in the sample. We did not use a strict set of key words to trigger the racial issue 
or importance measures. Instead, we gave students a starter set of articles highlighting the dimensions of interest, 
and we built from there. . . . Above all, we tried to give the students a good set of boundaries toward allowing them 
to use their common sense in categorizing the issue.” In their studies, while the authors report their findings using 
quantitative data (e.g., number of racial mentions), it is perhaps no surprise—given their procedure—that these are 
not accompanied by any reliability statistics. This is in contrast to my own approach. 
39 McIlwain and Caliendo (2011) note that they also found it difficult to code tone variables related to racialized 
coverage. In the end, they opted to drop this component from their study. Because my reliability statistic for tone is 
still within acceptable levels, I have decided to leave this variable in the study. 
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disagreements among the coders on these common articles, a majority rule was imposed to determine 

which code would be included in the main data set. The use of three coders in this fashion provides an 

acceptable basis for measuring reliability (Krippendorff 2004; Neuendorf 2002), while ensuring coders 

have a manageable number of units to code. The latter is crucial given the sheer number of articles in the 

sample and the potential for coder fatigue, which can occur when coders code too many articles and 

become overtaxed or lackadaisical. Although the coders worked at different speeds, most articles took 

less than 10 minutes to code, and a total of 275 person hours were spent coding the articles in the sample. 

Automated content analysis 

 Although hand-coded content analyses are perhaps more common in the political science 

literature, researchers are increasingly experimenting with automated approaches (e.g., Andrew et al. 

2006; Andrew, Young, et al. 2008; Benoit and Laver 2003; Giasson 2012; Grimmer and Stewart 2012; 

Hopkins and King 2010; Lowe 2008; Schaffner and Gadson 2004; Soroka 2012; Young and Soroka 

2012). Such approaches can be used to classify large bodies of text into meaningful categories. On the 

one hand, researchers may use automated approaches to inductively discover the structure or organization 

of a set of documents. With this strategy, categories are generated through a series of clustering 

techniques. Such an approach is particularly useful when the existing literature is not substantial enough 

to generate a plausible theory or hypotheses (Grimmer and Stewart 2012). Conversely, the researcher may 

already have several a priori categories in mind, in which case automated methods can help reduce the 

time and effort that humans would expend classifying a large number of documents. This kind of 

approach is often referred to as dictionary-based content analysis, with the dictionary comprising sets of 

keywords that are representative of the categories of interest. Dictionary-based content analysis is most 

appropriate when there is solid theoretical foundation on which to establish hypotheses and categories 

(Grimmer and Stewart 2012). This assumption holds in the present study, which builds on gendered 

mediation theory and the literature on race in politics. Given this, I undertook exploratory work to 

develop a dictionary of candidate coverage to assess its performance against the results obtained in the 

hand-coded analysis. 
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Dictionary-based content analysis assumes that the meaning of a set of texts can be derived 

through an analysis of the presence of particular words, word co-occurrences, and word patterns. Aided 

by computer software, the words in the corpus are counted and organized according to the theory-driven 

categories that comprise the dictionary (Popping 2000). This helps us uncover the extent to which 

documents—in this case, news stories—belong to a set of categories. In this study, the categories reflect 

the three frames—socio-demographic, political viability and policy issues—and the keywords are those 

that might be used to communicate those frames.  

To construct the dictionary, I used several strategies. First, I examined a sample of stories from 

the 2006 federal election and compiled a list of words and phrases used to describe candidates. I then 

supplemented these lists with terms from the existing literature and with dictionaries or keywords that 

have been compiled by other researchers working on related projects (e.g., Schaffner and Gadson 2004; 

Zilber and Niven 2000). The latter strategy was particularly useful when compiling the “issue” words, 

which were drawn from the Canadian Policy Agendas Topic Codebook that has been developed by Stuart 

Soroka.40 Next, I consulted a number of scholars who have done research on the media or race in politics 

and who provided suggestions for refinement.41 Finally, synonyms were identified using the dictionary-

building tools in WordStat, a commercially available text analysis program, which was used to conduct 

the automated portion of the media study. WordStat’s tools helped to identify potentially relevant terms 

that appear in the corpus and could be added to the dictionary. It should be emphasized that I did not 

endeavour to construct lists of all possible synonyms; rather, I used the dictionary-building tools to 

identify keywords related to my initial set but which also appear in the corpus. In other words, although 

my approach was primarily deductive, the word lists were complemented by some inductive tools. 

                                                        
40 The Canadian Policy Agendas Topic Codebook can be found at http://www.snsoroka.com/data.html. 
41 Thanks are extended to Yasmeen Abu-Laban, Abigail Bakan, Keith Banting, Jerome Black, Karen Bird, Rita 
Dhamoon, Victoria Esses, Elizabeth Goodyear-Grant, Allison Harell, Frances Henry, Scott Matthews, Stuart Soroka 
and Linda Trimble; all provided insight and advice that helped strengthen the dictionary. 
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Once the word lists were completed, the texts were subjected to pre-processing. This included 

standardizing spelling and punctuation, correcting misspelled words and addressing negative sentence 

constructions. The latter are potentially the most problematic because the use of a negative construction 

changes the entire meaning of a phrase. In effect, you need the program to recognize the difference 

between “He is an excellent candidate” and “He is not an excellent candidate” or “He is far from an 

excellent candidate” even though all of these constructions include the positive adjective “excellent.” 

Fortunately, WordStat includes tools that allow the user to differentiate between these constructions; the 

entire data set was subjected to this pre-processing.  

Next, I used WordStat’s keyword-in-context (KWIC) capability to examine the dictionary 

keywords in conjunction with the textual segments that appeared before and after their usage. This step 

verifies that each use of a keyword is consistent with the meaning intended in the dictionary. It facilitates, 

in particular, the removal of false positives. The most common false positives are homographs, which are 

words with identical spellings but different meanings (e.g., minority groups versus minority government; 

the human race versus an electoral race). False positives were identified and added to an exclusion list so 

that the analysis would include only the socio-demographic usage of keywords. In some cases, as I note 

below, keywords were made more specific or, occasionally removed altogether, to prevent the inclusion 

of false positives. 

In addition to the keywords, the dictionary includes the sampled candidates’ names, and 

proximity rules were set so that the racialized coverage of candidates could be distinguished from the 

racialization of articles. This is important given that most articles about politics refer to more than one 

candidate at a time. In the absence of such rules, WordStat will simply calculate the frequency with which 

keywords occur in the corpus of texts, which will tell us something about the racialization of articles, but 

not about the racialization of particular candidates’ coverage. Proximity rules can help overcome this by 

zeroing in on the co-occurrence of keywords with the names of particular candidates (see Soroka et al. 

2009). This allows us to detect patterns of coverage that are associated with particular candidates rather 

than those that characterize the set of articles, in general. To facilitate this, the sentence or a window of n 
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words, not the story, serves as the unit of analysis. WordStat then determines the extent to which each 

candidate’s name—and, by extension, White and visible minority candidates’ names—co-occur with or 

near the keywords. This approach makes it possible to examine candidate-specific coverage as opposed to 

article-specific coverage. Finally, the keywords were divided into three categories, and these reflect the 

proposed news frames: the socio-demographic category; the political viability category; and the policy 

issues category. The complete word lists can be found in Appendix C, while Chapter 5 provides a more 

detailed examination of the analysis, including the results and limitations. 

Interview analysis  

 My analysis of the interviews is consistent with Kvale and Brinkman’s (2009) notion of meaning 

extraction and condensation. This is in contrast to a second approach called linguistic analysis. In 

linguistic analysis, researchers are concerned not so much with interpreting what a subject said, but rather 

how language is used. Studies in this vein focus on linguistic forms, such as the use of the active and 

passive voice, metaphors and personal pronouns. These were of less interest to me. Instead, I aimed to 

identify points of convergence and divergence in the interviews and to connect these to variations in the 

respondents’ demographic and electoral backgrounds. I did this by immersing myself in my interview 

notes and transcripts and, guided by my theoretical framework and hypotheses, recording key themes and 

connections. This is sometimes referred to as “memoing.” For example, if respondents noted that their 

coverage had been unfair or inaccurate, I coded this and also noted relevant demographic or electoral 

characteristics (e.g., visible minority candidate, woman, defeated, incumbent, etc.) This approach allowed 

me to assess the extent to which experiences are isolated or correlated in some way with respondent race 

or other features. Of course, while efforts were made to systematize the analysis of the interviews, the 

process is at its heart qualitative; the sample is not statistically representative, and the nature and content 

of the interviews varied across subjects. For this reason, findings from the interviews are also reported 

qualitatively; I resist the temptation to attach numbers to the results, and instead focus on extracting 

trends (e.g., “most respondents,” “very few participants,” etc.), identifying common factors and using 

quotations to exemplify or illustrate the major findings. 
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Advantages of a Mixed Methods Approach 

 The combination of qualitative and quantitative analyses would lead most to categorize this as a 

mixed methods study. Mixed methods work is increasingly en vogue having recently inspired several 

textbooks (e.g., Brewer and Hunter 2005; Creswell and Clark 2006; Tashakkori and Teddlie 2003; 

Teddlie and Tashakkori 2009), a new section in the American Political Science Association, a companion 

summer school, and the Journal of Mixed Methods Research. Some have referred to it as a third 

“methodological movement,” “paradigm” or “research community” (Johnson et al. 2007; Teddlie and 

Tashakkori 2009). The field is diverse, with Johnson et al.’s (2007) survey of leading mixed 

methodologists uncovering at least 19 different definitions of the approach. In general, however, mixed 

methods researchers think of themselves as pragmatists who integrate quantitative (numerical) and 

qualitative (narrative) approaches, methods and data into their research designs (Johnson et al. 2007; 

Teddlie and Tashakkori 2009).   

 Employing a number of sources to answer one’s research questions is in itself not unique; indeed, 

few researchers would make their case on the basis of a single piece of evidence. What is perhaps specific 

to mixed methods research, however, is that neither qualitative nor quantitative approaches are privileged; 

both are viewed as having equal legitimacy. As Johnson et al. (2007, 113) put it, “Mixed methods 

research is, generally speaking, an approach to knowledge (theory and practice) that attempts to consider 

multiple viewpoints, perspectives, positions, and standpoints (always including the standpoints of 

qualitative and quantitative research).” Mixed approaches have their roots in the notion of “multiple 

operationalism,” which was promoted by Campbell and Fiske (1959) and extended by Webb et al. (1966) 

who championed “triangulation.” Denzin (1978) provides a careful articulation of the four types of 

triangulation: (i) data triangulation, in which a study involves more than one source of evidence; (ii) 

investigator triangulation, meaning the involvement of multiple researchers; (iii) theory triangulation 

whereby research results are interpreted through more than one theory or perspective; and (iv) 

methodological triangulation, which involves the use of more than one method in any given study. Denzin 
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(1978, 14) advocates “between-methods” triangulation, noting that when qualitative and quantitative 

approaches are integrated into a research design, this will overcome the inherent weaknesses associated 

with either type of data, method or investigator. Triangulation will lead either to convergence, 

inconsistency or contradiction, any of which will allow the researcher to arrive at more confident 

conclusions (Denzin 1978; Johnson et al. 2007). 

 Yin (2006) argues that in a number of mixed methods designs, several small separate studies are 

simply combined, standing “in parallel” rather than being integrated. Although he notes that it is 

challenging, Yin recommends that mixing occur at all stages of the research process, whether it is 

question formulation, data collection or analysis. In my study, multiple approaches are employed. In the 

first place, diverse traditions and bodies of literature inform the development of the study’s theoretical 

framework, which brings together research on political communications, gender and race. Moreover, 

three of the four research questions can only be answered using multiple data sources (and methods). 

Further, consistent with Denzin’s (1978) notion of investigator triangulation, the hand-coded portion of 

the content analysis involved multiple researchers, who not only collected data but also contributed to the 

development and refinement of the coding manual. In addition, the media data were analyzed using two 

separate approaches (manual and automated). 

This latter point is one of the study’s key methodological contributions because it allows me to 

draw some conclusions about the reliability and validity of both approaches. Indeed, the two methods 

each have their strengths and weaknesses. In the case of hand coding, in addition to the enormous time 

and labour that such approaches entail, the potential for error and bias remain the principal shortcomings. 

I have tried to minimize these problems by employing three independent coders, devising clear and 

transparent coding criteria, minimizing my own involvement in the coding and conducting rigorous 

reliability checks. Nonetheless, all humans make mistakes, and the potential for incorrect coding remains. 

Automated approaches, meanwhile, have been caricatured as a “bag of words” approach in which a 

computer simply counts the frequency of particular words in a set of documents, with little regard for 

their context and sense. The danger, of course, is that words can have different meanings, depending on 
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how they are used. “Kill” could refer to someone’s death (“John White was killed by a drunk driver”) or 

more figuratively to the demise of a piece of legislation (“The Liberals voted to kill the bill.”) As Simon 

(2001, 87) argues, “The chief disadvantage is that the computer is simply unable to understand human 

language in all its richness, complexity, and subtlety as can a human coder.” According to this 

perspective, automated approaches are nothing more than a computer blindly counting words, but this 

characterization is somewhat unfair. Indeed, researchers are sensitive to the pitfalls of such a strategy, and 

software has become increasingly sophisticated, with most programs now including tools that help to 

hone in on actual usage and to weed out incorrect matches.   

Nonetheless, as Grimmer and Stewart (2012, 15) point out, “The consequence of domain 

specificity and a lack of validation is that most [content] analyses based on dictionaries are built on shaky 

foundations.” For this reason, researchers need to exercise care. In the first place, dictionaries cannot be 

blindly constructed. Although there are a number of off-the-shelf dictionaries (e.g., Hart 2000; 

Pennebaker et al. 2001) and these can be consulted, an analyst venturing into a new research domain 

would be advised to create a custom dictionary. In the second place, results must be validated. However, 

according to Grimmer and Stewart (2012, 15), “Measures from dictionaries are rarely validated. Rather, 

standard practice in using dictionaries is to assume the measures created from a dictionary are correct and 

then apply them to the problem. This is due, in part, to the exceptional difficulties in validating 

dictionaries.” They argue that a comparison of the results of machine coding to the results of hand coding 

is the “gold standard” in validation. My study adopts this gold standard. 

In doing so, my study rests on a more solid foundation than many other content analyses and 

makes a methodological contribution to the study of politics. Rather than simply dismissing one method 

as better than the other, I operationalize and integrate multiple approaches to answer my research 

questions. In addition to this contribution, I provide a clear and transparent accounting of my 

procedures—sharing my codebook, candidate coverage dictionary and interview topic guide—to facilitate 

replication and refinement by other researchers. These methodological advances are combined with the 

collection of new empirical data to generate new insights about race, the media and politics. 
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Chapter 4 

MEDIA PORTRAYALS OF CANDIDATES IN CANADIAN POLITICS 
 

News is the first rough draft of history. 

         — Philip Graham 

 

 

 The major empirical contribution of this project is an in-depth examination of the media’s 

coverage of candidates in Canadian politics. I focus on a sample of 980 stories from the 2008 federal 

election. I use two methods to examine these data: a hand-coded approach in this chapter, followed by an 

examination of the automated analysis in Chapter 5. I discuss the major results of the media study and 

situate them within the existing literature and my own theorization of racial mediation. Consistent with a 

multi-method approach, I combine quantitative and qualitative data to shed light on the media’s portrayal 

of candidates. That is, statistical data are interspersed with quotations from the news articles, which 

provide examples of the phenomenon under investigation and an illustration of racialized coverage. I 

should point out that while the quantitative results draw only on articles from the 2008 election campaign, 

some of the quotations are drawn from stories from the inter-electoral period.42 

 In the first part of this chapter, I describe candidates’ socio-demographic, viability and policy 

issue coverage. These sections provide examples of what such coverage looks like, as well as 

comparisons between the coverage that White and visible minority candidates receive. I find race-

differentiated coverage in all three areas, with the news media more likely to report on visible minority 

                                                        
42 The decision to include quotations from stories outside of the campaign period was made for two reasons. First, I 
wanted to ensure that all quotations were as illustrative as possible, and sometimes the best examples were from the 
inter-electoral period. Second, by including quotations from coverage outside of my media sample—often about 
candidates who I did not interview for this project—I am better able to protect the confidentiality of those I did 
interview. By broadening the number of examples that I include when discussing media coverage, it is far less 
possible to deduce the identities of the interview respondents. 
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candidates’ socio-demographic characteristics and less likely to portray them as interested in the policy 

issues “that matter.” While viability coverage does not, in the aggregate, vary by candidate race, visible 

minority candidates do need to first prove themselves as incumbents or potential electoral winners.  

 The next part of the chapter looks at the presentation of candidate stories, examining the 

placement and tone of stories about White and visible minority candidates, the filtering of candidates 

through quotations and paraphrases, and the presence of candidate photographs. I find that visible 

minority candidates’ coverage is more negative, less prominent, more filtered and more likely to include a 

photograph, which is a subtle way of cuing candidate race.  

 In the final part of the chapter, I look at variations in candidate coverage according to three 

characteristics: party, gender and riding composition. Racialized coverage is highest in ridings with large 

visible minority populations and while party affiliation appears to have only a minimal effect, gender 

seems to exert an important influence on media portrayals. Although some of the findings diverge slightly 

from my expectations, they nonetheless point in the direction of racialized and race-differentiated 

coverage.  

Socio-demographic Coverage 

 The first type of coverage I examine is that pertaining to candidates’ socio-demographic 

characteristics. Candidates’ socio-demographic coverage was assessed using seven variables. The first 

five relate to a candidate’s personal characteristics, including mentions of a candidate’s race (either White 

or visible minority), birthplace (either Canadian- or foreign-born), religion (either Judeo-Christian or non-

Judeo-Christian, such as Sikh, Muslim or Hindu), language (either English/French or other), and the 

birthplace of a candidate’s parents (either Canadian- or foreign-born). Two additional variables relate to 

the characteristics of the candidate’s riding or supporters, and these include mentions of the 

constituency’s demographic composition or that of a candidate’s supporters (either minority or 

“mainstream”).  
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 Mentions of candidate religion, language and parents’ birthplace turned out to be relatively rare 

(occurring in 12 articles or less). It is not clear why this is the case, but it could be because attributes like 

candidate birthplace or race are taken as “stand-ins” or proxies for other characteristics like religion or 

language, and the latter thus need not be discussed. Alternatively, journalists may feel uncomfortable 

discussing candidates’ religion, or it may be more difficult for them to determine a candidate’s religion or 

parents’ place of birth. Regardless of the reason, coverage of these attributes is quite rare, and these 

results are not discussed in detail. Instead, I focus on mentions of candidate race and birthplace, as well as 

mentions of riding composition and community support.  

 Some socio-demographic coverage is quite explicit. Take, for example, the following profile, 

which describes Conservative candidate Tim Uppal as “the bearded, turbaned Sikh [who] was still in his 

20s when he challenged then Liberal cabinet minister David Kilgour” (Henton 2008, A4). A more recent 

profile of the MP notes, “Mr. Uppal is nothing if not distinctive in the Commons. . . . In a body full of 

white, middle-aged males, Mr. Uppal is that young man (he sports a remarkably bushy beard) wearing the 

vibrant Tory blue turban” (Taber 2011, online). The same story describes Mr. Uppal as a former DJ for a  

“multilingual radio station” who spun “mostly hip-hop Punjabi mix music” (Taber 2011, online). Note 

that the article does not describe Mr. Uppal simply as a DJ or a broadcaster, but rather draws marked 

attention to the “ethnic” nature of his former profession. Another article offsets a Sikh candidate’s 

diversity with reference to his Canadianness, noting “Although he wears a turban, 32-year-old Jagmeet 

Singh, the New Democratic Party candidate, points out he’s very much a modern Canadian as he was 

born and educated here” (Crawford 2011, U8). Meanwhile, a story about Liberal incumbent Omar 

Alghabra does not explicitly refer to Alghabra’s race, but instead notes, “Born in Saudi Arabia to Syrian 

parents, Alghabra came to Toronto alone as a teenager to find opportunity in Canada” (Wilkes 2008a, 

M8). In case Alghabra’s ethnic heritage is not apparent enough, the story also includes his photo which, 

as I discuss below, is a subtle way of cuing candidate race.  

 References to candidates’ support in particular communities are another way of making reference 

to a candidate’s background. One example of this kind of coverage can be found in an article about 
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Liberal candidate Raymond Simard who ran in Saint Boniface. The story quotes a commentator who 

notes that “Mr. Simard is very strong in the francophone community” (Coutts 2008, A6). Another 

suggests that “a block of Sikh supporters helped to secure the Liberal nomination for Andrew Kania in 

Brampton West against two South Asian rivals” (Jimenez 2008a, A13). Alternatively, the journalist may 

draw attention to the socio-demographic composition of the candidate’s riding either as a means of 

distinguishing the candidate from his or her voters or as a way of highlighting the similarities. Take, for 

example, an article by Doug Ward, which reports on six electoral races in British Columbia. Reporting on 

the riding of Richmond, Ward (2008, A5) notes, “Conservative leader Harper probably won some support 

in the riding’s huge Chinese Canadian community with his party’s apology for the Chinese head tax,” 

while in Burnaby-Douglas, he suggests “Leung’s social conservatism could win him votes in the riding’s 

growing Asian community.” Other articles mention the riding’s “diversity” or “growing immigrant 

population” as a means of describing the voters who live there. 

 In short, there are a variety of ways to draw attention to socio-demographics. So how frequent are 

these mentions? I find that 14.4% of all stories include at least one mention of candidate socio-

demographics. The most common type of socio-demographic mention is a reference to the composition of 

the candidate’s riding; these can be found in 8.1% of all stories. References to a candidate’s race appear in 

3.2% of stories, while references to a candidate’s place of birth can be found in 2% of stories. The least 

common type of socio-demographic mention (apart from references to religion and parents’ birthplace) 

are discussions of a candidate’s support for particular communities. As Figure 4.1 illustrates, however, 

the distribution of socio-demographic mentions varies greatly by candidate race. 

 Tellingly, all mentions of candidate race were made in relation to visible minority candidates. In 

terms of magnitude, 6.8% of stories about visible minority candidates make some reference to their race 

(Chi-square = 37.090; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 0.195), while no stories about White candidates make any 

mention of race. The relationship between candidate race and socio-demographic coverage is statistically 
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significant, but somewhat weak.43 The majority of coverage of candidate birthplace (80%) is also in 

reference to visible minority candidates; these mentions appear in 3.5% of stories about visible minority 

candidates. When visible minority candidates’ birthplace is mentioned, it is nearly always to denote a 

foreign birthplace; in only one instance is there mention of a visible minority candidate’s Canadian 

birthplace. The relationship is significant (Chi-square = 17.649; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 0.134). In only 

four cases is the birthplace of White candidates mentioned (generally to signal whether the candidate was 

born in the riding), and the relationship is not significant.  

 

Figure 4.1 Proportion of socio-demographic mentions, by candidate race 

 
Source: media study 

 

 Similarly, references to the demographic composition of a candidate’s riding are firmly targeted 

at visible minority candidates, with two-thirds of these mentions appearing in articles about visible 

minority candidates. Taken together, 10.6% of articles about visible minority candidates mention the 

                                                        
43 The Phi coefficient is used to measure the strength of association between variables in a 2x2 table. It ranges from 
0 to 1.0. In general a Phi coefficient between 0.1 and 0.2 indicates the variables are weakly associated, while a 
coefficient ranging from 0.2 to 0.3 indicates a moderate association. If the Phi coefficient is over 0.3, then the 
variables have a strong association, while a coefficient below 0.1 suggests there is no relationship between the 
variables.  
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demographic composition of their ridings, compared to only 5.9% of articles about White candidates. The 

relationship between candidate race and mentions of riding composition is significant (Chi-square = 

7.242; p < 0.05; df = 2; Phi = 0.086). Among visible minority candidates, nearly all mentions of riding 

composition (96%) emphasize minority socio-demographics, including the proportion of immigrants, 

ethnocultural minorities and citizens of non-Judeo-Christian faith. Meanwhile, 75% of mentions of White 

candidates’ riding composition refer to minority socio-demographics; many of these were situated within 

a context of “ethnic targeting” (e.g., Martin 2008b; Moloney 2008; Ward and Lai 2008). In other words, 

when riding composition is covered, it is almost always about the community’s non-White / non-

mainstream make-up, no matter what the race of the candidate. White candidates’ socio-demographic 

backgrounds are apparently not newsworthy, nor are the demographics of ridings with predominantly 

White voters. This just underscores the extent to which whiteness is viewed as natural and neutral, while 

minority statuses are deemed different and thus merit coverage. 

 References to candidates’ support from particular communities are relatively rare (only about 1% 

of any candidate’s coverage), and there is no statistically significant relationship between such mentions 

and candidate race. With respect to magnitude, most mentions of community support (72.7%) pertain to 

support from minority communities and, of these, 87.5% are made in reference to visible minority 

candidates, while the remainder (12.5%) refer to White candidates’ support from minority communities 

(Fisher’s exact test = 0.028). When there are mentions of community support, these generally refer to 

minority communities, and they tend to be linked to visible minority candidates but, again, this type of 

coverage is fairly uncommon.  

 If we combine all socio-demographic variables—that is, all those related to candidate socio-

demographic characteristics, riding composition and community support—in total, 3.2% of White 

candidate stories mention their majority or mainstream status. By contrast, 15.6% of stories about visible 

minority candidates mention their minority status (Chi-square = 34.034; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 0.186). 

These data suggest that when socio-demographic coverage is employed, it is firmly targeted toward 

visible minority candidates. Racial references are far more common in the coverage of visible minority 
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candidates than in the coverage of White candidates, and when candidate birthplace is mentioned, it is 

nearly always in relation to visible minority candidates, with the emphasis on the candidate’s foreign 

birthplace.  

 It is also significant that discussions of riding composition tend to reinforce visible minority 

candidates’ minority status, while the coverage of White candidates emphasizes their ability to appeal to 

voters unlike themselves. This echoes the sentiment expressed by Ron Leech, the Alberta Wildrose 

candidate discussed in Chapter 2, who asserted that minority candidates speak for minorities, while White 

candidates can speak to everyone. This kind of coverage is illustrated in an excerpt from an article about 

Markham-Unionville: “In a riding where 77.7 per cent of the population are visible minorities, the four 

major parties’ candidates—Liberal veteran John McCallum, Conservative Duncan Fletcher, New 

Democrat Nadine Hawkins and the Green party’s Leonard Aitken—don’t reflect that. Yet, they all feel 

immigration is a key issue here” (Keung 2008, M7). On its own, this article is not entirely problematic in 

that it merely states the facts: the riding is racially diverse, the candidates are not, and yet they all care 

about minority issues. What is at issue is that coverage characterizing candidates as cultural bridgers is 

almost exclusively confined to White candidates; visible minority candidates are more commonly 

portrayed as co-ethnic capitalizers who win primarily because of support from their “own” communities. 

This is cause for concern not only because it applies a different standard to White and visible 

minority candidates, but also because the notion visible minority candidates win primarily on the basis of 

a co-ethnic voting block is empirically dubious. There is only one riding in Canada where a single visible 

minority group forms a majority; that riding is Richmond in British Columbia, where voters of Chinese 

descent make up 50.2% of the population. This means that in order to win, visible minority candidates, 

just like their White counterparts, must bring together diverse coalitions of voters, a shared imperative 

that is rarely depicted in news coverage. In addition, very little is made of the fact that Catholic voters 

form a majority in 93 of Canada’s 308 electoral ridings, including 37 where they comprise 90% or more 

of the population. Protestant voters, meanwhile, form a majority in 45 ridings. These sizable voting 
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blocks are given far less media attention, and little is made of the fact that White candidates may play on 

their “natural” constituencies to garner an electoral win. 

 Instead, White candidates appear as ambassadors and cultural bridgers, a trope typified by the 

coverage of Jason Kenney, the Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism. In one profile 

of Mr. Kenney, the Toronto Star notes, “The MP for Calgary Southeast has become a fixture at dragon 

boat races, Ukrainian folk dances, Macedonian dinners and Diwali celebrations. He pops up everywhere, 

tweeting as he goes and earning the nickname (courtesy of erstwhile colleague Rahim Jaffer) ‘the minister 

for curry in a hurry’. . . It’s been a slog, he says, riding by riding, samosa by cheese perogy by pot sticker 

dumpling” (Diebel 2011; for a similar profile in The Globe and Mail, see Jimenez 2008b). References to 

food and dance (“saris, samosas and steel bands”) are the stock and trade of stories on minorities in 

politics, and the “curry in a hurry” moniker is repeated in a number of stories about Mr. Kenney. Of 

course, reporters are quick to point out that it was not them, but one of the Minister’s colleagues (and a 

visible minority one at that) who bestowed it; this provides them with a justification for unproblematically 

using it. My analysis did not uncover the use of equivalent monikers for politicians who focus their 

attention on business executives, industry professionals or the corporate elite. Indeed, it is rare to find the 

courting of “mainstream” voters presented in terms that mirror the “wooing” of minority voters who are 

often presented as passive and supplicant. For example, in a story about a 2011 campaign stop by Stephen 

Harper in Brampton-Springdale, the reporter notes, “Every time the Conservative leader emphasized a 

point, bearded men in turbans clapped and droned in unison” (Grewal 2011, GT2; emphasis added). This 

imagery is echoed in a column about “Liberal ethno-politics,” which describes one-time leadership 

candidate, Gerard Kennedy as someone who had “been staked out early by ethno-politicians as an empty 

vessel into which they could pour their parochial agendas” (Kay 2007, A20). Later, “ethnic” party 

members are likened to cattle when the columnist notes, “The Montreal Liberal convention was a close-

fought thing, and the mass migration of hundreds of well-herded delegates along ethnic lines was likely 

the deciding factor” (Kay 2007, A20).  
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The characterization of White candidates as cultural bridgers and visible minorities as cultural 

bonders is reinforced by discussions of community support.44 Although explicit mentions of candidates’ 

support among members of specific ethnocultural groups is relatively rare (occurring in just 1.1% of 

articles), these references most commonly highlight the connection between a visible minority candidate 

and a minority ethnocultural community. Mentions of visible minority candidates’ support within 

minority communities occur twice as often as mentions of White candidates’ support within majority 

communities; that is, 1.5% of visible minority candidates’ stories include a mention of support from 

minority communities, while 0.6% of White candidates’ stories include a mention of support from 

majority communities (Chi-square = 5.499; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = 0.075). In other words, visible 

minority candidates are more likely than White candidates to be positioned as parochial contenders who 

succeed on the basis of their ties to “their own” communities. This theme is illustrated in a story about 

riding in B.C.’s lower mainland: 

This is another true three-way race, with incumbent Liberal Sukh Dhaliwal under threat from 
Conservative candidate Sandeep Pandher and New Democrat Teresa Townsley. . . . The 
NDP finished second [in 2006] and has high hopes for Townsley, a nurse who is vice-
chairwoman of the Delta board of education. The Tories hope that having a Sikh candidate 
this time will cut into Dhaliwal’s support in the riding’s Indo-Canadian community. (Ward 
2008, A5) 

Here, it is assumed that the “Indo-Canadian community” will naturally support either Dhaliwal and 

Pandher—both of South Asian descent—although the reporter carefully positions this as the party’s 

opinion, not his own. What is problematic is the fact that discussions of co-ethnic voting allegiances 

rarely appear in articles about White candidates who may also be more “naturally” supported by people 

from their own communities. There is thus a disparity in portrayal.  

 A similar “ethnic” narrative is employed in a story about Conservative candidate Devinder Shory. 

Shory is of Indian heritage and ran against Roger Richard, an Independent candidate with Anglo, 

                                                        
44 I adopt the bridging/bonding dichotomy from the literature on social capital. Bridging social capital refers to 
diverse social networks made up of individuals from a range of socio-economic and ethnocultural backgrounds, 
while bonding social capital refers to the maintenance of ties with people from backgrounds similar to one’s own. 
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European origins. Richard’s campaign manager, Perry Cavanagh, claims that “Shory won his party’s 

nomination with non-citizen teenage voters and through other sketchy techniques,” inflammatory 

language that does not appear in quotation marks suggesting these are the words of the reporter and not a 

direct quote (Markusoff 2008, A6). The story goes on to note “Shory refused to comment on Cavanagh’s 

remark, or on any aspect of the Richard campaign. Flipping back and forth between Punjabi and English 

in his rally speech, the 50 year old lawyer avoided mention of any of his rivals.” The mention of “non-

citizen teenage voters,” “sketchy techniques,” and Shory’s use of Punjabi in his rally speech is indicative 

of framing that tries to position visible minorities as parochial candidates who win unfairly or because of 

their minority ties. 

 In no stories in my sample do I find any mention of a visible minority candidate’s support from 

majority communities, although there is also just one story that explicitly mentioned a White candidate’s 

support from minority communities.45 This is partly because rather than mentioning candidates’ actual 

support from specific communities, journalists are more likely to imply it by drawing attention to the 

characteristics of the riding in which the candidate is running. Again, White candidates’ coverage is more 

likely than that of visible minority candidates to show them “reaching” into racially different ridings. 

Among White candidates, 4.6% of their articles mention the minority dimensions of their constituencies, 

compared to 10.6% of articles that mention the minority dimensions of visible minority candidates’ 

ridings (Chi square = 12.930; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 0.115). A White candidate running in a riding with a 

significant visible minority population is quoted as saying, “‘It is important to fight for immigrants,’” 

(Keung 2008, M7), while a story about Liberal candidate Andrew Kania notes, “About one third of the 

riding's 170,000 residents are South Asian, and many are involved in Mr. Kania’s campaign. Mr. Kania, 

                                                        
45 The characterization of visible minority candidates as cultural bonders may be changing, however. In my 
examination of stories from the 2011 election, I found one about Conservative candidate Parm Gill, who unseated 
Liberal Ruby Dhalla in Brampton-Springdale. The story notes, “Like [Dhalla], [Gill is] a westernized member of the 
[Indo-Canadian] community. Like her he’s a crossover candidate, with strong appeal to other voters. If the 
Conservative tide rises in 905, this is one of the seats” (MacDonald 2011, A23). It is interesting, however, that this 
bridging narrative is couched in language that assumes Gill would largely have appeal in the immigrant community; 
it is primarily because of his “westernization” that is he is able to “cross-over.” 
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who was chair of John Manley's Liberal leadership bid, has courted Sikh supporters, attending their 

weddings and birthday parties, and getting to know them through the area’s gurdwara, the largest in 

Canada” (Jimenez 2008a, A13). By contrast, an article about Liberal Omar Alghabra says, “Alghabra, 

born in Saudi Arabia to Syrian parents, has built a solid support base among new Canadians” (Wilkes 

2008b, U11). Meanwhile, a story about a South Asian candidate notes she “may not have the political 

experience of her opponent but she’s a household name nonetheless among the riding’s large South Asian 

population. The 32-year-old is former host of Bollywood Boulevard” (Ferenc 2008, M7). In other words, 

the White candidates may not look like their prospective constituents, but they “fight for them,” “court 

them” and “get to know them,” while the visible minority candidates largely represent those like 

themselves: South Asians and new Canadians.  

 Although it is relatively common for stories about White candidates to mention the minority 

demographics of their ridings, I find just two articles that mention the majority dimensions of a visible 

minority candidate’s riding. This reinforces the notion that, unlike White candidates, visible minorities are 

not cultural bridgers. Of course, this is partly a function of the ridings in which particular candidates run. 

Visible minority candidates are most likely to run in ridings with significant visible minority populations. 

In addition, White candidates are more likely to run in ridings with significant minority populations than 

visible minorities are to run in ridings with significant White populations. This is perhaps true, but if 

journalists really are just pointing out the newsworthiness of a candidate who comes from a “different” 

socio-demographic background than that of his or her constituents, we should expect to see a roughly 

equal number of mentions in the coverage of visible minority candidates who ran in ridings with large 

White populations as we do when White candidates run in ridings with large visible minority populations. 

In my candidate sample, there are 10 visible minorities who ran in ridings with large White populations, 

compared to 16 White candidates who ran in ridings with significant visible minority populations. In spite 

of this, mentions of riding composition are not at all equitable. White candidates receive coverage as 

cultural bridgers in visible minority ridings, but visible minority candidates receive little such coverage in 

White ridings. 
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 On a number of fronts, it is therefore evident that reporting on candidate socio-demographics is 

racially delineated. Coverage is more likely to mention the race and birthplace of visible minority 

candidates than that of White candidates, while discussions of riding composition and community support 

tend to pigeon-hole visible minority candidates as narrow and inward-looking while White candidates are 

portrayed as cross-culturally appealing. This kind of coverage may cue voters to see particular candidates 

as unlike them and thus less capable of representing their interests, which may dampen electoral prospects 

and political recruitment. I discuss the implications of this coverage more fully in Chapter 7. 

Political Viability Coverage 

 In this section, I examine how the media portray candidates’ viability using three different 

measures. These are insider status, candidate quality and novelty. Candidates were coded as political 

insiders if the story mentioned that they were incumbents, held a previous electoral office, have been 

involved with their party for some time, have support from party elites or are superior political strategists. 

Most insider coverage employed simple descriptors like “the sitting MP,” or adjectives like “veteran 

Liberal” and “long-serving Conservative,” which were relatively easy to code. Coding the coverage of 

candidate quality proved to be more difficult, and a somewhat narrow definition was eventually adopted. 

Specifically, “quality” was taken to mean a candidate’s high profile or prominence, service to the 

community, that s/he is established in the community, or garners respect.46 Quality candidates may be 

described as having long roots in the community, as stars or as sought after; they may also be portrayed as 

having been recruited to run. Coders looked for adjectives like admired, touted, esteemed, a heavyweight, 

highly sought, high-profile, influential, outstanding, popular and having a strong network, or being well-

known, high-status, renowned, well-respected, successful, a strong candidate or prominent, among other 
                                                        
46 Initially, coders were asked to look for markers of candidate quality that went beyond high profile, prominence or 
service to the community, including professional background and educational credentials. However, in coder 
training, it became evident that it would be difficult to achieve an acceptable level of inter-coder reliability on these 
dimensions because the definition of what constitutes a “quality” profession or education is highly subjective. By 
narrowing the focus to attributes like prominence, profile and length of residence in the community, it was possible 
to achieve more acceptable levels of inter-coder reliability. While the measure of quality that was ultimately 
employed may be somewhat restricted, it is more reliable than would have been the case had a broader definition 
been employed. 
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synonyms. Finally, novelty coverage included mentions of a candidate being the “first” to accomplish 

something or as having a distinctive occupational status or personal accomplishments. In general, if the 

candidate was portrayed as being the first, top, or one of a few to have done something, the coverage was 

coded as novel. 

 The observant reader will note that only “positive” viability coverage was recorded; that is, 

coders did not code for mentions of a candidate’s outsider status nor of portrayals that positioned the 

candidate as one of poor quality. This was a conscious decision after early pilot coding revealed that low 

levels of intercoder reliability would be obtained if coders looked for mentions of outsider status and poor 

quality. It is difficult to know why these were problematic to code, but it is likely because this kind of 

negative coverage is rarely direct, but rather quite nuanced. As a result, it is perhaps not surprising that an 

acceptable level of reliability was not achieved across three coders. For this reason, these variables were 

dropped from the coding scheme, which concentrates exclusively on the presence (or absence) of positive 

viability coverage. 

 Much of the viability coverage is in fact somewhat mundane, providing a “just the facts” account 

of a candidate’s electoral experience. Some stories, however, do offset candidates’ viability coverage with 

mentions of other evaluative criteria. Take, for example, this column, which notes:  

Liberal MP Hedy Fry has never in Ottawa fulfilled the lofty expectations she brought in 
1993, her first of five consecutive electoral victories. No matter. In Vancouver Centre, she’s 
been unbeatable. Every election, she is deemed to be in trouble, only to confound the 
skeptics. . . . This time, though, she’s running in the teeth of ill winds from the national 
campaign. And she’s got two experienced politicians against her . . . . If things look 
generally bleak for the Liberals in B.C., luck just might hand [the NDP] a seat they did not 
expect to win. (Simpson 2008, A21) 

Here, the columnist notes that while Fry is a five-time electoral winner, she has her critics and has never 

really met expectations. Moreover, she is running against tough opponents and for a party whose 

popularity in B.C. is waning. Thus, while her electoral history positions her as a viable candidate, this 

may be diminished by other factors, which the columnist is quick to mention. This is probably an attempt 
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to achieve balance; because the article does mention Fry’s long tenure in politics, it would be coded as 

viability coverage. 

 Another type of viability coverage, quite common among visible minority candidates, is that 

which positions them as “model minorities” or “immigrant success stories.” This is typified in a story 

about candidates of Sikh of heritage, which appeared in The Globe and Mail: 

More than two dozen Indo-Canadian candidates are running for next month’s federal 
election, contesting ridings from Halifax to Vancouver . . . a phenomenal success story for 
this ethnic community. Most are Sikhs, by far the most savvy campaigners and aggressive 
political organizers of any visible minority group in Canada. . . . Many factors account for 
the electoral success of Sikh Canadians. They are relatively affluent, speak English, and 
come from the world’s most populous democracy, India. (Jimenez 2008b, A13)47 

An editorial about one-time Liberal MP, Ruby Dhalla, further exemplifies this, mixing socio-

demographic mentions with coverage of the candidate’s viability: “She’s a girl from Winnipeg who bears 

both the brightness and the burden of being one of Prime Minister Paul Martin’s star candidates. Ruby 

Dhalla seems to have all that a prime minister would want in a candidate—she’s bright, young, active in 

Sikh and Liberal circles and brings health care experience as a chiropractor. Oh, and she’s also a model 

and star of Bollywood movies” (National Post 2004, A8). The article refers to the thirty-something Dhalla 

as a “girl,” which juvenilizes her and subtly calls her qualifications into question. Moreover, while the 

candidate is a practicing chiropractor, the editorial’s headline downplays her professional occupation and 

instead underscores the more titillating aspects of her résumé, blaring “Sikh actor is a model Liberal 

candidate who offers health care expertise, too” (National Post 2004, A8).  

 These excerpts provide a few illustrations of what viability coverage looks like, but how frequent 

is it? In my story sample, 60.2% of stories included either an insider or quality mention, 4.2% included 

both, and 35.6% contained neither. There is no statistically significant relationship between viability 

                                                        
47 This story is also significant among those in my sample in that it is written by Marina Jimenez, a reporter of 
Hispanic origin, but includes some of the most explicit—and numerous—examples of racialization. This is in line 
with the literature on women in politics, which finds that a reporter’s gender has only a marginal impact on how he 
or she covers politics (Goodyear-Grant 2013). It is likely that strong news norms, which encourage a focus on the 
exception, push reporters—regardless of their race—to highlight the novelty of a visible minority candidate. 
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mentions and candidate race, with such coverage occurring in just under two-thirds of candidate stories, 

regardless of race. What about when insider and quality mentions are looked at separately? First, 

mentions of candidate quality are quite rare and appear in just 6.4% of all stories. This may be because 

news norms emphasize standards of objectivity, so journalists are likely careful to refrain from 

commenting on a candidate’s subjective qualifications for office, choosing instead to highlight more 

objective criteria like their previous electoral experience and connections to the party. An examination of 

the stories in which mentions of candidate quality appear supports this conclusion: just 4.5% of articles 

include a mention of candidate quality, compared to 17.1% of columns and editorials. For those 

concerned about the line between reporting and editorializing, this is perhaps comforting. Having said 

that, the low number of quality mentions may also be a function of my definition of “quality,” which as I 

noted earlier, was restricted to ensure an acceptable level of coder reliability. Whatever the case, quality 

mentions are relatively rare in my story sample. When I break the results down by candidate race, I do not 

find any statistically significant relationship; quality mentions appear in about 6% of candidate stories, 

regardless of race.  

 In contrast, it is quite common for the media to draw attention to candidates’ insider status. 

Nearly two-thirds of all coverage (62.6%) includes at least one reference to a candidate’s incumbency, 

electoral history or connections to the party. The frequency of these mentions is probably in part a 

reflection of which candidates are most likely to receive media coverage, namely those who have 

previously held office or are well-known in political circles. It is also likely a function of those who are 

most likely to be selected as candidates for major federal parties, which includes incumbents, prior office-

holders and political insiders. Interestingly, visible minority candidates do receive slightly more insider 

mentions than White candidates. Specifically, 65.0% of visible minority candidate coverage includes an 

insider mention compared to 60.5% for White candidates (Chi-square = 2.127; p <0.10; df = 1; Phi = 

0.145). This finding diverges somewhat from my expectation that visible minority candidates would be 

portrayed more frequently as political outsiders than their White counterparts and runs counter to findings 

by Zilber and Niven (2000). 
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 Of course, the difference is small, but it is statistically significant. Why are visible minority 

candidates just as likely as White candidates to be portrayed as insiders? One possible explanation is that 

visible minority candidates must be more connected to overcome the potential barrier imposed by their 

minority racial status. An examination of the characteristics of the candidates in my sample suggests the 

converse may be true, however. For example, as was shown in Table 3.1, my candidate sample includes 

both a higher proportion of elected White candidates than elected visible minorities, as well as more 

White incumbents, suggesting it is the White candidates who are superior, at least according to these 

measures. This point is underscored in Chapter 6 where I construct an index that measures candidates’ 

electoral prospects using incumbency, electoral outcome and party competitiveness as the indicators. 

Again, according to this yardstick, the White candidates in my sample are more politically viable than the 

visible minority candidates: they are more likely to win, more often incumbents and tend to run in ridings 

where their parties have historically been more competitive. Of course, there are any number of ways to 

assess insider status and political viability, and my study includes but a few. Nonetheless, against these 

measures, visible minority candidates do not stand out as more connected than their White counterparts, 

suggesting that this is not what is driving their more frequent insider coverage. 

Another explanation is that the media are simply more likely to cover those candidates who are 

well known. Because coverage is a necessary prerequisite for inclusion in my study, this biases the 

sample toward insiders. That is, the types of candidates who are most likely to receive outsider 

coverage—that is, the lesser known candidates—are the least likely to actually receive any coverage. In 

other words, my research could, by design, be picking up those visible minority candidates who have 

made in-roads in the electoral arena and are thus portrayed quite positively. This explanation is bolstered 

by the finding that incumbency improves one’s viability coverage but particularly when you are a visible 

minority candidate; this is shown in Table 4.1. 

 From this table, we see that White challengers (i.e., non-incumbents) receive significantly more 

viability coverage than visible minority challengers. The most dramatic difference pertains to candidates’ 

insider coverage, with 27.1% of White challengers’ coverage mentioning their insider ties, compared to 
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just 5.0% for visible minority challengers. White challengers also receive slightly more quality coverage 

than visible minority incumbents (7.6% of all White candidate stories, compared to 2.5% of all visible 

minority candidate stories). In other words, White challengers receive significantly more insider and 

quality coverage than visible minority challengers, but incumbency closes that gap. Among incumbents, 

we see little difference in viability coverage, regardless of candidate race.   

 
Table 4.1 Candidates’ viability coverage, by incumbency 

Mentions as a 
% of stories 

Visible minority 
incumbents 

White 
incumbents 

Visible minority 
challengers 

White 
challengers 

Insider  86.8*** 82.6*** 5.0*** 27.1*** 

Quality 5.7   --    6.6---- 2.5  --- 7.6--  -  

Combined 87.0*** 84.5*** 7.4*** 31.0*** 
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10 
Source: media study 
 

 On this basis, we can make two important observations. First, “known” visible minority 

candidates seem to be accorded somewhat more viability coverage than White candidates. Second, visible 

minority candidates’ viability coverage suffers considerably when they are not incumbents, and they are 

much less likely than White candidates to be portrayed as political insiders. This suggests that once 

visible minorities have, in effect, proven themselves, they are just as likely as White candidates to receive 

positive viability coverage. When they are not “known commodities,” however, visible minority 

candidates appear not to be given the benefit of the doubt. To put it plainly, if you want to be portrayed as 

a qualified insider, being an incumbent does matter, but it matters most for visible minority candidates. In 

Chapter 6, I look further at how candidates’ qualifications affect their coverage and offer additional 

evidence in support of this conclusion. 

 However, to round out my analysis of viability coverage in this chapter, I examine mentions of 

candidate novelty. Novelty mentions appear in only 0.4% of all stories, but all of these mentions pertain 

to visible minority candidates, and the relationship is significant (Fisher’s exact test = 0.046). This type of 

coverage is illustrated in a story about Rahim Jaffer, which appeared prior to his recent fall from grace: 
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“Jaffer has been [Edmonton Strathcona’s] member of Parliament through four consecutive elections. He 

has been a star: In 1997, when he was first elected at age 25, his Muslim heritage set him apart from 

typical Reformers of the day” (Audette 2008, A4). Such coverage, while on the one hand favourable in 

that it positions Jaffer as a “star,” also characterizes him as a novelty, a Muslim among “typical” Reform 

party members. Novelty coverage, in a sense, offers a mixed blessing. In some cases, candidates who 

would not otherwise attract much notice become the subject of stories—often lengthy features—which 

provides exposure and potential name recognition. One has to ask whether this is the right type of 

exposure, however. Do candidates benefit when they are framed as atypical? This query is not definitively 

resolved here, but certainly we should not simply assume that any news is good news, particularly when it 

sets visible minorities apart from their White counterparts or implies that their minority status is relevant 

to their political persona. This kind of coverage not only positions visible minority candidates as atypical, 

but also draws a link—often inappropriately—between their socio-demographics and their political 

experiences or agenda. In the next section, I reinforce the point when I examine the policy issues with 

which candidates are most frequently connected. 

Policy Issue Coverage 

 To assess policy issue coverage, coders looked for references to the candidate’s interest in, 

support for, or involvement in various aspects of public policy. These included instances of candidates 

speaking out on issues, mentions of their role as a cabinet minister or party critic for a particular portfolio, 

or their membership on a standing committee of the House. In a number of cases, the candidate was 

quoted in relation to a riding-specific issue or spoke in support of a plank of the party’s platform. Coders 

looked specifically for policy mentions related to crime, social welfare, and immigration and 

multiculturalism—the so-called minority issues—as well as for mentions of other policy areas, which I 

reservedly refer to as “mainstream” policy issues. A full list of the latter can be found in Appendix B, but 

examples include the economy, natural resources and healthcare.  
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 Much has been said about the absence of policy discourse is Canadian elections (Bastedo et al. 

2012), but policy mentions are in fact fairly common in candidates’ coverage, with 39.7% of all articles 

connecting candidates to at least one policy issue.  There is no statistically significant difference in terms 

of the propensity of coverage to link particular candidates to policy issues; 41.4% of all stories about 

White candidates include a policy mention compared to 37.7% for visible minority candidates. As is 

shown in Table 4.2, the connection of candidates to particular issues is somewhat racially differentiated, 

although the results were not exactly in line with expectations. In particular, although visible minority 

candidates were more likely than White candidates to be connected to crime issues as the literature leads 

us to predict (Entman and Rojecki 2000; Fleras 2011; Henry and Tator 2002), they were no more likely to 

be connected to social welfare or immigration and multiculturalism issues, which is somewhat contrary to 

findings from previous research (Gilens 1996, 2003).  

With respect to crime, 12.3% of stories about visible minority candidates linked them to these 

policy issues, compared to 7.4% of stories about White candidates; the relationship is significant (Chi-

square = 6.739; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 0.083). Although he was not included in my sample, Lee 

Richardson, a White Conservative candidate who ran in a Calgary riding with a large immigrant 

population, made comments that drew attention to the portrayal of minorities in crime stories. In an 

interview with a community newspaper, which was later reported by the national news media, Richardson 

linked immigration and crime, noting “‘Particularly in big cities, we’ve got people that have grown up in 

a different culture. . . . They don’t have the same background in terms of the stable communities we had 

20, 30 years ago in our cities . . . and [they] don’t have the same respect for authority or people’s person 

or property’” (Klaszus 2008, online). Richardson then added, “‘Talk to the police. Look at who’s 

committing these crimes. They’re not the kid that grew up next door’” (Klaszus 2008, online).  
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Table 4.2 Frequency of policy mentions in candidate coverage, by story and candidate race 

  
White candidates Visible minority 

candidates All candidates 

n % of 
stories n % of 

stories n % 
  

Economy 77 14.6*** 36 7.9*** 113 11.1*** 

Crime 39 7.4*** 56 12.3*** 95 9.7*** 

Environment 45 8.6** 24 5.3** 69 6.8** 

Immigration and 
multiculturalism 31 5.9 35 7.7 66 6.7 

Families and seniors 32 6.1 24 5.3 56 5.5 

Government 24 4.6 16 3.5 40 3.9 

Health 18 3.4 21 4.6 40 3.9 

Cities and 
infrastructure 19 3.6 15 3.3 34 3.5 

Transportation 18 3.4 10 2.2 28 2.7 

Social welfare 17 3.2 9 2.0 26 2.7 

Foreign affairs 11 2.1 14 3.1 25 2.5 

Employment and 
labour 13 2.5 8 1.8 21 2.2 

Defence and security 10 1.9 8 1.8 18 1.8 

Education  11 2.1 7 1.5 18 1.8 

Agriculture, forestry, 
fishing, mining 8 1.5 9 2.0 17 1.7 

Energy, electricity, 
hydro, gas 11 2.1 6 1.3 17 1.7 

Trade and industry 8 1.5 6 1.3 14 1.4 

Gay and lesbian rights 2 0.4** 12 2.6** 14 1.4** 

Intergovernmental 
relations 5 1.0 3 0.7 8 0.8 

Aboriginal issues 1 0.2* 5 1.1* 6 0.6* 

Democratic reform 0 0 2 0.4 2 0.2 

Other  12 2.3 6 1.3 18 1.8 
***p < 0.01; ** p < 0.05; * p < 0.10 
Note: Cells show the number and proportion of stories linking a candidate to a particular issue. It is thus 
an assessment of candidate-centred policy coverage. 
Source: media study 
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Richardson’s two main opponents were both immigrants, including one who is a visible 

minority.48 They roundly criticized the remarks, and Richardson later apologized. He admitted that his 

views are based on what he hears from his constituents and admitted that “‘what their comments are 

based on is probably anecdotal—what they read in the newspapers’” (Klaszus 2008, online). This incident 

is telling not just because it illustrates the continued connection between crime and minority status (which 

is masked here under the guise of “culture”), but it also draws attention to the power of media coverage. 

Richardson notes explicitly that his information comes not from crime statistics or research, but from 

what he hears, and that depends heavily on what constituents read in the news. 

On immigration and multiculturalism issues, I initially found no statistically significant 

relationship between these mentions and candidate race, which was somewhat counter to my 

expectations. However, this is likely because the sample of White candidates includes Jason Kenney, the 

Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism. Given his portfolio, a large number of his 

stories connected him to immigration and multiculturalism issues. Indeed, 28% of all such mentions were 

in stories about Mr. Kenney. This is, of course, one of the perils of random selection. To assess the 

magnitude of the “Kenney effect,” I removed Mr. Kenney from the sample. When this was done, I did 

find a statistically significant relationship between candidate race and mentions of immigration and 

multiculturalism issues. Specifically, such mentions appear in 7.7% of visible minority candidates’ 

stories, compared to 2.8% of White candidates’ stories (Chi-square = 11.305; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 

0.111). Given this, the initial finding that visible minorities are no more likely than White candidates to 

appear in stories about immigration and multiculturalism issues should appear with a caveat that this is 

perhaps only the case when the Minister responsible for these issues is a media-savvy White candidate. 

On the last dimension of minority policy coverage—social welfare—I find no statistically significant 

differences between White candidates and visible minority candidates. This is in contrast to conclusions 

                                                        
48 None of these candidates were included in my sample, so the connection between visible minorities and crime 
policy issues is not purely a result of Richardson’s comments, although other candidates in my sample—and visible 
minority candidates, in particular—were asked by the media to weigh in. 
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reached in studies of the media in the United States (Gilens 1996; Zilber and Niven 2000), which suggest 

that visible minorities will be more prominent in stories about social welfare issues, like poverty and 

social housing.  

 We can draw a few conclusions from these data. First, it would appear that the link between race 

and so-called minority issues, which is prevalent in the American research, is only partially applicable in 

Canada. On matters of social welfare, the lack of racial variation could be a result of Canadians’ 

comparatively more positive orientation toward social welfare issues, which could depress negative 

associations between visible minorities and perceptions of dependency. On immigration and 

multiculturalism issues, there is the “Kenney effect,” which was discussed above, but also the fact that the 

sampling strategy targeted White candidates who ran in highly diverse ridings. These are constituencies 

where immigration and multiculturalism issues are presumably salient, and candidates—regardless of 

race—may be more likely to discuss them. Second, while the findings on social welfare and immigration 

or multiculturalism are somewhat mixed, we do find that visible minority candidates are more likely than 

White candidates to be connected to crime issues. Significantly, at least a portion of this discussion 

revolved around an incident in which a (White) candidate suggested that rising crime rates were the result 

of increased immigration. This suggests that, as in the United States, crime is a racialized policy issue in 

Canada. 

 What about the coverage of other policy issues? If we look at issues other than crime, social 

welfare or immigration and multiculturalism—the so-called mainstream policy issues—we find that 

White candidates are more likely than visible minority candidates to be connected to these. Mainstream 

policy mentions appear in 35.7% of White candidates’ coverage, compared to 28.4% of visible minority 

candidates’ coverage. Put another way, 59.3% of mainstream policy mentions are connected to White 

candidates, while 40.7% are connected to visible minority candidates. The relationship is statistically 

significant (Chi-square = 5.817; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = -0.077). Table 4.3 indicates which mainstream 

issues candidates are most likely to be connected. We see, for example, that White candidates are 

significantly more likely to be covered in relation to economic and environmental issues than are visible 
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minority candidates, while visible minority candidates figure more strongly in coverage about Aboriginal 

issues and gay and lesbian rights than do White candidates. On most other issues, we find little evidence 

of race-differentiated coverage. 

 It is significant that when visible minorities do receive policy issue coverage, it is less likely to be 

on mainstream issues than is the case for White candidates. Not only that, but visible minorities are much 

less likely to appear in stories about the economy and the environment, which were among the key issues 

in the 2008 election campaign (Gidengil et al. 2012). For example, whereas 68.1% of economic policy 

mentions were in reference to White candidates, just 31.9% were in reference to visible minority 

candidates, and the relationship is significant (Chi-square = 10.753; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = -0.105). The 

relative absence of visible minorities from economic policy discussions is significant given how centrally 

the economy figures in electoral campaigns, especially in 2008 which was the height of a global recession 

and an election in which the Conservatives’ Economic Action Plan was a key policy plank (Gidengil et al. 

2012; see also Soroka 2002). My findings suggest that visible minority candidates largely do not figure in 

coverage about an election’s “quintessential valence issue” (Gidengil et al. 2012, 13) 

 Meanwhile, visible minority candidates figure more prominently in discussions of rights issues, 

such as those related to Aboriginal peoples and gays and lesbians. On the one hand, this could be read as 

an outgrowth of visible minorities’ “natural” affinity for social justice issues, or a result of the media 

lumping all “special interests” together. It is also the case that a number of visible minority candidates felt 

strongly about the issue of same-sex marriage; one whom I interviewed noted that his deep opposition to 

the redefinition of marriage was the issue that “pushed him over the edge” and convinced him to run. In 

other words, the connection between visible minorities and gay and lesbian rights may in fact be a matter 

of opposition rather than support. 

 Regardless, the tendency for visible minority candidates to appear less often in stories about the 

“issues that matter” may leave voters with the impression that they are not tuned into the key policy 

issues, that they have a narrow focus, or that they will be less able to respond to their concerns. The 

problem is compounded if that coverage reinforces voters’ stereotypes about candidates’ capabilities. For 
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example, Schneider and Bos’ (2011) analysis of politician stereotypes in the United States suggests that 

Black politicians are seen as less capable of handling policy related to taxes, the economy, education and 

the military.  

 Of course, we must look at the coverage of candidates’ policy interests in tandem with their stated 

policy priorities; it could be the case that visible minority candidates are less interested in economic 

issues, in which case, such coverage is not a function of mediation, but merely a reflection of reality. This 

task is taken up in Chapter 6 when I look at candidate self-presentation. First, however, I examine a 

number of other facets of candidate coverage, beginning with the placement and presentation of candidate 

coverage. 

Placement and Tone 

 In Chapter 3, I noted that there were no significant differences in the amount of coverage that 

candidates receive; visible minority and White candidates appear in roughly the same proportion of 

stories, and there is no noticeable difference in story length. Most stories do mention more than one 

candidate, however. Some of these mentions are fleeting, while others are more substantive. For this 

reason, coders also noted whether the candidate was the main subject of the article or not. To qualify as 

being “mostly” about the candidate, the story had to devote more attention to that candidate than it did to 

other candidates or subjects; if it did, the coder would code “yes.” Examples of articles that led coders to 

code “no” were riding profiles that devoted relatively equal attention to all of the candidates, stories about 

candidates debates that outlined in roughly equal proportions how each candidate performed, and stories 

that were largely about one candidate but which mentioned or quoted a second candidate. I ran a cross-

tabulation but found no statistically significant differences on this measure. Whether the candidate is 

White or visible minority, upwards of 90% of the time the story is mostly about others. Large single-

candidate profiles are fairly rare in mainstream media, which is unsurprising in a leader-centric electoral 

context where candidate-specific coverage is relatively uncommon. 
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 However, I wondered if, as Chaudhary (1980) found, stories about White candidates would be 

more prominently placed than stories about visible minority candidates. To assess this, I divided the 

placement of coverage into two categories: coverage that appeared on the front page of the paper (e.g., 

A1) versus coverage that appeared on all other pages of the paper.49 I found that the bulk of candidate 

coverage (90.5%) appears in the inside sections of the paper, and just 9.5% appear on the front page. Of 

those candidate stories that do appear on the front page, however, the vast majority (66.7%) are about 

White candidates, while just 33.3% are about visible minority candidates. Put another way, if you are a 

visible minority candidate, you can expect about 6.8% of your stories to end up on the front page, 

compared to 11.8% if you are a White candidate; the relationship is statistically significant (Chi-square = 

6.976; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 0.084). This suggests that while candidates do receive roughly the same 

amounts of coverage, the placement of White candidates’ coverage is more prominent than that of visible 

minority candidates. Of course, this may not be the result of any “hidden agenda” on the part of the 

media, but simply a reflection of who the key political players are and the fact that many of these, 

including the Prime Minister, cabinet ministers, incumbents and long-serving MPs, are often not visible 

minorities. As one journalist noted in an interview with me, “We certainly are not equal opportunity 

coverers, as in we’re not paid to change the playing field to a level one, when it isn’t” (18 October 2012). 

 Given this, I wondered if the more prominent coverage accorded to White candidates in my 

sample is a function of them occupying more prominent political positions. A look at my candidate 

sample suggests that while the White candidates held slightly more high-profile positions at the time of 

the election, the differences are not dramatic. For example, three of the candidates in the sample were 

Cabinet ministers and, of these, two were White and one was a visible minority. There were also 16 

candidates who had previously sat in Cabinet; half were visible minorities and half were White. There 
                                                        
49 Initially, I considered a more fine-grained measure of story placement that would account for both section and 
page number. However, as McIlwain and Caliendo (2011, 107) point out, section location is somewhat meaningless 
given how long sections can be, as well as organizational conventions that may place stories about politics in section 
A at one paper, but a story about a local candidate in the “City” section at another paper. Profiles of candidates will 
also often appear in a “Lifestyle” or similar section. For this reason, I adopt McIlwain and Caliendo’s view that the 
“most meaningful difference . . . is singular: Does the story appear on the front page or not?” (2011, 108). 
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were 38 incumbents in the sample; 20 were White and 18 were visible minorities, although prior to 

running in the election, the White incumbents had held office for an average of 10.6 years, compared to 

6.8 years for visible minority incumbents. In other words, differences in the prominence of candidates’ 

coverage are somewhat more marked than differences in their “objective” prominence. 

 When I remove the Cabinet ministers from the sample, there is little change in the results: White 

candidates’ coverage is still more likely to appear on the front page than visible minority candidates’ 

coverage, although the gap narrows slightly. Among non-Ministers, 64.4% of front-page stories are about 

White candidates, compared to 35.6% for visible minorities (Chi-square = 7.710; p < 0.10; df = 1; Phi = 

0.093). White non-Ministers can expect 12.4% of their stories to land on the front page, while 6.9% of 

stories about visible minority non-Ministers will get top billing. When I remove incumbents from the 

sample, the gap widens somewhat, with White non-incumbents garnering 76.3% of front-page stories, 

compared to 23.7% for visible minority non-incumbents (Chi-square = 3.067; p < 0.10; df = 1; Phi = 

0.096). White non-incumbents will see their stories on page one 13.8% of the time, compared to 7.4% for 

visible minority non-incumbents. In other words, while White candidates’ more prominent coverage 

could be attributed to some degree to their comparative political prominence, this is not all that is driving 

the difference. 

As a result of this coverage gap, when Canadians skim the newspaper, the front pages are 

unlikely to show examples of visible minorities in politics. This has the potential to reinforce the notion 

that visible minorities are political outsiders, less viable and less central to the political process. 

Moreover, if the coverage that appears on the front page is positive, White candidates are doubly 

benefited because they not only appear in the most visible section of the paper, but they are also shown in 

a positive light. To ascertain whether this is the case, I also examined the tone of candidates’ coverage.  

 Because stories typically mention more than one candidate, coders needed to look specifically at 

each candidate’s coverage in a story, rather than determining the overall tone of the whole story. To do 

this, coders assessed whether each candidate’s coverage was mostly positive, mostly negative or neutral. 

Neutral coverage was assumed to be the default; as a result, positive and negative tones were only coded 
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if such coverage was readily apparent or striking. As one might expect, the vast majority of candidate 

coverage (89.1%) is neutral. Nonetheless, as Table 4.3 shows, when coverage is negative, it is most likely 

to affect visible minority candidates. Meanwhile, when coverage is positive, it is most likely to be 

directed at White candidates. Indeed, White candidates are 1.75 times more likely to be covered positively 

than are visible minority candidates. The relationship is statistically significant, although the association 

between candidate race and tone of coverage is relatively weak (Chi-square = 8.134; p < 0.05; df = 2; 

Cramer’s V = 0.091).50  

 

Table 4.3 Tone of coverage, by candidate race 

 Mostly negative Neutral Mostly positive 

n 
% of 

negative 
stories 

n 
% of 

neutral 
stories 

n 
% of 

positive 
stories 

White candidates 22 4.2 470 89.4 34 6.5 

Visible minority 
candidates 34 7.5 403 88.8 17 3.7 

All candidates 56 5.7 873 89.1 51 5.2 
Source: media study 
 
 
 This racial differentiation is notable given that the bar for assessing non-neutral coverage was 

quite high. That is, coders were instructed only to code coverage as positive or negative if a non-neutral 

tone was clear. This means that there was little nuance; visible minority candidates’ negative coverage is 

unambiguous. Often, these kinds of stories report on criticisms candidates have faced or gaffes they have 

made. For example, in its report on a Surrey riding, one article noted that: 

A campaign to get more ethnic signs has uncovered a surprising trend. . . . Liberal MP Sukh 
Dhaliwal and Conservative candidate Sandeep Pandher have been criticized in the Indo-
Canadian community for not having bilingual signs featuring Punjabi script . . . The only 

                                                        
50 Cramer’s V is the appropriate measure of association for tables that are larger than 2x2. This coefficient ranges 
from 0 to 1.0. If Cramer’s V is higher than 0.25, there is a very strong relationship between the variables. A 
coefficient that ranges from 0.15 to 0.25 indicates a strong relationship, while a coefficient between 0.11 and 0.15 
suggests a moderate relationship. If Cramer’s V is between 0.06 and 0.11, the relationship is weak, while a 
coefficient that is below 0.06 suggests there is a negligible or no relationship between the variables. 
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Newton-North Delta candidate of the three big parties to include the script known as 
Gurmukhi on her signs is the NDP’s Teresa Townsley, a non-Punjabi. (The Province 2008, 
A14) 

Another drew attention to accusations that Conservative candidate Alice Wong is a member of Canadian 

Alliance for Social Justice and Family Values Association, “‘an extreme fundamentalist organization,’” 

that has opposed legal protections for hate crimes and hate speech directed at gays and lesbians (Mercer 

2008, A8). Some negative stories simply offer a prediction of the candidate’s defeat, typically via a 

quotation from an opposing camp (e.g., Bermingham 2008). I also found stories that provide a negative 

account of several candidates in one fell swoop. This is the case with reaction to the story about Lee 

Richardson’s comments on immigrants and crime. When the Liberals and NDP called for Richardson’s 

resignation, the story notes that “The Conservatives shot back with a statement accusing the Liberals of 

hypocrisy and questioning whether Liberal candidates Hedy Fry, Garth Turner and Keith Martin would be 

dropped for quoted statements linking immigrants and crime” (Proudfoot 2008, A5).  

 In a number of stories in which candidates are reported upon negatively, the reporter can deny 

culpability because the negative remarks come from an outside source. Of course, if asked, nearly all 

campaigns would foretell the possible demise of their opponents, and quite a few would happily cast 

doubt on another party’s campaign. However, it is reporters who decide which leads to pursue, who to 

ask, and what quotations to include. That visible minority candidates are more often the subject of 

negative coverage is telling. Although media reports, by and large, offer a neutral take on political events, 

when they stray from this and provide a critical perspective, that lens is more often focused on visible 

minorities than on their White counterparts. 

Quotes and Paraphrases: The Prevalence of Candidate Filtering 

 Stories are not told only through the voice of reporters. Rather, through the use of quotations and 

paraphrases, journalists can inject the voices of others into the account. This raises questions, however, 

about the extent to which various candidates are shown speaking for themselves as opposed to being the 

subject of others’ commentary. This stems from existing research that suggests lower status speakers, 
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such as women and visible minorities, are less likely to be quoted; as a result, their coverage tends to be 

more filtered (Gidengil and Everitt 2000, 2003a, 2003b; Goodyear-Grant 2007; Van Dijk 1991). That is, 

these candidates’ stories are told about them rather than by them. To examine this, coders looked for 

instances of quotations from candidates and about candidates, as well as inclusions of paraphrases about a 

candidate’s position, background or interests.  

 With respect to quotations about candidates, there were no statistically significant differences 

between visible minority and White candidates. Visible minority candidates are just as likely as White 

candidates to be “talked about” by others; such quotes can be found in about 9% of all stories. My 

analysis of quotations from candidates and paraphrases about their positions revealed some interesting 

results, however.51 As is shown in Table 4.4, visible minority candidates are less likely to be quoted than 

White candidates. If we look at all stories, 22.5% include a quote from a White candidate versus 14.6% of 

stories with quotes from visible minority candidates (Chi-square = 11.953; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = -0.110). 

Put another way, 42.2% of White candidates’ stories include a quotation from them, compared to 31.5% 

of visible minority candidates’ stories (data not shown). Looking just at the stories with candidate 

quotations, a majority (60.8%) of these are about White candidates. White candidates are thus more likely 

to have their positions and ideas communicated directly using their own words, which leaves less room 

for journalistic interpretation. As Davis (1985) suggests, the relative absence of filtering also gives the 

speaker more authority and legitimacy.  

Table 4.4 shows that articles are also more likely to include paraphrases about White candidates’ 

policy positions and issues than is the case for visible minority candidates (Chi-square = 4.849; p < 0.05; 

df = 1; Phi = -0.070). This means that even when White candidates are not being directly quoted, it is 

their substantive interests that are highlighted. Of course, it could be that the difference in policy 

paraphrases is being driven by the presence of Cabinet ministers in my sample, given that these are the 

                                                        
51 Coders recorded any quotation from or about a candidate, regardless of its theme or content, while paraphrases 
were only noted when they dealt specifically with candidates’ policy positions or interests.  
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politicians most likely to speak to policy issues and, perhaps more to the point, are more often White. To 

test this, I excluded the Cabinet ministers from the sample and reran the analysis. Although this narrows 

the gap somewhat, White non-Ministers are still more likely than visible minority non-Ministers to 

receive policy paraphrases. Specifically, 55.6% of non-ministerial policy paraphrases are dedicated to 

White candidates, compared to 44.4% for visible minorities (Chi-square = 4.413; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi =   

-0.70). In short, White candidates can expect to be quoted more frequently than their visible minority 

counterparts and, irrespective of ministerial status, are more likely to have their substantive issues and 

interests covered. 

 
Table 4.4 Quotes and paraphrases, by candidate race 

 Quote from candidate Paraphrase about candidate’s position 

 

n 
% of all 

candidate 
stories 

% of stories 
with 

candidate 
quotes  

n 
% of all 

candidate 
stories 

% of stories 
with 

candidate 
paraphrases 

White 
candidates 222 22.7 60.8 173 17.7 59.0 

Visible 
minority 
candidates 

143 14.6 39.2 120 12.2 41.0 

Total 365 37.2 100.0 293 29.9 100.0 
Source: media study 
 

 It merits asking why visible minority candidates are less likely to be quoted than White 

candidates. In the first place, it may simply be a matter of journalistic convenience, with reporters tending 

to go to familiar sources when seeking quotations (Zilber and Niven 2000). It could also be a result of 

assumptions about status (Van Dijk 1991) or, as one journalist with whom I spoke suggested, perceptions 

of candidate “quoteability.” In this reporter’s view, visible minority candidates may not be directly quoted 

as often because of issues related to their language proficiency, whether real or perceived (9 October 

2011). Visible minority candidates with whom I spoke also suggested that reporters often seem surprised 

when a minority turns out to be articulate; one staffer mentioned that visible minorities are sometimes 
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even explicitly described as “articulate” in their coverage, as though this is newsworthy. These revelations 

suggest that powerful assumptions permeate journalists’ decisions about a story’s content and the voice 

that is given to their subjects.  

 In sum, not only does visible minority candidates’ coverage focus on particular areas and issues, 

but it is also less prominent, more negative, more filtered and less likely to summarize their policy 

positions, interests or backgrounds than is the case for White candidates. These findings add weight to the 

argument that coverage is race-differentiated in subtle but substantive ways and that these differences 

position visible minority candidates as more marginal political players than is the case for White 

candidates. To understand racialized coverage, however, we need to look beyond the words on the page, 

which is the objective of the next section. 

A Picture is Worth 1,000 Words 

  Visuals are an important aspect of media portrayal so, for this reason, coders noted which stories 

include a candidate photo. In my sample, 15% of the stories include a photograph of the candidate; some 

of these are simply headshots, while others are depictions of the candidate on the campaign trail. 

Examining the presence of photos is important because these elements offer another means of 

communicating information about candidates, and they allow journalists to do so without saying a word. 

Rather than journalists having to “say” that a candidate is not White and thus open themselves up to 

accusations of racism or bias, this information can be provided through a simple photograph. Race can be 

conveyed implicitly and under the cover of objectivity. In line with past research (e.g., Caliendo and 

MacIlwain 2006), I find that photographs of visible minority candidates appear more frequently than 

photographs of White candidates; 18.3% of the former’s stories include a candidate photo, compared to 

12.2% of the latter’s. The difference is statistically significant (Chi-square = 7.146; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 

0.085).  

 This finding bears reflection for several reasons. First, whether a story includes a photograph is a 

conscious decision on the part of reporters (or, more likely, editors). That these choices are related in 
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some way to a candidate’s race suggests that the decision is not a purely objective one. If it were, we 

should expect visible minority and White candidates to appear in photographs at exactly the same rate. 

Instead, the media are compelled, for whatever reason, to include photos of visible minority candidates 

more frequently than White candidates.52 Second, these choices are important because a photograph can 

convey information about candidates’ race (in addition to characteristics such as gender, age, and even 

religion if, for example, the candidate wears a turban or headscarf), but these are communicated implicitly 

rather than explicitly.53 Research suggests that while verbal appeals can activate voters’ equality norms 

and thus reduce the effectiveness of racial priming, subtle visual cues can make race salient while 

simultaneously concealing the racial intent of the appeal (Mendelberg 2001). Showing that a candidate is 

a visible minority may thus engage voters’ racial considerations more effectively than simply saying that 

the candidate is not White. As a result, the inclusion of a candidate’s photograph is not a neutral choice 

nor is it without consequence. The effects can be effective and insidious. 

 Reasoning that there are some factors that render candidates more “photo-worthy” and that these 

may be correlated with race, I looked at a few other variables. I looked first at incumbency and found that 

non-incumbents are more likely to be depicted in photographs than incumbents (18.4% versus 13.3%; 

                                                        
52 I asked the journalists with whom I spoke why visible minority candidates may appear in photographs more often 
than White candidates. One reporter suggested that newspapers are always trying to show diversity on their pages 
and because the majority of politicians are White, when there is an opportunity to show a visible minority, editors 
jump at the opportunity. In this reporter’s view, there is not “any kind of nefarious agenda here” (9 October 2012). 
Of course, we still have to ask why I do not then find a gender difference in candidate photographs. Women are also 
under-represented in politics, and if there really is a “diversity and inclusion” agenda, presumably editors would be 
as motivated to include photos of female politicians whenever they could. As I point out, it is plausible that critiques 
of gendered media coverage have permeated newsrooms to the extent that when editors select story visuals, they are 
conscious of not over-representing female politicians. It is also possible that parties are driving the presence of 
visible minorities in photographs because, as another journalist noted, when there are media events involving leaders 
and “so-called star candidates, . . . party spin doctors always make sure that they’re surrounded by groups that 
include visible minorities and women” (18 October 2012). Again, however, we should then also expect to see 
gender differences in candidate photographs, which is not the case. 
53 In one experimental study (Unkelbach et al. 2008), research participants played a computer game in which they 
shot at different targets, some of whom were armed with guns, and others who were carrying coffee mugs or pop 
bottles. Some of the targets were wearing turbans or hijabs, while others were bare-headed. Participants were told 
only to shoot those who were armed. To simulate the kinds of quick decision-making that occurs in the real world, 
the game was timed and points were awarded. Noting a clear “turban effect,” the study’s authors found that 
participants were much more likely to shoot those wearing Islamic head-coverings, regardless of whether the target 
was armed or male or female, and irrespective of the participant’s stated egalitarianism. This is indicative of the 
strong and persuasive power of subtle visual cues. 
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Chi-square = 4.609; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = -0.069). This may be because journalists assume that a 

photograph of a (known) incumbent is not needed; it is the challengers who voters will not recognize, and 

a photograph is one means of acquainting them. When I split the file by candidate race, I found that 

visible minority non-incumbents’ stories are more likely to include a photograph than White non-

incumbents’ stories (24.8% versus 14.8%) and the relationship between incumbency and a story 

photograph is significant for visible minorities (Chi-square = 4.682; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = -0.102). 

 I next looked at gender. Given what we know about gendered mediation, I expected to see 

females depicted more frequently in photos than males. However, somewhat surprisingly, I found no 

statistically significant difference. That is, male candidates are just as likely to be shown in photographs 

as female candidates. There are a few reasons that this may be the case. First, it is possible that critiques 

from academics and political observers have made journalists more conscious of the way in which female 

politicians are portrayed, and the media have thus sought to avoid the kind of gendered portrayals that we 

have seen in the past. Second, it is plausible that although I do not find quantitative differences in the 

photograph coverage of male and female candidates, there may be qualitative differences. For example, is 

the photo a head shot or does it show the candidate’s full body? What emotion does the photograph 

convey? Does the candidate appear strong, approachable, angry, or neutral? Is the photo flattering or 

unflattering? Does the photograph show the candidate “in action” or is it stagnant? Is he or she alone or 

surrounded by supporters? All of these elements, and no doubt others, provide us with information about 

the candidate and his or her suitability for office. Because Newsstand and Eureka—the databases from 

which the sampled articles were drawn—do not include actual photographs, but rather a photo notation 

and the caption, additional research using microformed articles is therefore needed to determine what 

kinds of photos are used to depict in candidates.  

Nonetheless, perhaps the most persuasive explanation for the opposing findings on race- and 

gender-differentiation in candidate photos is that while gender can be communicated rather easily without 

a photograph—often just through the candidate’s name or the use of a pronoun—race is more 

complicated. Although voters may recognize some names as Chinese, South Asian or non-European, this 
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is not always the case, nor is there any pronoun to signify “non-White.” A photograph, however, offers a 

clear but subtle way of communicating information about candidate race without drawing explicit 

attention to it. In Chapter 7, I return to a discussion of the implications of this framing, but for now turn 

my attention to an analysis of other factors that may affect candidate portrayals and the racialization of 

media coverage in Canadian elections more generally. I begin first with the relationship between 

candidate party and media coverage. 

Party Effects 

 Beginning in the 2008 election, more attention was paid to so-called “ethnic targeting” strategies, 

which observers suggested the Conservative Party, in particular, was increasingly employing (Flanagan 

2011).54 Ethnic targeting involves the identification of residentially concentrated pockets of like-minded 

voters—often from the same ethnic group—who can be mobilized through messaging that appeals to their 

priorities and values. Sometimes, but not always, a candidate from the same ethnic group will be selected 

to run in the riding. The strategy can be successful because it matches candidates and their messaging to 

the preferences of voters. Given what has been said about the Conservatives’ use of ethnic targeting, we 

might expect party affiliation to affect socio-demographic coverage but, surprisingly, with the exception 

of mentions of riding composition, partisanship and coverage appear to be unrelated. Among Liberal 

candidates, 10.4% of stories include a mention of the riding’s demographic composition, compared to 

7.3% for Conservative candidates and 4.1% for NDP candidates (Chi-square = 7.00; p < 0.05; df = 2; 

Cramer’s V = 0.085).  Of those stories in which a riding’s demographic composition is mentioned, the 

vast majority (87.8%) pertain to minority demographic mentions. That is, the article suggests that the 

riding has high proportions of visible minorities, immigrants or other minority groups. Of these minority 

demographic mentions, 52.8% pertain to Liberal candidates, while 38.9% are in relation to Conservative 

candidates and 8.3% are directed at NDP candidates (Chi-square = 5.350; p < 0.10; df = 2; Cramer’s V = 

                                                        
54 Of course, some suggest that all parties have been doing this for years. As an NDP strategist revealed in an 
interview with me, “If they say they don’t do it, they’re lying!” (18 June 2012). 
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0.074). In other words, Liberal candidates’ coverage is somewhat more likely to mention that the riding 

has a significant minority population, in spite of the focus given to the Conservatives’ ethnic targeting 

strategy.  

 This finding probably relates to the types of candidates who were fielded by each party. Although 

the Conservatives are increasingly running high-profile candidates in the so-called “ethnic 

battlegrounds”—the ridings in which the media would be most likely to make mention of minority 

demographics—this is a relatively recent phenomenon. In 2008, even though the party had begun to 

implement a more concerted ethnic targeting strategy, the candidates that they ran in diverse ridings were 

still less high-profile than those running for the Liberals who were often long-time incumbents and thus 

more likely to secure media coverage. The bulk of these high-profile Liberal candidates are also White, a 

finding that is bolstered when I look at mentions of candidate race, birthplace and community support by 

political party. Here, I find no statistically significant differences, suggesting that the media are 

commenting on the riding’s make-up, which is diverse and therefore newsworthy, while the backgrounds 

of the relevant candidates—mostly White—are not. Future research should re-examine these findings, 

however. Indeed, the 2011 election saw increased use of ethnic targeting strategies with more high-profile 

Conservative candidates running in ridings with large minority populations. In this context, we may 

expect to find a stronger relationship between political party and socio-demographic coverage. 

 Turning to viability coverage, there are no statistically significant differences in terms of which 

party’s candidates are most likely to be portrayed as being novelties or of high quality. There are some 

differences in terms of which party’s candidates are most likely to appear as political insiders, however. 

Specifically, just about half of all insider mentions (48%) are directed at Liberal candidates, compared to 

32.8% for Conservative candidates and 19.2% for NDP candidates (Chi-square = 27.237; p < 0.01; df = 2; 

Cramer’s V = 0.167); the relationship between party affiliation and insider mentions is statistically 

significant and quite strong. You will recall that visible minority candidates are more likely to receive 

insider coverage than White candidates; I wondered how party affiliation affects this relationship. As is 

shown in Table 4.5, visible minority Liberal candidates are the most likely of all candidates to receive 
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insider coverage (Chi-square = 27.189; p < 0.01; df = 2; Cramer’s V = 0.245). The relationship is 

statistically significant and the association is strong, but this finding is likely related to the profile of the 

candidates included in my media sample. In particular, of the 13 visible minority Liberal candidates 

included in the sample, just over three-quarters are incumbents. By contrast, just over 40% of the visible 

minority Conservatives are themselves incumbents. In other words, visible minority Liberal candidates in 

my sample are much more likely than visible minority Conservatives to in fact be insiders; this is 

reflected in their media coverage. To the extent that there are differences in viability coverage by 

candidate race and party, these seem to be a reflection of candidate inputs.55 

 

Table 4.5 Insider coverage, by party and candidate race 

 Conservative Liberal NDP 
 

n 
% of 

insider 
mentions 

n 
% of 

insider 
mentions 

n 
% of 

insider 
mentions 

White 
candidates 118 37.1 123 38.7 77 24.2 

Visible 
minority 
candidates 

83 28.1 171 58.0 41 13.9 

All 
candidates 201 32.8 294 48.0 118 19.2 

Source: media study 
 

Finally, I was curious to see if there is any relationship between candidate party and policy issue 

coverage. In particular, given the Liberal Party’s historic association as the “party of immigrants,” I 

wondered if Liberal candidates would be more strongly connected to immigration and multiculturalism 

policy issues than candidates from the other two parties. In fact, I found no statistically significant 

differences. All candidates, regardless of party, are about as likely to receive coverage on these issues. 

                                                        
55 It should also be noted that some of the Conservative candidates and staffers whom I interviewed expressed 
strong opinions about ideological bias within the media. A number suggested that the mainstream media are “anti-
Conservative” or “left-wing.” Although this kind of analysis is beyond the scope of my project, if these assessments 
are true, that may be the reason that Conservative candidates are less likely to be portrayed as insiders. 
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Next, I examined policy issue coverage in terms of candidate race and party. The results, shown in Table 

4.6, are statistically significant for White candidates (Chi-square = 5.481; p < 0.10; df = 2; Cramer’s V = 

0.102) and for visible minority candidates (Chi-square = 16.197; p < 0.01; df = 2; Cramer’s V = 0.189) 

and suggest that media coverage is most likely to connect White Conservative candidates to immigration 

and multiculturalism issues. Although this contradicts conventional wisdom about the Liberal Party’s 

stronghold on immigrant and ethnic voters, it is consistent with the narrative of the 2008 election, which 

increasingly positioned the Conservatives as the “new” party of immigrants and minorities.  

 

Table 4.6 Minority issue coverage, by party and candidate race 

 Conservative Liberal NDP 

n 

% of 
minority 

issue 
mentions 

n 

% of 
minority 

issue 
mentions 

n 

% of 
minority 

issue 
mentions 

White 
candidates 19 61.3 8 25.8 4 12.9 

Visible 
minority 
candidates 

6 17.1 17 48.6 12 34.3 

All 
candidates 25 37.9 25 37.9 16 24.2 

Source: media study 
 

 A word of caution about this finding is in order, however. In particular, it bears repeating that the 

candidate sample included the Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism—a White 

Conservative candidate—and a large proportion of the Conservatives’ immigration and multiculturalism 

issue mentions were directly connected to Mr. Kenney. Indeed, when I run the same analysis without this 

candidate included in the sample, I no longer obtain any statistically significant relationship. 

Descriptively, however, visible minority Liberals emerge as the candidates most likely to be connected to 

immigration and multiculturalism policy issues. Here again, research on additional elections could be 

instructive, especially since it really seems to matter which candidates occupy key positions in their 
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parties. For example, were the Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism a visible 

minority, the results presented here might be quite different. For the time being, however, we can 

conclude that the traditional narrative of Liberals as the protector and promoter of immigrants and 

minorities perhaps no longer holds. 

“I’m Just a Girl”:  Race, Gender and Candidate Coverage 

 Turning away from party effects, I next looked at the relationship between gender and candidate 

coverage. This line of enquiry stems from research on gendered mediation as well as the body of literature 

on intersectionality. I wanted to know whether the intersection of race and gender influences candidate 

coverage. I look first at quantitative race and gender differences in candidates’ socio-demographic, 

political viability and policy issue coverage and then turn to some of the more qualitative or discursive 

differences in portrayal. 

Socio-demographic coverage 

 Past research suggests that female candidates receive more socio-demographic coverage than 

their male counterparts (Gidengil and Everitt 2000, 2003a; Heldman et al. 2009; Sampert and Trimble 

2003; Trimble 2005, 2007), while my own study and other literature suggests that the same is true of 

visible minority candidates (McIlwain and Caliendo 2011; Zilber and Niven 2000). By inference, visible 

minority women might be expected to receive the most socio-demographic coverage. 

 You will recall that socio-demographic coverage is that which mentions a candidate’s race, 

birthplace, riding composition or support from minority communities. I examined these mentions by 

gender and found, somewhat surprisingly that when socio-demographic coverage occurs, nearly three-

quarters of the time (73.1%), it is targeted at male candidates (Chi-square = 4.819; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = 

-0.070). Of course, this measure of socio-demographic coverage takes into account not just mentions of a 

candidate’s race and birthplace, but also mentions of the riding and community support. Here, we can 

draw on theoretical arguments that suggest men are associated with the public realm of politics and 

decision-making while women are relegated to the private domain of home and family (Elshtain 1993; 
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Pateman 1988). While mentions of the former are largely about the candidate’s appearance (and are 

arguably somewhat personal), the latter are more politically relevant. For this reason, I examined the 

aspects of socio-demographic coverage from a different perspective. 

 First, I isolated mentions of a candidate’s race and birthplace and added in mentions of a 

candidate’s religion, language and birthplace of parents which, although rare, fall under the rubric of what 

I would call “personal” coverage. Using this measure of socio-demographic coverage, I still find that it is 

more common to mention a candidate’s race, religion, language and birthplace in stories about men than 

stories about women; specifically, 6.8% of stories about male candidates include at least one “personal” 

socio-demographic mention, compared to 2.8% of stories about female candidates (Chi-square = 7.268; p 

< 0.01; df = 1; Phi = -0.086). In contrast to the literature on gendered mediation, we thus find more focus 

on the personal features of male candidates than female candidates. Of course, this is partly related to the 

way in which the notion of “personal” coverage has been operationalized here. As is clear, it includes 

only a narrow set of mentions and excludes other important aspects of personal coverage, including 

mentions of a candidate’s marital status, family life and wardrobe. Still, it is interesting that male 

candidates are more commonly the subject of some aspects of personal coverage—namely race, religion, 

language and birthplace—than are their female counterparts.  

 I next looked at what I would call “political” socio-demographic coverage, which includes 

mentions of riding composition or support from various communities. Here, I find no statistically 

significant gender differences. It is perhaps somewhat heartening that coverage of female candidates is 

about as likely as coverage of male candidates to make mention of these more politically relevant 

characteristics. It is not the case, in other words, that male candidates are cast as the political operatives, 

at least not on the dimensions that my study includes. 

 The preceding analysis does not differentiate the candidates by race and thus does not shed light 

on the effect of intersecting identities. To examine this, I looked specifically at the socio-demographic 

coverage of visible minority candidates, again using the notion of “personal” and “political” coverage. On 

neither dimension did I find any statistically significant gender differences. With respect to riding 
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composition and community support, about 11% of stories about visible minority candidates, whether 

male or female, include such mentions. The difference is not statistically significant, but among White 

candidates, these mentions occur in 7.2% of male candidate stories and 4.5% of female candidate stories. 

So, visible minority candidates receive more mentions of riding composition and community support than 

either White males or White females, but the effect appears to be driven by race more so than by gender. 

 Meanwhile, “personal” mentions (i.e., mentions of race, religion, language and birthplace) appear 

in about 10% of visible minority candidates’ coverage regardless of their gender. Among White 

candidates, such mentions appear in 2.6% of male candidates’ coverage, but in none of the stories about 

female candidates. Here again, visible minority candidates’ coverage more commonly includes personal 

socio-demographic information than is the case for White candidates, but male and female visible 

minority candidates are both equally affected. 

 In sum, it does not appear that visible minority women—possessors of two minority statuses—are 

more often the subject of racialized socio-demographic coverage. There is not, in other words, a 

“multiplier” effect as some other research suggests (e.g., Fleras 2011). Although purely speculative, one 

wonders if the race / gender combination embodied by visible minority women actually heightens 

journalists’ sensitivities about demographic descriptors and, as a result, sub-consciously suppresses 

reporting on such factors. That is, while reporting on aspects of candidate gender or race on their own 

may be seen as acceptable, when two minority statuses are combined, it activates an egalitarian impulse 

and reporters avoid mentioning or drawing additional attention to it. This is in line with research on 

modern racism, which suggests that some citizens react strongly to explicit racialized narratives but that 

response is to counter the appeal, rather than to confirm it. This is because they recognize racism as 

wrong or socially unacceptable. As a result, they will behave even less prejudicially than would have 

otherwise been the case (Mendelberg 2001). The double effect of a visible minority woman’s race and 

gender may cause journalists to work even harder to avoid apparent racism or sexism in their reporting. 

An alternative explanation is that for women candidates, gender is the key socio-demographic variable 

and thus, socio-demographic mentions focus here, rather than on racial characteristics. For this reason, 
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when I look at racialized socio-demographic coverage, I do not uncover significant intersectional effects, 

but had my analysis looked at gendered socio-demographic coverage, such effects may have been 

apparent. A third explanation is that aggregate statistical analysis does not tell the whole story. Indeed, as 

I outline in a later section, a more qualitative and discursive reading of visible minority women’s media 

coverage provides a compelling account of the intersecting role that race and gender play. First, however, 

I look at the other two frames, beginning with viability coverage. 

Political viability coverage 

 How do race and gender affect viability coverage? Recall that coders looked only for mentions of 

positive viability. I expected female candidates to receive less viability coverage than male candidates and 

that visible minority females would receive the least. Looking first at gender and viability coverage, male 

candidates come out on top; specifically, 68.5% of male candidates’ stories include at least one viability 

mention, compared to 57.2% of stories about female candidates (Chi-square = 12.615; p < 0.01; df = 1; 

Phi = -0.114). Men are more likely to be portrayed as political insiders than are women (67.3% of male 

candidates’ stories, compared to 54.4% for female candidates), while women are more likely to be 

portrayed as novelties (1.1% of female candidates’ stories, compared to none for male candidates). While 

both of these relationships are statistically significant, there is no statistically significant difference 

between candidate gender and quality mentions. This could be because the media are hesitant to impose 

specific evaluations of candidate quality, given the subjective nature of such assessments, as noted above. 

By contrast, mentions of a candidate’s insider status or novelty could be justified as ostensibly factual 

given a candidate’s limited electoral experience or recruitment from outside of politics. Bolstering this 

conjecture are the data on policy mentions, where we see that male candidates receive the most policy 

issue coverage, a finding that I discuss in greater detail below. Again, however, unlike subjective 

assessments of quality, the linking of a candidate to a particular policy issue appears neutral, which makes 

the narrative safer and thus potentially more appealing to journalists. 

 When we add race to the equation, the relationship changes somewhat, with visible minority 

women getting a boost in viability coverage. As we might expect, White males still receive the most 
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viability coverage (73.7% of their stories include at least one such mention), but this is followed closely 

by visible minority females (71.0%). Visible minority males are next with 63.5% of their stories including 

at least one viability mention, while White females receive the least viability coverage of all candidates 

(just 48.6% of their stories include a viability mention). To the extent that there is a race-gender multiplier 

effect, then, it appears to advantage visible minority women. In light of Black’s (2008a) observation that 

“double minority” candidates have to be more qualified than other candidates in order to succeed 

politically, the viability coverage that visible minority women receive may in fact be a reflection of 

reality. This is explored more fully in Chapter 6 where I compare candidates’ “objective” viability to their 

resulting viability coverage. I find that while aggregate coverage of visible minority women’s viability 

roughly approximates their actual viability, the least viable visible minority women can expect to receive 

much less positive viability coverage than similarly situated visible minority men or any White candidate. 

Policy issue coverage 

 Finally, I looked at the quantitative impact of race and gender on policy issues coverage. Here, 

my expectations were more mixed. On the one hand, gendered mediation theory suggests that female 

candidates’ coverage will emphasize their interest in so-called women’s issues, while my theorization of 

racial mediation suggests that visible minority candidates will be more closely connected to so-called 

minority issues, like immigration, crime and social welfare. As is noted earlier in this chapter, this latter 

hypothesis was not fully supported, although I did find that visible minority candidates’ coverage was less 

likely to discuss high-valence policy issues like the economy or the environment. Given this, my 

discussion of the intersectional effects of race and gender on policy issue coverage is somewhat 

exploratory. I look first at gender differences in policy issue coverage for all candidates. I then break the 

data down to examine the intersection of race and gender in such coverage.  

 Overall, I find that male candidates receive the most policy issue coverage; 43.3% of their stories 

contain such mentions, compared to 33.6% for female candidates (Chi-square = 8.795; p < 0.01; df = 1; 

Phi = -0.095). This suggests that male candidates figure more prominently in policy discussions. Past 

research suggests that female politicians’ media coverage often includes more of a focus on their personal 
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lives (Lalancette and Lemarier-Saulnier 2011b), which leaves less space for discussion of substantive 

policy issues; as a result, it is not surprising that male candidates’ coverage includes more policy 

mentions than that of their female counterparts.  

 With respect to the mainstream policy areas to which male and female candidates are most often 

connected, I find statistically significant differences only on issues related to natural resources (e.g., 

agriculture, forestry, fishing and mining) as well as the economy. Natural resource policy issues appear in 

only a small number of stories (2.3% of male candidate stories; 0.8% of female candidate stories), but 

when they do appear, 82.4% of mentions are connected to male candidates compared to 17.6% for female 

candidates (Chi-square = 2.712; p < 0.10; df = 1; Phi = -0.053). Economic issues appear in a much larger 

proportion of stories (13.9% of male candidate stories; 7.5% of female candidate stories) but, again, a 

large majority of these mentions (76.4%) are in stories about male candidates (Chi-square = 9.062; p < 

0.01; df = 1; Phi = -0.096).56 This finding is in line with past research, which suggests that “harder” policy 

areas are stereotyped as “masculine” (Dolan 2005; Huddy and Terkildsen 1993a; Schneider 2009). This 

stereotyping provides a partial explanation for why we see more men holding portfolios in these policy 

areas, although certainly men may also simply be more interested in these issues. In addition, stereotyping 

may lead the media to contact male candidates to comment on stories about “masculine” policy issues, a 

situation that is augmented by the tendency of media sources in general to be male, even in stories about 

so-called women’s issues (Farhi 2012). For all of these reasons, it is not surprising that I also find a 

connection between male candidates and more “masculine” policy coverage. 

 What is perhaps more surprising is that I do not find statistically significant gender differences in 

the coverage of so-called women’s issues like health, education and families. The literature on gendered 

mediation (Goodyear-Grant 2007; Heldman et al. 2009; Lalancette and Lemarier-Saulnier 2011a, 2011b) 

leads us to believe that these are the issues in which female candidates should figure the most 

                                                        
56 Although all of the Ministers responsible for these policy files at the time of the 2008 election were men, none of 
them were included in my sample, so this is not what is driving the association between male candidate policy 
coverage and stereotypically male policy areas. 
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prominently, but this is not what I find. On each of these three issues—health, education and families—

there are a few reasons that we may not find significant gender differentiation. First, it should be noted 

that because I was not explicitly interested in gendered coverage, coders did not look specifically for 

mentions of “women’s” issues. Rather, they looked for mentions of broad policy areas, and I am using 

health, education and families and seniors as a proxy for “women’s” issues. Although the “families and 

seniors” category did include mentions of childcare, abortion and other women-centric policy areas, the 

fact that women’s issues were not a separate and distinct category might conceal some of the mentions of 

gendered policy areas.57   

 Second, within the specific areas I looked at, some issues were connected to one or two 

prominent candidate spokespeople, and their socio-demographic characteristics can affect the extent to 

which issues appear to be strongly gendered. For example, nearly one-third of the coverage on health 

issues was connected to Ujjal Dosanjh. Although Dosanjh was not at the time the Liberal Party health 

critic, he was the Minister of Health when the Liberals lost power in 2006 and had served as the premier 

of British Columbia prior to his entry into federal politics. Given his knowledge of the policy file and the 

fact that health falls under provincial jurisdiction, he may have a special interest in healthcare or be 

viewed by reporters as a “natural” spokesperson on such issues. Physicians Keith Martin and Benson Lau 

also received some coverage on health policy, although interestingly neither Hedy Fry, a physician, nor 

Ruby Dhalla, a chiropractor, had coverage that connected them to these issues. That said, if I remove all 

of the medical doctors from the sample, 60.9% of health policy mentions are connected to women, 

compared to the 39.1% that are connected to men, and the difference is statistically significant (Chi-

square = 6.136; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = 0.085). This suggests that when occupational credentials are 

removed from the equation, health remains a gendered policy issue. 

                                                        
57 The coding instructions defined health issues as those related to hospitals, illness, disease, medical treatment, wait 
times, healthcare professionals and pharmaceuticals, while education issues were those related to tuition, universities 
and schools. Education included mentions of tuition, universities and all-day kindergarten, for example. Families 
and seniors issues included generic mentions to families, seniors, youth and women, as well as specific mentions of 
domestic violence, childcare, teen pregnancy, abortion, adoption and reproduction. 
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 In contrast to health, there were no “natural” spokespeople for either education or families and 

seniors issues within my candidate sample. None had been minister for these portfolios, nor are there 

parliamentary committees that directly touch on these issues. Thus, there was no clear affinity between 

any of the candidates and these two policy areas, nor was either a clear campaign priority. Coverage of 

both areas was rather generic, with male and female candidates speaking about each in in roughly equal 

proportions. When candidates do make reference to these policy areas, it is often simply to signal their 

importance, perhaps because the federal government does not have explicit jurisdiction over either. In my 

sample, education policy was touched on by 13 candidates (7 men and 6 women); coverage is evenly split 

among these candidates, with none really standing out as the “dominant” contributor. Coverage on issues 

related to families and seniors is also fairly broad, with 32 candidates referring to these policy areas. The 

largest contributors to the discussion were Jason Kenney and Olivia Chow who respectively garnered 

10.7% and 7.1% of coverage in this area. This is largely a result of debate around changes to the 

immigration act that would limit the ability of Canadians to sponsor parents and grandparents through 

family reunification provisions. This issue was coded both as one related to immigration and 

multiculturalism, as well as to families and seniors. Other candidates mentioned families and seniors 

issues much more generically, with coverage spread evenly among them.  

 I next looked at gender differences related to the coverage of the so-called minority policy issues. 

In the aggregate, there are no statistically significant gender differences. Overall, male and female 

candidates are about as likely to be connected to these issues. When I break the data down, however, I do 

find gendered differences particularly in the coverage of crime and social welfare issues. Specifically, 

male candidates are more likely than female candidates to appear in coverage related to crime issues, with 

12.3% of their coverage focusing on this area, compared to 5.3% for female candidates (Chi-square = 

12.677; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = -0.114). Put another way, 80% of all crime mentions are linked to male 

candidates. Partly, this might be a reflection of the gender profile of the Conservative candidates in my 

sample, 70% of whom are male. Research suggests that male candidates are stereotyped as most capable 

of dealing with crime policy (Schneider 2009), and the Conservatives also ran on a “tough on crime” 
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platform. This, coupled with the fact that a large number of the sampled Conservative candidates are men, 

may be driving this association between crime policy mentions and male candidates.  

In contrast, female candidates are significantly more likely than male candidates to appear in 

stories about social welfare, which includes issues related to social assistance, social housing, 

homelessness, poverty and pensions, with 4.2% of their coverage focusing on this area, compared to 1.8% 

for male candidates (Chi-square = 5.048; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = 0.072). When issues related to social 

welfare are raised, 57.7% of the time, they are linked to a female candidate. The characteristics of the 

sampled candidates do not offer any clear explanations for this association. For example, if there were a 

large number of female NDP candidates in my sample, this could be driving the results, given that the 

NDP is more likely to stress issues related to welfare, poverty and homelessness, but only one-quarter of 

the NDP candidates in my sample were women, so there is no notable “over-representation.” In addition, 

at the time of the election, the Minister of Human Resources and Skills Development—the government 

portfolio most closely related to social welfare issues—was a man and not even included in my sample, 

so this is not the driver either. I would conclude then, that some policy issues remain gendered. Although 

I did not find significant differences on traditional “women’s issues” like health, education and families 

and seniors, women are still more associated with social welfare than are men, and this arguably falls 

under the “caring” rubric. In contrast, men are more likely to be associated with the rough and tumble 

world of crime policy. 

 I then divided the candidate sample so I could observe both gendered and racialized differences in 

policy issue coverage. Among visible minority candidates, there are no statistically significant gender 

differences related to overall policy mentions (38% of male visible minority candidate stories include as 

least one policy mention compared to 37% for female visible minority candidates). Meanwhile, for White 

candidates, there are statistically significant differences with respect to policy issue coverage; 28.1% of 

White male candidates’ stories include a policy mention compared to 13.3% of White female candidates’ 

stories (Chi-square = 15.555; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = -0.172). These data suggest that where there is 

gender-differentiation in policy mentions, this is being driven by White candidates, with White male 
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candidates more likely to be covered talking about policy issues than their female counterparts. This 

gender difference is not raced, however, given that visible minority women and men receive equal 

amounts of policy coverage. Policy, in other words, may be a man’s game, but only among White 

candidates. However, while I do not observe gender differences among visible minority candidates when 

looking at overall policy mentions, there may be differences in terms of which candidates appear in 

stories about specific policy issues. For this reason, I next looked more closely at visible minority 

candidates’ connection to the so-called minority policy issues. On this front, I find starker gender 

differences.  

 Visible minority men are more likely than visible minority women to be connected to crime 

policy, while visible minority women figure more prominently than their male counterparts in the 

coverage of social welfare and immigration and multiculturalism policy issues. Specifically, 14.6% of 

visible minority men’s coverage touches on crime policy issues, compared to 7.2% of visible minority 

women’s coverage (Chi-square = 4.747; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = -0.102). With respect to social welfare 

issues, visible minority women receive two-thirds of this coverage, with 4.3% of their stories touching on 

this policy area, compared to 0.9% for male visible minority candidates (Chi-square = 5.709; p < 0.05; df 

= 1; Phi = 0.112). Finally, on immigration and multiculturalism issues, 10.9% of visible minority 

women’s coverage addresses these areas, compared to 6.3% for visible minority male candidates (Chi-

square = 2.783; p < 0.10; df = 1; Phi = 0.078). 

 Finally, I looked at visible minority candidates’ connection to the so-called mainstream policy 

issues. Here, I find only two areas in which there is statistically significant gender differentiation. In the 

first place, visible minority males are more likely to be connected to natural resource policy issues than 

their female counterparts, with 2.8% of the former’s coverage touching on such issues, compared to none 

of the latter’s (Chi-square = 4.010; p < 0.05; df = 1; Phi = -0.094). Male visible minority candidates were 

also more likely than their female counterparts to be connected to health policy issues, with 4% of the 

former’s coverage highlighting this area, compared to 0.7% of the latter’s (Chi-square = 2.701; p < 0.10; 

df = 1; Phi = -0.077). Again, however, this finding is likely driven by the prominence of Ujjal Dosanjh—a 
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visible minority male—in the coverage of health policy issues. There are no statistically significant 

gender differences among visible minority candidates in any of the other mainstream policy issues. Thus, 

to the extent that there are gender differences in policy issue coverage among visible minority candidates, 

it is in a few policy areas—namely crime, natural resources, social welfare and health—and in only the 

latter are the differences somewhat inconsistent with what the literature on gendered mediation would 

have us believe. 

 In sum, we can conclude that the coverage of policy issues is gendered, but the intersection of 

gender and race augments the effects in only some cases. Overall, I find that male candidates are more 

likely to be associated with masculine policy issues like the economy, natural resources, and crime. While 

there are no statistically significant gender differences in the coverage of issues related to health, 

education and families, women candidates are more likely to be connected to social welfare issues, all of 

which arguably fall within the “caring” domain. That women’s coverage is linked to stereotypical 

“caring” portfolios is consistent with past literature (Goodyear-Grant 2007; Heldman et al. 2009). As the 

earlier discussion on policy issues suggests, race does influence the extent to which candidates are 

connected to policy, in general, and to particular issues, specifically. Gender appears to multiply these 

effects in a few cases, including in the coverage of crime, social welfare, natural resources and health. 

However, it does not appear that intersectionality has a widespread impact on policy issue coverage; 

rather, the effects are more targeted and specific. 

Raced and gendered discourses in candidate coverage 

 Of course, the preceding discussion is based solely on a quantitative analysis of candidate 

coverage. This may not expose the qualitative differences that characterize the coverage of visible 

minority women. Indeed, existing literature suggests that quantitative analysis alone is unlikely to reveal 

the subtle raced and gendered processes that infiltrate institutions. Hawkesworth (2003, 531) draws 

attention to “racing–gendering,” a process she argues “attempts to foreground the intricate interactions of 

racialization and gendering in the political production of distinctive groups of men and women. . . . To 

investigate racing–gendering, then, it is crucial to attend to specifics and to interrelationships.” She 
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advocates an interpretative strategy. In line with this, I delved into the actual representations of visible 

minority women, looking not just at mentions of particular phenomenon or issues, but also at the subtle 

messages that their stories convey. 

 I looked first at portrayals of visible minority women as novelties. Existing research (e.g., Everitt 

and Camp 2009) indicates that female candidates are more likely to be portrayed as novelties than are 

male candidates. In my study, visible minority females are the only candidates to receive novelty 

coverage. Although such mentions occur in just a small proportion (2.9%) of all stories about visible 

minority females, the relationship is statistically significant (Chi-square = 9.421; p < 0.01; df = 1; Phi = 

0.143). However, when we adopt a more qualitative approach and expand the definition beyond mentions 

of “first” status, the results are much starker. Stories about visible minority women not only point out 

their atypicality, but they highlight these candidates’ sexuality, appearances in Bollywood films or their 

standing on Maxim’s list of the World’s Hottest Politicians (e.g., Martin 2008a).  

 More recently, the media turned its attention to Rathika Sitsabaiesan, a New Democratic MP, 

after it was revealed that a photo of her was altered to conceal her cleavage. Sitsabaiesan said she was 

“disturbed” by the attention that the incident received and “gasped” when asked if she was treated 

differently because she was a woman. “‘Are you kidding me? Every time I stand up in the House of 

Commons and speak I look around and I can see it, this surprise that a young, attractive woman is saying 

something important and intelligent. Sometimes I get asked more about my lipstick rather than what’s 

coming out of my mouth’” (qtd. in Toronto Star 2011, online). Of course, the media have examined 

White women’s cleavage as well. A story about Premier Christy Clark, entitled “Clark’s cleavage spurs a 

tempest in a C-cup” reports on former MLA and political pundit, David Schreck’s, critique of Clark’s v-

neck blouse, which he suggested might not be appropriate for the legislature (ctvbc.ca 2011, online). 

 What seems to be different in the coverage of visible minority women, however, is not just the 

notion that these candidates have breasts, but that they have exotic breasts. This is evident in the coverage 

of a number of female candidates of South Asian heritage. A story about Conservative candidate Melissa 

Bhagat notes “Bhagat is a fluently bilingual Glendon College graduate, the South Asian spokesperson for 
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World Vision Canada and former host of Omni-TV's Bollywood Boulevard. She is also a former beauty 

queen—one website detailing her preparations for a 2000 pageant includes provocative photos” (Smith 

2008, A6). This type of narrative is echoed in the coverage of Liberal MP Ruby Dhalla with one article 

noting, “The long-haired, petite woman earlier this year tried to block release of a Hindi-language 

Bollywood movie—filmed in 2003 in Hamilton—in which she had appeared pre-politics. She claimed 

images of her used to promote the film were doctored, which the movie's producers deny” (Yaffe 2009, 

B1). The same article labels Dhalla a “self-promoter” and “media hound” for appearing as a political 

commentator on television and radio. 

 Even stories that come to the defence of visible minority women in politics nonetheless draw fuel 

from this type of “Bollywoodification.” Take, for example, a column by Don Martin in which he 

comments on criticisms that Dhalla faced after allegations—later dropped—that she and her mother had 

mistreated foreign domestic workers in their employ. Martin (2009b, A16) writes that “the troubling 

sidebar to this story is that Ruby Dhalla is precisely the demographic Canada’s Parliament needs to reflect 

a society that’s more than the blue-suited, grey-haired mob that dominates its benches now. But given this 

constantly shabby treatment of a young, female, visible minority MP, it would not be surprising if they 

opt for voter apathy and parliamentary avoidance.” He further notes that “as a mere aging pale male, it’s 

hard for me to explain the Dhalla pile-on with any authority, because it appears to be an ugly combination 

of sexism, prejudice and pettiness over her undeniable Bollywood-actress good looks” (Martin 2009b, 

A16). According to the story’s photo caption, “Don Martin blames the unbeatable optics of Ruby Dhalla 

as a young, camera-friendly, visible minority for the cheap shots, inquisitions and nasty rumours aimed 

her way” (Martin 2009b, A16). Such is the appeal of raced and gendered references that even ostensibly 

supportive stories are rife with them. This reinforces the “othered” status of visible minority women in 

politics, a theme that was apparent in another story about Rathika Sitsabaiesan that ran under the headline 

“'Why don’t you wear a sari?’” The question was posed to the MP by a volunteer canvasser (Bardeesy 

2011, F3), which allows the media to deny culpability for the gendered and racialized portrayal. This 

reference to the MP’s clothing of course echoes coverage that White women receive, but whereas 
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mentions of blouses or pantsuits draw attention only to the candidate’s gender, a reference to a sari 

presents the candidate as both raced and gendered—an irresistible and exotic combination.  

 Ideas about foreignness carry into stories about candidates’ knowledge and suitability for office. 

After Sitsabaiesan off-handedly suggested that Canada’s population was 9 million people, reporters took 

her to task. One columnist used the incident to simultaneously draw attention to the politician’s age, 

ethnicity and novelty, noting “Rathika Sitsabaiesan, at 31 the youngest MP in the Toronto area and the 

first MP of Tamil heritage, was elected last year to represent Scarborough-Rouge River” (Worthington 

2012, online). The story goes on to observe that while Sitsabaiesan was “born in Sri Lanka, she grew up 

in Canada, attended U of T, graduated from Ottawa’s Carleton University, and has a master’s from 

Queen’s. So she’s no dummy” (Worthington 2012, online). This juxtaposition between Sitsabaiesan’s 

foreign birthplace and her intelligence suggests that the discovery of these two traits in tandem is 

somewhat of a surprise, a point that is reinforced when the columnist goes on to chastise Sitsabaiesan for 

not knowing “basic facts” about “the country she has been elected to serve” (Worthington 2012, online).58 

Finally, by quoting a Korean War veteran who “is aghast at what he sees as political ignorance,” the story 

not only further undercuts Sitsabaiesan’s intelligence but also her Canadianness (Worthington 2012, 

online).  

 This story is a provocative example of the insidiousness of gendered and racialized portrayals. 

Cloaked under the guise of “competence” and “dedication,” the story calls into question Sitsabaiesan’s 

suitability for office. By imbuing the discussion with references to Sitsabaiesan’s age, immigration status 

and heritage, the story cues readers to connect these identifiers to the evaluation of the MP as unsuitable. 

Comments on the online version of the story suggest that readers picked up on this. For example, a 

number question Sitsabaiesan’s loyalty, invoking language about “duty” and “service.” As an example, 

                                                        
58 This sort of narrative was also found in a National Post editorial about Liberal MP Hedy Fry. There it is was 
observed that “were Hedy Fry a member of the Tory government, the Liberals and the bulk of the media would by 
now have labeled her a ‘wing nut,’ and pressured the Tories to expel her from caucus. But because she is a 
Liberal—and perhaps, too, because she is an MP of colour—Ms. Fry gets a free pass to continue spewing her 
claptrap” (National Post 2009, A14; emphasis added). 
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one commentator observed, “I bet if she were tested, this woman knows far more about Sri Lanka than 

Canada. It may have been to serve Canada that voters elected her, but serving Sri Lanka was her probable 

motive for running.” Several readers suggested that candidates who are not born in Canada should not be 

allowed to vote or run for office, a nod to their perceived unsuitability for political life in this country. 

Finally, a number of commentators drew attention to Sitasbaiesan’s raced-gendered identity, with one 

writing, “Yep. Play the ‘I’m just a girl’ card, followed with ‘I’m the traumatized victim of a violent 

impoverished childhood,’ blend in ‘woman just struggling to get by in a man’s world’ with some ‘poor 

misunderstood victim of systemic Anglo-Saxon racism’ and you got bullet-proof 101.” Although online 

comments are of course not indicative of journalists’ own views, they do provide a means for gauging the 

frame that readers use to interpret events. Readers tapped into issues that the columnist raised in his 

article and echoed the narrative to which the story gave rise. Readers’ comments also draw attention to 

the notion that just as politics is not gender-blind, neither is it race-blind. In this particular case, the 

intersection of Sitsabaiesan’s raced and gendered identities appears to amplify rather than mute 

experiences of marginalization, at least when we tap into social media commentary. 

 For this reason, future research needs to look more consciously and carefully at the dual effects of 

race and gender. Although the literature on women in politics has shown quite clearly that women and 

men are treated differently, this same research has not been as adept at examining the differences among 

women. As Hawkesworth (2003, 530) points out: 

This scholarship has made it clear that neither legislative priorities nor the standard operating 
procedures of legislative institutions are either gender inclusive or gender neutral. But they 
have been less attuned to the possibility that genders are raced, that institutional norms and 
practices may be raced and gendered, or that political institutions may play a critical role in 
producing, maintaining, and reproducing raced and gendered experiences within and through 
their organizational routines and practices. 

My research suggests that while quantitative race and gender differences in candidates’ coverage are quite 

limited, a qualitative reading provides a number of examples of highly gendered and racialized portrayals. 

These patterns of coverage are important in and of themselves, but also shed light on the need to develop 
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research methods and approaches that are sensitive to the subtle ways in which racism and sexism may be 

conveyed. 

Location, Location, Location: Riding Composition and Candidate Coverage 

 To close out this chapter, I look briefly at the relationship between riding diversity and candidate 

coverage. You will recall that within the sample are candidates from a wide range of ridings, some with 

high levels of ethnocultural diversity and others with much less. One hypothesis suggests that racialized 

coverage is a function of a riding’s diversity and not necessarily because of a focus on the candidate’s 

difference. It would make sense, for example, to find greater discussion of minority policy issues among 

candidates—both White and visible minority—who run in ethnoculturally diverse ridings, given that 

these issues are presumably of some interest to constituents. Meanwhile, socio-demographic coverage 

may vary with riding diversity, although it is difficult to predict in which direction. On the one hand, 

newspapers in a less diverse riding might find a visible minority candidate’s socio-demographic 

background different and “newsworthy,” while on the other hand, to avoid charges of racism, they may 

avoid such discussion altogether. Conversely, the media in highly diverse ridings may draw attention to 

candidates’ racial backgrounds given that race is likely quite salient to voters who are themselves visible 

minorities. On the other hand, because many of the candidates in highly diverse ridings are from minority 

backgrounds, drawing attention to socio-demographics is perhaps not newsworthy.  

 To test these propositions, I examined candidates’ coverage by riding diversity. As was shown 

earlier in Table 3.1, there are 34 visible minority candidates in my sample. Of these, 17 ran in 

constituencies with visible minority populations that exceed 50% (highly diverse ridings), 7 ran in 

constituencies with visible minority populations between 15.1% and 49.9% (moderately diverse ridings), 

and 10 ran in constituencies with visible minority populations of 15% or lower (homogeneous ridings). 

The distribution of White candidates is roughly the same with 16 having run in highly diverse ridings, 8 

ran in moderately diverse ridings, and 10 ran in homogeneous ridings. 
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 I look first at coverage of candidates’ socio-demographics in relation to riding diversity. On this 

front, the only statistically significant difference concerns visible minority candidates. Specifically, 

visible minority candidates—particularly those running in highly diverse ridings—are much more likely 

to receive coverage of their race, religion, language and birthplace than other candidates. Visible 

minorities who run in highly diverse ridings receive about twice as much coverage of their socio-

demographic backgrounds (13.8% of all their coverage) as do visible minorities who run in moderately 

diverse and homogeneous ridings, where such mentions make up 7% and 7.6% of those candidates’ 

coverage, respectively (Chi-square = 5.061; p < 0.10; df = 2; Cramer’s V = 0.106). While the association 

is quite weak, the driver appears to be riding diversity, not candidate race, and it merits mention that I do 

not find this pattern in the coverage of White candidates who run in highly diverse ridings. That is, the 

media did not disproportionately discuss the socio-demographic backgrounds of White candidates who 

run in diverse ridings even though they are racially distinct from their voters, a feature that might merit 

coverage. This suggests that “White” is viewed as neutral or non-newsworthy. As a result, riding diversity 

could be said to be important, but the racialization of candidates’ socio-demographic mentions goes only 

in one direction. 

 Does this pattern hold in coverage of candidates’ riding composition? For both White and visible 

minority candidates, there is a statistically significant relationship between mentions of riding 

composition and the diversity of the riding. In particular, candidates who run in highly diverse ridings are 

most likely to receive coverage that mentions the demographic composition of their constituency. Among 

White candidates, 64.5% of all mentions of riding composition are directed toward candidates who ran in 

highly diverse ridings (Chi-square = 20.806; p < 0.01; df = 4; Cramer’s V = 0.141). By comparison, 

79.2% of mentions of riding composition are directed at visible minorities who ran in highly diverse 

ridings; the relationship between mentions of riding diversity, visible minority status and a highly diverse 

riding is strong (Chi-square = 44.035; p < 0.01; df = 4; Cramer’s V = 0.220). In other words, when 

candidates run in the highly diverse ridings that are most likely to pique the media’s interest in riding 

composition, news coverage of these ridings will focus more on visible minority candidates than their 
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White counterparts. This happens even though many White candidates run in these highly diverse ridings. 

Again, the racialization goes in only one direction. 

 Turning next to mentions of support from particular communities, I find that among White 

candidates, there is no statistically significant relationship between riding diversity and such mentions. 

White candidates’ coverage is about as likely (or, really, unlikely) to mention community support, 

regardless of the diversity of the riding. Among visible minority candidates, however, there is a 

statistically significant relationship in that the coverage of visible minorities running in highly diverse 

ridings is much more likely to mention support from particular communities—minority communities, 

specifically—than if the candidate runs in a less diverse riding. That is, 85.7% of mentions of visible 

minority candidates’ support from particular communities occur in ridings with visible minority 

populations that exceed 50% (Chi-square = 7.551; p < 0.05; df = 2; Cramer’s V = 0.129). Much of this 

coverage implies that visible minority candidates running in such ridings will benefit from the support of 

their “co-ethnics.” In other words, while the discussion of “objective” facts like riding composition is 

evenly spread among White and visible minority candidates, it is the latter—and particularly those visible 

minorities who ran in highly diverse ridings—who receive coverage about their propensity to garner the 

support of (minority) communities. While on the surface, this may be viewed as positive coverage in that 

it conveys the impression that the candidate has support amongst voters, it is also problematic because it 

reinforces the impression that visible minority candidates run to represent those like them and win 

because of support from “their own.” This is the kind of parochial portrayal that Zilber and Niven (2000) 

found in their examination of Black Members of Congress. Such coverage leaves voters with the 

impression that visible minority candidates are inward-looking and cannot play the cultural bridging role 

that White candidates do. Moreover, it suggests that racial explanations, not objective qualifications, can 

account for visible minorities’ success, a phenomenon alluded to by Yuen (2009).  

 Finally, I looked at the relationship between riding diversity and the coverage of immigration and 

multiculturalism policy issues. We might expect coverage of such issues to be high when the riding is 

highly diverse and highest when the candidate is also a visible minority, but this is not quite what I find. 
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Rather, I find when candidates are linked to this policy area, 28.8% of the time they are White and 

running in homogeneous ridings while 27.3% of the time they are visible minorities running in 

moderately diverse ridings. By contrast, just 15.2% of these mentions are connected to visible minorities 

in highly diverse ridings, while 12.1% are connected to White candidates in highly diverse ridings. These 

results are statistically significant and very strong (Chi-square = 14.481; p < 0.01; df = 2; Cramer’s V = 

0.468). Of course, you may recall the discussion of a possible “Kenney effect” in light of the fact that the 

candidate sample includes Jason Kenney, who is the Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and 

Multiculturalism, in addition to being a White candidate in a homogeneous riding. When Mr. Kenney is 

excluded from the sample, riding composition does not exert a statistically significant influence on 

immigration and multiculturalism policy mentions; such mentions are just as likely to be connected to 

White and visible minority candidates who run in highly diverse ridings as they are to be connected to 

those running in homogeneous and moderately diverse ridings. This is curious, but may in fact be a 

function of White candidates in the less diverse ridings expressing concern about the (potentially 

negative) effects of immigration and diversity or, conversely, suggesting that more immigration is needed 

to increase the population or grow the economy. Studies of additional elections would confirm whether 

this is an anomaly or a pattern. 

Discussion 

 In short, although the media do provide balanced or race-neutral reporting in the majority of 

stories, this chapter has documented a number of ways in which the coverage of candidates in Canadian 

politics is clearly race-differentiated. This conclusion is underscored on multiple measures, and the results 

confirm a number of the hypotheses that were outlined in Chapter 2. First, as expected, there are 

quantitative and qualitative differences in the media’s reporting on electoral candidates. These variations 

are race-differentiated, and the coverage of visible minority candidates is more racialized than the 

coverage of White candidates. Consistent with expectations, I find that the socio-demographic 

characteristics of visible minority candidates are mentioned more frequently than those of their White 
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counterparts. However, contrary to expectations, visible minority candidates are no less likely than White 

candidates (at least not in the aggregate) to be portrayed as insiders or of high quality. However, I do find 

this positive viability coverage is driven, in part, by the fact that visible minorities are most likely to 

receive such coverage when they are known commodities. When they are not, they are far less likely than 

similarly placed White candidates to be portrayed as insiders or of high quality. This suggests that visible 

minority candidates need to prove themselves before receiving positive viability coverage, a finding that I 

take up further in Chapter 6. Although I do not find visible minority candidates are overwhelmingly 

connected to so-called minority issues, there is partial support and, in addition, evidence that visible 

minority candidates are less likely to appear in stories about the “issues that matter.” Consistent with 

expectations, visible minority candidates are more likely to be portrayed as novelties, and their coverage 

is less prominent, more negative and more filtered than that of their White candidates. Also as expected, 

racialized coverage is highest in ridings with large visible minority populations. Party affiliation and 

racialized coverage appear to be only minimally related. Gender seems to exert an influence on media 

portrayals, and this becomes especially apparent when a more discursive analysis is employed. 

 One reaction to these findings is that even if racialized coverage does exist, it only comprises a 

portion of all candidates’ coverage. Skeptics will point out, for example, that socio-demographic coverage 

occurs in “just 14.4%” of all candidate stories so, to the extent that the media focus on racial aspects of a 

candidate’s background, it is in less than one-fifth of stories. The bulk of reporting is on other non-racial 

characteristics, for which the media should be applauded. That said, this critique ignores the broader 

context in which the data are situated. Particularly germane is the fact that my newspaper sample includes 

very few single-candidate profiles. The bulk of the stories mention each candidate only briefly or several 

candidates at once—often in conjunction with other issues—meaning that the amount of space devoted to 

any one subject is very limited. This comes out loud and clear when you examine the proportion of 

coverage devoted to individual policy issues, which is noted in Table 4.2. The economy, for example, 

which is among the most prominent of election issues, appears in just 11.1% of candidates’ stories. In 

spite of this, few would argue that its coverage is insignificant. Keep in mind, as well, that 14.4% of 
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stories means that socio-demographics are discussed in 1 out of every 7 articles, which I would argue is a 

significant proportion.  

A second reaction is that although I report a number of statistically significant results, the 

measures of association (i.e., Phi and Cramer’s V) suggest that some of the relationships are relatively 

weak. Indeed, there are cases where the gaps between visible minority and White candidates are quite 

small. This could, in part, be a methodological artifact. For example, my evidence is limited to a 

campaign period, a time when the media may be especially careful in their coverage, given concerns 

about fairness and the potential to influence electoral outcomes. As a result, my estimates might be 

conservative and may in fact under-state the extent to which racialized coverage exists. In addition, the 

standard I imposed for identifying racialized coverage was relatively high in that I used three independent 

coders, minimized my own involvement in this part of the research and instructed coders to look for 

explicit mentions of phenomenon. They were not, in other words, to “read into” the data. These steps 

were taken to increase objectivity, but may have also resulted in more conservative estimates of racialized 

coverage. 

Critics may further suggest that if racialized coverage is so subtle even trained coders do not 

uniformly detect or agree on it then it is likely to also be missed by members of the public. According to 

this argument, such coverage is thus not really cause for serious concern. Yes, it is true that racialized 

coverage may not to be noticed by some Canadians, but I disagree that conscious recognition is the 

appropriate test of impact. Existing research shows, in fact, that implicit appeals are more influential than 

explicit appeals because they do not activate egalitarian impulses that might counter the racial message 

(Mendelberg 2001). Moreover, psychologists have found that citizens are more sensitive to implicit 

negative stimuli than implicit positive stimuli, again suggesting that messages may affect us in ways that 

we do not realize, particularly when the appeal is negative (Nasrallah et al. 2009). As a result, the fact that 

racialization may be hidden or even go unnoticed is not a sufficient test of impact.  

Of course, alternate interpretations of my data are possible. One view would be that “only 15.6%” 

of visible minority candidates’ stories make some reference to socio-demographic attributes, like their 
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race, birthplace, riding composition or support from minority communities. If the standard we are seeking 

is to have no discussion of candidates’ socio-demographic backgrounds, then this line of argument would 

suggest that the media get it “right” about 85% of the time. There are two responses here. First, my 

suggested standard is not an absence of discussion about candidates’ backgrounds. Rather, as I noted in 

Chapter 2, my suggested standard is that these discussions not be differentiated by candidate race. As a 

result, I take issue with the fact that socio-demographics are mentioned in a much smaller proportion 

(3.2%) of White candidates’ stories. It would seem that the test for determining socio-demographic 

relevance is not the same for visible minority candidates as it is for White candidates. Second, even if I 

were to accept the idea that the media get it “right” about 85% of the time, I would venture to guess that 

most Canadians would still deem that inadequate. Imagine if elections were fair only 85% of the time, or 

a candidate’s name was left off the ballot in 15% of ridings. If we were overcharged at a store one out of 

every seven times we visited, we would probably stop shopping there, while a professor who inexplicably 

adjusted 15% of her students’ grades would probably face some sort of recourse. There is thus the simple 

matter of fairness. 

That said, while fairness is a lofty goal, some may argue that it is difficult to fully achieve, and 

we should thus be more concerned about actual consequences. Does racialized coverage have an impact? 

Do the patterns that I have uncovered make it more difficult for some candidates to get elected? Although 

a test of media effects was not the focus of this study, Chapter 2 drew on other research to develop the 

case that media coverage—and by extension, racialized coverage—matters because it can affect the way 

voters evaluate issues, actors and the electoral environment. Certainly, it is difficult to draw a straight-line 

relationship between citizens’ media consumption and eventual voter behaviour, but we do know that 

there is at least some relationship (e.g., Capella and Jamieson 1996; Gilens 1996; Iyengar 1991). We also 

know that while most Canadians vote on the basis of leadership or party preference, about 6% do not 

(Blais et al. 2003). Although 6% may sound insignificant, the Canadian electoral environment is 

increasingly characterized by the politics of small differences, meaning that seemingly inconsequential 

disparities have the potential to affect outcomes. It is also notable that some of the most hotly contested 
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races—those with narrow margins of victory where incremental shifts can result in electoral upsets—are 

also often in ridings with visible minority candidates. In other words, while the effects are difficult to 

detect and arguably influence only some voters, these effects may disproportionately disadvantage visible 

minority candidates. 

Relatedly, racialized coverage is not evenly distributed, and the situations in which the media get 

it “wrong” are not random. Mentions of candidate race only appear in stories about visible minority 

candidates, 80% of references to candidate birthplace appear in stories about visible minority candidates 

and, while rare, all novelty coverage is confined to visible minority women. In other words, racialized 

coverage disproportionately and systemically affects visible minority candidates more so than White 

candidates. Although there are also subtle racial differences in the discussion of candidates’ viability and 

policy issue interests, the disparities in socio-demographic coverage are of particular concern given that 

“impressions based on categorical information [like race, gender or sexual orientation] are quickly and 

easily formed; once in place, they are difficult to change” (Everitt and Camp 2009, 133; see also Fiske et 

al. 1987). 

Finally, as is noted in Chapter 6, even if the media do get it “right” most of the time, a number of 

visible minority candidates nonetheless feel that they are held to a different standard than their White 

counterparts. This suggests that beyond arguments of fairness and electoral consequences, racialized 

coverage has an impact on participants in the electoral arena, and that impact leaves some with the 

impression that they are treated differently on the basis of their race. In a multicultural democracy, that 

alone is cause for concern. Although we should applaud the print media for treating race fairly and evenly 

in the bulk of its reporting—a conclusion that is relatively unsurprising in a country with a highly trained 

and professional news corps—we cannot be complacent about the presence of racialized coverage. 

Although racial framing can be subtle, this chapter and those that follow provide persuasive and 

consistent evidence that racial imbalance exists in news coverage and disproportionately affects visible 

minority candidates. 
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 Of course, the data presented in this chapter offer just one piece of the puzzle. As has been noted, 

the presence of a prominent candidate or high-profile incident can skew media coverage, rendering 

longitudinal analysis across elections and in other contexts particularly important. This should be the goal 

of future research. Moreover, although this study’s content analysis is arguably more rigorous than a 

number of its predecessors, the identification of racialized coverage is nonetheless a human endeavour 

and therefore subjective. For this reason, replication is needed, a task that I take up in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 5 

COMPUTER VERSUS CODERS: 
WHAT AUTOMATED ANALYSIS TELLS US 

 

 

 In this chapter, I analyze the media data using an automated approach and compare the results to 

those achieved in Chapter 4. In essence, the chapter assesses whether computers are as adept as coders at 

recognizing racialized coverage. By examining the words and language used to construct racialized 

coverage, the chapter contributes new empirical insights. In addition, it makes a methodological 

contribution to our understanding of dictionary-based automated text analysis by showing the strengths 

and weaknesses of this approach.  

 The chapter proceeds in three parts. First, I present the dictionary of candidate coverage I 

constructed, which contains keywords indicative of the socio-demographic, political viability and policy 

issue frames. Second, I detail the processes I used to conduct the automated analysis, so that these may be 

held up to scrutiny. Third, I compare the results of the two approaches to content analysis and pinpoint 

where each strategy could be most fruitfully employed. This comparison of machine and manual 

approaches is consistent with Grimmer and Stewart’s (2012) “gold-standard” for content analysis. When 

coder and computer agree, we can be more confident about our conclusions. This is important because 

racism, prejudice and racialization are social constructs that are often subtle and implicit. For this reason, 

humans may simply be better at detecting them. The results of this chapter suggest that there is some 

support for this assertion, but not on all counts. Specifically, while computers can reliably recognize 

keyword occurrences, they have difficulty identifying word usages below the document level. This is a 

significant challenge given that my research questions centre on candidate-specific coverage. I discuss 

this in greater detail below. 
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Overview of the Automated Method 

 In Chapter 3, I provided a brief sketch of the automated method, but before delving into the 

findings, a refresher might be useful. The data used in this chapter are drawn from the same set of articles 

that was used in the hand-coded analysis.59 The entire corpus was pre-processed to standardize spelling 

and negation and identify problematic homophones or false positives. As was noted in Chapter 3, the 

keyword dictionary was developed using a review of other relevant dictionaries and word lists derived 

from existing literature; it was validated by recognized experts. I also used the dictionary-building tools 

available through WordStat. These identified words that are synonyms of those present in the dictionary 

and which also appear in the corpus of text. The complete dictionary is included in Appendix C. 

 In dictionary-based analysis, each occurrence of a keyword is counted. This is in contrast to the 

hand-coded content analysis, in which coders noted whether the story included any—or at least one—

mention of a given phenomenon. The manual coding was therefore dichotomous: either the story included 

a mention of a variable, such as a reference to a candidate’s race or viability, or it did not include any 

such mention. Stories that included multiple references to a single variable would be coded as “1” as 

would stories that included only one reference to a variable. Dictionary-based analysis is somewhat 

different in that it counts all occurrences and then assesses the racialization of the entire corpus.  

 Dictionary-based analysis is not just concerned with word frequencies however; when that is the 

sole metric, critics label it the “bag of words” technique. More sensitive analyses go beyond this to 

include an examination of word proximities. In particular, we need to know the extent to which racialized 

keywords appear in conjunction with candidates’ names. While human coders are able to detect, 

                                                        
59 You will recall that the corpus was constructed using candidates’ names as the search parameter in Newsstand and 
Eureka. This procedure returned all articles written about every candidate in the sample. However, it also means 
articles that mention more than one of the sampled candidates would appear twice in the corpus (and in some cases 
even more frequently). In manual content analysis, this is not a problem because coders treat each article separately. 
By contrast, WordStat treats the corpus as a single textual entry, in effect “bundling” all of the articles as though 
they are one document. This is consistent with the logic of automated analysis, which uses the word, not the story, as 
the unit of analysis, but if the duplicate articles are not removed, their subjects are essentially double-counted. For 
this reason, I removed any duplicate articles from the corpus for the automated analysis so that articles that mention 
more than one sampled candidate appear only once. This left me with n=740 stories. 
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essentially in one step, whether a story connects a candidate to a policy issue, a measure of political 

viability or a socio-economic descriptor, WordStat performs this analysis in a two-step fashion. First, it 

searches for the relevant keywords and then, second, it searches for candidates’ names, looking for co-

occurrences between candidates’ names and the keywords. The logic of dictionary-based analysis is thus 

somewhat different than that employed in the hand-coded content analysis. Whereas coders look for 

mentions and assess the presence of racialized coverage in each given article, the computer looks through 

the corpus of articles to identify two sets of keywords—candidates’ names on the one hand and those 

indicative of racialized coverage on the other—and then assesses their proximity to each other. This 

procedure is necessary because in any given article a number of candidates’ names and associated issues 

or attributes could be mentioned. What matters most, however, is how a specific candidate is covered, 

and therefore we need to assess the proximity of issue and attribute mentions to the candidate in question. 

 Results are presented using the Jaccard coefficient (J), which expresses the similarity between the 

set of candidate names and the set of keywords, essentially reporting the extent to which the two sets 

overlap or coincide. The coefficient is calculated as follows: 

J =     c   where J = Jaccard coefficient 
a+b-c  a = frequency of target in the corpus (e.g., candidate names) 

     b = frequency of keywords in the corpus (e.g., relevant keywords) 
     c = frequency of co-occurrence of target and keyword  
 
The Jaccard coefficient ranges from 0 to 1, with a 0 suggesting that the two sets are not at all similar (i.e., 

the candidates’ names and keywords never appear in proximity), while a 1 indicates they are identical (i.e, 

the names and keywords always appear in proximity). Unless otherwise noted, I use the sentence as the 

unit of analysis, so anytime a candidate’s name appears in the same sentence as the selected keywords, it 

is processed as a “match.”60 This is a fairly stringent standard in that a match depends on the use of a 

candidate’s full or last name and not simply a pronoun, such as he or she. Expressed as a percentage and 

                                                        
60 No hard and fast rules govern the selection of the unit of analysis. Before deciding on the sentence-level, I 
experimented with other configurations, including a window of n words. This tended to result in too many false 
positives, however, so I ultimately settled on the sentence.  
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with the sentence as the unit of analysis, a Jaccard coefficient of 0.05 indicates that of all the sentences 

containing either a sampled candidate’s name or a relevant keyword (e.g., socio-demographic, viability or 

policy issue), 5% of the time the sentences will contain both. These are the cases that are of greatest 

interest because they suggest a connection between the candidate and the hypothesized frames.61  

 Automated analysis can be used to examine a number of facets of news coverage, but I focus in 

this chapter on the topline findings from the socio-demographic, viability and policy issue components of 

the dictionary. For each, I provide an overview of the dictionary keywords, the frequency with which 

these words appear in the corpus and the extent to which they co-occur with candidates’ names. I discuss 

the results and compare these to those obtained from the hand-coded analysis. Where there are 

divergences, I investigate. I should emphasize that while the logic and statistical outputs of hand-coded 

and automated approaches are somewhat different, we can still compare general trends. We are not, in 

other words, dealing with apples and oranges, but instead with two different varieties of apples.   

 That said, I do treat the results of the hand-coded analysis as the benchmark against which to 

measure the validity of the automated analysis. Although I see the promise of automated analysis (and 

indeed began this project with an eye toward advancing the use of mechanized tools), I recognize the 

human processes inherent in the formulation, interpretation and understanding of racialized messages and 

hence give the manual approach primacy.62 Some may disagree with this strategy, viewing computerized 

approaches as more reliable and therefore the standard against which to measure the work of humans. 

When the concepts are fairly objective and the language explicit, this may be the right approach. 

                                                        
61 The Jaccard coefficient is appropriate for measuring the similarity (and difference) between sets of items. 
However, unless bootstrapping and simulation are used, it is difficult to reliably estimate the expected distribution of 
word co-occurrences. As a result, the coefficient is not typically used in conjunction with tests of statistical 
significance. In fact, WordStat and most other content analysis software do not even offer the option of calculating 
standard significance measures for the Jaccard coefficient. Given this, to assess the performance of the automated 
analysis, I compare the general trends and patterns in coverage against those found in the hand-coded portion of the 
research, but do not include significance tests. 
62 Of course, human processes are also inherent in automated approaches in that while the analysis is executed by 
software, it is the researcher who constructs the dictionary, selects the corpus of text and sets the parameters. The 
difference is that once these decisions are made, there is minimal human involvement, which means the procedures 
are instituted—for better or for worse—with little to no subjectivity. 
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However, to safeguard validity, some deference to human interpretation is warranted when the language 

is implicit and the concept—racialization—is socially constructed.  

Socio-demographic Coverage 

 The socio-demographic component of the dictionary includes keywords that describe candidates’ 

racial, ethnic, religious or linguistic features, the ethnocultural composition of their ridings, or their 

support from so-called ethnic or multicultural communities. Examples include Anglophone, Black, 

Catholic, Chinese, English-speaking, ethnic, Evangelical, French, first language, foreigner, immigrant, 

mainstream, multicultural, new Canadian, old country, old stock, religious, South Asian, target and woo. 

In a number of cases, an asterisk (*) was employed as a Boolean operator. This tells the program to 

identify not just the specific keyword, but also words containing the stem and other suffixes. Ethnic*, for 

example, will pick up ethnic, as well as ethnicity, ethnics and ethnically, among others. 

One disadvantage of the automated approach is that it is somewhat difficult to separate out the 

various dimensions of socio-demographic coverage and, in particular, instances where the keywords refer 

to a candidate’s own characteristics versus instances where they refer to vote-getting strategies or riding 

diversity. This type of fine-grained analysis is much easier to reliably execute with human coders because 

one can imagine multiple uses for a number of the socio-demographic words. For example, immigrant 

might appear in articles about candidates’ backgrounds (e.g., “He is an immigrant from India”) but also in 

articles about candidates’ policy interests (e.g., “Immigrant integration is a key issue in her riding”). For 

this reason, all keyword occurrences were inspected, and refinements were made to ensure matches were 

as precise as possible. Immigrant*, for example, was found to be too broad, resulting in matches across 

more than one category. As a result, immigrated, immigrant parents and immigrant groups were placed in 

the socio-demographic category, while immigrants was placed in the policy issues category. Similarly, 

multicultural was placed in the socio-demographic category, while multiculturalism was placed under 

policy issues.  
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Unfortunately, some words, such as minority, newcomer and race, generated a number of false 

positives (e.g., minority government versus minority population; newcomer to politics versus newcomer to 

Canada; electoral race versus the human race). In a few cases, refinements and proximity rules could not 

be made sensitive enough to appropriately distinguish a socio-demographic usage from some other usage. 

To guard against over-estimation, these keywords were simply excluded from this component of the 

dictionary, although a number of synonyms do appear (e.g., minority group, racial minority, new 

Canadian). In addition, political newcomer appears under the viability category, while newcomers to 

Canada appears under the policy issues category. An inspection of all occurrences of these words in the 

corpus facilitated these decisions. In sum, the socio-demographic category includes approximately 230 

words, which are listed in Appendix C.  

In terms of overall frequency, socio-demographic keywords appear in almost half of all articles 

(47.8%) and in 4.7% of the sentences in the corpus. On this basis, some might suggest that socio-

demographic characteristics constitute a small proportion of political coverage (“less than 5%!”). This 

ignores the fact that nearly half of all articles about electoral candidates include some socio-demographic 

discussion. We should also consider that coverage of individual candidates is rare and often just a fraction 

of the focus of any one article. Indeed, most of the articles in the sample are not explicitly or only about a 

single candidate or candidates; in many cases, a candidate is simply mentioned. That the small amount of 

coverage that candidates do receive also includes mention of a socio-demographic characteristic is 

therefore relatively significant. Keep in mind, as well, that the 4.7% is calculated using a sentence-level 

analysis. To put it into perspective, consider that socio-demographic keywords appear in about as many 

sentences as keywords related to policy issues like crime (4.6%) and the environment (4.5%), as well as 

indicators of candidate quality (5.2%). These are arguably more politically salient than any reference to 

socio-demographic status and few would deem them to be unimportant, yet those policy keywords appear 

with about the same frequency as references to a candidate’s skin colour, immigration status and other 

socio-demographic markers. My findings thus suggest that socio-demographic references are quite 

common in candidates’ electoral coverage: the personal remains political. 
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After examining the overall frequency of socio-demographic keywords, I next looked at their co-

occurrence with candidates’ names. I find that socio-demographic characteristics are more commonly 

linked to visible minority candidates  (J = 0.212; data not shown), than to White candidates (J = 0.167; 

data not shown).63 To give a sense of the “weight” of these co-occurrences, I also calculated the sentence-

level Jaccard coefficient for other common election words. Conservative and government came in at J = 

0.195, while Harper and government sit at J = 0.188. Federal and election are more commonly linked (J 

= 0.346), while recent and poll (J = 0.077) and door and knock (J = 0.076) are less common. These 

comparators suggest, however, that candidates are linked to socio-demographic keywords about as 

frequently as Harper and the Conservatives are linked to government. 

Moreover, as is shown in Figure 5.1, keywords that might be considered indicative of minority 

racialization, such as Chinese, Sikh, Indo-Canadian, Pakistan, Punjab, South Asian, immigrant and 

visible minority, are much more likely to co-occur with visible minority candidates’ names than with 

White candidates’ names, while words like Jew, Franco-, and bilingual co-occur more frequently with 

White candidates’ names, none of which is entirely surprising. Figure 5.1 also shows that visible minority 

candidates’ names co-occur more frequently than White candidates’ names with most of the commonly 

used socio-demographic keywords, although there are some exceptions, which I discuss below. In 

general, however, we can say that socio-demographic keywords characterize the coverage of visible 

minority candidates more so than White candidates, a conclusion that aligns with our expectations and is 

consistent with the findings from our hand-coded content analysis.  

 One advantage of a dictionary-based approach is that it allows for an analysis of the words that 

are being used to communicate racialized frames and, as is shown in Figure 5.1, some results stand out. 

First, it is interesting that new Canadian and immigrant, while in some ways synonymous, are applied 

differently in candidate coverage. The arguably more loaded immigrant keyword is more likely to be 

linked with visible minority candidates (J = 0.019), while the somewhat more benign new Canadian is 

                                                        
63 Data used to tabulate all Jaccard coefficients are available from the author. 
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more likely to be linked to White candidates (J = 0.013). This is largely because when reporters refer to 

the background of a single candidate, they use immigrant, while when referring to White candidates’ 

targeting strategies or policy proposals, they use new Canadian. The difference is potentially significant, 

however, given that immigrant implicitly signals an outsider or foreign status, while new Canadian 

suggests a deeper and more meaningful connection to the country. The upshot is clear: visible minorities 

are associated with foreignness, while White candidates welcome newcomers. 

 
Figure 5.1 Co-occurrence of socio-demographic keywords and candidate names 

Source: media study 
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Second, we see that the word ethnic and its variants (e.g., ethnocultural) co-occur more often 

with White candidates’ names (J = 0.037) than with visible minority candidates’ names (J = 0.019). This 

is partly because ethnic is often used as a catch-all phrase for several types of diversity (often among 

voters) and seems to be considered a more acceptable way of signaling such differences, particularly 

when discussed in the context of White candidates. This conclusion is consistent with Nath (2011) who 

talks about the absence of race from discussions of Canadian identity; it is also a way of concealing the 

racial content of media coverage. This was apparent in discussions about the Conservatives’ “very ethnic 

riding” strategy, which was mistakenly leaked in 2011. Stories tended to speak not of “race” but of 

“ethnic outreach,” “new Canadians” and “cultural communities” (e.g., De Souza 2011; Friesen 2011).  

In addition, a closer look at the data suggests that the connection between the ethnic keywords 

and White candidates is being driven in large part by the coverage of Jason Kenney, the Minister for 

Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism and the Conservatives’ point man on cultural 

communities. Indeed, when I examine all the co-occurrences between the ethnic keywords and 

candidates’ names, fully 40.9% of them are a product of Mr. Kenney’s coverage; among White 

candidates, 60.6% of co-occurrences with the ethnic keywords belong to Mr. Kenney. Similarly, when I 

run a list of keywords associated with “targeting” (e.g., woo, court), 27.7% of the co-occurrences with 

candidates’ names belong to Mr. Kenney, including 44.8% of White candidates’ co-occurrences. As is 

illustrated in Figure 5.1, when Mr. Kenney is included in the sample, the link between the ethnic 

keywords and White candidates (J = 0.038) is stronger than for visible minority candidates (J = 0.023), 

but when Mr. Kenney is removed from the sample, the coefficient for White candidates drops 

significantly (J = 0.016; data not shown) and falls below that of visible minority candidates. This is 

indicative of the extent to which Mr. Kenney was involved in his party’s efforts to appeal to minority 

voters and the attention the media paid to his micro-targeting efforts. Perhaps more interestingly, when I 

examine the linkage between Mr. Kenney’s name and various keywords, I find that he is much more 

likely to be associated to keywords related to ethnic (J = 0.151; data not shown) and targeting (J = 0.150; 

data not shown) than to keywords related to his ministerial portfolio of immigration and multiculturalism 
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policy (J = 0.114; data not shown). In other words, the strong association between Mr. Kenney and these 

keywords is much more about campaign strategy than actual policy, which gives us some hints about the 

candidate and his party’s priorities. These findings also illustrate the degree to which individual 

candidates or cases can significantly influence the results of a content analysis, a point that I return to in 

the conclusion of this chapter. 

 A second surprise in Figure 5.1 is that the word English co-occurs more frequently with visible 

minority candidates’ names (J = 0.029) than with White candidates’ names (J = 0.018) and more 

commonly than any other linguistic identifier. This is, in part, a function of the tendency of journalists to 

refer to the English-language abilities of visible minority candidates. This typically occurs when the 

candidates are South Asian, a group often noted for its English-language fluency. References to the 

English-language abilities of visible minority candidates, in particular, are consistent with the media’s 

predilection for the unexpected and, while perhaps well-intentioned, do reinforce stereotypes about 

“desirable” immigrants and “model” minorities. This tendency was also referred to by my interviewees, 

including two female visible minority candidates, who noted that journalists seemed surprised that they 

were “articulate” candidates of colour.  

 Finally, the word Evangelical co-occurs more frequently with visible minority candidates’ names 

(J = 0.016) than with White candidates’ names (J = 0.001). Given stereotypes about Evangelicals in 

politics—often thought of as White Conservatives—this finding may seem somewhat curious but is in 

fact a reflection of the candidates who were included in the sample. They include two visible minority 

candidates—Raymond Chan and Alice Wong—both Canadians of Chinese descent who are also 

Evangelical Christians. They ran against each other in a hotly contested race where their religion and 

positions on same-sex marriage were electoral issues. When I remove Mr. Chan and Ms. Wong from the 

sample, the association between visible minority candidates and Evangelical drops to zero. 

 Setting aside socio-demographic keyword usage, we can also use automated analysis to look at 

differences in coverage on the basis of party affiliation, riding diversity and gender. The hand-coded 

analysis found little variation by party with respect to candidates’ overall socio-demographic coverage, 
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although there were some differences in mentions of candidates’ riding diversity. When I employ an 

automated approach, I find that socio-demographic keywords co-occur more often with Conservative 

candidates’ names (J = 0.207; data not shown) than with Liberal candidates (J = 0.150; data not shown) or 

NDP candidates (J = 0.055; data not shown), although again, this is partly being driven by Jason Kenney. 

When Mr. Kenney is removed from the sample, the difference between the Conservatives and Liberals 

evaporates (J = 0.157 for the Conservatives; J = 0.150 for the Liberals). When the results are broken down 

by candidate race, visible minority Conservatives are, interestingly enough, more likely to be linked to 

socio-demographic keywords (J = 0.142; data not shown) than any other candidates. This includes White 

Conservatives (J = 0.11; data not shown), visible minority Liberals (J = 0.097; data not shown) and White 

Liberals (J = 0.072; data not shown).64 This finding suggests that while White Conservatives’ ethnic 

targeting is an important part of that party’s socio-demographic coverage, it is not the whole story. Visible 

minority Conservatives still receive a significant amount of socio-demographic coverage. 

With respect to the usage of particular keywords, Figure 5.2 does not reveal many clear patterns 

apart from the fact that ethnic appears more frequently in reporting on the Conservative Party’s White 

candidates (J = 0.053) than for its visible minority candidates (J = 0.018) and more than it does for any 

other candidates, with the exception of visible minority Liberals. In line with the hand-coded analysis, we 

could perhaps conclude that ethnic and new Canadian are being used to describe White Conservatives’ 

vote-getting strategies, while the words immigrant and visible minority are used to describe visible 

minority candidates themselves. This conclusion does not hold for Liberals or the NDP, although there is 

some support for it when we look at how riding diversity influences socio-demographic coverage, which 

is addressed in the next section. In general, however, what we can glean from the party analysis is that 

Conservatives receive more socio-demographic coverage than candidates from other parties. White 

Conservatives’ coverage tends to focus on ethnic groups and issues, while visible minority Conservatives’ 

                                                        
64 When Jason Kenney is removed from the sample, the socio-demographic coefficient for White Conservatives 
drops to J = 0.053, thereby increasing the gap between visible minority Conservatives and other candidates. 
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coverage focuses more on their visible minority status or visible minority groups. The focus on visible 

minority Conservatives’ background may be partially a function of the perceived disjuncture between the 

candidate’s own diversity and the Conservative Party’s origins in the Reform Party, which historically 

was seen as less tolerant of multiculturalism. This perceived disconnect is decreasing in light of the 

Conservatives’ efforts to attract immigrants and minorities to their party, but as I note in Chapter 6, at 

least one visible minority Conservative whom I interviewed noted the media’s preoccupation with his 

reasons for running for an “anti-immigrant” party (16 July 2012). 

 
Figure 5.2 Co-occurrence of keywords and candidate names, by party 

 
Source: media study 
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demographic references are not used to racialize candidates, but rather to describe their constituencies; 

this argument is often made in the context of highly diverse ridings. If true, then socio-demographic 

coverage should follow a similar pattern for all candidates in these ridings, regardless of their race. 

Consistent with the hand-coded analysis, however, this is not what I find. Rather, socio-demographic 

keywords characterized the coverage of visible minority candidates running in highly diverse ridings (J = 

0.142; data not shown) more so than that of White candidates running in highly diverse ridings (J = 0.074; 

data not shown).  

This pattern holds in moderately diverse ridings, where socio-demographic keywords characterize 

the coverage of visible minority candidates (J = 0.126; data not shown) more so than that of White 

candidates (J = 0.047; data not shown). Interestingly, however, I did not observe this pattern in the least 

diverse ridings, although the finding is again complicated to some degree by the inclusion of Jason 

Kenney in the sample. When Mr. Kenney’s coverage is included, socio-demographic keywords are much 

more likely to be associated with White candidates in homogeneous ridings (J = 0.101; data not shown) 

than with visible minority candidates (J = 0.042; data not shown), but the difference is washed away when 

Mr. Kenney is removed from the sample (J = 0.037 for visible minority candidates compared to J = 0.036 

for White candidates; data not shown). One possible explanation relates to journalists’ sensitivity towards 

accusations of racism. In highly and moderately diverse ridings, socio-demographic references can be 

couched in coverage that is ostensibly politically relevant. That is, journalists are conscious of making 

gratuitous mention of candidates’ background and are thus more likely to report on these features when 

they can be defended as part of coverage about voters, strategy and campaign tactics. In homogenous 

ridings where the micro-targeting that invites such commentary is less likely to occur, there are fewer 

instances in which journalists can defensibly make mention of candidate race. 

Figure 5.3 gives a sense of the types of words that are used in the coverage of candidates who ran 

in highly diverse ridings. Here, we can see that all of the most commonly co-occurring socio-

demographic keywords are associated more frequently with visible minority candidates than with White 

candidates, suggesting again that candidate race is driving socio-demographic coverage more so than 
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riding diversity. It is also significant that the largest gaps pertain to keywords associated with identifiable 

racial and ethnic groups, including Chinese, Sikh, Indo-Canadian, Pakistan, South Asian and Punjab. 

These descriptors are often used to make a direct link between a visible minority candidate and his or her 

“natural” constituency. Meanwhile, more generic terms, like visible minority, immigrant and ethnic are 

still more frequently linked to visible minority candidates than to White candidates, although the gap is 

smaller. Again, this is consistent with the hand-coded analysis, which suggests reporters use specific 

labels to identify and provide information on the backgrounds of candidates, and this is more common for 

visible minorities, regardless of the complexion of the riding in which they run.  

 
Figure 5.3 Co-occurrence of socio-demographic keywords and candidate names, by candidate race 
and riding diversity 

 Source: media study	  
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to link visible minority candidates to Chinese is still strong (J = 0.093 compared to J = 0.019 for White 

candidates), but the next most commonly co-occurring keywords are English (J = 0.053 for visible 

minority candidates compared to J = 0.022 for White candidates) and visible minority (J = 0.045 for 

visible minority candidates compared to J = 0.014 for White candidates). In the moderately diverse 

ridings, the keyword White becomes a factor, but with a stronger link to visible minority candidates (J = 

0.039) than with White candidates (J = 0.018). This suggests the parochial tone that characterizes visible 

minority candidates’ coverage does not extend to that of White candidates. Stories discuss the in-roads 

that visible minority candidates have made with their “own” communities, but not those that White 

candidates have forged with White voters. In homogeneous ridings, there is less socio-demographic 

coverage overall, especially when Mr. Kenney is removed from the sample. In this case, socio-

demographic coverage tends to focus on visible minority candidates’ targeting (J = 0.030; data not 

shown) and links to the Black community (J = 0.02; data not shown), which is a function of the inclusion 

of two African Nova Scotian candidates in the sample. Meanwhile, White candidates’ coverage in 

homogeneous ridings mentions Jew (J = 0.028; data not shown) and Franco (J = 0.020; data not shown).  

Although White candidates can expect some coverage that links them to majority socio-

demographic groups, like Jews and Francophones, this is much less likely than coverage that links visible 

minority candidates to minority communities, as is evident in the lower coefficients for the former than 

the latter. That said, journalists seem to be sensitive about directly injecting candidate race into their 

coverage, tending to do so more often when the electoral context demands it and, indeed, offers a 

plausible justification for doing so. As a result, although visible minority candidates are always more 

frequently linked to socio-demographic coverage, this is especially the case in contexts where race’s 

relevance extends beyond the candidates themselves. Nonetheless, riding diversity is not accorded the 

same news value for all candidates. Rather, a highly diverse populace is deemed to be more relevant in 

visible minority candidates’ coverage than in that of their White counterparts. This propensity to link 

visible minority candidates to a diverse voter base is consistent with the notion that visible minorities are 

typically framed as parochial and inward-looking. 
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 Finally, I looked at whether the use of socio-demographic keywords is influenced by candidate 

gender. Given my interest in the intersection between minority race and gender status, I focus here on 

visible minority candidates. Socio-demographic keywords co-occur more frequently with visible minority 

male candidates’ names (J = 0.171; data not shown) than with their female counterparts (J = 0.101; data 

not shown). As is shown in Figure 5.4, some words co-occur without notable gender differences; this was 

the case for immigrant (J = 0.03 for visible minority women; J = 0.02 for visible minority men), visible 

minority (J = 0.029 for visible minority women; J = 0.030 for visible minority men) and English (J = 

0.033 for visible minority women; J = 0.03 for visible minority men). Nonetheless, there are some 

interesting disparities. In particular, female visible minority candidates’ names were almost twice as 

likely to co-occur with the generic South Asia(n) than were male visible minority candidates’ names (J = 

0.028 for women; J = 0.015 for men). Meanwhile, male visible minority candidates’ names were much 

more likely to co-occur with more specific identifiers, like Pakistan and Punjab, than were female visible 

minority candidates’ names, although this was not the case for similar labels like Sikh and India/Indo-

Canadian, where the gender gap is narrower. Although female visible minority candidates’ names were 

more likely to co-occur with Chinese (J = 0.107) than were male candidates’ names (J = 0.061), this is 

largely because Olivia Chow—a Member of Parliament of Chinese Canadian descent—received much 

more coverage than any Chinese-origin male politicians, often in articles about her husband, Jack Layton, 

then the leader of the NDP. Moreover, variants of multicultural were much more likely to co-occur with 

female visible minority candidates’ names (J = 0.032) than with male visible minority candidates’ names 

(J = 0.014). By replacing specific racial identifiers with multicultural labels, the coverage succeeds in 

signaling women candidates’ difference, but more obliquely. Although somewhat more muted than the 

gendered deracialization uncovered by the hand-coded analysis, this finding does suggest that the race-

gender combination embodied by visible minority women leads some journalists to downplay specific 

race references. The conclusion is not absolute, however, since some labels, like Chinese, still co-occur 

frequently with visible minority female candidates’ names.  
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Figure 5.4 Co-occurrence of socio-demographic keywords and candidate names, visible minority 
candidates, by gender 

 
Source: media study	  
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automated approach. One advantage of a dictionary-based approach, however, is that it does give us some 

insights into the language and referents that the news media use to discuss socio-demographics in an 

electoral context. This provides a means of cataloguing the kinds of words that are used to communicate 

socio-demographic frames.  

Political Viability Coverage 

 I next looked at political viability coverage. The political viability keywords are structured along 

three dimensions. The first looks at the candidate’s status as a political insider, which is conceptualized in 

terms of political experience, connections, or capital. It includes high-valence (i.e., positive) words like 

frontrunner, endorsed, incumbent, long-serving, party activist and stalwart, as well as low-valence (i.e., 

negative) words like challenger, first election, long shot, rookie and unseasoned. The second dimension 

looks at the candidate’s perceived quality, which is conceptualized in terms of a candidate’s profile, 

including his or her prominence or long-time residence in a community. It includes high-valence words 

like heavyweight, high-profile, qualified, prominent and star, as well as low-valence words like inferior, 

lightweight, low-profile, unknown and unqualified.65 The third dimension includes the novelty keywords, 

such as first Black, first Muslim, pioneer, symbolic and token. Although a lengthier list of novelty 

keywords was first drawn up, this was found to be overly inclusive, and too many false positives were 

returned. To avoid an over-estimation, a more limited list was adopted. Taken together, the political 

viability category includes just over 200 keywords, which are shown in Appendix C. In terms of overall 

frequency, viability keywords are found in 13.3% of sentences and in 85.8% of all articles in the corpus. 

Insider/outsider keywords appear in 8.5% of sentences and 75.3% of articles, while the quality keywords 

appear in 5.2% of sentences and 63.2% of articles. Novelty keywords are rarer, appearing in 1.6% of 

sentences and 9.7% of articles. 

                                                        
65 In contrast to the hand-coded approach, which looked only at positive viability coverage, the automated analysis 
looks at both high- and low-valence dimensions of viability. This is because while the coding of both positive and 
negative viability mentions raised intractable reliability concerns during our training sessions, the automated 
approach, which is 100% reliable, allows us to dispense with such limitations. 
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Figure 5.5 Co-occurrence of viability keywords with candidate names, by candidate race 

Source: media study 
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White nor visible minority candidates are very likely to be described in low-quality terms. The automated 

analysis picked up three novelty keywords (while the hand-coded analysis found four mentions); all refer 

to visible minority candidates (J = 0.02). 

 So, how do these results compare to those obtained through the hand-coded analysis? Because the 

coders only recorded positive viability mentions and the dictionary includes both high- and low-valence 

viability keywords, I combined the insider and quality mentions from the hand-coded analysis into a 

dummy variable that would be comparable to the high-valence measure used in the automated analysis. 

According to the hand-coded analysis, while the difference was not statistically significant, White 

candidates received slightly more positive viability mentions than visible minority candidates (33.9% of 

White candidates’ stories include such a mention compared to 30.4% for visible minorities; data not 

shown). As is shown in the automated results in Figure 5.5, White candidates also receive slightly more 

high-valence viability mentions. When we break the mentions down, the automated analysis finds that 

White candidates are somewhat more likely to be associated with high-quality mentions, and this was also 

the case in the hand-coded analysis. The automated results for novelty coverage are also consistent with 

what was found in the hand-coded analysis in that novelty coverage tends to be most firmly directed at 

visible minority candidate. However, while the automated analysis found that White candidates are more 

associated with insider mentions than are visible minority candidates, this was the opposite of what the 

hand-coded analysis found.  

 To determine the source of this discrepancy, I inspected the results of the automated analysis 

more carefully. I found that it is difficult for a computer to detect the candidate to which an insider 

reference refers. This is largely because of the way insider references are written into stories in that they 

are often part of a sentence containing several candidates’ names and associated descriptors. Take, for 

example, this sentence: “She joins Windsor West Conservative candidate Lisa Lumley and incumbent 

MPs Jeff Watson in Essex and Dave Van Kesteren in Chatham-Kent-Essex.” In this case, the candidate of 

interest is Lisa Lumley; WordStat detects an incumbent reference in the same sentence and links these 

two together, even though the reference is actually meant to refer to Jeff Watson and Dave Van Kesteren, 
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two candidates who are not in my sample. Similarly, in this article where the candidate of interest is 

newcomer, Penny Collenette, WordStat incorrectly links her to the incumbent reference: “The incumbent, 

New Democrat Paul Dewar, Liberal Penny Collenette and Conservative Brian McGarry all firmly 

opposed the proposal in interviews with the Citizen yesterday.” I experimented with setting a proximity 

rule whereby WordStat would only link insider references when (1) they occurred before the relevant 

candidate’s name and with no more than three words in between or (2) where there are any uppercase 

words in between the candidate name and the insider reference, which was an attempt to filter out non-

relevant candidates. Both of these rules would overcome the two false positives above. However, upon 

inspection, I found this strategy would then filter out references such as this one in a story about 

incumbent Derek Lee: “‘Police have cleaned it up,’ Lee says at his campaign office in the Scarborough-

Rouge River riding, where he’s the incumbent.” Because reporters’ writing styles obviously vary, it is 

difficult to devise a consistent rule or rules that help the software detect to which candidate the 

appropriate keyword should be linked and to somehow strike a balance between over- and under-

inclusivity. 

 WordStat is somewhat better at correctly linking quality mentions to the appropriate candidates’ 

names because these references tend to occur in sentences about a single candidate. Examples of these 

sentences include: “The Conservatives have a high-profile candidate in Lorne Mayencourt, who has 

represented the provincial riding of Vancouver-Burrard since 2001” and “Penny Collenette, the energetic 

Liberal candidate, is well known in official Ottawa.” Evaluative statements about candidates tend to occur 

on their own; when these evaluations are made, there are not typically references to other candidates 

within the same sentence. This is because such statements are rarely comparative, but are instead framed 

as a factual assessment about a single candidate. It is not that candidate A is better than candidate B but 

merely that he or she possesses a particular attribute.  

 In short, coders are somewhat better than computers at recognizing viability coverage, 

particularly when it comes to insider coverage. The computer did a satisfactory job recognizing quality 

coverage, and its results were also roughly the same as the coders’ identification of novelty coverage. 
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Interestingly, however, the attributes that the computer was best equipped to identify—namely those 

related to novelty and candidate quality—are among those where intercoder reliability was the lowest in 

the hand-coded portion of the analysis. Fleiss’ kappa for novelty mentions was 0.50, while it was 0.67 for 

quality mentions, suggesting that researchers interested in these dimensions should perhaps consider 

mechanized coding. Meanwhile, for insider mentions—the dimension that the computer was less able to 

successfully identify—the human coders had higher levels of reliability with a Fleiss’ kappa of 0.89. 

Humans can disagree or differently interpret indicators related to candidate quality and novelty as these 

are often expressed in terms that are subjective or implicit. Insider indicators, meanwhile, have a 

somewhat more factual basis in that they are often communicated through reference to a candidate’s 

incumbency status, previous electoral experience or involvement in a party. Human coders can thus more 

easily (and consistently) identify these mentions. Meanwhile, the structure of news articles and their 

phrasing makes it difficult to devise rules so that a computer detects not just insider coverage but also 

links it to the candidate to whom it actually referred. Computers have no problem finding keywords, but 

understanding them in the context in which they appear is entirely another matter, and the manner in 

which stories are written can complicate this a great deal. To see if this conclusion holds for all aspects of 

candidate coverage, I look finally at policy issues coverage. 

Policy Issue Coverage 

 Existing literature and codebooks, as well as an examination of past election stories were the 

starting points for developing the list of policy issue keywords. My own dictionary is quite similar to 

those that have been developed by other researchers, although I have reorganized and omitted some of the 

categories employed by other researchers. For example, Stuart Soroka’s Policy Agendas Topic Codebook 

includes “labour, employment and immigration” as a single category, but given that immigration is a 

topic that is perhaps more likely to be connected to visible minority candidates—and one that is often 
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discussed separately from labour and employment—I have split this topic in my own dictionary.66 

Meanwhile, while the Policy Agendas Topic Codebook catalogues terrorism as a foreign affairs issue, I 

place it in a category with defence and security. I also amalgamated codes related to agriculture, forestry, 

fishing and mining into a single category. Proximity rules and exclusion lists were used to ensure correct 

matches. For example, pork never appeared in relation to agriculture, but always in terms of “pork-barrel” 

politics, while shot never appeared in relation to crime, but always in terms of a “long shot,” “shot in the 

dark” or “shot back” (as in “to retort”). Meanwhile, “businessman” and “businesswoman” tended to 

describe the occupations of candidates rather than their specific policy interests, but both were picked up 

by the keyword and Boolean operator business*. Government picked up references to issues like 

accountability, spending and operations, but also more politically charged statements about the “Harper 

government,” “Conservative government” and “Liberal government” most of which were rhetorical more 

than policy-oriented. Exclusion lists were used to deal with these false positives. 

 Observers will note that unlike the Policy Agendas Topic Codebook, my dictionary does not 

include categories for every possible policy topic nor all of the words that might be associated with a 

given policy issue. This is because while the Policy Agendas Topic Codebook was originally developed 

to catalogue the subject matter of legislative debates and thus needed to encompass the full breadth of 

policy issues, the goal of my research is not to make statements about the complete range of policy topics, 

but rather to focus on those that appear in election coverage. To simplify the task, I also focus only on 

those topics that actually appear in the stories in my sample. I achieved these objectives by using 

WordStat’s dictionary-building tools, which identify synonyms from your existing word lists, but only 

suggest those that appear in the corpus of text. The approach is thus both deductive and inductive. 

 In total, there are about 665 policy keywords (see Appendix C). At least one policy keyword 

occurs in 29.7% of sentences in the corpus; in addition, 94.6% of articles include at least one policy 

keyword. As is shown in Table 5.1, the most common policy keywords are those related to the economy, 

                                                        
66 The Canadian Policy Agendas Topic Codebook can be found at http://www.snsoroka.com/data.html. 
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which appear in 9.2% of sentences and 60.8% of articles. Second most common are those related to the 

environment (4.5% of sentences; 43.2% of articles), while those related to crime are the third most 

common (4.6% of sentences; 39.5% of articles). This is consistent with the policy agenda of the 2008 

federal election, as well as the general trends uncovered by the hand-coded analysis. 

Table 5.1 Frequency of policy keywords, by sentence and story 

Policy Keyword Category % of 
sentences 

% of  
stories 

Economy 9.2 60.8 

Environment 4.5 43.2 

Crime 4.6 39.5 

Families and seniors 2.7 33.4 

Employment and labour 2.3 31.6 

Trade and industry 2.3 31.6 

Education  2.4 29.3 

Defence and security 1.9 27.3 

Transportation 1.8 22.3 

Immigration and multiculturalism 2.0 21.5 

Agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining 1.6 20.4 

Health 1.4 20.1 

Energy, electricity, hydro, gas 1.3 16.5 

Cities and infrastructure 1.0 14.2 

Social welfare 0.9 13.4 

Aboriginal issues 0.6 7.7 

Government 0.3 7.6 

Foreign affairs 0.3 6.9 

Intergovernmental relations 0.3 5.9 

Democratic reform 0.2 2.8 

Gay and lesbian rights 0.1 2.4 
Source: media study 

 
 After assessing the frequency of policy keywords, I then examined their co-occurrence with 

candidates’ names. Here, some of the shortcomings of a dictionary-based approach became evident. In the 

initial run of the data, it was White candidates who appeared to be most frequently linked to crime policy, 
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which is the reverse of what was found in the hand-coded approach (J = 0.182 for White candidates; J = 

0.153 for visible minority candidates; data not shown). An inspection of the co-occurrences revealed the 

problem, namely a series of articles about Dona Cadman, a White Conservative candidate from B.C. Ms. 

Cadman ignited some controversy during the 2008 campaign when she alleged that her late husband, then 

a sitting Independent MP, had been offered a bribe by two Conservative Party officials if, in exchange, he 

would vote against the Liberal government’s budget, thereby defeating them. These allegations were 

covered extensively during the 2008 election, and the language used to describe them overlaps with 

keywords in the crime component of the dictionary even though this is not explicitly a crime policy story 

and was not coded as such in the manual content analysis. The media also covered a campaign appearance 

by Prime Minister Stephen Harper at which Ms. Cadman was also present. Following the event, 

journalists tried to question Ms. Cadman but were allegedly prevented from doing so by the Prime 

Minister’s RCMP security detail. Examples of this coverage include “The Conservatives were accused 

yesterday of using the prime minister’s RCMP security detail to keep journalists away from Surrey North 

candidate Dona Cadman” and “When reporters tried to question candidate Dona Cadman, one Harper 

aide shouted at the Prime Minister’s police escort ‘Keep them out.’” Although these sentences include 

both the candidate’s name and a reference to RCMP or police—both crime policy keywords—the stories 

are not at all about Ms. Cadman’s interest in those issues (even though she did, in fact, run on a crime-

related platform, something that received much less coverage).  

 There are 46 articles about Cadman, and most mention the bribery allegation, with several also 

noting the RCMP’s efforts to keep reporters away from her. These false positives appear to be driving the 

connection between White candidates’ names and crime policy issues. One option, of course, is to simply 

remove RCMP from the keyword list. The downside is that this was would eliminate legitimate references 

to crime policy issues. Instead, I went through each of the Cadman articles and identified references to the 

RCMP, Mounties and the Prime Minister’s security detail. I then took the keyword reference and the 

surrounding words and added each of these sentence fragments to an exclusion list (e.g. “RCMP officers 

on the Prime Minister’s security detail”; “RCMP to block journalists”). This allowed me to remove the 
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false positives from the analysis while ensuring legitimate references to crime policy issues were 

maintained. Of course, the procedure is labour intensive and far from automated, but it does ensure 

sensitivity in the analysis. This false positive problem was less significant in the other policy issues. 

Figure 5.6 shows the “corrected” results. 

Figure 5.6 Co-occurrence of policy keywords with candidate names, by candidate race 

 
Source: media study 

 

 In general, a number of the results mimic those obtained in the hand-coded analysis. For example, 

the economy and the environment are more closely associated with White candidates than visible 

minority candidates, while immigration and multiculturalism issues are somewhat more associated with 

visible minority candidates than their White counterparts. The results for crime and social welfare are 
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different, however. Whereas the hand-coded analysis found that visible minority candidates tend to be 

more associated with crime policy mentions than are White candidates, the automated analysis found that 

there is little relationship between candidate race and the presence of crime policy keywords. Meanwhile, 

while the hand-coded analysis found that White candidates are only slightly more likely to be associated 

with social welfare issues than are visible minority candidates, the automated analysis suggests a stronger 

association. I examined these results for any apparent anomalies; in nearly all cases, the detected 

keywords are appropriate and, where they are not, an exclusion list or proximity rule was created. It is 

possible that the keyword list is not suitably exhaustive or somehow inappropriate, and this has led to a 

mismatch between the automated and hand-coded results. Alternatively, it is possible that the human 

coders have erred; indeed, although intercoder reliability was high, it was not perfect, and mistakes are 

certainly a possibility. 

 An alternative explanation hinges on the logic of dictionary-based analysis and the challenge of 

creating a system that ensures the computer does not just recognize the “correct” keywords but also 

identifies their usage in conjunction with the appropriate candidate. When calculating co-occurrences, the 

parameters were such that a “match” would exist when a keyword and the candidate’s name occurred in 

the same sentence. As was noted at the outset, this is a stringent criterion but one that was adopted to 

ensure sensitivity in the analysis. The outcome, however, is that some linkages between candidates and 

the relevant keywords will likely be missed. For this reason, I experimented with the parameter settings, 

asking WordStat to identify co-occurrences within a defined window of words and even by paragraph. 

These approaches were overly inclusive, however, and resulted in an over-estimation of racialized 

coverage because they linked candidates to issues or attributes that, essentially, “belonged” to other 

candidates. Moreover, it is doubtful that these missed linkages would be biased in such a way as to skew 

the results toward one candidate group and away from another. This suggests that the hand-coding is 

picking up racialized coverage using indicators or keywords that are different than those contained in the 

automated dictionary. As I noted at the outset, constructing a valid dictionary is one of the key challenges 
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in this type of research and even with careful vetting and testing, it is difficult to produce a list of 

keywords that is appropriately narrow but suitably exhaustive. 

Racialized Stories versus Racialized Candidate Coverage 

 In light of the inconsistencies outlined above, I decided to examine the data from a different 

perspective. Rather than looking for sentence-level word co-occurrences, I instead compared keyword 

frequencies in articles about the White candidates versus those about the visible minority candidates.67 

Keep in mind that there is some “noise” in this distinction, given that many articles mention more than 

one candidate. In other words, an article classified as a “White candidate” article because it mentions a 

White candidate from the candidate sample may also mention a visible minority candidate. That said, 

these articles are skewed more towards White candidates while the “visible minority candidate” articles 

are skewed more towards candidates who are not White. The only way of getting around this problem 

would be to only include articles that mention a single candidate or candidates of one race—either White 

or visible minority—which is a rarity in election coverage. This procedure is thus the next best thing.  

 After dividing the article sample, I then looked at keyword frequencies in articles that mention at 

least one White candidate versus those that mention at least one visible minority candidate. The 

statistically significant results are shown in Table 5.2. The table shows that at the article level, there is 

some relationship between keyword frequencies and candidate race, at least on some dimensions. In 

general, the patterns are in roughly the same direction as those identified through the co-occurrence 

analysis. We see, for example, that references to socio-demographics are more likely to be found in 

articles that mention at least one visible minority candidate, while discussions about the economy are 

more likely to be found in articles that mention at least one White candidate. This is also consistent with 

the hand-coded analysis. On candidate viability, I found no statistically significant differences by 

candidate race, at least not at the article level. 

                                                        
67 For this part of the analysis, I included all 980 articles from the sample, rather than removing the duplicates, as 
was the case for the rest of the automate analysis. Of these, 526 are “White candidate” articles, while 454 are 
“visible minority candidate” articles. 
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Table 5.2 Selected keyword frequencies, across stories, by candidate race 

Keyword category 
White candidates Visible minority 

candidates Chi-square 
n row % n row % 

Aboriginal issues 155 71.8 61 28.2 28.414*** 

Crime 800 47.1 898 52.9 29.380*** 

Democratic reform 15 35.7 27 64.3 5.448* 

Economy 2138 64.8 1160 35.2 165.006*** 

Employment and 
labour 408 58.2 293 41.8 5.733* 

Environment 939 60.5 613 39.5 29.109*** 

Gay and lesbian 
rights 16 36.4 28 63.6 5.302* 

Government 54 67.5 26 32.5 6.151** 

Immigration and 
multiculturalism 221 31.8 474 68.2 133.748*** 

Intergovernmental 
relations 56 67.5 27 32.5 6.354* 

Social welfare 135 63.7 77 36.3 8.536** 

Trade and industry 437 62.4 263 37.6 21.579*** 

Transportation 378 64.8 205 35.2 29.220*** 

Socio-demographics 811 40.8 1177 59.2 132.608*** 
*** p < 0.01, ** p < 0.05, * p < 0.10 
Source: media study 
 
 
 Finally, given that all of the articles in my study appear in the sample because they name a 

specific candidate (and are thus what I consider candidate-centred), this raises the question of how such 

coverage differs from general election coverage. To begin to answer this question, I collected a random 

sample of election stories. The articles were collected through Newsstand and Eureka using the search 

terms election AND (federal OR Canadian OR national); the dates corresponded to the writ period, and 

only articles, columns and editorials were included. This returned a total of 2898 stories, and I used a 

random number generator to select 10.3% of these (n = 300) for inclusion in the general election story 
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sample.68 Applying the same keyword dictionary that was used to assess the candidate-centred articles, I 

then examined the frequency with which these keywords appear in general election stories. For 

comparability, the keyword frequencies for each dimension of the dictionary were calculated as a 

proportion of total keyword frequencies both for general election stories and candidate-centred stories. 

This allows me to compare, for example, how frequently socio-demographic keywords appear in general 

election stories versus those that mention at least one White or one visible minority candidate. The results 

are presented in Table 5.3.  

 The results suggest that articles that mention at least one visible minority candidate are more 

likely to focus on immigration and multiculturalism, crime and socio-demographics than is the case for 

general election stories or stories that mention as least one White candidate. They are also less likely to 

mention issues related to the economy. One curious finding is the results for viability references, which 

include mentions of a candidate’s insider / outsider status or evaluations of their quality. Here, we see that 

articles that refer to at least one visible minority candidate are more likely to include both high- and low-

valence viability keywords than is the case for general election stories or articles that mention at least one 

White candidate. Given that the categorization of articles as “White candidate-centred” or “visible 

minority candidate-centred” is imprecise at best, we should be cautious about drawing any firm 

conclusions from these results, but one plausible explanation is that when articles mention at least one 

visible minority candidate, they are much more likely to include evaluative statements (both high- and 

low-valence) about status and qualifications than is the case in general election stories or articles in which 

at least one White candidate is mentioned. It is plausible that viability becomes more of an issue when 

unconventional candidates run because they raise questions about qualifications and suitability for office 

that may not be asked in races involving prototypical participants. 

 
 

                                                        
68 I drew a sample of general election stories so that I would be able to manually inspect—and verify—keyword co-
occurrences. 
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Table 5.3 Keyword frequencies as a proportion of all keyword occurrences, by story type 

Keywords General 
articles (n=300) 

All  
candidate-

centred articles 
(n=980) 

White 
candidate-

centred articles 
(n=526) 

Visible 
minority 

candidate-
centred articles 

(n=454) 

Aboriginal issues 1.55 1.05 1.39 0.78 

Agriculture, forestry, 
fishing, mining 2.87 2.73 2.77 3.24 

Cities & infrastructure 1.11 1.52 1.58 1.74 

Crime 6.09 8.24 7.15 11.50 

Defence & security 3.85 2.73 2.90 3.06 

Democratic reform 0.30 0.20 0.13 0.35 

Economy 22.36 16.00 19.11 14.86 

Education 3.74 3.86 3.70 4.89 

Employment & labour 3.76 3.40 3.65 3.75 

Energy 2.98 1.73 1.61 2.27 

Environment 9.54 7.53 8.39 7.85 

Families & seniors 3.99 3.95 3.77 5.03 

Foreign affairs 0.68 0.49 0.52 0.55 

Gay & lesbian rights 0.05 0.21 0.14 0.36 

Government 0.66 0.39 0.48 0.33 

Health 2.65 2.42 2.48 2.84 

Immigration & 
multiculturalism 1.17 3.37 1.98 6.07 

Intergovernmental 
relations 0.99 0.40 0.50 0.35 

Social welfare 1.98 1.03 1.21 0.99 

Trade & industry 4.96 3.40 3.91 3.37 

Transportation 2.12 2.83 3.38 2.63 

Socio-demographics 7.31 9.65 7.25 15.07 

High-valence viability 10.88 17.65 17.00 22.22 

Low-valence viability 4.42 5.20 5.00 6.57 

Total keywords  5746 20,608 11,186 7808 
Note: Cell entries are the frequency for each keyword category divided by the total number of keyword occurrences 
for that article type, which is shown in the bottom row of the table. Each quotient was multiplied by 100. 
Source: media study 
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Discussion 

 This chapter compared the performance of an automated content analysis to the results of a more 

traditional hand-coded approach. In some respects, the findings are promising, but there are some areas 

where the divergences cannot be ignored. These gaps are particularly apparent when we look at the 

computer’s assessment of insider and policy issue coverage. While there is sometimes a temptation to 

bury negative or inconclusive results, we must keep in mind that even half-steps and false starts can 

further knowledge creation and improvements in analytic techniques (Lehrer et al. 2007), which is the 

reason that I have drawn attention to the shortcomings and strengths. It is also noteworthy that very few 

content analyses—automated or otherwise—actually subject themselves to the type of replication that I 

have pursued, a gap that is unfortunate given that the inconsistencies between the two methods actually 

provide a foundation for exploring the contexts in which one method may be preferred to the other.  

 Indeed, the automated approach stood up well to the hand-coded analysis in a number of respects, 

including the identification of socio-demographic coverage, as well as coverage related to candidates’ 

novelty and quality. Interestingly, it is on these latter two dimensions—novelty and quality—that human 

coders actually performed the worst, achieving only moderate levels of reliability. This suggests that if a 

well-crafted word list can be constructed to represent a subjective construct, computers may actually be 

better than human analysts who may differently interpret words and texts. 

To emphasize, then, my conclusion is not that automated analysis is incapable of performing at 

the level of human coders, but that researchers need to think carefully about when to appropriately 

employ automated analysis. As Young and Soroka (2012, 209) point out, “There are many questions of 

interest that are still beyond the capability of computers” and scenarios where computers simply cannot 

match the work of human coders. In the case of this project, one of the chief challenges was developing 

procedures through which the computer would successfully link the keywords to the appropriate 

candidates. This mandated extensive verification and refinements to improve validity, a process that was 

anything but “automated.” For researchers who wish to examine the relationship between keywords and 
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the coverage of particular candidates, automated analysis is by no means a “quick fix,” although when 

carefully employed, it can stand up to the work of human coders and, with a well-constructed research 

design, often performs more reliably. 

This chapter has underscored the need to tailor and refine automated techniques so they are 

appropriate to the subject matter. This entails, among other things, developing project-specific word lists, 

validating the dictionary and examining the results to ensure the identified frequencies and co-

occurrences are in fact correct. The use of a computer to aid in analysis does not remove the researcher 

from the equation. In this respect, the human-computer dichotomy is somewhat misleading in that while a 

computer ran the automated analysis, I was instrumental in establishing the parameters of its work, 

verifying the results and making modifications to improve precision and validity. In this vein, I have tried 

to detail my procedures and decision rules as completely as possible so that others may learn from them 

and, I hope, improve upon the foundation that I have laid.  

The research enterprise demands that we balance competing concerns, including those related to 

reliability, validity and efficiency. For some, this chapter may be a cause for lament—if only computers 

could do everything that humans do!—but my conclusions only reinforce a point that all researchers must 

accept: no method is perfect. As a result, data should be examined from a number of different approaches, 

with thought given to the applicability of a particular method to a set of research questions and data. 

Although independent external replication is perhaps the ultimate test, researchers can mimic this process 

using between-methods triangulation, a philosophy that I extend in the next chapter by employing a third 

set of empirics, namely semi-structured interviews, to explore candidates’ self-presentation, interactions 

with media and experiences in politics. 

 Apart from illustrating the degree of correspondence between two different approaches to content 

analysis, this chapter also draws our attention to some of the contributions that automated methods can 

make. One contribution of this chapter is the identification of the kinds of words that are used in the 

coverage of candidates and, perhaps most significantly, the extent to which socio-demographic words in 

particular appear in politically oriented news coverage. One application of the dictionary would be in 
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coder training where my own observations suggest that the provision of keyword cues increases inter-

coder reliability. Moreover, this word-level dissection of racialized coverage could be applied to other 

contexts or research questions. One obvious application and one where computers may perform more 

effectively than was the case here would be an analysis of article-level coverage of electoral contests with 

varying racial profiles. For example, in the 2011 election, there were some ridings in which all of the 

candidates for the major parties were visible minorities, and the coverage of these contests could be 

compared to bi-racial or all-White contests. To ensure a sufficient amount of local campaign coverage, 

the newspaper sample could be expanded to include articles from community papers and weeklies, or the 

candidate sample could be drawn from across electoral periods. 

 Another advantage of automated analysis is that new variables or other lines of enquiry can be 

integrated into the study after the data have been collected. By contrast, additions to the manual coding 

scheme, while possible, are a significant undertaking and, perhaps more seriously, could affect the 

reliability of the data. As an example, in this study, coders did not code the headline and body of the story 

separately; both were simply treated as “part of the article.” This was an attempt to streamline the coding 

scheme. Mid-way through my analysis, however, McIlwain and Caliendo (2011) published a book-length 

study of racialized campaign coverage in the United States. In it, they found that while headlines 

generally do not contain racialized references, when they do, those references are a strong indicator of 

racialized framing. At the time, my hand-coded content analysis was partially completed (sans separate 

headline coding), and about the only thing I could do was utter the scholarly equivalent of “d’oh!” In 

automated analysis, however, the headline and body of the story are entered into the program as separate 

elements. Because of this, I was able to examine the presence of racialized references in the headlines on 

their own. As it turns out, candidates’ names do not appear in headlines very often. As a result, there are 

very few instances in which a candidate’s name co-occurs with any of the keywords in the dictionary. 

When I examine the socio-demographic keywords, which are arguably the most racialized, I find 

that these appear in headlines in about 3.9% of stories, but in no headlines do these co-occur with any 

candidates’ names. With respect to immigration and multiculturalism policy keywords, these appear in 
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2.0% of headlines, but in only one is there a co-occurrence with a candidate’s name. A closer look at the 

headline, however, shows that the link is quite distant:  “Khadr question, human rights on students’ minds 

at King’s forum; Rival Strathcona candidates prod Jaffer.” Here, WordStat has picked up on the presence 

of human rights, a keyword, and Jaffer, a visible minority candidate’s name, but the headline is actually 

linking the keyword to the students’ priorities, while the reference to Mr. Jaffer relates to his interactions 

with fellow candidates. Of course, by simply mentioning human rights (and convicted terrorist, Omar 

Khadr) in a headline about Mr. Jaffer, it is possible that readers may link these two concepts. Of course, 

my objective here is not to dissect the results, but merely to show that one advantage of an automated 

approach is its flexibility. Ex post facto analysis is possible and can be undertaken if new evidence 

presents itself or new variables may be relevant. This is an unwieldy situation in hand-coded approaches. 

A final thing that emerges in this chapter as well as in Chapter 4 is that individual candidates can 

have a significant impact on the results of content analyses, regardless of the method used. In various 

places, I have pointed out how the coverage of a particular candidate—including Jason Kenney, Olivia 

Chow, Alice Wong, Raymond Chan, Dona Cadman and Ujjal Dosanjh—has driven disparities in the 

findings or necessitated the development of workable rules to improve the analysis. An implication of this 

observation is that, all else equal, a larger sample will generally produce a more reliable content analysis. 

By including a diverse array of candidates in the story sample, the results will be less susceptible to bias 

as a result of the introduction of outliers or unusual candidates.69 One significant benefit of automated 

analysis is that it overcomes a number of the resource constraints that dog hand-coded approaches, 

including time, money and coder capacity. Although automated analysis does require a significant upfront 

investment, including the development and validation of keyword lists and potentially the purchase of 

software, per unit costs decrease as the story sample grows. Automated analysis thus brings the benefit of 

economies of scale and, by extension, the potential to overcome inherent biases. 

                                                        
69 The comparatively small number of visible minority candidates limited the extent to which the sample could be 
increased without diluting the focus on the specific population of interest. This is a challenge specific to the study of 
marginalized groups and one that no form of content analysis can overcome.  
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Single cases can matter, however, particularly when we are looking at political elites and 

especially when our population of interest includes those with specific demographic backgrounds. That a 

single candidate can affect the results of one’s analysis should not lead us to dismiss the method, but 

rather to recognize that the political world is filled with events and experiences that cannot be easily 

generalized. As a result, researchers need to strike a balance between the aggregate analyses and 

illustrative examples, as task to which I turn in the next chapter.  
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Chapter 6 

CANDIDATE INPUTS AND MEDIA OUTPUTS: 
FACTORS AFFECTING THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE NEWS 

 

 

Too often, we talk of hyphenated Canadians and view them primarily through the lens of 
their ethnicity. In doing so, we fail to see the other qualities they bring. As a result, we deny 
them the opportunities that exist for the rest of us. No doubt, this is done with the best of 
intentions; the irony is that visible minorities want to be approached on common ground. 
They want to be accepted as the rest of us are: simply as Canadian. 

        — Michael Chong, Member of Parliament 
 

 

 The above quote is taken from an opinion piece written by Michael Chong, a Canadian Member 

of Parliament. Chong’s (2004) op-ed was a reaction to an article written by Globe and Mail reporter, John 

Barber, who suggested there should be more Chinese Canadian Members of Parliament representing the 

ridings where large numbers of Chinese Canadian voters live. In his op-ed, Mr. Chong criticized this 

perspective, noting that the kind of Canada he wants is one in which identities are not hyphenated, and 

Canadians with ethnic and visible minority backgrounds are seen as much more than a product of their 

socio-demographic characteristics. The results of my media study, documented in the previous two 

chapters, provide convincing evidence that candidate race does influence the media’s portrayal of politics 

in Canada. Stories about visible minority candidates are likely to refer to their socio-demographic 

backgrounds, with discussions about their race and place of birth much more common than is the case for 

White candidates. Visible minority candidates are less likely to appear in stories about the economy and 

more likely to appear in stories about crime and immigration. While viability coverage does not, in the 

aggregate, vary by candidate race, visible minority candidates are presented as novelties and do need to 

first prove themselves as incumbents (and therefore potential electoral winners) in order to be shown as 

credible candidates. Visible minority candidates’ coverage is more negative and less prominent than the 
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coverage of White candidates. They are less likely to be quoted directly, more likely to be paraphrased, 

and more commonly photographed than are White candidates, all subtle ways of cuing one’s race or 

“marginal” status.   

 Taken together, these portrayals differentiate visible minority candidates from their White 

counterparts, and this provides voters with a racially situated framework from which to evaluate the 

alternatives before them. The question, however, is whether these portrayals are an accurate reflection of 

reality. Skeptics will assert that visible minority candidates might simply be less interested in economic 

policy issues than their White counterparts. Maybe they promote themselves as minority representatives 

or run exclusively in ridings with high visible minority populations and are thus portrayed accordingly. 

Or perhaps visible minority candidates are less qualified, less articulate and less prominent than their 

competitors. Although it is true that the media make choices about how to frame and portray electoral 

candidates, typically coverage does not emerge out of nothing. Rather, it is based—at least in part—on 

the raw ingredients that candidates provide. We thus cannot look at media portrayals in a vacuum but 

must assess them alongside candidates’ own self-presentation. That is the objective of this chapter. 

 In what follows, I detail findings from a series of semi-structured interviews with electoral 

candidates, party officials, political staffers and journalists. These provide insights into candidates’ own 

assessment of their media coverage, their electoral and communication strategies, and their views on the 

role of race in politics. To probe various facets of candidates’ self-presentation, I asked a number of 

different interview questions. They included general queries about candidate branding, the messages that 

they communicated, the policy issues they emphasized, the methods they used to connect with 

constituents and the media strategies they adopted. Where applicable, I asked candidates about negative 

media events, racialized or gendered coverage that they had received, and the impact of their riding’s 

diversity on their messaging and strategies. To elicit more forthright responses, I generally did not ask 

candidates’ directly about their self-presentation, but instead asked them questions that would provide 

indications of how they presented themselves, which I then compare to the ways in which the media 

portrayed them. In this chapter, I also construct an index that includes measures of candidates’ electoral 
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experience, outcomes and riding competitiveness. This allows me to assess “objective” indicators of 

candidate viability alongside media portrayals. In effect, I evaluate whether candidates’ media coverage is 

simply a reflection of the assets that they bring to the table. 

 Some may wonder why I have not also examined how candidates present themselves on their 

websites and in their literature. These could provide another avenue for exploring the relationship 

between presentation and portrayal. Although this is true, the ex post facto nature of the research—which 

commenced after the conclusion of the election upon which it is based—means, unfortunately, that key 

documents have simply disappeared. Campaign websites typically do not survive for more than a few 

weeks after election day, and there is no depository for candidate literature, such as press releases or 

brochures. An alternative option would have been to consult the websites and documents of candidates 

who are still in office, but this would have skewed the results toward winning candidates. Moreover, the 

image candidates portray in their legislative biographies and related documents may not be an exact 

replica of the presentation that they used during the campaign period. In her examination of gendered 

appeals on candidate websites, Gershon (2009) found, for example, that both male and female candidates 

altered their presentation depending on the political context, and candidates of both sexes were more 

likely to adhere to traditional gender roles in their campaign literature than was the case on their official 

member sites. In other words, an examination of parliamentary and legislative websites may misrepresent 

the images that candidates put forward in a campaign context. 

 In light of this, I have opted not to include an analysis of candidates’ websites or literature in this 

project, but would signal this as a fruitful area for future enquiry. However, given the difficulty of 

collecting data during a campaign period (for one account, see Black and Hicks 2006), this type of 

research would require careful execution. Even Koop and Marland (2012) reported significant challenges 

securing copies of parliamentarians’ householders, and these are documents that are less time-sensitive, 

taxpayer-funded and publicly distributed! Of course, no matter where one stands on the wisdom of fixed 

election dates in Canada, their adoption does provide researchers with the lead-time to design and 

implement campaign-period studies, something that would be necessary for such a project to come to 
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fruition. In the meantime, I regard this chapter as an important first contribution to our understanding of 

the relationship between race, candidate self-presentation and media portrayals. 

 Of course we need to be cognizant of the fact that interviewees are providing a subjective 

perspective of themselves and their own behaviour, but that is the case with any qualitative interview 

study. Indeed, the very reason for using an interview methodology is to extract respondents’ own 

perceptions, experiences and opinions of which this study offers many. Moreover, while it is conceivable 

that candidates’ memories may have faded or they withheld information from me, respondents were 

provided assurances of confidentiality, and a number provided frank and detailed descriptions of their 

own performance and strategies.  

 The sections in this chapter can be divided into two parts. In the first, I discuss candidates’ overall 

assessments of their media coverage and then compare their socio-demographic, viability and policy issue 

presentations to their media portrayals. In the second section, I provide a number of explanations for the 

patterns I uncover. I focus first on political context, but then look more closely at how journalists’ choices 

and candidates’ own image management combine to influence media portrayals. I conclude by examining 

the ways in which race continues to matter in Canadian politics. Although the media have a hand in this, 

so too do political parties, the public and candidates themselves. 

 I argue that all candidates, regardless of race, inject parts of themselves into their messaging and 

policy issue interests. This is because candidates are story-tellers and salespeople, and the “personal” 

cannot be separated from the “political.” Electoral and communication strategies vary depending on a 

number of candidate-specific and contextual factors, including gender, electoral experience, media market 

and riding diversity, but these alone do not explain candidates’ coverage. Consistent with existing 

literature, I find that the media tend to over-emphasize the socio-demographic backgrounds and 

stereotypic policy interests of visible minority candidates relative to their self-presentation. My analysis 

also finds a wide divergence in the viability coverage of White and visible minority non-incumbents, but 

an electoral win washes away these differences. This suggests that unless presented with evidence to the 
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contrary, the media will view visible minority candidates as unlikely contenders, suggesting that 

journalists are not simply reporting on candidates’ “objective” qualifications.   

 To be clear: the media are not passive reflectors. They do not just take candidates’ raw 

ingredients and serve them to voters. Rather, they choose how much of each ingredient will be included, 

which flavours will be brought forward and what the final product will ultimately look and taste like. 

Candidate race appears to be one of the factors influencing these decisions. Exacerbating this is 

journalists’ propensity to draw on simple narratives, which makes it difficult for them to present 

candidates’ multi-dimensionality; this comes out plainly in my interviews with journalists. Yes, visible 

minority candidates bring elements of their socio-demographic background and personal narratives to 

their political lives, but there is not a perfect 1:1 mapping of self-presentation onto media portrayal. 

Candidates’ Overall Impressions of Media Coverage 

 Although there were some exceptions, most candidates felt that they had been covered fairly and 

accurately in the media. Of course, few candidates provided overwhelmingly positive assessments of their 

coverage; most noted—often after some contemplation—simply that it was satisfactory or neither unfair 

nor inaccurate. This acquiescence parallels American research brought together by McIlwain and 

Caliendo (2011) who note that while Chaudhary (1980) found, similar to me, that Black elected officials’ 

coverage was less prominent and more negative than their White counterparts’ coverage, in a separate 

survey by Conyers and Wallace (1976), Black politicians did not express significant grievances with their 

coverage. Why are candidates not more upset about their media coverage? 

 Perhaps elected officials’ criteria for distinguishing problematic media coverage are different than 

those employed by academics, or perhaps politicians expect worse coverage than they in fact receive and 

are thus relieved when this does not come to pass. Indeed, among those interviewees who said that they 

thought their coverage was largely fair and accurate, a number pointed out that they thought this was 

atypical. For example, one long-time campaign staffer noted, “In a line by line, quote by quote breakdown 

of media coverage—electronic, print and so on—I really would say it was [fair], but again I would say 
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that it is not typical of my experiences. I would not say the media have been fair to my candidate the 

majority of the campaigns I’ve worked on” (1 March 2011). Given this sentiment of atypicality and the 

fact that few offered the media genuine praise, candidates’ assessment of their coverage as fair and 

accurate is somewhat qualified. 

 This is evident among candidates who suggested that while their coverage was generally fair, it 

was often on inconsequential matters. A White candidate who was first elected more than three decades 

ago said “the mainstream media will not report on you unless you kill somebody, or they see you going 

down the street naked. No good news is news” (18 September 2012). A one-time female candidate and 

long-time party organizer said, “I don’t mean to sound patronizing to the media, but they do lap up stuff 

that’s kind of dumb. You know, if it’s a picture of you going to vote with your husband, how stupid is 

that? But they’ll do it. They’ll actually [cover] it” (6 June 2012). Others said that the media provide little 

space for coverage of substantive policy issues and “reduce the debate to monosyllables instead of 

intellectual analytical work” (29 September 2012). In one MP’s view, “No media article actually 

discusses the merits of public policy or a particular bill. It’s all about what somebody said that was 

titillating” (20 September 2012). 

 Some candidates also noted that they had found it difficult to get coverage. One made a 

distinction between obligatory and discretionary coverage. He suggested that “there’s coverage that they 

have to do, and then there’s coverage that they voluntarily do. I certainly got the coverage that they have 

to do. It’s their voluntary coverage that I didn’t get much of” (28 June 2012). Others suggested that there 

was an undue focus on mistakes or gaffes. One visible minority candidate said, “The only way a 

candidate is going to come to be known during a campaign is for them to say something egregious” (12 

October 2011). A White Member of Parliament echoed this, noting, “My experience is that often [the 

media] are not really there to help. They would love to get a sound bite or a clip of me screwing up” (28 

June 2012). Interviewees referred to “gotcha moments,” the media “frenzy” and “pack journalism.” The 

media’s propensity to highlight errors, missteps and conflict affects how candidates campaign with one 

long-time staffer suggesting electoral strategy is largely about damage control. In his view, “You’re just 
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trying to keep the candidate alert, aware, somewhat rested and not making mistakes or gaffes, not having 

a temper tantrum caught on tape. You’re just trying to hang on a little” (1 March 2011). 

 Several interviewees suggested that news norms cause reporters to frame stories in a way that 

highlights controversy, conflict or mistakes. For example, a White candidate noted that he hosted a 

community forum on his party’s environmental platform. He said that there were nearly 200 people there, 

and the vast majority was quite favourable toward the policy. However, when the media covered the event 

in the newspaper, they focused exclusively on “the two people who were against it.” This candidate 

suggested that the media “want scandal and they want partisan conflict. They came there that night with 

the idea of getting it, and that’s what they got” (11 May 2012). Another White candidate from a different 

party said:  

I have seen first-hand the spin that goes on in the media. . . . I have to question whether we 
were witnessing the same event because the way they spin it is just so different from the way 
that I interpreted it. And what they can do, they take a fairly positive story and turn it into a 
fairly negative one just by the headline. They will grab a sound bite and use that to totally 
spin a story around. (28 June 2012)  

In large part, interviewees did not suggest that the media invent stories, but rather that they choose 

particular aspects to “highlight,” which has the effect of  “amplifying” differences,” “facilitating bad 

blood” and “reinforcing racism” (30 August 2012; 22 September 2012; 28 June 2012; 27 September 

2012). 

 Some candidates suggested that the tendency to highlight difference is particularly acute once a 

spotlight has been cast on a mistake or conflict. This is a form of confirmation bias in which more weight 

is given to information that confirms existing beliefs than to that which dispels them. For example, one 

candidate mentioned that his campaign drew the media’s attention to his opponent’s spotty election 

debate attendance. This candidate pointed out “once it happened once, the media were really looking for 

it” (11 September 2012). Another first-time candidate noted he was accused of having links to Islamic 

fundamentalists and, because of his heritage and the fact he was somewhat of an unknown, this allegation 

perhaps seemed plausible, and the media reported on it. In our interview, he said, “It was a juicy story. 
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It’s an interesting story, and I’m not saying this type of story is not worth covering, but you first do your 

homework and then if there’s absolutely no truth to it, then why would you run it?” He suggests that 

because of journalists’ “prejudicial stereotypes,” he was “guilty until proven innocent” (27 September 

2012). Another interviewee suggested that the media are more likely to report on minorities who make a 

“misstep” because such a story is in line with existing stereotypes. He noted, “The media make it a story 

because the person is a minority. Chinese or Japanese or Filipino or African, it’s a huge story: ‘Look at 

these people acting up again. They’ve made another mistake. They put their foot in it’” (6 November 

2012).  

 Interviewees did not just point to the media’s confirmation bias; some suggested that other biases 

were at play. Some asserted that the media are not seeking “the truth” but instead hope that the interview 

will provide evidence for a pre-determined conclusion. For example, a visible minority candidate told me 

that he was once approached by a reporter from the Toronto Star who was curious about the candidate’s 

choice to run for the Conservative Party because of its Reform Party roots and historical perception as an 

anti-immigrant party. At the end of that interview, the reporter informed the candidate that he would not 

be proceeding with the story because he had been instructed to write a negative article, and apparently the 

candidate did not provide quotes to support this angle. The candidate told me “the media would like to 

say they give an unbiased view. They would like to say they are unbiased, but we know from experience 

that is totally nonsense. All media have already made up their mind how the story is going to go. Their 

biases play very much” (16 July 2012). A White candidate from another party echoed this sentiment 

almost exactly, saying that “the media have their own biases. . . . I think it’s often reflected in the tone of 

the article. Sometimes they actually make up their mind before they’ve even had a chance to meet you” 

(19 October 2011). A visible minority candidate revealed that she issued news releases to “counter lies, 

but they were never published. The media were not interested in telling both sides of the story or even 

seeking out the truth” (2 October 2012).  
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 Some candidates suggested that the media treated them differently because of ideological or 

personal biases; these sorts of critiques were largely raised by Conservative candidates and staffers. For 

example, one MP noted in his first election:  

It was tough because [my opponent] had the media in his back pocket. I would have 
Ministers come to visit my riding, and I’d get almost no publicity at all. He would have 
backbench colleagues, opposition even, come to visit, and they’d get headlines, they’d get 
the front page. . . . So the media in my riding are definitely not Conservative. They claim to 
be neutral, but they’re not. There’s no question. They will print anything negative about me 
or the leader of my party and very seldom will print anything positive. (28 June 2012) 

Another Conservative echoed this view noting the “media that are more liberal will not like me. Political 

affiliation also plays a very strong role in the reaction to you” (16 July 2012). A Conservative staffer 

recalled an incident where “there was a local issue in the riding and [the media] had gotten it completely 

wrong, and it was just because the reporter did not like the member. For some reason—I don’t know what 

it was—but the individual reporting on the issue did not like her. And when we called to try to fix the 

situation or go forward with it, he was just not having any of it and hung up” (26 September 2012). A 

Liberal candidate, however, also noted “you start to learn about certain personalities. Sometimes some 

journalists have a personal agenda that they’re pushing. . . . A lot of the media personalities, folks who are 

veterans, who have been around a long time, have a personal agenda, and they paint a certain colour 

around your comments” (9 October 2012). Thus, while Conservatives were more likely to mention the 

media’s perceived ideological bias, this was not confined to them. 

 There were only a few cases where candidates explicitly recounted particularly negative 

experiences or inaccurate portrayals. Interestingly, it was visible minority candidates, and particularly 

visible minority women, who were most likely to assess their coverage in this way. One visible minority 

woman said the media unfairly covered a controversy related to her nomination contest and said their 

“criticism was very biased, unfair and sensationalized” (23 June 2012). Another said she was “unfairly 

dismissed” by the media, while a third visible minority woman said she had some fairly negative 

experiences with the media, including an instance in which reporters “staked out [her] home” (20 

September 2012; 2 October 2012). Only one White male said he thought his coverage was inaccurate, and 
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he thought it was for ideological reasons, noting that there is a “Liberal bias” in the media (28 June 2012). 

Women and visible minority candidates tended to suggest that unfair or inaccurate coverage was a 

function of their personal characteristics. A number of candidates—White and visible minority— 

recognized that even if coverage is generally fair and accurate, it “is not the same across the board. 

Candidates get attention if there is something peculiar about them, if there is something unique about 

them as an individual” (12 October 2011). In the political realm, interviewees noted that one’s gender, 

race or age may be among the things that make them stand out. 

Reflections on Socio-demographic Coverage 

 Interviewees talked about the media’s propensity to focus on what one staffer called 

“biographical trivia” (22 September 2012). When asked why the media reported on his background, a 

turbaned Sikh candidate said, “It’s just because I stand out, I guess. And when you stand out, if you’re 

from a visible minority, I think that’s one of the reasons” (14 October 2011). Some did not take offence to 

socio-demographic coverage, suggesting that it is “factual.” When asked about references to her family 

life, one White legislator said bluntly, “Well, I am a mom. I am a grandma. I am a woman” (18 

September 2012). A visible minority party official noted, “You can’t change who you are. You don’t 

develop amnesia at the border when you arrive here. You don’t transform through some kind of 

renovation. You can’t change colour. You are who you are” (30 August 2012). Nonetheless, some 

respondents expressed concern that their race, religion or gender would sometimes be used to 

approximate or make assumptions about their policy beliefs. As one visible minority legislator said, “If 

you share [socio-demographic information] as a fact, I have no problem. But if you use that information 

to colour my statements or views, I will have a problem with that” (9 October 2012). In line with this, a 

female candidate said, “What I do find offensive is if [coverage] is superficial about how I look or making 

an inference that because I’m a woman I don’t have the same knowledge of, say, financial issues” (18 

September 2012). A visible minority candidate echoed this noting that as soon as he says his name, 

people assume his priorities are “Middle East or Muslim stuff” (27 September 2012). This candidate 
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suggested references to his immigrant background typically did not bother him, but references to his race 

or religion were more problematic. Another candidate, one with a relatively uncommon surname, 

emphasized, “Fool around with my name or fool around with my history, and I hit the roof” (18 

September 2012). 

 Other candidates suggested that socio-demographic coverage could actually be quite positive. As 

one put it, “If someone wants to report on the fact that I came here at a young age, and I was born in 

India, that’s fine. We had this opportunity, and we made the most of it. It wasn’t easy . . . but we worked 

hard. I want Canadians to know that you can do anything” (17 September 2012). Another visible minority 

candidate suggested this narrative is attractive to the media because it confirms our own positive 

perception of ourselves. In his words, “We are a country of immigrants . . . and maybe it’s a point of pride 

to look at the person who so recently came to Canada or whose parents came to Canada and is now so 

actively engaged” (14 October 2011).  

 There are limits to the kind of coverage the candidates will accept, however. A staffer who had 

worked for a number of White candidates said that “at a high level,” coverage that mentions that a 

candidate “is a dad or has a dog humanizes him” (26 September 2012), but most interviewees suggested 

certain things are out of bounds, including coverage of family feuds or an extensive focus on candidates’ 

children. Most candidates felt the media do respect these limits, although there were references to some 

incidents that suggest there is a grey area. It does seem the media will largely keep a candidate’s family 

out of coverage unless there is a situation that might imperil a candidate’s ability to serve or cast doubt on 

his or her integrity. This might include a legal matter or family illness, which the media have sometimes 

chosen to report on, often with reference to the political implications of the situation. White and visible 

minority candidates were equally likely to raise concerns about the times that the media had “crossed a 

line” between the political and the personal. 

 On other fronts, there was less convergence. For example, while White candidates rarely raised 

concerns about racialized media coverage, both male and female interviewees drew attention to the 

persistence of gendered coverage. For example, a female candidate who has served in various political 
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capacities over the past three decades told me “there is definitely a gender bias [in media coverage], but 

more so in the early years. I think it’s covered up a bit better now, but I think it’s still there” (18 

September 2011). Another female candidate who has run for multiple levels of government said, “There 

was, and still is, a double standard in terms of media coverage for women as opposed to men” (6 June 

2012). This candidate, and others, mentioned attention to their appearance, hair, clothes, marital status 

and juggling of family and political responsibilities as indicative of this double standard. Said this 

candidate, “I was described in a way that [the media] would never describe a male even though we were 

doing exactly the same thing or speaking exactly the same way. . . . I’d be described as emotional or 

excited, talking too fast or waving my arms too much” (6 June 2012).  

 These sentiments align with the literature on gendered mediation, and the interviewees in my 

study confirmed the already ample evidence that candidate gender affects media coverage. One of the 

journalists with whom I spoke seconded this, noting while the situation has improved somewhat, the 

media’s coverage is still not “gender-blind” (18 October 2012). Several interviewees also talked about the 

effect of candidate age on coverage, with a number suggesting their youthful appearance was used as a 

heuristic for inexperience. Generally, however, White candidates were silent on the impact of race. 

Meanwhile, visible minority candidates talked about the impact of a wide range of characteristics on 

media coverage. It was interesting that while visible minority candidates acknowledged that 

discrimination can occur on a number of non-racial grounds, White candidates largely rejected any 

suggestion that their own skin colour might privilege them in the electoral arena. 

 Often references to gender and age were made in tandem with references to race. When I present 

my research, observers frequently ask which is “worse”: the racism or the sexism? Although well-

meaning, the very premise of this question ignores the complex relationship between identities. 

Consistent with the literature on intersectionality (Collins 1998; Crenshaw 1989, 1991; Lorde 1984), 

interviewees were unable to separate the independent effects of their identities. This is because our race, 

gender, age and other markers of difference do not exist in airtight compartments; they interact, they 

overlap and they often change depending on the subject and the context. Quite simply, no statistical or 
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interpretive method, no matter how sophisticated or precise, can untangle these effects. Said one 

candidate, “[The media] are attacking me because I’m a woman. Attacking me because I’m a young 

woman. Attacking me because I’m a racialized young woman” (1 August 2012). Another visible minority 

woman asserted that “men can have all kinds of allegations or pasts or histories, and it never gets reported 

in the media, but you bring in somebody new, somebody young, somebody who is diverse, and somebody 

who is a woman, and all of a sudden it becomes newsworthy” (23 June 2012). A third visible minority 

candidate said that visible minority women are covered differently than White women, but even among 

visible minority candidates, being male is a “trump card” (28 September 2012). Each of these quotations 

illustrates just how interwoven candidates’ identities are. Because of this, I am not able to say that racism 

is worse than ageism or sexism is worse than racism. What I am able to say is that any marker of 

marginalization complicates self-presentation, media coverage and political experiences; multi-faceted 

marginalization only amplifies this. 

 Certainly, my interviews suggested that references to candidates’ backgrounds are fraught, but a 

number of candidates said that they do draw attention to their family histories and heritage, often using 

this as a springboard to talk about their political motivations or policy interests. Later on in the chapter, I 

talk more precisely about candidates’ image management techniques, but will draw attention here to a few 

examples of how candidates’ backgrounds influence their political interests and motivations. The first is 

from a visible minority candidate who told me that it was his daughter who encouraged him to tell his 

story: 

She said it’s important to give an example of what I went through as an inspiration for other 
South Asians and other immigrants who come into this country. Because they face 
discrimination. They lose hope. The struggle becomes very heavy for them. They look 
around. They at look at someone like me who came here and first drove a taxi . . . But I 
found my way out. And I tell them, yes, there is hope. (6 July 2012)  

The second example is from an article written about Salma Ataullahjan who ran as a Conservative 

candidate in the 2008 election and has since been appointed to the Senate. In the story, it is Ms. 

Ataullahjan herself who notes, “‘I really feel that we need more women and more immigrants to get 
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involved in politics. Too often both groups feel left out and I want to change that. My family has been 

involved in the struggle for democracy and freedom in both India and Pakistan for three generations, so 

it’s in my blood’’’ (Cribb 2008, M7). A strategist who has advised several high-profile parliamentarians 

pointed out that “politicians seek to connect with people. They seek to touch them. . . . One form of 

connecting is the immigrant story because we’re a nation of immigrants. . . . That is one of the key pegs 

on which we build our story” (30 August 2012). A visible minority candidate said, “When I’m talking to 

the media, I’m not talking in a vacuum. It’s a way to speak to real people. Connectivity is everything. 

And people need to relate to you. . . . Your personal story is always a persuasive point because we love 

other peoples’ stories” (9 October 2012).  

 This need to connect is apparent among visible minority candidates who seem to recognize that 

their backgrounds could be off-putting to some voters and therefore confront the issue head-on. For 

example, during the Calgary mayoral election in 2010, which featured Naheed Nenshi, who is a second-

generation Canadian and Ismaili Muslim, Nenshi’s campaign created a YouTube video entitled “How do 

you say Naheed?” In the video description, it was noted, “We get a lot of questions from citizens and the 

media about Naheed and his Better Ideas for a Better Calgary. This video was created to answer the 

number one question that we receive from all sources.” The video showed Calgarians attempting to 

pronounce Nenshi’s name while cleverly inserting information about the candidate (e.g., “There was a 

radio program on the CBC a few years ago about urban issues in Canada and for the Calgary person’s 

opinion, they would always call this person and that was, uh, Na-HEED?”) Taking a page out of Nenshi’s 

book, Liberal candidate Omar Alghabra employed a similar tactic in the 2011 federal election, producing 

a video called “How do you pronounce Omar Alghabra (oh-mar al-GAH-bruh).” Children from 

Alghabra’s Mississauga riding tried their hand at it, often with amusing results, including several versions 

of “Algebra?” and one pint-sized tyke who whispers, “I can’t say that.” These humorous strategies are 

doubtless an attempt to attract interest in one’s campaign but they also serve to defuse suspicions about a 

candidate’s history or motivations, something that is particular to visible minority candidates. Indeed, it is 

doubtful that you would ever find a “How do you say John Smith?” video.  
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 A number of interviewees asserted that references to candidates’ socio-demographic backgrounds 

are “loaded” or skewed toward female and visible minority candidates. One staffer and former candidate, 

a visible minority woman, pointed to me and said, “So, for example, if you ran as a candidate, even 

though you’re White you have a background—German, Italian, French, whatever—but [journalists] never 

write that” (28 September 2012). Another said “When a Canadian does something, do the media say she’s 

White, she’s Jewish, she’s born in Israel or whatever? No. Nobody ever says those things” (29 September 

2012). This point was again reinforced by a visible minority staffer who noted “The coverage will say 

‘Muslim, Nigerian-born,’ but it never says ‘Irish Flaherty’ does it? No” (30 August 2012).70 

 Other candidates went further, with one saying that the media’s focus on her cultural background 

made her feel like a “victim.” In her words, “I was born and raised in Canada and consider myself to be 

Canadian first” (23 June 2012). She says that by focusing on her ethnic heritage, the media painted her as 

somehow less Canadian than other candidates. Other interviewees said that by focusing on the 

backgrounds of visible minority candidates more so than the backgrounds of candidates with Anglo, 

European origins, the media exacerbate differences and “perpetuate the notion that there are tiers of 

Canadians” (30 August 2012).  

 A visible minority candidate suggested that the media have an Anglo Saxon bias. To illustrate her 

point, she drew attention to the treatment of Rahim Jaffer, a former Member of Parliament who was found 

in 2010 to have breached the Lobbyists’ Code of Conduct. In this interviewee’s opinion, the media made 

Mr. Jaffer “out to be evil” because he “was brown” (29 September 2012). She observes that Mr. Jaffer’s 

“only mistake was that he had not registered as a lobbyist.” She contrasts this with the media’s treatment 

of Tony Clement, a Conservative MP and Cabinet Minister whose riding benefited from a number of 

capital projects that were financed through the G8 Legacy Infrastructure Fund in a process that the 

Auditor-General determined lacked transparency and accountability (Fekete 2011). This interviewee goes 

                                                        
70 Several months after this particular interview was conducted, news emerged that Finance Minister Jim Flaherty 
was suffering from some health problems. One columnist did observe that “you have to feel for the scrappy little 
Irishman” (Maher 2013, A8). 
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on to say that Mr. Clement “created a boondoggle of millions of dollars, but [Jaffer] was ethnic” and 

while Mr. Clement “has a Greek background, he is White enough” (29 September 2012). She suggests, as 

well, that ethnicity in part fuelled the coverage of former Cabinet Minister Bev Oda: “$16 orange juice 

and she’s a moocher of the worst sort?! I mean, give me a break. Why are the media so biased?” (29 

September 2012). Although the sentiment was often more muted, there was a sense among a number of 

interviewees that a candidate’s socio-demographic background does influence the media’s reporting, but 

that socio-demographic information is not consistently inserted into all candidates’ coverage. Quite 

simply, some candidates’ backgrounds simply elicit more news coverage than others. The predictors are 

complex, but as I suggest in the next section, it is not the case that the “best” candidates always receive 

the “best” coverage. 

Candidates’ Viability and Media Coverage 

 In Chapter 4, we saw that visible minority candidates receive somewhat more insider coverage 

but slightly less quality coverage than their White counterparts, but in the aggregate, there is no 

statistically significant relationship between candidate race and overall viability coverage. However, 

incumbency has an important effect on this pattern, with visible minority challengers receiving far less 

viability coverage than White challengers, but all incumbents—regardless of race—receiving 

approximately equal amounts of viability coverage. This suggests that viability coverage is undoubtedly 

influenced, at least in part, by a candidate’s actual viability, that is, by their skills, experience, and 

qualifications. The literature suggests that visible minorities do in fact bring superior qualifications to the 

electoral arena, including higher levels of education, more professional backgrounds and longer roots in 

the community (Black 2000a, 2003, 2008a; Biles and Tolley 2008). If this is the case, then we should 

expect them to receive significantly more viability coverage than White candidates rather than the roughly 

equivalent aggregate pattern revealed in Chapter 4. This raises two questions. First, are visible minority 

candidates “more viable” than White candidates? And second, does their media coverage reflect the skills 

and qualifications that they bring to the table?  
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 To answer these questions, I constructed an index that ranks the electoral viability of the 68 

candidates whose media coverage I examined. The index includes data on three measures: candidates’ 

electoral outcomes (i.e., elected or defeated), incumbency and riding competitiveness.71 The scale 

achieves a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.713, suggesting that it is moderately reliable. I had initially intended to 

include other measures, like campaign spending and office-holding at other levels of government, which 

Coletto (2010) suggests will boast the electoral performance of non-incumbent candidates, but their 

presence only decreased the reliability of the index. As a result, they have been excluded. Although the 

relationship between viability and the measures I have included in the index is perhaps clear, I will say a 

word or two about each of the indicators. 

 The inclusion of electoral outcome is perhaps the most straightforward: candidates who win can 

claim viability, while those who lose cannot.72 In the index, I used a dichotomous variable indicating 

whether the candidate won or lost in the 2008 election. Of the candidates in the sample, 66.2% were 

elected while 33.8% were defeated. Although half of the visible minorities in my sample won their 

electoral races and half were defeated, fully 82.4% of the White candidates were elected. As a result, the 

bulk of the defeated candidates in my sample (73.9%) are visible minorities, while the bulk of the elected 

candidates (62.2%) are White. 

Turning next to incumbency, again the relationship between this variable and candidates’ 

electoral prospect is well established, with incumbents enjoying an electoral advantage in single-member 

plurality systems (Cox and Thies 2000; Eagles 1993, 2004; Jacobson 1990; Johnston and Pattie 1995). In 

Canada, one study found that incumbents enjoy a 10% increased probability of winning over challengers, 

                                                        
71 Data for the index were obtained from several sources. The principal sources were (1) candidate profiles compiled 
by CBC as part of their Canada Votes feature; (2) PARLINFO, which is maintained by the Parliament of Canada; 
(3) newspaper reports and online searches of secondary sources; and (4) data from Elections Canada. Thanks are 
extended to Farnaz Behrooz who capably assisted with the compilation of these data. Data on riding competitiveness 
are derived from a measure of party support stability developed by Marc André Bodet who generously provided the 
data I needed to calculate riding competitiveness. 
72 Campbell and Wolbrecht (2006) use electoral outcome as a measure candidates’ viability in their study of female 
legislators in the U.S., but include those candidates who won, as well as those who came within 10 percentage points 
of the victor. They do not provide any justification for this breakpoint, so I have elected to use a won-lost measure. 
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while another found that a party’s share of the popular vote will increase by 6 to 12 percentage points in 

ridings where they run incumbents (Kendall and Rekkas 2012; Krashinsky and Milne 1986). This is 

largely because incumbents provide constituency services during the inter-electoral period, and they 

benefit from increased name recognition and fundraising capacity (Benoit and Marsh 2004; Marland 

1998). In my sample, 55.9% of candidates were incumbents, while 44.1% were challengers. Visible 

minority candidates comprise a larger proportion of the challengers in my sample (53.3%), while White 

candidates comprise a larger proportion of the incumbents (52.6%). This suggests that White candidates 

have the edge on this front as well. 

 The index also includes a measure of riding competitiveness—party support stability —that has 

been developed by Marc André Bodet. Unlike other measures of electoral competitiveness, party support 

stability is dynamic and measures a party’s performance based on its past and present vote shares in the 

riding in the previous two elections. This measure of competitiveness is more appropriate than 

retrospective indicators like a candidate’s margin of victory in the election, or a single-point measure like 

the party’s vote share in the previous election. This is because an indicator based on only one election 

does not account for anomalous victories or historic upsets. In addition to its dynamism, party support 

stability is dichotomous which, as Bodet (forthcoming) points out, is consonant with the way media and 

voters tend to understand political reality. Indeed, although the measure arguably stems from more 

sophisticated calculations than most voters or reporters would use, it mimics the logic that people employ 

when making predictions or inferences about a candidate’s chances of winning. That is, ridings are 

classified as either strongholds or battlegrounds. Strongholds may be non-competitive or weakly 

competitive, but in either case they are “considerably safer” than battlegrounds (Bodet, forthcoming).73  

                                                        
73 Battlegrounds are ridings that are neither weakly competitive strongholds nor non-competitive strongholds. Non-
competitive strongholds are those in which one party received a majority of votes (i.e., more than 50%) in the 
previous two elections. To identify weakly competitive strongholds, meanwhile, Bodet uses an equation that takes 
into account a party’s vote shares in the previous two elections. For a full description and calculations, see Bodet 
(forthcoming). 
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 My index measure of party support stability is based on data from the 2004 and 2006 elections. 

To reflect the “boast” that candidates get when they run in their own party’s stronghold, I code these 

ridings as 1. Ridings that are another party’s stronghold or a battleground are both comparatively more 

difficult for a candidate to win and so they are coded as 0. Among the candidates in my sample, 44.1% 

ran in their own party’s stronghold, while 55.9% ran in another party’s stronghold or battleground riding. 

White candidates were more likely to run in their own party’s stronghold (52.9% of White candidates ran 

in their own party’s stronghold, compared to 35.3% of visible minority candidates). The visible minority 

candidates faced a tougher electoral context, with the bulk (64.7%) running in ridings where their parties 

had historically been less competitive. 

 Other characteristics like community involvement or length of time that a candidate has lived in 

the community were not included in the index. This is because although we can generally say that these 

things are helpful for electoral candidates (or likely do not hurt), it is difficult to arrive at benchmark 

measures that would permit us to code candidates as “viable” or “not viable” on every dimension. There 

are also problems related to missing data. For example, not all candidates provide details about their 

community involvement, nor about the length of time they have resided in a community (indeed, some do 

not even live in the riding that they have held for several years). Problems also arose when I attempted to 

collect data on candidates’ prior occupations. First, candidate biographies often list more than one 

occupation, with some claiming professions that span a wide range of fields, such as one who is both a 

lawyer and farmer and another who is a lawyer and community activist. Second, there seems to be some 

strategic presentation occurring, with some candidates omitting prior occupations from their biographies 

or simply listing their profession as “parliamentarian.” How one should code these cases is unclear. Third, 

and perhaps more importantly, it is also not apparent how to determine if, for example, teachers are more 

viable than engineers. The literature does not offer a great deal of guidance, other than suggesting that law 

and business are common occupations among politicians. I contemplated using a candidate’s level of 

education as a proxy, but its inclusion simply decreased the index’s reliability. 
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 Even if one accepts the measures in the index, critics might argue that an individual candidate’s 

qualifications largely do not matter on election day since a candidate’s electoral prospects are mostly a 

function voters’ approval of the party leader and party. In Canadian politics, it is true that leader and party 

matter but as was noted in Chapter 1, local candidates matter too (Blais et al. 2003). Moreover, if local 

candidates are included in the media’s coverage of the election, this suggests that they are viewed, at least 

to some degree, as having some role. Although this does not diminish the role of party and leader in 

voters’ decision-making, the coverage of local candidates lends credence to their importance, in which 

case the portrayal of that candidate’s electoral prospects is relevant. 

 In short, there is reason to believe that individual candidates do matter and measures of their 

electoral prospects that I have included in the index—electoral outcome, incumbency and riding 

competitiveness—have face validity and an acceptable level of internal consistency. All of the items in 

the index were dichotomous and there were no missing data, so they were aggregated to create a measure 

ranging from 0 to 3, where 0 would represent the least viable candidates and 3 would represent the most 

viable candidates.74 Average viability of the candidates in my sample was 1.66, while the median was 2. 

Eighteen candidates (26.5%) were challengers who ran in another party’s stronghold and were ultimately 

defeated; these candidates scored a zero on the index. Meanwhile, there were 24 candidates (35.3%) who 

were incumbents running in their own party’s stronghold and who were elected; these candidates scored a 

three on the index. Among White candidates, 44.1% would be considered “most viable” (i.e., scoring a 3), 

compared to 26.5% of visible minority candidates. The mean viability of White candidates is 1.9412 (SD 

= 1.1266), while the mean viability of visible minority candidates is 1.3824 (SD = 1.25565), and there is a 

statistically significant relationship between candidate viability and race (Chi-square = 66.494; p < 0.01; 

df = 3; Phi = 0.260). So, do the most viable candidates receive the most viability coverage? And how does 

candidate race influence this relationship? 

                                                        
74 Arguably, the items in the index do not exert equal influence on a candidate’s viability. Future research should 
investigate more fully the relative impact of each of these factors; to simplify analysis at this stage, the items are 
simply weighted equally. 
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 To answer these questions, I assigned a viability score to each of the candidates in my media 

study and then compared these to their viability coverage. The measure of viability coverage is derived 

from the manual content analysis and ranges from 0 to 2. A coverage score of 0 means that a given article 

contained no insider or quality mentions, while a score of 1 indicates there was at least one insider or 

quality mention. A score of 2 means that an article contains at least one insider mention and one quality 

mention. I split the file and ran separate bi-variate analyses for White and visible minority candidates and 

compared the relationship between candidate viability and media coverage. The Chi-square for all cross-

tabulations is significant (p < 0.01), and the results are shown in Table 6.1. 

 
Table 6.1 Insider and quality coverage, by candidate viability and race 

Candidate viability score 

No insider or 
quality 

mentions 
(% stories) 

Insider or  
quality  

mention 
(% stories) 

Insider and  
quality  

mention (%  
stories) 

0 All candidates 70.7 26.0 3.3 

 Visible minority 94.0 6.0 0.0 

 White 51.8 42.2 6.0 

1 All candidates 60.6 37.2 2.2 

 Visible minority 35.1 63.5 1.4 

 White 78.3 18.9 2.8 

2 All candidates 32.4 63.4 4.2 

 Visible minority 26.2 69.0 4.8 

 White 44.3 52.6 3.1 

3 All candidates 11.5 83.0 5.5 

 Visible minority 13.6 80.0 6.4 

 White 10.4 84.6 5.0 
Kendall’s tau-c: All candidates = 0.371 (p < 0.01); Visible minority candidates = 0.367 (p < 0.01);  
White candidates = 0.368 (p < 0.01) 
Source: media study and author’s own calculations 
 
 
 To assess the strength, direction and significance of the relationship, I used Kendall’s tau-c, 

which is appropriate for ordinal data in rectangular tables with tied pairs. The results suggest that there is 

a moderate and positive relationship between candidate viability and media mentions of candidate quality 
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or insider status. The relationship is roughly the same and statistically significant regardless of candidate 

race. This means that in the aggregate, the media are reflecting what both visible minority and White 

candidates bring to the table. This finding diverges from my own expectations and is somewhat of a 

departure from research on gendered media representations, which suggests that portrayals are not always 

a mirror reflection of candidates’ actions and behaviours (e.g., Gidengil and Everitt 2003a). 

 What the aggregate results conceal, however, is the relative discounting of unknown visible 

minority candidates. This can be observed by looking at the first cell in Table 6.1. Here, we see that 

candidate race has a strong impact on insider and quality coverage among the least viable candidates. 

Specifically, while 94% of stories about the least viable visible minority candidates include no insider or 

quality mentions, the comparator for White candidates is 51.8%. Put differently, while only 6% of the 

least viable visible minority candidates could expect to see some mention of their viability in news 

coverage, nearly half of all the least viable White candidates could expect the same. As visible minority 

candidates become more viable, however, their coverage improves dramatically and is more or less on 

par—and sometimes even better—than that of their White counterparts. 

 These findings are in line with the conclusions reached in Chapter 4, where I discussed how 

incumbency similarly affects the coverage of candidates’ viability. It would appear that visible minority 

candidates must achieve some degree of credibility—either through incumbency, an impending electoral 

win or running in a riding where their party has traditionally been competitive—in order to receive some 

viability coverage. This is less so for White candidates who appear to be accorded at least some viability 

coverage even when their objective qualifications perhaps do not support this. This is consistent with U.S. 

survey analysis by Williams (1989) who found that while White voters are willing to elect qualified Black 

candidates, they are more likely to view White candidates as possessing those qualifications and, 

specifically, as capable of achieving various policy goals. Just as my findings suggest, the standard 

imposed differs for candidates depending on their race. In sum, although the media’s coverage of 

candidate viability is, overall, reflective of candidates’ actual viability, there is evidence that racialized 
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assumptions may influence how the least viable visible minority candidates are covered. The same cannot 

be said for White candidates.  

Of course, non-racial explanations for the disparities in coverage are also possible, particularly 

since my definition of viability is based on only three indicators. That is, the relationship I have 

uncovered could be altered by the inclusion of other indicators. Take education, for example. I was able to 

obtain the academic credentials of 59 of the 68 candidates in my sample. Of these, 91.5% have a 

university degree or higher, while the remaining five candidates are college-educated; among these, all 

but one is a visible minority male. Some have suggested a candidate’s level of education provides a 

meaningful indicator of quality (e.g., Darcy and Hadley 1988; Moncrief et al. 1991), so were I to have 

included this measure in the index and ranked college education below that of a university degree, visible 

minority candidates’ viability scores, as a whole, would have been marginally lower. On the other hand, 

visible minority candidates’ mean electoral spending was higher than that of White candidates, both in 

absolute terms and as a percentage of their electoral spending limits. This may be an indicator of their 

level of electoral support and organizational capacity and, hence, their potential viability.75 That said, 

although other indicators could alter the observed relationship between candidate viability and media 

coverage, as I note below, the pattern of having to prove oneself is repeated when other socio-

demographic dimensions are examined. 

 Given the theoretical origins of this project, I was particularly curious about the relationship 

between candidate gender, viability and resulting media coverage. There is no statistically significant 

relationship between candidate gender and viability; male candidates have a mean viability score of 

1.6818 (SD = 1.21565), while female candidates have a mean viability of 1.6250 (SD = 1.24455). Next, I 

looked at the relationship between male and female candidates’ viability scores and overall viability 

coverage using the same procedure that I employed to compare visible minority and White candidates. 

                                                        
75 Alternatively, visible minority candidates may need to spend more money to overcome any real or perceived 
electoral disadvantage associated with their demographic backgrounds. 
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Again, I found a moderate and positive relationship between candidate viability and resulting viability 

coverage, which holds regardless of candidate gender. However, the least viable female candidates 

receive far less positive viability coverage than the least viable male candidates. Specifically, while 

46.9% of less viable male candidates (i.e., those with viability scores of 0 or 1) received an insider and/or 

quality mention in their coverage (Chi-square = 69.458; p < 0.01; df = 2; Phi = 0.335), this number drops 

to 13.4% for similarly situated female candidates (Chi-square = 139.301; p < 0.01; df = 2; Phi = 0.622). 

Among the most viable candidates, however, there are negligible gender differences in viability coverage, 

suggesting that once women have proven themselves, their coverage improves. Consistent with my 

findings on visible minority candidates, it would appear that prototypical candidates—that is, those who 

are White and male—are assumed to be viable even if their qualifications suggest otherwise, while less 

conventional candidates are not automatically associated with electoral viability. 

 An examination of race and gender in tandem provides additional confirmation of this thesis. 

More than half (51.1%) of less viable White male candidates received an insider and/or quality mention 

(Chi-square = 39.858; p < 0.01; df = 2; Phi = 0.362), compared to just 15.8% of less viable White female 

candidates (Chi-square = 71.942; p < 0.01; df = 2; Phi = 0.569). Among visible minority candidates, I 

find a similar but even starker pattern, with 43.6% of less viable visible minority male candidates 

receiving some viability coverage (Chi-square = 33.150; p < 0.01; df = 2; Phi = 0.324), compared to just 

4.2% of their female counterparts (Chi-square = 63.077; p < 0.01; df = 2; Phi = 0.676). In other words, 

most male candidates can expect at least some positive viability coverage even when, according to at least 

one measure, they are not all that viable, but this is much less true for female candidates. Being an 

unknown or unlikely contender definitely hurts everyone’s coverage a little bit, but it hurts women more 

and visible minority women the most. Once candidates have somewhat of a proven record, their coverage 

does improve, but aggregate analyses conceal the disparities and leave us with the erroneous impression 

that viability coverage is simply a reflection of the qualifications that candidates bring to the table. 
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Policy Interests and Issue Coverage  

 Unlike their assessments of socio-demographic coverage in which most candidates suggested that 

such mentions were common in news reporting, there was a sense that policy issues are not really a focus. 

There are a few explanations for this. In the first place, some candidates said that they themselves do not 

talk policy and that during elections, voters are not really interested in such discussions. When I asked a 

long-time MP what policy issues he is most passionate about, he replied, “Doesn’t matter. I never talk 

issues at the door. I have a passion for a couple of things, sure. But at the door, never, never, never do I 

talk policy” (18 September 2012). A visible minority candidate said that while she has a personal interest 

in a number of policy issues, “I think those are not things that are on the minds of everyday, average 

Canadians” (23 June 2012). Most interviewees mentioned that a candidate’s reputation and credibility are 

more important than policy interests. For example, one staffer said that really “the key thing was to keep 

the candidate’s name in front of people. . . . Get him quoted. . . . When we went to frame the pamphlets, it 

was just name, name, name. We tried to make them more deep policy-wise, but we ended up scrapping 

that and just going for his picture and information about him” (1 March 2011).76  

 For those candidates for whom policy was important, they noted that they only focus on the 

issues that matter to voters. When they talk to seniors, they emphasize seniors’ issues; when they talk to 

immigrants, they emphasize minority issues. At the same time, most interviewees said candidates must 

understand communities in order to appropriately target their policy messages. A staffer who has worked 

with a visible minority candidate noted, for example, that Portuguese seniors in the riding are not really 

interested in seniors issues, but instead in “their kids’ kids’ education” (18 June 2012). A visible minority 

candidate and former MP said that when they communicate, they would ask “‘Okay, what kind of 

                                                        
76 Although it is difficult to generalize from a small number of interviews, I did note that policy issues seemed to be 
more front and centre for New Democratic candidates than for others. All NDP candidates with whom I spoke 
expressed a strong commitment to issues related to social justice and equity, including healthcare, women’s issues, 
universal childcare, labour and employment policy, and immigration and refugee reform. Although these kinds of 
issues (and others) were raised by candidates from the other two parties, policy seemed to be a bit of a side note—
perhaps even a distraction—rather than a primary motivator. Of course, as the NDP’s electoral fortunes change, one 
wonders if they will shift their focus away from policy and toward strategy and government formation. 
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messages, what kind of language, what choice of words do we think we need to use to hammer home our 

messages? What kind of issues are they dealing with here? Maybe the environment isn’t as important 

here, but immigration is, or healthcare if we are dealing with seniors. . . . It’s a two-way track. We would 

have our messages, but we had the flexibility to tailor them” (14 October 2011). There were also 

interviewees who suggested that policy messages are not really driven by local candidates, but instead by 

the national campaign. One strategist who had worked on a number of national campaigns noted that local 

candidates’ “job is to be at the doors. You don’t need to have their energy worrying about the campaign, 

or putting together policy briefs” (6 June 2012). A number of candidates and staffers emphasized that the 

aspirations of minority Canadians are really just the same as other Canadians.  

 Of course, several visible minority candidates mentioned that they were drawn toward political 

engagement because of concerns over discrimination, human rights, Islamophobia or social justice. One 

noted that her political interest was initially piqued when, as a young girl, she became frustrated about 

having to travel across town to attend her Saturday morning heritage language classes. She later noted in 

her interview that, as a child, her “house was basically an immigration office. . . . It [seemed like] it was a 

required stop-over in Canada because my parents were there to help with the integration process, help 

with the settlement process” (1 August 2012). Given these motivations, it is perhaps not surprising that 

the media might focus visible minority candidates’ coverage on such issues. However, as one visible 

minority interviewee pointed out, the media help to entrench perceptions about minority candidates’ 

policy interests by calling on them to comment on such issues “because they felt that’s where you’re 

probably most competent to speak, to provide a point of view” (9 October 2012).  

 While some White candidates also drew a connection between their motivations for entering 

politics and their own personal experiences—highlighting, for example, their professional expertise or a 

family history of political engagement—visible minority candidates were more likely to make this link. 

Nonetheless, I was not left with the impression that visible minority candidates are any less multi-

dimensional than other candidates. While their politics are informed by their personal narratives, few 

seemed singularly focused on minority policy issues. A number either mentioned no explicit policy 
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interests, or drew attention to other areas, including the economy, employment and healthcare. One 

visible minority parliamentarian noted that he had done important committee work on issues related to 

agriculture, banking and finance, but had never contributed to any formal study related to diversity; 

nonetheless, when he is mentioned in the media, it is his anti-racism advocacy that is typically 

highlighted, not his work on these other issues (6 November 2012). Moreover, White candidates who ran 

in ridings with concentrated immigrant or visible minority communities were just as likely as visible 

minority candidates—and sometimes more likely—to raise immigration and settlement issues as an 

explicit priority, if they were to raise any policy issues at all. 

 The more common reaction when asked about policy interests was for candidates—both White 

and visible minority—to suggest that policy is the stuff of national campaigns, that local contests are not 

decided on this basis and that door-knocking and communications must be the focus. Rather than 

candidates being divided on mentions of minority policy issues, they are instead united by a feeling that 

policy debate does not win local elections. Indeed, a number mentioned that not only is it difficult for 

local candidates to get media coverage, but it is particularly difficult for local candidates to garner 

coverage on policy issues. One White candidate noted several policy issues that she tried to emphasize in 

her campaign but said most did not resonate. When asked why, she said that there were national issues 

that attracted more attention. She also pointed out that during that particular campaign, her party was 

faring poorly, so “the story was that we were tanking” (6 June 2012). Consistent with the literature on 

horserace journalism, coverage of strategy, tactics and leaders seems to take priority over coverage of 

substantive policy issues, and this seems to affect all candidates equally. Indeed, as Chapter 4 pointed out, 

there is little difference in the amount of policy issue coverage that White or visible minority candidates 

receive, even though the type of policy issues emphasized varies depending on candidate race. 

 To the extent that the media do focus on candidates’ policy interests, it is perhaps not surprising 

that they might zero in on those issues that are informed by personal stories. Visible minority candidates 

cannot shed their ethnocultural background. Although they have other interests and motivators, they are 

informed by their experiences with discrimination, racial profiling and inequity. In addition, because 
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visible minority candidates’ personal narratives are perceived as different and therefore interesting, their 

coverage is more likely to examine the link between this background and their political engagement. That 

said, White candidates are also informed by their personal histories, professional expertise and early 

interactions with public figures, and while the media do draw attention to these formative experiences, 

these stories are typically less frequent and less evocative. Meanwhile stories about visible minority 

candidates often revolve around themes of hard work and triumph and are grounded in experiences that 

voters may view as exceptional and to which they may therefore not relate. This is somewhat of a concern 

given, as one White candidate put it, “Politics is very populist. You have to reflect the populace. They 

have to be able to relate to you” (14 August 2012). Almost without exception, visible minority candidates 

were conscious of this and in their interviews drew attention to the ways that they tried to connect with 

voters from diverse backgrounds. When you look at their coverage, however, this is largely not the take-

away point. Rather, visible minority candidates appear more closely linked to their “own” communities 

and issues than to others. Perhaps this is because visible minority candidates did not successfully execute 

their messages. However, as I suggest below, it could also be that the media find it difficult to present a 

nuanced portrait of candidates or to frame stories in ways that deviate from conventional narratives that 

provide an easy angle. 

 By contrast, even when White candidates told me during their interviews that immigration and 

multiculturalism were among their priorities, these issues rarely figure in their policy coverage. One such 

candidate noted that “by the nature of my constituency, I got involved in a number of issues and 

particularly immigration and refugee policy. The influence there was a very ethnically diverse 

constituency with a lot of newcomers” (6 June 2012). Of the two dozen articles about this candidate that 

appeared during the 2008 writ period, half connected her to some policy issue, but in only one case was 

that issue related to immigration. Similarly, I found five articles about a White candidate who had 

formerly served in the immigration portfolio and who in our interview signaled this issue as important; 

three of these articles mentioned a policy issue but none related to immigration. 
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 The conclusion to which I therefore return is that while a number of visible minority candidates 

acknowledge their interest in so-called minority issues and their policy coverage has some basis in fact, 

the overall portrayal is not a mere reflection. Visible minority candidates express interest in other issues, 

while White candidates told me that they emphasized immigration and multiculturalism policy. These 

self-presentations are not fully borne out in the media’s coverage, however. In the remainder of this 

chapter, I discuss some of the reasons for this disconnect. I look first at how political context affects 

candidate coverage, and then at the role of journalists and candidate self-presentation. I conclude by 

suggesting that race continues to matter in Canadian politics, but this is not solely candidates’ or the 

media’s own doing. 

The Impact of Political Context on Candidate Coverage 

 Interviewees talked about how political context can influence media portrayals. For example, 

several mentioned that being a new candidate can make it more difficult to get coverage or to be covered 

positively, with a number pointing out that the incumbent has a distinct media advantage. Interviewees 

suggested that new candidates often do not have strong relationships with journalists, they are less known 

and therefore not sought out for comment, and they may not be viewed as the front-runner, a perception 

that affects their coverage. One candidate suggested that the media will try to “break” new candidates, 

whom they view as easy targets. In her case, she surmises that once the media “realized they weren’t 

getting anywhere with it, and it wasn’t affecting me . . . they decided to stop” (1 August 2012). Some 

candidates also pointed out that in their first election, they were less media-savvy and not as skilled at 

communicating messages or providing sound bites. When they developed these skills and forged 

relationships with journalists, a number suggested that their coverage improved.  

 Interviewees also pointed out that local candidates, in general, do not get a great deal of coverage, 

and this affects everyone. Several suggested that the media’s attention is centred on national party leaders. 

One former MP decried this development, saying:  

Campaigns have shifted to become much more leader-centric, and there is an increasing 
disinterest in what candidates want to do for their constituents and their country. . . . The 
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ability of candidates to be agents of change and innovation has been in constant decline to 
the extent that they are ignored even locally. The content of what a candidate has to offer in a 
campaign has largely become not of interest and not relevant, while what the leaders are 
doing has become the issue at the local level as well as at the national level. (12 October 
2011) 

Interviewees did not suggest that this development is simply the fault of the media, but rather a function 

of structural changes that have centralized power in the leaders’ offices. Leader-centric media coverage is 

in part a reaction to these changes. Local candidates not only have to compete with leaders for media 

attention, but also with their colleagues who hold Cabinet portfolios and critics’ roles. One former MP 

noted that in her community newspaper, “Often the critic would get the coverage on an issue rather than 

the local member. . . . If the [community newspaper] wants a comment on some federal issue—

infrastructure, immigration, environment—why are they going to the critic? Why don’t they ask one of 

the local members?” (24 September 2012).  

 The propensity of the media to focus attention on party leaders and those holding prominent 

political roles decreases the amount of coverage given to local candidates, but also has implications for 

visible minorities who are less likely to hold positions of importance in the government.77 A journalist 

confirmed this when she noted, “I’m not running a rainbow newsroom. If parties have immigration 

critics, they are the people I will talk to [regardless of race] because they are the ones who are versed on 

the file. . . . And if I’m covering EI [employment insurance], I’m going to go see the EI critic of a party 

and, obviously, the Human Resources Minister” (18 October 2012). It is a self-perpetuating cycle in 

which the absence of visible minorities from some of the key positions reinforces their lack of 

                                                        
77 Bev Oda’s rather unceremonious departure from politics left us with very few visible minorities in prominent 
government positions. Just three visible minority MPs sit in Prime Minister Harper’s 38-member Cabinet, and all 
hold junior positions as Ministers of State: Tim Uppal for Democratic Reform, Alice Wong for Seniors, and Bal 
Gosal for Sport. Of the 28 Parliamentary Secretaries, just two are visible minorities: Deepak Obhrai who is the 
Parliamentary Secretary to the Minister of Foreign Affairs and Chungsen Leung who is Parliamentary Secretary for 
Multiculturalism. One Conservative Party strategist with whom I spoke noted this dearth explicitly when he said, 
“What limited minority representation [the government] has, has really not important positions. Many of them have 
no positions. . . . Now they can walk around and fake it to their constituents, that they're really, really important, that 
they happen to be the PS [Parliamentary Secretary] for Sport or whatever, but really nobody cares. The Liberals did 
have the Herb Dhaliwals, the Ujjal Dosanjhs, the Raymond Chans, that were at the Cabinet table. They were serious 
players, they had impact” (30 August 2012). 
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prominence in news coverage, which I discussed in Chapter 4. It also casts our attention toward those 

within political parties who select the occupants of Cabinet, critic and committee posts.  

 Finally, although my project did not look explicitly at the impact of level of government on media 

coverage, a number of interviewees drew attention to this, often because they had run or held office in 

more than one arena. There was some suggestion that media coverage is less negative at the municipal 

level because the media see you as “working for the community and not just spouting party messages” 

(24 September 2012). This sentiment was not universal, however, with another interviewee suggesting 

that because parties have a limited role in municipal politics, the coverage becomes more personalized. 

This particular candidate had run at all three levels of office and while she says she was covered quite 

fairly federally and provincially, during her municipal campaign, she “was the victim of media that 

portrayed [her] in the ugliest light possible. Photos, cartoons, were always the worst they could find” (6 

June 2012). In municipal politics, not only do candidates have little partisan cover, but they also become 

the sole focus, given the absence of party leaders. While this might result in more coverage, there is—as 

this candidate notes—the potential for that attention to turn personal and negative. In many respects, this 

will be determined by the nature of the electoral race, the personalities involved, and the way in which 

candidates choose to present themselves, a discussion that I turn to next. 

Candidate Self-Presentation, Image Management and News Coverage 

 Few politicians have a direct line to voters and thus must rely on the media to present them 

publicly. Of course, candidates assist in the process by providing professional photographs, distributing 

slick campaign materials and arranging structured press conferences, but ultimately it is the media who 

decide what image the public sees. The media choose the visuals, parse the quotations and write the 

headlines. They are responsible for a story’s angle, frame and very presence. Of course, we cannot under-

estimate the choices that candidates make. As was noted in Chapter 2, all candidates—and indeed, all of 

us—engage in some element of “stage management.” We seek to put our best face forward and to 

conform to socially accepted standards of behaviour. In the image-centric world of politics, this desire is 
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perhaps magnified, with most of my interviewees noting that even a single misstep can have grave 

consequences. To guard against this, candidates and their staff work to tailor careful messages, hone the 

candidate’s public speaking abilities and cultivate a style becoming of an elected official. In this section, I 

examine candidates’ impression management strategies, the factors that affect these and the extent to 

which these choices may influence media coverage. 

 A number of people with whom I spoke suggested that politics is a sales profession, and 

candidates have to find ways to appeal to voters. One staffer said, “The way that you focus, how you sell 

yourself in your literature, and the way you talk to voters is key” (18 June 2012). Interviewees 

emphasized that branding is not straightforward, however, because the characteristics that appeal to one 

set of voters may alienate another segment of the population. One candidate told me, “I used the youth 

angle to project a lot of energy and change and a lot of positive attitude, but at the same time, people see 

that as [indicative of] inexperience, so it’s a double-edged sword” (14 October 2011). Presenting an 

image that is genuine and consistent seems to be key. As one strategist put it, “Some minority candidates 

play up their minority background. Others say ‘Yeah, I’m in the soccer league here, my son’s in the 

daycare, my wife is on the PTA. . . . You have to be comfortable in your skin. You can’t pretend to be 

like the Joneses if you’ve never met the Joneses” (30 August 2012). A White staffer seconded this when 

he said, “You package each candidate differently based on their skill set, based on who they are and 

what—in terms of biography—they come with” (18 June 2012). 

 The need to project an appealing public image was mentioned by a wide range of candidates, but 

women and visible minority candidates were much more likely to reference concerns about self-

presentation particularly in relation to their appearance and speech.78 Recognizing that he might have to 

overcome stereotypes about his communication abilities, a visible minority candidate told me that 

whenever he spoke in debates, he would post the videos online “so that people could see and hear that I 

                                                        
78 One exception to this was a White male candidate whose riding includes a number of conservative and 
Evangelical Christian voters. His party’s support for same-sex marriage was a sore spot for some in this community, 
so he purposefully highlighted his wife and marital status in his campaign literature. 
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was able to articulate myself. . . . I guess the assumption is that someone who is racialized, who is a 

visible minority, may not have the language skills, may not be articulate, so I wanted to highlight that I 

have those skills in abundance” (15 August 2012). This same candidate also emphasized his professional 

background and ensured he was “very well-dressed and very polished” in an effort to counteract negative 

perceptions about young visible minorities. Two female candidates with business backgrounds noted that 

they were cognizant of the need to appear professional “but not too professional.” One who ran in a fairly 

rural riding said she had to “reshape [her] image from being this über professional policy person to 

somebody who can relate on the street” (14 August 2012). She relayed that her staff would tell her, “‘Go 

home and take off that suit. Can you wear a sweater rather than a suit? Can you wear a dress rather than 

pants?’” Her staff would tell her to wear her plain gold wedding band instead of her diamond ring, and 

she was sure not to wear high heels when campaigning in certain parts of the riding (14 August 2012). 

These choices are partly a reaction to predictions about the image that will resonate most positively 

among voters.  

 A number of factors can affect candidates’ choices about self-presentation. Perhaps chief among 

these was the composition of the candidate’s riding. Unsurprisingly, the larger a riding’s immigrant and 

minority population, the more likely candidates are to draw attention to their socio-demographic 

backgrounds. Sometimes, this is an attempt to connect with voters, while in other cases, it is an attempt to 

distinguish oneself from one’s opponents. This is clear in an article about Yasmin Ratansi’s nomination 

contest, which notes that while Ratansi “insisted she had broad support, [she] nevertheless made clear 

efforts to win the backing of the South Asian community. ‘I am the only candidate in this contest who is 

of South Asian heritage and understands your issues, because they are my issues too,’ she said in an 

interview with the Weekly Voice, a community newspaper” (Cowan 2004, A10).  

 While socio-demographic self-presentation may appear skewed toward visible minority 

candidates, this finding is complicated by the fact that visible minorities are most likely to run in the 

highly diverse ridings that are most strongly associated with this kind of strategic self-presentation. A 

deeper analysis finds that the propensity to engage in socio-demographic self-presentation was not 
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confined to visible minority candidates, however. Rather, White candidates also engaged in strategic 

socio-demographic presentation. A White MP who represented a highly diverse riding told me that on her 

website, she was always sure to post photographs with “diversity” in them (24 September 2012). Strategic 

socio-demographic presentation was also evident among White candidates with ethnic minority 

backgrounds, including Ukrainian, Polish, Greek and Italian. One candidate noted that this strategy is 

“totally helpful for two reasons. One, people saw me as someone who would understand their struggles 

because of my ethnocultural background. Second, they knew that I understood the importance of 

celebrating one’s ethnic origin in the Canadian context” (6 June 2012). When I look at the coverage of 

candidates who mentioned their ethnic minority heritage as a strategic advantage, however, in none is this 

element of their backgrounds referred to. Compare this to a visible minority candidate who ran in a 

relatively diverse riding and told me, “I’m not ashamed of anything, and I don’t shy away from talking 

about anything, but I don’t necessarily talk about my ethnic or faith background. . . . I don’t want to 

alienate other people who may not relate to it” (27 September 2012). It bears emphasizing that even 

among visible minority candidates who told me that they intentionally downplay their ethnocultural or 

religious heritage, I can find a number of references to these characteristics. There is not, in other words, a 

straight-line relationship between self-presentation and media portrayal. 

 It also merits mention that there is not a single electoral district in the country where any one 

racial or ethnic group makes up the majority, save for the ridings that are predominantly White. For that 

reason, visible minority candidates cannot simply sell themselves as “ethnic” or “immigrant” candidates 

because this has the potential to alienate them from White voters, as well as voters from other minority 

racial and ethnic communities. A visible minority strategist said, “I know of no riding where any one 

community voting all one way could win if all the other people [voted differently]. It’s probably 

impossible in Canada, so you need to appeal outside of your community and your constituency” (30 

August 2012). A White MP with ethnic minority origins confirmed this sentiment, noting “We’re all 

different. We all come from different backgrounds. We all look different. People with long last names, 
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people with ethnic or different diversities, people from mixed backgrounds, and you got to work with 

everybody” (18 September 2012).  

 This reality means that candidates need to think carefully about their characteristics and the 

qualities they present to voters. A visible minority candidate insisted, “During all of the time that I have 

run in my riding, the last thing that I have ever did is to say who I am, my ethnicity, my religion. That 

does not play an active role” (16 July 2012). This particular candidate ran in a riding where about one-

quarter of the population identifies as a member of a visible minority group. In light of this, the candidate 

emphasized, “I present myself as a Canadian, as having the same values as everyone else. If I try to 

highlight my ethnicity, my religion, these things, then I will lose. I will gain a minority—a strong 

minority—but I will never make it. . . . I present ‘I am a Canadian just like you. My values are like yours, 

I have the same desires as you’” (16 July 2012). However, when I asked him whether the media pick up 

on this message—that he is Canadian just like everyone else—he said no. Another visible minority 

candidate said the media “did not cover [her] as a credible person who knows her stuff.” She notes, “I 

took public finance. I know exactly what I’m talking about. Do the media care? No. The media say, ‘I 

don’t know what this ethnic woman is doing here’” (29 September 2012). A candidate who had worked as 

a model prior to running for politics says she explicitly downplayed this part of her résumé, focusing 

instead on her advanced education and community involvement. Nonetheless, in all but one of her 

articles, her former occupation is mentioned. 

 Few visible minority candidates denied their ethnocultural heritage or even shied away from 

talking about it; a number also readily admitted that they infuse their backgrounds into their 

communications when it will be advantageous.79 For example, a visible minority woman who ran as a 

candidate and now works as a staffer suggested that people are “looking for something different,” and 

                                                        
79 If anything, visible minority candidates were more open to talking about their backgrounds and their self-
presentation than were White candidates. Although White candidates also talked about the importance of appealing 
to voters, some seemed to have thought less about branding and image management, perhaps because they do not 
have to. 
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they are concerned that elected officials are not reflective of the diversity of the population. So, she notes, 

“I used that to my advantage” (28 September 2012). The issue seems to be one of emphasis. In their study 

of Members of Congress, Zilber and Niven (2000, 61) found, “Ironically, for most African American 

members, the discussion of race is about a commitment to inclusion, while in the media it is conveyed as 

a preference for exclusion.” Similarly, while visible minority candidates talk about their backgrounds, not 

all of them do, and some intentionally downplay these characteristics or complemented them with 

references to their involvement in “mainstream” organizations and “Canadian” society.80 Nonetheless, 

mentions of the race, immigrant background and support from minority communities appear in article 

after article, often with little reference to the candidates’ other dimensions. By contrast, a number of 

White candidates talked about their upbringing and the ways that they use their own backgrounds as a 

point of connection with minority voters. In spite of this, there are few media stories that mention the 

socio-demographics of White candidates. Moreover, skeptics dismiss these inconsistencies and focus 

instead on the admission that, yes, visible minority candidates sometimes do draw attention to their 

ethnocultural heritage.  

 One strategist with whom I spoke said that the media and other observers focus on visible 

minority candidates’ own references to their background as a “proof point” and ignore all of the other 

ways that they present themselves (30 August 2012). This was confirmed by a candidate who said:  

I talk about my parents coming to Canada and succeeding, but in the context that I talk about 
it, it’s because that’s one of the reasons that I’m involved and want to give back. . . . So I 
mention it, but beyond that, I don’t really talk about my family. . . . At the same time, often 
in the media, probably because of my appearance and background, they automatically talk 

                                                        
80 The website of a Calgary-based MP, Devinder Shory, provides an excellent example of this strategy. In his 
biography, Mr. Shory’s Indian birthplace and immigration history are highlighted. He notes that “like many new 
Canadians,” his foreign credentials were not recognized when he arrived in the country, so he “loaded linen trucks 
[and] drove cabs” before becoming a lawyer and “being called to the Alberta bar.” Here, we can see that references 
to Mr. Shory’s “immigrant experience,” which are likely targeted to newcomers in his riding, are then bridged by the 
mention of his standing in a “mainstream” profession: the law. The biography goes on to mention Mr. Shory’s work 
with the YMCA, public library and other community organizations, in addition to being the recipient of an 
Outstanding Service Award from the Calgary Filipino Community. Again, we can see the interplay between the 
minority and mainstream dimensions. The bio concludes by noting “in his spare time, Devinder enjoys exploring 
other cultures and their ideas. His passions remain politics, law and giving back to his country, Canada” (Shory 
2012, online; emphasis added). 
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about the immigrant success story. They talk about the first generation. Maybe it’s a cultural 
norm, but it’s a common media practice, and it happens often. (14 October 2011)  

Another visible minority candidate with a penchant for flashy dressing said that his wardrobe “ended up 

getting more attention than saying I’ve been involved with activism or was heavily involved in human 

rights. Some of those other things may have been glossed over, and they highlighted the ‘well-dressed, 

good suits.’ Some of it was definitely presented by me, but in terms of a focus, I think sometimes the 

media focused more so on it” (15 August 2012).  

 Admittedly, there appears to be a tension in candidates’ behaviour between appealing to ethnic or 

immigrant voters—a plausible core constituency—and presenting themselves as “Canadian” so that they 

appeal to other voters. One staffer said candidates often modify their self-presentation, depending on the 

context (22 September 2012). Another confided that she struggles with finding a balance between her 

“Canadian” and “ethnocultural” identities. She noted that if she downplays her ethnic heritage, her own 

community will criticize her, but if she emphasizes it too much, other voters will see her only as an ethnic 

representative, and she will lose credibility (1 August 2012). This sort of balancing act is not something 

that White candidates talked about or with which they seemed to grapple, and it is thus not a factor that 

really complicates their coverage. As I outline below, the nuance that visible minorities bring to their self-

presentation is simply not apparent in their coverage. 

The Role of Journalists 

 Most interviewees spoke frankly about the important role that journalists play in their coverage, 

and many suggested that candidates who have built positive relationships with reporters will receive 

better media coverage. For example, a White interviewee who had worked as a columnist prior to being 

elected told me, “I had an advantage because . . . I actually knew a lot of the reporters” (11 September 

2012). A visible minority candidate said, “Over time, I was able to build relationships, one on one 

relationships, with lots of reporters. They started taking an interest in the kinds of things I stand for, the 

issues that I chose to champion” (9 October 2012). Another visible minority candidate said, “I was very 

fortunate to have good relations with [the local newspaper] so, generally speaking, I feel they have always 
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given me positive coverage because I have earned that” (14 October 2011). A White former MP 

confirmed this sentiment, noting, “The more open and transparent you were, in terms of media calls and 

media relations, the more likely you were to get coverage” (6 June 2012). Others suggested that once 

journalists know you, they think twice about covering you negatively; in one visible minority candidate’s 

words, personal relationships with the media “make it more difficult for them to dehumanize you” (27 

September 2012). 

 In her examination of gendered media coverage, Goodyear-Grant (2007) found that male MPs 

were much more likely than female MPs to discuss the importance of building relationships with 

reporters. Among my interviewees, I did not observe a sharp gender divide. Indeed, it was a female staffer 

to a female candidate who provided the most explicit example of relationship-building when she relayed 

that “the minute [the candidate] got elected, we outreached to all of the local media, set up coffees, found 

out what the local issues were from their eyes and how to work with the media in the community to make 

sure those issues get raised” (26 September 2012). That said, although female respondents were about as 

likely as male respondents to mention the importance of media relationships, the women I interviewed did 

tend to have a more guarded view. Their references to relationships tended to be couched in protectionist 

language, whereas this was less common among the men with whom I spoke. The sense among female 

candidates seems to be that you must build these relationships or else the media will not cover you 

favourably, while male candidates’ references were somewhat less defensive. Similarly, although visible 

minority candidates were about as likely as White candidates to mention the importance of relationships 

with journalists, the former were much more likely to note that such relationships had to be cultivated. 

White candidates tended to say that they had connections to journalists and these were useful, while 

visible minority candidates suggested that once they built these relationships, their coverage improved. 

Those relationships were not pre-existing or naturally accruing. This conclusion is in line with the notion 

that visible minority candidates have a different starting point than White candidates, a point to which I 

return below. 
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 It is also noteworthy that some of the respondents who were most critical of the media drew 

explicit attention to their policy of not forging relationships with journalists. As one visible minority 

candidate put it, “The one good thing about the media was because I didn’t want to be a media darling 

they never covered me, which was fine by me. . . . I didn’t make friends with the media because the media 

are not your friend. They’re there to extract information out of you. So I was very disciplined. I always 

kept the media at bay” (29 September 2012). Another visible minority candidate whose coverage 

suggested she generally did not engage with the mainstream media told me in her interview that this was 

true, but suggested it was because they had not covered her fairly, so she generally turns down media 

requests. She notes that requests for interviews have decreased as a result, and her decision to not engage 

with reporters has not necessarily softened the relationship. As she says, “I’m very selective in who I talk 

to with the media, and that is what their problem is.  Their problem is that they’re really upset because I 

won’t talk to them, because they blew it, okay?” (2 October 2012). 

 In spite of the criticisms, a number of interviewees were sympathetic toward journalists. As one 

staffer put it, “Reporters aren’t out to screw you” (18 June 2012). Many noted the time constraints that 

journalists face, budget cuts that have reduced the number of reporters available to do in-depth 

investigative work, the pressure to produce stories that sell, and “down-market” pressures toward 

tabloidization and infotainment. Others noted that there are competing pressures. As one staffer put it, 

“There were times when we had an issue, we had a press conference or something, and it just didn’t get 

covered because, you know what, the reporter was at a bigger event, or they had something else that they 

had to put in that day” (26 September 2012). A staffer and former journalist suggested that journalism is a 

“manufacturing profession,” and a set number of stories is the product. He noted “it’s important to 

understand the constraints on journalists [and] it’s especially important to understand what their 

productivity metrics are. It’s as if they are churning out widgets” (22 September 2012). 

 Interviewees suggested that newspapers prefer to cover large national issues, which are typically 

pulled from wire stories, a phenomenon that contributes to the homogenization of the news. It also means 

a corresponding lack of attention to local stories. Many were critical of the national media, although one 
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staffer suggested that larger outlets are better able to pursue in-depth or investigative stories. Most 

interviewees tended to draw distinctions between media outlets, and their assessments ran the gamut. 

Some were more positively disposed to community newspapers because these outlets tended to provide 

greater coverage of local candidates, but others suggested that they were less professional and more likely 

to be ideologically biased. Interviewees also drew attention to the impact of social and ethnic media on 

the traditional media landscape. 

 For example, several respondents pointed out that competition from social media has exacerbated 

the challenges that journalists face. Reporters now live in a 24-hour news cycle and have to contend with 

bloggers and online commentators who can produce stories quickly, sometimes with little oversight and 

who often take greater liberty in determining what is newsworthy. Two candidates talked about incidents 

involving bloggers whom they say covered stories unfairly or unprofessionally (24 September 2012; 16 

October 2012). Referring to anonymous bloggers, one candidate said, “I just see these as bottom feeders.  

These are people who are basically unemployable, and they have a platform for their opinions and express 

those freely under a pseudonym, right?  Don’t even put their own names down. . . . And they print 

whatever comes to their mind, usually very negative” (24 September 2012). Often, these stories are 

picked up by the mainstream media. Indeed, the retouched photo of Rathika Sitsabaiesan, which I 

mentioned in Chapter 4, was originally reported on by a blogger and then covered by mainstream outlets 

in Canada and around the world (Brean 2011). 

 I also talked to candidates about differences in coverage between the mainstream and ethnic 

media. Attention to the ethnic media varied a great deal among the candidates in my sample, although 

candidate race does not appear to be the main driver. Specifically, candidates appear to seek coverage in 

the ethnic media when their riding includes a large number of voters from an ethnocultural community 

that also has its own media outlet. That is, the segmentation of the ethnic media landscape is as important 

as the composition of the riding. For example, two visible minority candidates who had represented 

ridings with large visible minority populations said that they were not all that interested in ethnic media 

coverage because their constituents did not belong to communities with identifiable media outlets (27 
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September 2012; 29 September 2012). At the same time, visible minority candidates who ran in less 

diverse ridings noted that they received coverage in media outlets devoted to their own ethnic 

communities, although at least one pointed out that, from the perspective of winning elections, such 

coverage was largely inconsequential (6 November 2012). However, one visible minority candidate did 

suggest that ethnic media coverage is important because the mainstream media have “ignored” visible 

minority candidates (16 July 2012). 

  Another visible minority candidate suggested that the ethnic media are more fair and accurate 

than mainstream media (2 October 2012), but several other interviewees raised questions about the 

professionalism of these outlets. For example, one visible minority candidate said most ethnic media 

outlets are “two-man, one-man, one-woman shows where they just copy and paste a news item, whether 

it’s from back home or from Canada. There isn’t really a lot of in-depth analysis in the ethnic media” (27 

September 2012). Some suggested that ethnic media outlets blur the line between news content and 

advertising. A visible minority candidate said that ethnic newspapers will often ask politicians to write 

columns that appear on the editorial page, but which the outlet considers to be advertising and for which 

the politician therefore pays. A White candidate suggested that the ethnic media are “just hungry for 

content. So we always send out press releases to them, and they often just reprint it” (24 September 

2012). This was confirmed by a White MP who said, “I’ve got coverage in the ethnic press weekly. We 

send out a press release with pictures. They take the press release with pictures, they stick it on, and it’s 

there” (18 September 2012). One candidate said that this is “because [ethnic media outlets] want to you 

advertise, and if they give you negative coverage, you won’t” (24 September 2012). None of my 

interviewees made any such claims about the mainstream media. Regardless, ethnic and social media 

represent an additional source of competition in an already strained media environment, and this pushes 

journalists in traditional news outlets to produce more stories faster in an effort to keep up.  
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Multi-Dimensionality and the Problem of Nuance 

 As was discussed in Chapter 2, journalists must distill facts and problems, communicate 

understandable stories, and cut through all of the complexity to deliver a product that citizens are able to 

quickly and easily digest. This challenge is exacerbated by the fact that candidates are complex. We do 

not bring one identity to the table, and our image will shift depending on the context, the audience and 

lessons learned from prior encounters. Indeed, in an effort to appeal to a broad swath of voters, candidates 

actively strive to present themselves as multi-dimensional. These are competing imperatives: the quest for 

simple stories on the one hand, and layered and nuanced subjects, on the other. As a result, it is not 

difficult to see why media portrayals may sometimes be disconnected from candidates’ self-presentation. 

 Although my research did not include extensive conversations with journalists, after speaking to a 

staffer who had previously worked as a journalist, I did conduct some exploratory interviews. My 

interviews with journalists suggest that whether they are covering breaking news or writing longer 

features, they are nonetheless drawn to familiar narratives. John Miller, a former journalist and now a 

professor emeritus at Ryerson University, told me that what happens in newsrooms is that “somebody is 

assigned a story and it fits the pattern of the previous story, so they automatically leap to a conclusion that 

it’s ‘this kind’ of story. They start limiting their sources . . . and produce exactly the same kind of story” 

(5 November 2012).  

 In describing a profile he had written about a visible minority MP, one former journalist admitted 

that he had fallen back on an “easy trope.” We discussed some of the gendered and racialized references 

in the story, and the interviewee told me, “I talked extensively to [the MP] about her background not only 

because it was interesting and worth reporting on, but I hope I tried to give it some better shading than a 

300-word wire piece or a 50-second radio piece would do” (22 September 2012). He admitted that he may 

not have been successful and, as he pointed out, was still “participating in that social construction” (22 

September 2012). Another reporter said, “I covered Brampton-Springdale because Ruby Dhalla was one 

of the candidates. She’s high profile, in the media a lot and she’s attractive. There was the issue where she 
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had been parachuted into her riding, so that made it interesting too. And also just the changing 

demographics in that riding. All of that made it a spicy, sexy story” (11 October 2012). Another journalist 

said that the media tend to “fall back” on safe stories, including the “immigrant narrative” that 

characterizes reporting on visible minority candidates. She also admitted that “when you see a candidate 

who isn’t White speaking, you assume that they have all of this baggage, and they care about these issues 

like immigration [or] multiculturalism more than any other candidates, which may not even be true. And I 

also sometimes think [visible minority candidates] are unfairly pigeon holed” (9 October 2012).  

 Although the journalists defended their objectivity, at least one with whom I spoke did concede 

that he brings parts of who he is to all of his reporting: “There’s nothing you can do about who you      

are. . . . I go to new places, I cover events, I write about things that I think are interesting. And I’m sure 

every experience that I’ve lived in my life played into those decisions somehow” (11 October 2012). Still, 

he noted that even though he is a White reporter who has covered a number of “diversity” stories, in the 

context of his work no one has ever commented on his race or ethnicity. Another White reporter 

suggested “most people who are involved in or around politics are, frankly, colour-blind” (18 October 

2012). She said she cannot think of any time that she has heard a reporter suggest that being a visible 

minority might be an issue for a candidate or leadership prospect, although she has heard journalists 

“discuss the fact that an openly gay leadership aspirant or a woman might face a different set of 

expectations” (18 October 2012).  

 Of course, it could be that people are simply less comfortable discussing issues related to race, 

and this why this journalist has not heard conversations about visible minorities being (dis)advantaged in 

politics. As the literature on modern racism suggests, journalists (and others) are unlikely to talk openly 

about the influence of race or the possibility of racial prejudice because this kind of bias tends to be much 

more implicit. Still, this reporter emphasized that people who live in the “political fishbowl . . . don’t 

really notice that there are fish of any colour other than party colours” (18 October 2012). In her words, 

she can “just see a blue fish, and a red fish and an orange fish” (18 October 2012). A former reporter who 

is a visible minority countered this to some extent, noting that while he found the media leadership to be 
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“permeable” and “open to people of different kind of backgrounds,” he found this to be less so among 

journalists themselves (22 September 2012). John Miller, the former journalist and now professor 

emeritus, told me that reporters get defensive when they are asked about racism because “it’s almost like 

an accusation that they’re deliberately setting out to do this. . . . That’s not really the case. Much of what 

differentiates coverage is in fact unconscious. It’s resorting to a stereotype as a shortcut and portraying 

someone a certain way or asking them questions that they wouldn’t ask of, say, a White candidate” (5 

November 2012). 

 Miller suggests that in the early 1990s, he tried “for several years to get the newspaper industry 

interested in diversifying coverage and . . . there was absolutely no interest” (5 November 2012). In 

addition, he noted that journalists did not, and still do not, have many specific tools to help them cover 

diversity fairly and accurately. As a result, Miller decided to develop a course on covering diversity, 

which was first offered at Ryerson in 1997. The course was mandatory for all third-year journalism 

students, and it provided instruction on how to overcome stereotypes, delay framing stories and apply the 

same news judgment to all people, regardless of their race or other socio-demographic characteristics. The 

course was abruptly cancelled in 2006 after “quite a bit of student resistance and resistance from other 

faculty” (5 November 2012). When I asked Miller why the course was discontinued, he said there were 

many reasons—sometimes contradictory—voiced by both White and visible minority students. Among 

the objections, however, was a rejection of the premise of inherent bias. In Miller’s view, people like to 

believe that “we’re fair. . . . and capable of treating everybody the same. We resent it when somebody 

suggests that we’re not, even if it’s not called racism. Even if it’s called racially differentiated coverage. 

We really take that personally” (5 November 2012). There are, in other words, strong reactions to 

initiatives aimed at improving the media’s coverage of race and, perhaps unsurprisingly, few targeted 

strategies for addressing this. 

 Reporters noted, however, that stories are not written in isolation, so even if journalists do bring 

personal biases to a story, there are checks and balances. Moreover, one visible minority reporter with 

whom I spoke suggested that all journalists are capable of producing quality stories about diverse 
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communities. In her words, “You don’t require the badge of being a woman or being Muslim or being the 

child of immigrants to report on these communities effectively” (9 October 2012). She noted that a lot of 

times, it is her editors—“White, fifth-generation Canadians”—who point out issues related to diversity 

that she herself has missed.  

 The journalists with whom I spoke suggested that while they have quite a bit of latitude over the 

kinds of stories that they write, these decisions are influenced by what they think will be of interest to 

their newspapers. As one put, “It’s not just what I’m interested in, but what will the newspaper find 

acceptable, interesting, for its pages. So, there’s also assumptions there that I have to make [about] what 

my boss thinks is interesting” (11 October 2012). This reporter goes on to say that because many of the 

people in positions of leadership in the media sector are older, Canadian-born and perhaps did not grow 

up in a context that was as multicultural as today’s, they have a different definition of what the “norm” is, 

and “that probably contributes to added interest in candidates who are not White, Anglo-Saxon, Protestant 

or Catholic” (11 October 2012). Another reporter noted that in the course of his research for an article on 

a visible minority candidate, he discovered that she had been married and then later divorced. He 

originally did not include this detail in his story, but was then encouraged to do so by an editor who said, 

“‘Oh no, put that in. That’s really interesting’” (11 October 2012). 

 As one visible minority candidate put it: “Journalists are human beings, and they have their 

preconceived notions and judgments, just like everybody else. And, certainly, they bring that to the job, 

even though they try not to. And I think some do it better than others, not bringing it into the equation. 

And some can’t help themselves, but they don’t notice they’re doing it” (27 September 2012). Another 

visible minority MP said, “The majority of mainstream media very much are still typecasting. . . . They 

look at me and the first thing they see is an Asian woman. . . . So they think they can bully me” (2 

October 2012). As this interviewee points out, even when racial biases are unintentional, the 

consequences are real, particularly for visible minority candidates. 
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Even Playing Field, Different Starting Points 

 A number of interviewees—both visible minority and White—conceded that the bar is set higher 

for visible minorities. The sense is that while White candidates start at zero, visible minority candidates 

start below that and then have to work their way up. This is consistent with my analysis of candidates’ 

viability coverage, which found that even when White and visible minority non-incumbents are similarly 

situated, the former are far more likely to be presented as qualified or likely contenders. That is, visible 

minority candidates do not start at the same point as their White counterparts, but once they have proven 

themselves, the differences in coverage are relatively negligible. As one visible minority candidate put it, 

“The threshold or standard is higher because you have to first prove that you’re not what they thought you 

were and then you have prove that you are serious candidate” (27 September 2012). A female candidate 

pointed out that “if women need to prove themselves as being qualified and ready and all of that sort of 

thing, layer onto that what it means to be a visible minority, and the bar is even higher because there are a 

whole other series of cultural biases and perceptions, linguistic issues that come into play, that would 

make it even more challenging” (16 October 2012). This was confirmed by a visible minority staffer who 

said visible minority candidates have to work harder to be portrayed positively in the media, and “they 

have to be mindful that what may not be covered for a non-minority candidate can become a story for 

you” (30 August 2012). Another visible minority respondent said, “In Ottawa, on Parliament Hill, if a 

minority makes a misstep, it becomes a huge story, and their picture is on the front page of the paper. But 

if the same misstep was made by another person of the same, same education, same background and 

everything but was White, it would not be a front page story” (6 November 2012). 

 During our interview, a White candidate mentioned in passing that after receiving some criticism 

from the mainstream media on his party’s position on family reunification for immigrants, the campaign 

decided to hold separate media events for the mainstream and ethnic media because they “needed 

different messages” (11 September 2012). It does not appear that this strategy raised any ire, in contrast to 

a visible minority candidate who says she was accused of “racism” when she held a press conference 
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specifically for the ethnic media (2 October 2012). Three visible minority candidates to whom I spoke 

mentioned family problems that surfaced during their time in politics. All of them suggested that the 

media’s coverage of these issues was driven in part by their race and ethnicity and that it was an attempt 

to discredit them. A number of interviewees also pointed out that political organizing by ethnic or 

immigrant communities is portrayed in the media as suspicious and unfair, while the courting of the 

(White) seniors’ vote or endorsements by corporations are seen as unproblematic. 

 The increased scrutiny is not restricted to the media, but plays out among political elites as well, 

although often as an offensive strategy based on predictions about potential coverage. For example, one 

interviewee who has been closely involved in his party’s recruitment of ethnic candidates says that when 

individuals approach him about running, he asks them, “‘Are you clean? You got luggage? Any skeletons 

in your closet? Have you ever declared bankruptcy? Have you ever beat up your wife? Has your wife ever 

beat you up? Have you ever crossed the street or pissed on the wrong side?’” He says that as a result of 

his intense questioning, many “feel violated,” but he tells them, “’If I don’t violate you now, you’re going 

to get violated during the election’” (18 September 2012). A visible minority candidate who has also been 

involved in candidate recruitment says that while all candidates are subjected to a background check, “all 

parties at all levels in all provinces probably do more stringent background checks on candidates from 

ethnic backgrounds” (9 October 2012). Another interviewee who has also been involved in recruitment 

said that visible minority candidates have to be stronger because they already stand out, so the media will 

scrutinize them more (28 September 2012).  

 Candidates did point out, however, that once journalists got to know them, their coverage often 

changed. A visible minority candidate noted “When I was first elected, I was not a known commodity. So 

I think there was a little bit of ‘Who is this guy? Where did he come from and what’s his story?’ Then that 

kind of disappeared. . . . It’s the evolution of the narrative, right? Clearly, in the beginning my narrative 

was who I am, what I have done, and why I am running, and I think it was fair for the media and the 

public to want to know that. But that narrative has now evolved because I have much more experience as 

a public servant, and I’m involved in a lot of policy files” (9 October 2012). None of the White candidates 
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with whom I spoke described the need to prove themselves. In contrast, this sentiment was expressed 

matter-of-factly by most of the visible minority candidates that I interviewed. This simply reaffirms my 

earlier conclusion that while racialized coverage is subtle, candidate race does affect coverage and this 

cannot be explained as simply a function of self-presentation. Quite simply, visible minority and White 

candidates are assessed according to different metrics, and this mediation is reflected in their coverage. 

Race Still Matters 

 To be clear, my argument is that race still matters in politics, and the findings from this project 

have demonstrated that in a number of ways. Interestingly, however, a number of candidates with whom I 

spoke seemed somewhat hesitant to talk about the role of race in politics. This was in contrast to the 

number of candidates—White, visible minority, male and female—who pointed to sexism in politics and 

differential media treatment for men and women. I asked some interviewees about the reticence to talk 

about race, and they offered a number of explanations. A visible minority MP suggested that feminism 

has given a definition to, and voice against, sexism, but there has been no similar movement for racism (2 

October 2012). People do not know the parameters, and they are thus afraid to talk openly about it. 

Another visible minority MP said that people do not want to talk about race because “Canada has prided 

itself on being this great country in which there is no racism, and we’re not like the US and blah blah 

blah. No one wants to speak about what is really going on. And if you do, you’re targeted” (20 September 

2012). She says that there is “politically correct double-speak” about Canada’s purported tolerance, and 

when she raised issues related to racism, it was viewed as her “poking a finger in the eye of a country that 

had taken me in and given me these opportunities” (20 September 2012). In her view, “I did speak the 

unspoken words. . . . I did bite the hand that feeds me. . . . I reached [the position] I reached because 

Canada had allowed me to do it, and now I’m accusing Canadians of racism” (21 September 2012). 

Another visible minority candidate confided, “I would never say publicly some of the stuff that I’m going 

to tell you because I don’t want to come across as a whiner or defensive or bitter . . . But I think it’s 

important to know the type of ignorance that exists out there” (27 September 2012). 
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 A White MP who ran against a visible minority candidate in a British Columbia said he was, in 

fact, shocked by the racism that some voters expressed to him. A number of voters made racial slurs about 

his opponent, and this particular candidate says the campaign really revealed the tensions and feelings of 

racial threat that still exist in his community (11 September 2012). This sentiment was seconded by 

another White candidate who says that partisans who would not typically vote for her switched 

allegiances because they could not bear to support her visible minority opponent. In her words, “They 

would rather vote for the Liberal woman with the Caucasian name” (24 September 2012). 

 Of course, White candidates have a race, just as visible minority candidates do. However, for 

most White candidates, race does not seem to be a complicating factor. Even White candidates who ran in 

racially diverse ridings tended not to cite race as an issue, except perhaps from an administrative 

standpoint. For example, a number of White candidates noted that the complexion of their ridings 

required that they translate documents, assist with immigration questions and casework, recognize 

religious and cultural days of significance, ensure they have appropriate clothing to attend ethnocultural 

community events, or learn a few words in the languages that their constituents speak. There are thus 

imperatives associated with representing a racially diverse riding, but unlike visible minority candidates, 

White candidates do not seem to perceive their own race as a barrier, even when it is so visibly different 

from that of the majority of their constituents. 

 This finding is hardly earth-shattering, but the extent to which issues of voter-candidate racial 

differentiation seemed not to cross the minds of White candidates was somewhat unexpected. I had 

assumed that, at the very least, those who ran in ridings with large visible minority populations might 

consider how being racially “different” than the majority of voters might affect their electoral 

opportunities. Certainly, this concern was expressed by visible candidates who ran in ridings with a large 

number of voters from outside their own ethnocultural community. Nonetheless, such concerns were not 

raised by White candidates. More often, White candidates seemed somewhat confused by questions about 

the impact of the race on their communications and self-presentation. For example, when asked whether 

constituents had ever expressed any concerns about the fact that their MP’s demographic background was 
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so different from that of the majority of the residents in the riding, one candidate paused and then queried, 

“You mean because I’m White? … Uh, no. I’ve never heard that, never considered that” (10 May 2012). 

Another White candidate told me that her race is not a factor in her diverse riding because she just 

presents herself “as the best qualified person for the job, and [visible minority voters] respect that. They 

kind of respect power” (24 September 2012). Other candidates echoed this, noting that they are accepted 

by voters from other cultural backgrounds because they “work hard” and “build bridges.” None suggested 

that their race has any kind of impact on their electoral prospects. This appeal to meritocracy is consistent 

with the literature on internalized oppression where Pyke (2010) notes that the “hard work” narrative 

wrongly presumes that anyone can succeed on the basis of their skills, qualifications and determination. 

Such appeals do not recognize unequal starting points or systemic barriers and thus conceal the extent to 

which so-called “objective standards” can result in inequitable outcomes. 

 In contrast to their White counterparts, visible minority candidates almost without exception 

mentioned concerns about not being viewed as appropriate representatives, the perception that they would 

not relate well to constituents, the need to balance their ethnocultural and “Canadian” identities and 

questions about their ethnic lineage.81 A candidate of Asian ethnicity who ran against a slate of White 

competitors noted that at the door, she would “regularly get questions like ‘So, what’s your background? 

Where are you from?’ I bet you [my opponent] never got that” (28 September 2012). A visible minority 

MP said that voters are generally receptive but still “there are numerous incidents where it’s incredibly 

demotivating and frustrating and, at times, that made me want to quit politics” (27 September 2012). He 

                                                        
81 An interview with a staffer did reveal one possible exception to this statement. He noted that while most visible 
minority candidates have to think about how to win over voters from other communities, “Olivia [Chow] never had 
to do that. It was a little bit different for her. No one would ever assume she was just there as a Chinese candidate, 
partly because she’s married to Jack [Layton]” (18 June 2012). In a separate interview, a visible minority candidate 
from another party also drew attention to Ms. Chow’s media coverage, which she suggested has been quite 
favourable. In the words of this candidate, “I’ll be blunt about it. [Ms. Chow] is an ethnic candidate married to a 
White man. Now, if I had married a White man, would my coverage be different? I’m sure it would be” (29 
September 2012). These statements place the issue of racial privilege in stark relief because they suggest candidates 
are treated differently if they appear to be more closely linked to “whiteness.” A candidate of mixed-race origin 
alluded to this as well suggesting that he has not faced the same barriers or treatment as other visible minorities 
because he’s “only half visible minority in some ways” (6 November 2012). 
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says veiled ethnic slurs were shouted at him in the House of Commons, and he has received anonymous 

emails that tell him to “go back” to his country or call him “pathetic” or a “terrorist” (27 September 

2012). This interviewee told me that White candidates are naturally viewed as neutral bridgers, while 

visible minority candidates are seen as representatives of their own communities. By drawing attention to 

visible minority candidates’ racial origins, connections to their “own” ethnocultural communities and 

interest in so-called minority issues—all patterns identified in Chapter 4—the media only reinforce this 

perception. 

Who is to Blame? 

 Throughout this chapter and those that have preceded it, I have drawn attention to problems with 

the media’s coverage of candidates in Canadian politics, setting my sights primarily on the extent to 

which this coverage is racially differentiated. A number of interviewees suggested in the course of our 

conversations that the problems I have identified are not confined to the media, but are systemic. One 

interviewee said, “There’s something systemically wrong within the media and politics in general, which 

is that we are just so used to having White, middle-aged men that it’s become part of the DNA. You walk 

through the halls, and the photos of the speakers, the premiers, all White men. So the media are used to 

that image, and that image just hasn’t changed at all” (28 September 2012). Female candidates critiqued 

the “old boy’s network,” while visible minority candidates pointed to the “establishment.” One suggested 

that because visible minorities are not part of the media or political establishment, they are viewed as a 

threat and are thus isolated. Candidates view the political system as just that—a system—with interwoven 

parts, pressures and incentives. Rarely is any problem or outcome the work of a single element, and 

interviewees emphasized that blame needs to go beyond the media. Below, I look briefly at how inputs 

from parties, the public and candidates contribute to media outputs. 

Political parties 

 One long-time visible minority MP who was critical of the media nonetheless pointed his finger 

at parties, suggesting: 
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National campaigns tell [candidates] to preferably talk about nothing. . . . They don’t want 
their candidates in the media talking about what they will do for their community. They want 
a homogeneous message. . . . The candidates who do try to tailor their messages to their 
constituents often run counter to their own personal and political fortunes because the 
leadership will see that as being a rebel or maverick and marginalize you within your own 
political party (12 October 2011) 

The notion of parties silencing candidates is not restricted to a single party. A staffer from a different 

party said that when a candidate does talk to the media, the goal is “message box, message box, message 

box. Sticking to what the party tells you to say and sticking to those bullets” (28 September 2012). A 

first-time candidate from another party similarly noted, “We weren’t allowed necessarily to talk to the 

media and, you know, we were kind of restricted in what we were able to do and not able to do. . . . The 

national campaign preferred it that way, as well, that we would just stay away from the media” (23 June 

2012).  

 Parties’ efforts to minimize local candidates’ interactions with the media have several 

implications. First, if candidates are not talking about local issues, then the media will turn their attention 

elsewhere, a situation that is likely exacerbated by the leader-centric campaigns that now characterize 

electoral politics. The upshot is that neither local candidates nor local issues are covered. Second, if an 

incident does attract media attention, local candidates who have maintained a low profile are unlikely to 

have honed their media relations skills or developed relationships with journalists. They may thus emerge 

“behind the story” or respond ineffectively. The media are able to control the narrative, often at the 

candidate’s peril. 

 When political parties do provide candidates with an opportunity to speak to the media, even 

those encounters are typically tightly managed. One staffer said that it is not happenstance that particular 

candidates or legislators appear before the media to talk about specific issues. She suggested that if visible 

minorities appear in the media talking about immigration or multiculturalism, “that’s who the party sent 

out to talk about those issues” (28 September 2012). She goes on to say that they would not send a young 

candidate out to talk about seniors issues and would likely choose someone with a family to talk about 

children’s issues. Another staffer pointed to the Ontario government’s communications strategy following 
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a shooting at a community barbecue in Toronto’s Danzig neighbourhood in July 2012. The staffer noted 

that while the Minister of Children and Youth Services and the Minister of Community Safety and 

Correctional Services have responsibility for this kind of issue, it was rookie MPP, Michel Coteau who 

was at the forefront. Coteau is Black and a former school board trustee (22 September 2012). A third 

staffer suggested that efforts are made to couple candidates at appearances, so that if one candidate was 

“articulate and fluently bilingual,” she would attend an event with a male visible minority candidate who 

was not (1 March 2011). As these quotations reveal, it is not just candidates who engage in impression 

management strategies. They are also engaged, so to speak, by their own parties. It is unclear how much 

input candidates have in the brands that their parties generate; assessments of candidates’ “self”-

presentation may therefore over-estimate the degree to which those images are, in fact, of oneself. 

 Interviewees told me that political parties may also exacerbate racial differentiation. For example, 

a staffer of Asian origin told me that she would typically be sent to “Asian” events simply because of her 

ethnicity. A White candidate who ran against a visible minority told me that opposing parties sometimes 

try to use race as a wedge. He said that his opponent’s party “was sending people into my office at the end 

of the night [and] they were obviously trying to [audio]-record me. They would say something very racist, 

and they would try to get me to agree with them. This happened on four or five occasions in the campaign 

office. . . . [They were] trying to bait me into saying something they could construe as racist” (11 

September 2012). 

The public 

 Interviewees suggested that while most voters are quite receptive, race is still a distinguishing 

factor, as are gender and age. In one candidate’s words, “The first thing people see is the fact that I’m a 

person of colour, a woman and young. I’m still seen as different” (28 September 2012). Another visible 

minority candidate said, “I don’t want you to think that racism is dominant and prevalent. . . . Okay, it 

exists, and a small minority express it, but many won’t say it to my face. They’ll say it to my canvassers, 

but they won’t say it to my face. So, it’s there. It’s visible, it’s not insignificant” (27 September 2012). A 

number of interviewees emphasized that racism is not confined to White voters; some visible minorities 
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suggested that they experienced prejudice from other minorities, particularly those who identified with 

religious or cultural traditions different than their own. A visible minority candidate said that she faces 

criticism from within her own community by members who question her choice of hairstyle and decision 

not to wear “traditional” dress. She suggested that this would not happen to a White male, nor would it 

happen to a male from within her own community. She argues “it’s the expectation for me because I am a 

woman. You know, how dare that woman think she can have her own independent thought. That is 

actually something I have heard people say” (1 August 2012). This candidate’s experiences reinforce that 

the media alone are not responsible, but also that bias and prejudice can emanate from anywhere, even 

within cultural communities. A number of interviewees suggested that we do not see better media 

coverage because we simply do not demand better. Finally, even those who succeeded in their campaigns 

cautioned against complacency. One candidate said, “The success is not evidence that we’ve become 

more accepting of young candidates or minority candidates. It’s just that I specifically was somewhat 

lucky or talented or whatever it was. . . . Sometimes success stories almost make us naïve about some of 

the real issues” (15 August 2012). 

Candidates 

 In assessing the way that the media cover politics, a number of interviewees put the onus squarely 

on candidates themselves. According to one, “A lot of Members of Parliament want to blame the media 

for everything, but if you do your homework and you work hard, there’s not much the media can do but 

report that. There are some MPs who have left a lot of bare ass hanging out, and the media report that” 

(11 May 2012). One interviewee who has managed several campaigns and also ran as a self-confessed 

“sacrificial lamb” suggested that people will never be fully happy with their coverage but then continued, 

“Did we get coverage on our goofy press conference? Probably not. And there’s probably a reason for 

that. But the more proactive you are, if you’re doing something original, if you’re doing something 

newsworthy, you will get coverage. People who complain are people who failed at doing that” (18 June 

2012). A visible minority candidate said, “If you want to be a candidate, you have to get your message 

out. That’s your job. It’s not the media’s job” (23 June 2012). This was echoed by another visible 
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minority legislator who said, “I always remind myself that [the media] have a job to do, and their job is to 

get a story. Their job is to make sure they get to the bottom of a particular story. . . . They’re not just 

going to take my talking points and run with them. Why should they?” (9 October 2012). 

 Interviewees also remarked on the rough and tumble nature of politics, the role that partisanship 

plays and the fact that political opponents can sometimes “go too far” (24 September 2012). When 

critiquing their opponents, most candidates I interviewed selected their words carefully, but sometimes 

they faltered. For example, near the end of our conversation, a White male MP was discussing the inroads 

that had been made by the NDP in the Greater Toronto Area in the 2011 election. He drew attention to 

Rathika Sitsabaiesan and, in describing the campaign, noted: “Well, Rathika ran. Six months before, you 

looked at her, it’s like she’s a schoolgirl from back in the farm country. But then the make-up gets done, 

the Tamils all of a sudden come out, and we all got whomped” (18 September 2012). The gendered and 

racialized language is striking, particularly given the extent to which interviewees generally avoided 

overtly criticizing their own opponents, often even choosing not to mention them by name. A second 

White interviewee, a former MP, suggested “many, many [minority candidates] who put their names 

forward aren’t remotely qualified. And I actually feel that they’re quite emboldened—the word audacious 

is a bit strong—but very, very confident about their abilities when, frankly, I don’t think that it’s always 

warranted” (24 September 2012). As evidence, the interviewee notes that these potential candidates 

simply do not have the credentials and their English “isn’t perfect.” Racialized and gendered commentary 

does not just come from the media, in other words.  

 Somewhat disappointingly, there was a sense of resignation among candidates. A number 

suggested that the patterns of coverage that this project has brought to light are simply a part of politics. A 

White candidate said, for example:  

If you don’t like the questions, then don’t go into politics. I mean, c’mon. You can make 
some things off-limits, like your children, maybe whatever is going on in your personal life 
and marriage or not marriage or if you’re divorced or gay or whatever, but that’s what this is 
all about. It’s important. [Voters] need to trust you because they’re going to vote for you, and 
they want to know. So if you think you can run and hide, forget it. . . .  There shouldn’t be 
any whining about this. (6 June 2012) 
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A visible minority candidate who expressed some dissatisfaction with her coverage nonetheless also 

seemed resigned to this part of public life, noting “When you enter into public service, nothing is private 

anymore. . . . You are going to get attacked, so you have to develop thick skin for that. . . . When you 

enter into politics, your private life is no longer yours” (23 June 2012). This sentiment was echoed by 

another visible minority candidate who said, “Once you commit yourself to public life, you’re basically 

committing to live in a fish bowl. And you have to be aware of that, and if you don’t have thick skin or 

didn’t have thick skin before, well, you better develop it pretty quick” (1 August 2012). A third visible 

minority candidate said, “In the media, when I am criticized, this is fine with me. It’s an understandable 

thing that will happen. For others, who cannot withstand criticism, which the vast majority are, they will 

not choose the road of politics” (16 July 2012). This lack of desire for change is perhaps as revealing 

about the state of Canadian politics as it is about media coverage. 

Discussion 

 In this chapter, I have argued that the media’s portrayal of visible minority candidates, while 

grounded to some extent “in fact” is not completely congruent with candidates’ self-presentation. 

Although certainly visible minority candidates bring pieces of themselves to their political narrative—as 

do White candidates—they present themselves in a less racialized manner than their media portrayals 

might suggest. Consistent with my expectations, riding diversity exerts a strong influence on candidates’ 

self-presentation, and both White and visible minority candidates tailor their strategies to the citizens who 

elect them. Nonetheless, it is only visible minorities who appear to struggle with their own racial 

background and how it might affect their electoral prospects. Visible minority candidates note that they 

have to balance their various identities and suggest that their motivations are often questioned. This is 

particularly evident among “unproven” visible minorities who must meet a higher standard in order to be 

seen as credible and legitimate contenders. My comparison of non-incumbent candidates’ viability and 

resulting media coverage provided persuasive confirmation of this point, with visible minority challengers 

receiving significantly less viability coverage than their similarly situated White counterparts. This 
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disjuncture is replicated when you compare female challengers’ viability coverage to that of their male 

counterparts. Quite simply, unconventional unproven candidates need to work harder to be seen as 

credible contenders and although the impact of gender and age on political experiences was often referred 

to by White candidates, few appear to have considered the effect that race may have. This is true even 

when White candidates run in ridings where the bulk of voters are from demographic backgrounds that 

are different than their own. My findings thus suggest that race matters in Canadian politics, but it matters 

mostly for visible minorities.  
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS:  
THE ROLE OF RACE IN CANADIAN POLITICS  

  

 

In October 2012, as I was wrapping up my research, I learned of the passing of Lincoln 

Alexander. Mr. Alexander was a Member of Parliament, Cabinet Minister and Lieutenant Governor. He 

was also Black. In a tribute, his former colleague, Perrin Beatty, noted that Mr. Alexander “did not want 

to build his career around race, but he understood that he would be judged as an example, both within the 

black community and outside. Canada had started to dismantle some of the barriers that minorities face, 

but it was not blind to colour; race was always there, whether spoken or not” (Beatty 2012, A10). Lincoln 

Alexander was elected in the riding of Hamilton West in 1968 and while the barriers that Beatty mentions 

have to some extent been broken down, Canada remains now as it was then: it is not blind to colour. Race 

is always here, whether acknowledged or not.  

Key Findings 

 That race matters is perhaps the single most important finding of this study. Although I find little 

evidence of blatant racism, and the media “get it right” more often than they get it wrong, news coverage 

is in no way race-neutral. Coverage is racially differentiated and racialization is unevenly applied, 

affecting visible minorities more so than any others. This is because whiteness is viewed as a neutral 

standard, and anything that deviates from this is thought to merit coverage. On the one hand, this may 

attract attention to visible minority candidates but, as I suggest, that attention may not be positive. 

Racialized coverage serves to set visible minority candidates apart as different and “foreign” with less 

interest in the policy issues that matter to Canadians and a disproportionate focus on the interests of their 

“own” communities. This can delegitimize and devalue visible minorities’ potential contributions. 

Moreover, while all candidates receive some “personal” media coverage—coverage that discusses their 
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family histories or interests—stories about visible minority candidates are much more likely to focus on 

this kind of “biographical trivia” than stories about White candidates. Such coverage may help to 

humanize candidates, but visible minority candidates may not benefit in the same way that White 

candidates do. This is because coverage of a White candidate’s background is generally normalizing 

(“I’m just like you! I understand your needs and concerns”), while the coverage of visible minority 

candidates’ backgrounds typically sets them apart. Even ostensibly positive coverage can have negative 

consequences, with visible minorities’ success stories viewed as indicative of systemic fairness and 

equality. This conceals the extent to which minorities are still viewed as “immigrants” to the political 

process. Reflecting on criticisms launched at Harinder Takhar when he encouraged South Asian 

Canadians to support his bid for the Ontario Liberal leadership, Haroon Siddiqui, a Toronto Star 

columnist asked: 

Why is it worse than corralling, say, fellow farmers, fellow bankers, fellow Rotarians or 
fellow Torontonians to your political cause? Why is it bad to organize Sikh delegates for a 
voluntary political activity but good to organize an entire taxpayer-funded public school 
system based on faith? It is a lingering racist narrative of Canadian politics that anything 
‘ethnic’ is bad. This is doubly hypocritical: we decry ‘ethnic politics,’ yet praise our ethnic 
pluralism. (Siddiqui 2013, A23) 

This is the double standard against which visible minorities are often judged. Their “foreignness” is 

noteworthy, while the background of other Canadians is neutral. Their electoral strategies are narrow and 

potentially divisive, while other Canadians are bridgers and brilliant tacticians, praised for the efforts they 

make to involve immigrants and minorities in the political process.  

 Some may argue that it is unrealistic to expect the media to completely disregard race in their 

coverage of Canadian politics. I agree. Race is relevant. It is embedded in our institutions, our 

assumptions and our every interaction. It cannot and should not be ignored. The converse of racialized 

coverage is not, however, a complete absence of race from coverage. Race should be covered, but the 

modes and methods for doing so must change. The notion that it is “natural” to draw attention only to 

visible minorities’ racial backgrounds is deeply problematic and serves only to further normalize 

whiteness and reproduce racial disparities.  
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 Among the most telling of these disparities is my finding that visible minority candidates must 

first prove themselves in order to be accorded coverage that is on par with their White counterparts. This 

finding came through in my analysis of media coverage, my comparison of the portrayal of non-

incumbent candidates’ viability, and in my interviews with candidates, staffers and even journalists. Time 

and again, the evidence suggests that visible minority candidates are subjected to a different set of 

assessment criteria, that they must achieve a higher standard to be taken seriously and that they are, in 

effect, unfit until proven otherwise. I reached an analogous conclusion when I looked at the effect of 

gender on the coverage of the least viable candidates; here, women candidates fare badly, but visible 

minority women fare the worst. Certainly, once visible minority candidates achieve elected office, their 

coverage improves dramatically. However, this simply underscores the apparent need for visible 

minorities to first demonstrate their credibility, a requirement not placed on White candidates. 

 White candidates, even when inexperienced, are portrayed as more “natural” politicians than 

visible minority candidates, or at least more likely contenders. As a result, they receive more favourable 

news coverage even when they have not yet proven their mettle. This notion of innate political fitness 

extends to the coverage of White candidates who run in ridings with high numbers of visible minority 

voters. Although some news coverage remarks on the dramatic differences between these White 

representatives and their electors, the majority of it does not. Instead, White candidates are presented as 

cultural bridgers who are able to successfully engage “ethnic” communities, while visible minority 

candidates are with, few exceptions, presented as inward-looking and parochial, interested only in the 

needs of their “own.” When they are portrayed otherwise, visible minorities’ socio-demographic 

backgrounds still remain front and centre, with their ability to connect to voters outside of their own 

ethnocultural communities noted as a distinct asset. It is neither expected nor apparently natural. 

 Apart from these broad findings, the study has also confirmed a number of my predictions, 

although this was not uniformly the case. Certainly, as expected, I did find quantitative and qualitative 

differences in the media’s reporting on candidates, with race operating as an important differentiator. 

Visible minority candidates received more racialized coverage than their White counterparts. This is in 
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line with my first hypothesis. Consistent with my second hypothesis, visible minority candidates’ socio-

demographic backgrounds, and especially their race, place of birth, riding composition and support from 

minority communities, were mentioned more often than the socio-demographic backgrounds of White 

candidates. I found less support for my third hypothesis, which predicted that visible minority candidates 

would receive less insider and quality coverage than their White counterparts. Overall, this was not true. 

However, as I have emphasized, there is a clear racial difference in viability coverage among non-

incumbent candidates, and it is visible minorities who come out squarely on the bottom.  

 My findings on candidates’ policy issue coverage were also somewhat more mixed than I had 

anticipated. Specifically, while visible minority candidates were associated more frequently with crime 

issues than were their White counterparts, I found no statistically significant differences with respect to 

immigration and multiculturalism or social welfare issues, which was contrary to my hypothesis and is 

also a departure from the American literature on the racialization of policy issues (Gilens 1996, 2003). I 

should note, however, that White candidates’ association with immigration and multiculturalism policy is 

largely driven by Jason Kenney, the Minister of Citizenship, Immigration and Multiculturalism. Were Mr. 

Kenney not in my sample, visible minority candidates would be more strongly connected to these issues 

than White candidates. I did find, in addition, that visible minorities are much less likely to be associated 

with economic policy issues, which are among the issues that matter most to voters. Consistent with my 

fourth hypothesis, visible minority candidates—and especially visible minority women—are more likely 

to be portrayed as novelties than are White candidates. In addition, as I expected, visible minority 

candidates’ coverage is less prominent, more negative and more filtered than that of their White 

counterparts. 

 In terms of the factors associated with racialized coverage, riding diversity emerged as important. 

However, while I predicted that such coverage would be highest in ridings with larger visible minority 

populations, this was not uniformly true. Rather, visible minority candidates who ran in ridings with large 

visible minority populations received more racialized coverage than White candidates who ran in 

similarly constituted ridings. When these White candidates did receive racialized coverage, it was 
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generally not in reference to their own backgrounds, but rather to those of their constituents; such stories 

typically centred on notions of ethnic targeting and the ability of White candidates to bring in voters who 

are different from themselves. Apart from riding diversity, other characteristics that seem to influence 

candidate coverage include gender and incumbency. Political affiliation appears to have less influence, 

although certainly some interviewees did suggest that there is an ideological bias in the media. In terms of 

racialized coverage, however, there were few notable differences by party. 

 Turning to the impact of candidate self-presentation, I find that the media’s portrayal of visible 

minority candidates was not always congruent with those candidates’ recollections of their messaging, 

policy interests and self-presentations. In my interviews, visible minority candidates put forward a less 

racialized—or at least more nuanced—image than their media coverage suggests. This is particularly true 

for candidates who ran in less racially diverse constituencies; they tended to downplay their racialized 

status in a way that was not evident in their news coverage. Additional research is needed, however, and 

should include an examination of candidates’ websites and campaign material. Regardless, it is clear—

and consistent with my expectations—that race and racialization affect the political experiences of visible 

minority candidates more than White candidates. 

 These findings are not just consistent with my own expectations, but also dovetail with the 

existing literature. Because this literature was described in detail in Chapter 2, I will not review it fully 

here, but will point to the major contributions that my study makes to our knowledge base. Perhaps most 

obviously, the study makes a major contribution to the literature on minorities in politics. Although this 

research is less well developed in Canada, my findings can be situated within the American literature in 

the field, which has also found evidence of racially differentiated coverage among White and minority 

candidates (McIlwain and Caliendo 2011; Schaffner and Gadson 2004; Schwartz 2011; Terkildsen and 

Damore 1999; Zilber and Niven 2000). This is consistent with a more general body of work on the 

portrayal of minorities in the news media, which similarly finds that race matters in news coverage 

(Campbell 1995; Henry and Tator 2002; Fleras 2011; Fleras and Kunz 2001; Van Dijk 1991). In 

somewhat of a departure, however, my study suggests that the linkage of minorities to particular policy 
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issues may be less racialized than has been suggested in the U.S. literature (Gilens 1996, 2003). Of 

course, the racialization of policy issues thesis was much broader than my own study, which looks 

specifically at the racialization of candidates’ policy interests, not policy issues more broadly. 

Nonetheless, it is conceivable that our two countries’ differences in race relations, histories of 

immigration and policies of multiculturalism have influenced the connection between race and particular 

policy issues. 

 In addition to contributing to the research on race in politics, this study also confirms and 

advances many of the findings in the literature on gendered mediation (Gidengil and Everitt 1999, 2000, 

2003a, 2003b; Goodyear-Grant 2009, 2013; Sreberny-Mohammadi and Ross 1996; Trimble 2007). 

Scholars in that field have shown convincingly that gender influences the media’s coverage of women in 

politics, and my study suggests that race similarly affects the media’s coverage of visible minorities in 

politics. My study offers a first specification of a theory of racial mediation, suggesting that candidate 

race influences how the media cover politics, that self-presentation alone cannot explain the media’s 

portrayal of visible minority candidates, and that we have not yet entered a “post-racial” world. Yes, race 

influences candidates’ behaviour and self-presentation to some extent, but this is not restricted to visible 

minorities, nor is it all that they bring to the table. 

 Just as the literature on gendered mediation suggests that blatant sexism is present but veiled, so 

too does my study find few instances of blatant media racism. Rather, consistent with the literature on 

modern racism, race-differentiated coverage is nuanced and often implicit. This kind of coverage is 

potentially more damaging, not only because implicit appeals have been found to most effectively engage 

racial priming (Mendelberg 2001), but also because the subtlety of this kind of coverage makes it easier 

for critics to suggest that news coverage is fair and does not differentiate on the basis of the subject’s race. 

Calls for action are therefore more likely to fall on deaf ears. 

 My study also offers insights that nuance the existing literature on minorities in politics. For 

example, American research suggests that the media position visible minorities as powerless outsiders 

who are unlikely to make a significant legislative contribution (Martindale and Dunlap 1997; Zilber and 
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Niven 2000). The literature on women in politics meanwhile finds female candidates are portrayed as less 

competitive and possessing fewer leadership qualities than male candidates (Kahn 1994a; Kahn and 

Goldenberg 1991). My own study finds, in general, the media’s portrayal of the viability of visible 

minority and White candidates is fairly even. In the aggregate, I did not find dramatic differences in terms 

of candidate race. However, when you look below the surface, there are striking differences in the 

portrayal of visible minority non-incumbents, as I have pointed out above. Fowler and Lawless (2009) 

noted something similar in their own examination of the media’s coverage of American gubernatorial 

contests where they found that non-incumbent and inexperienced candidates were more often the target of 

gendered media coverage because their “unknown” quality leads journalists to rely on familiar narratives 

when framing stories. My own findings contribute an additional layer to our understanding of viability 

coverage because it forces us to see that while the playing field may appear roughly even, the starting 

points for some candidates are dramatically different. It also reinforces the need to look at individual and 

contextual factors when examining media portrayals. 

 To the literature on heuristics, my project offers insights into the words, language and 

mechanisms that the media use to communicate messages about race and racialization. I found, for 

example, the media rarely comment on candidates’ religion, mother tongue or parents’ birthplace, either 

because these characteristics are difficult to ascertain or because, as in the case of religion, they are 

verboten. However, ideas about race are communicated through references to candidates’ ethnocultural 

heritage and immigrant history, as well as the use of photographs. Moreover, while journalists may not 

refer explicitly to a candidate’s (non-English / non-French) mother tongue, they will remark on the fact 

that the subject is “articulate” or speaks an official language fluently. Variants of “ethnic” and “cultural” 

are often used as catch-alls for all kinds of diversity and further conceal the extent to which race 

influences news coverage. These findings should inform future research on voter cuing and the 

construction of media frames. 

 In addition to this, my study makes a modest but original contribution to the literature on 

candidate self-presentation and political marketing. Most notably, it is the first Canadian study to 
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document visible minority and White candidates’ accounts of their electoral, communication and image 

management and to assess how candidate race affects self-presentation and resulting media portrayals. 

My findings suggest that race is an important but complex component in candidate self-presentation, one 

that is integrated in nuanced and fluid ways that may vary based on individual and contextual factors. 

Riding diversity is among the most important of these factors, but the extent to which race influences 

candidate self-presentation also depends on the exact cultural background of the candidate, as well as 

candidates’ gender, age and other characteristics. These findings should inform future research and, in 

particular, research that examines other sources of information on candidate self-presentation, including 

their campaign literature and websites. 

 Finally, the study makes a contribution to the methodological literature and, in particular, the 

literature on automated approaches to content analysis. Although methods are often relegated to a 

dissertation’s background, I have brought them to the forefront so that others can adapt my procedures, 

use my tools and even learn from my mistakes. I started this project with the intention of developing a 

fully automated method for assessing the racialization of the media’s coverage of candidates in politics. 

This was not fully realized, but by documenting my approach and showing the gaps, I have provided 

readers with a clear indication of where interpretative caution is warranted, as well as laying the 

groundwork for future projects. This project also provides a compelling account in favour of multi-

method research, in general, but methodological triangulation in particular. This comes out not only in my 

comparison of approaches to content analysis, but also through my discussion of the impact of gender and 

race intersectionality on media coverage. Specifically, although aggregate statistical analysis did not 

reveal significant intersectional effects, a more discursive reading uncovered some troubling portrayals of 

visible minority women in politics. This only served to solidify my view that data be examined from 

multiple angles and approaches. Although the main goal of the project was, of course, not 

methodological, my contribution to this literature is an important complement to my findings on race, the 

media and politics in Canada.  
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But So What? Does Media Coverage Even Matter? 

 In various ways and at numerous turns, this project has suggested that the coverage of candidates 

in Canadian politics can be uneven. A candidate’s socio-demographic characteristics—namely his or her 

race—may be an important factor. This of course begs the question: does media coverage even matter? At 

the outset of this study, I drew attention to some of what we already know about media effects. Certainly, 

this area of research is contested, and it is difficult to isolate causality in a complex environment. That 

said, most of the research about media effects comes to a similar conclusion: media coverage matters. The 

media are citizens’ primary link to politics, and we know that voters’ assessments of policy issues can be 

altered depending on how they are framed in the media. We also know that racialized frames can activate 

race as a salient criterion and that racial priming effects can be strongest when they are implicit and centre 

on subjects about which voters have little first-hand information. In an era of tight electoral races and 

small vote margins, even small differences can have lasting consequences.  

 This was reinforced in my interviews with candidates and staffers, whom I asked whether media 

coverage mattered. Some suggested that media coverage matters because it can influence how voters 

think. Others (often winning candidates) dismissed this suggestion but argued that coverage can affect 

candidates’ reputations. There were also interviewees who said that media coverage—particularly when it 

is negative—turns people off of the political process. This includes voters, but also potential candidates 

who may not put themselves forward given the way that politics is covered.  

 As a former Cabinet Minister noted, “The media are very important in terms of the outcome of 

the campaign. A lot of people just believe whatever they read in the media, so they can either promote or 

defeat you. . . . The media can have a huge impact on the success or the failure of somebody’s campaign” 

(19 October 2011). A strategist and former candidate said even though people “think for themselves,” 

there is “no question” the media have an impact. She noted that with media coverage, “a narrative goes 

up, and that narrative can be spin, but usually it’s based on experiences, and those are cumulative. So, 

over the course of the campaign, these stories become the narrative. . . . So absolutely, huge effect. Huge” 
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(6 June 2012). Another candidate said that while he was not sure about the effect of the media on voter 

behaviour, he did know that positive coverage influences “opinion leaders in various communities” and 

that has helped his electoral prospects (14 October 2011).  

  There were also interviewees who suggested that the media can play an important role in 

candidate recruitment. A visible minority candidate with a fairly strong media profile noted that as a 

result of this coverage, “Young children—Black children, Muslim children, Sikh children, Hindu 

children, anyone who is some sort of minority—can relate to you and think, ‘Hey, you made it. We can 

make it too.’ So that’s sort of a positive” (15 August 2012). On the more negative side, some interviewees 

said that media coverage may turn off potential candidates. They mentioned individuals who were “gun-

shy” because they did not want their lives to be subjected to such intense public scrutiny. A staffer said 

that because visible minority candidates face higher scrutiny from the media, parties vet them more 

closely and, as a result, it is very difficult to find women and visible minority candidates who meet the 

(higher) bar. This is particularly worrisome given that visible minority candidates are already under-

represented in political office. Certainly, the roots of electoral under-representation are multi-faceted but 

working towards more reflective media coverage could go some way to achieving a more representative 

politics. 

 Some respondents offered a more qualified assessment of the media’s impact, suggesting that 

while coverage may matter to some extent, other aspects of the campaign are much more important. 

Others said that they can reach their constituents without the media’s assistance, with a number saying 

door-knocking was the best electoral strategy. However, even among these candidates, there was 

recognition that you cannot possibly knock on every voter’s door, so you need other methods, and the 

media are among these. Not all candidates agreed that the media shape electoral outcomes, but a number 

suggested we need to care about coverage because it can alter voters’ perceptions, imperil candidates’ 

reputations, depress electoral engagement and discourage potential candidates from running. This, 

coupled with findings from the existing literature, suggests that the media do have an influence on 

electoral strategies, candidates’ communication and politics in Canada. Given that media coverage does 
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matter, we need to think seriously about the ways in which racialization is systemically and 

disproportionately directed at visible minority candidates. Even if the instances are somewhat rare, or the 

effects are quite subtle, interviewees acknowledged that visible minorities already start at a disadvantage; 

disparities in their coverage do nothing to correct this imbalance. 

Future Research Directions 

 Of course, while my study answers a number of questions, there are several left unanswered as 

well as queries yet to be posed. Any academic worth her salt would be remiss if she concluded a project 

without detailing the directions that future investigations could take. First, my study focused specifically 

on news coverage in large print media dailies, which are an important source of information about local 

candidates, although certainly not the only one. Although broadcast media coverage of local candidates is 

fairly limited, social media may offer another platform from which to examine the portrayal of candidates 

in Canadian politics. Blog posts, “tweets” and even online comments on traditional news media stories all 

provide information about how candidates are viewed and, more importantly, how race influences and 

infuses these portrayals. In addition, although full-text records are less accessible, community newspapers 

offer an additional source of local candidate coverage and merit further study. My expectation is that the 

patterns I have identified here would be reproduced, and perhaps even amplified, in these other media 

given that they are arguably subjected to less stringent regulation and scrutiny than large print dailies. The 

candidates with whom I spoke further suggested that the standards of professionalism are lower in the 

community and social media, which may result in less cautious or considered reporting. 

 Relatedly, future research needs to examine other sources of candidate self-presentation, a point 

that I have made above. Although my interviews offer an important perspective on candidates’ electoral 

and communication strategies, their image is also presented through campaign literature, brochures, 

websites and speeches, and these should also be investigated. Gathering these materials is a significant 

undertaking that would require economic resources, but also likely the cooperation of candidates and 

political parties. Nonetheless, little is known about local candidates’ “objective” behaviour, and these 
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insights are needed to fully untangle the relationship between candidate self-presentation and media 

portrayal.  

 Third, although my study looked specifically at campaign-period coverage, portrayals of politics 

may vary in electoral and non-electoral contexts. For example, the horserace coverage that is endemic to 

the media’s reporting on campaigns might shift away from a focus on strategies, poll results and vote 

choice and toward more substantive issue-based discussions once a government has been formed. This 

may in fact be beneficial to visible minorities because it could draw attention away from their socio-

demographics and difference and onto the work that they are doing on behalf of their constituents. 

Moreover, having proven their “worth,” elected visible minorities may no longer be subject to coverage 

that positions them as unlikely contenders or long-shots. Conversely, outside the highly scrutinized 

campaign period, the media may be less careful in their reporting and we may, as a result, see more 

racially differentiated coverage. The effect of electoral context is thus unclear; further research is needed. 

 Fourth, this study could and should be replicated at other levels of government, where we may 

find different patterns of candidate coverage. Municipally, the absence of political parties and less 

reliance on marketing and communications professionals, especially in smaller centres, could alter the 

ways that candidates present themselves. Meanwhile, the comparative accessibility of municipal 

councilors and mayors could result in different kinds of media portrayals. Provincially, responsibility for 

“mainstream” policy areas, such as healthcare and education, where the presence of immigrants and 

minorities can dramatically alter service needs, would present an interesting case study for examining the 

racialization of policy issue coverage. 

 Off-shoots of this project could also include an examination of the role of journalists in the 

construction of the racialized media portrayals. Although the literature already includes several excellent 

ethnographies of the sociology of news production (e.g., Ericson et al. 1987; Tuchman 1978), these 

seminal works do not engage specifically with the impact of race on journalists’ work. My interviews 

with reporters provide only a preliminary exploration of this line of enquiry, but suggest that we need to 

look more closely at the impact of ethnocultural diversity on subject choice, sources and overall 
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presentation. When a story includes a “diversity” angle, how is this handled? What weight do journalists 

give it? And how does of such an angle influence news judgment, information-gathering and the final 

product? Moreover, what are journalists’ attitudes toward diversity? Do these differ among front-line 

reporters and editorial staff? Are newsrooms open to racial, religious and other differences? And how do 

attitudes and normative beliefs affect “objective” news reporting? These insights could tell us much about 

how race influences the coverage that we see. 

 Constructing an evidence base on the racialization of political news coverage was the primary 

objective of this study, but by drawing attention to racially differentiated portrayals, the project raises a 

number of questions about how these portrayals affect candidates, political elites and the public. Most of 

these are answered only indirectly, through extrapolation or references to the existing literature. Although 

I would argue that fair, racially undifferentiated coverage matters on its own merits, skeptics will assert 

that media coverage matters only if it imperils candidates’ electoral opportunities, unfairly alters voters’ 

evaluations or changes political outcomes. Such assertions disregard past findings which, while mixed, 

nonetheless suggest that media coverage does matter. They also under-estimate the symbolic importance 

of coverage that positions visible minority subjects as different, less credible and lacking legitimacy. 

Nonetheless, questions about media effects do have merit, and future research should look at the impact 

of coverage and the factors that influence the role and weight of race in politics. 

Implications 

 Although readers will draw their own conclusions, I end by outlining what I see as the primary 

implications of this study. At a broad level, the conclusion that race matters suggests that we must 

continue to interrogate sites of inequity and dismantle barriers to full equality. More specifically, the 

finding that news coverage is not without bias and treats visible minorities differently than their White 

counterparts suggests that we need to do more to highlight this disparity and the ways that race affects 

news judgment and media portrayals. Problem identification is just a first step, however. We also need to 

change the ways that journalists think about and present issues related to race. Although the erasure of 
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race from news reporting is unrealistic—and perhaps even undesirable—stories that draw attention to the 

socio-demographic characteristics of visible minority candidates should at a bare minimum also mention 

the backgrounds of White candidates. This challenges the assumption that whiteness is neutral and it is 

only deviations from this standard that merit mention.  

Stepping beyond this, journalists should work to integrate diversity issues into “mainstream” 

stories about Canadian politics. This will avoid visible minorities being relegated to coverage about 

“famous firsts,” “model minorities,” “cultural curiosities” and “ethnic politicking.” The visible minority 

candidates with whom I spoke often referred to their economic policy interests, but they rarely appear in 

coverage of these issues. This is perhaps because they are not viewed as credible commentators on such 

issues, but also a function of journalists’ propensity to turn to the “usual suspects” for quotations and 

story input. The corollary of this is that White candidates also do not typically appear in stories about 

“minority” issues, unless the article is about ethnic vote-getting and campaign strategy. This has the effect 

of narrowing the range of voices that speak to particular policy issues, while giving the impression that 

visible minority candidates care more about “their own” than about the big picture. 

 Journalists should also give some consideration to the ways in which assumptions and stereotypes 

influence their interpretation of the reality around them. To be clear: a reliance on information shortcuts is 

necessary in a complex world, and this inclination is not confined to journalists. However, the 

achievement of fair, balanced and reflective coverage demands that reporters take steps to mitigate their 

reliance on faulty heuristics. This would help them avoid coming too quickly to an evaluation of the 

problem, misinterpretation of the events or arrival at a “wrong” conclusion as a result of incorrect 

assumptions. Just as the Canadian Press’ stylebook counsels journalists to ask, “Would this information 

be used if the subject were a man?” so too should they ask, “Would this information be considered 

relevant if the subject were White?” This test needs to be applied at each step of the news-making 

process. In addition, journalists need to ask questions about the extent to which racial considerations may 

have influenced story topic, narrative arc, language and metaphor use, image and source selection, as well 

as the placement, tone and prominence of an article. Already, journalists give consideration to the 
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objectivity, balance and credibility of their reporting. They must ensure that this includes a frank 

assessment of the extent to which subtle, implicit or hidden racial assumptions may influence their news 

judgment. 

 This will require a reshaping of news norms, which currently place a premium on conflict and 

novelty and thus encourage stories that offset visible minorities as different, problematic or outside the 

mainstream. Such a change may also promote a focus on more substantive engagement and a turn away 

from facile storylines, although certainly the contraction of the media landscape, economic pressures and 

space constraints may act as a counterweight. At the very least, traditional story frames must be revisited 

and journalists need to question the narratives that have dominated the coverage of visible minorities in 

politics to date. More fundamentally, the media must work to challenge cultural assumptions that 

individualize disparity, discount institutional and systemic explanations and regard the status quo as 

acceptable and unproblematic. In this way, they will go beyond the framing of diversity as merely “a 

cultural tile in Canada’s multicultural mosaic” (Fleras 2012, 133). Absent this, the media cannot claim to 

be fulfilling their function as a neutral medium through which we learn about the world around us. 

 Structural constraints have sometimes slowed attempts to address racism, but so too has our 

general reticence to acknowledge that race influences our decision-making, interpersonal relationships 

and institutions. The journalists with whom I spoke largely rejected the idea that race has any effect on 

their reporting, and candidates and staffers were hesitant to talk about the role of race in politics. Most 

would acknowledge that there are racial disparities in society, but there was a sense that these sorts of 

things happen “out there,” rather than in our own workplaces and professional relationships. Although the 

conversations were often muted, my interviews nonetheless revealed at various turns and in various ways 

that politics is not race-blind. Race affects the choices that political parties make, the strategies that 

campaigns adopt and the ways that the public view candidates for office. Most of the visible minority 

candidates with whom I spoke emphasized that while racism is not a prevalent part of their political lives, 

they are nonetheless subjected to questions about their racial background, suspicions about their motives 

and a sense that they need to meet a higher bar than their White counterparts. 
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 It is not just the media, parties and the public who bear responsibility, however. Candidates 

themselves also need to do better and demand more. A number of those with whom I spoke seemed 

resigned to our current situation, with many suggesting “That’s just politics.” This ambivalence does 

nothing to improve the state of political reporting, nor the experiences of visible minorities in politics. 

Candidates—both White and visible minority—need to find ways to acknowledge the role of race in 

politics, just as many have accepted the impact of gender. Systemic change requires a desire to see it 

realized, and the “that’s just politics” syndrome is one of the most powerful obstacles to achieving this  
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Appendix A 

Interview Topic Guides and Informed Consent 
 
 
Topic Guide for Interviews with Candidates 
 
1. Experiences in Politics 
How did you first get involved in politics? What factors motivated you? 
Are there any political accomplishments that have personally made you very proud?  
Is there anything you would have done differently? 
 
2. Communications 
What are the key messages you have communicated to voters and/or constituents during your time in politics? 
How did you choose those messages? What factors influence your choices? 
What strategies have you used to communicate those messages to voters and/or constituents?  
Do you think your strategies were effective? Is there anything you would change? 
 
3.  Media Coverage 
How would you characterize the media coverage you’ve received during your time in politics? 
Have the media had a positive, negative or neutral impact on your political experiences? 
What effect, if any, has media coverage had on you or your campaign(s)? 
Have you had any negative interactions with the media or journalists? 
What steps do you take to influence or affect the media’s coverage of you, your campaign(s) or your issues?   
 
4.  Constituency and Voters 
How would you characterize your constituency? What are its main features? 
Have you made an effort to target your communications to particular voters or constituents?  
 
5. Demographics  
Can you please tell me a bit about your own background? 
How has your own background helped or hindered your effort to connect with constituents? Has your own 
background affected your electoral strategies? Do you think it has affected your media coverage?  Has the effect 
been positive or negative? 
 
6. Wrap-up 
 
These topics and questions provide a guide for the interviews and should not be considered a firm agenda. In some 
cases, time limitations may prevent addressing all the topics and questions, which is perfectly acceptable. 
Additionally, other topics of discussion not included on this list may arise in the course of the conversation, which is 
completely at your discretion. You may decline to answer any or all questions. 
 
Interviewer:  Erin Tolley  
erin.tolley@queensu.ca  
 
PhD Supervisor: Dr. Elizabeth Goodyear-Grant 
egg@queensu.ca  
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Topic Guide for Interviews with Party Officials and Campaign Staff 
 
1.  Role in the Election 
How did you get involved in politics?  
Which campaigns have you worked on?  What were your roles?   
How would you compare the campaigns you have worked on? What are the similarities and differences? 
 
2.  Media and Communication Strategies 
What messages did your candidate emphasize during the campaign(s) you worked on? 
How did you choose those messages?  What factors did you consider? Who did you typically consult?  
What strategies did you use to communicate these messages?  
Do you think these strategies were effective?  Is there anything you would change? 
Did you use the same strategy to appeal to all audiences, or did you target your messages?   
If you did target particular audiences, whom would you target? 
How does a candidate’s personality and background affect the strategies you might employ?  
 
3.  Media Coverage 
In general, how would you characterize your campaign’s relationship with the media? 
Were you satisfied or dissatisfied with the media coverage that your campaign received?  
What steps did you take to try to increase or influence your campaign’s media coverage?   
Did you provide advice to candidates on ways that they could increase their media presence? 
Do you see a connection between candidate demographics and the type of coverage they receive? 
 
4. Electoral Outcomes 
How important do you think media coverage is in an election campaign?  Does it determine the result, or are other 
factors much more important? 
 
5.  Wrap-up 
Is there anything you would like to add? 
Is there anyone else who you would suggest I also interview for this project? 
 
These topics and questions provide a guide for the interviews and should not be considered a firm agenda. In some 
cases, time limitations may prevent addressing all the topics and questions, which is perfectly acceptable. 
Additionally, other topics of discussion not included on this list may arise in the course of the conversation, which is 
completely at your discretion. You may decline to answer any or all questions, and you are free to strike without 
consequence any of the proposed topics from our interview. 
 
Interviewer:  Erin Tolley 
erin.tolley@queensu.ca   
 
PhD Supervisor: Dr. Elizabeth Goodyear-Grant 
egg@queensu.ca  
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LETTER	  OF	  INFORMATION	  and	  CONSENT	  TO	  PARTICIPATE	  
	  

A	  Study	  of	  the	  Media	  and	  Politics	  in	  Canada	  
	  	  
	  
Principal	  Investigator:	   	   Erin	  Tolley	  
	   	   	   	   Department	  of	  Political	  Studies	  
	   	   	   	   Queen’s	  University	  
	   	   	   	   Kingston	  ON	  
	   	   	   	   Telephone:	  	  613-‐***-‐****	  
	   	   	   	   Email:	  	  erin.tolley@queensu.ca	  	  
	  
Faculty	  Supervisor:	  	   	   Dr.	  Elizabeth	  Goodyear-‐Grant	  
	   	   	   	   Department	  of	  Political	  Studies	  
	   	   	   	   Queen’s	  University	  
	   	   	   	   Kingston	  ON	  
	   	   	   	   Telephone:	  613-‐***-‐****	  
	   	   	   	   Email:	  egg@queensu.ca	  	  
	  
	  
What	  is	  the	  purpose	  of	  this	  study?	  This	  study	  looks	  at	  the	  media	  and	  politics	  in	  Canada.	  It	  includes	  interviews	  with	  
candidates,	  campaign	  staff	  and	  those	  who	  have	  worked	  with	  political	  parties	  in	  Canadian	  elections.	  	  Finding	  out	  
more	  about	  the	  on-‐the-‐ground	  experiences	  of	  candidates	  is	  an	  essential	  component	  of	  the	  study,	  and	  your	  
participation	  will	  make	  a	  significant	  contribution	  to	  this	  research.	  	  	  
	  
What	  are	  the	  potential	  benefits	  of	  this	  study?	  	  It	  is	  anticipated	  that	  this	  study	  will	  increase	  our	  understanding	  of	  
the	  media’s	  coverage	  of	  electoral	  campaigns	  and	  the	  communication	  and	  electoral	  strategies	  employed	  in	  
campaigns.	  It	  will	  also	  help	  us	  assess	  the	  information	  that	  voters	  receive	  about	  candidates	  and	  elections.	  	  	  
	  
What	  will	  happen	  during	  the	  interview?	  	  The	  interview	  will	  last	  about	  45	  minutes.	  	  You	  will	  find	  attached	  a	  list	  of	  
proposed	  questions.	  	  This	  is	  a	  guideline;	  you	  may	  choose	  to	  answer	  any	  or	  all	  questions.	  	  In	  general,	  the	  interview	  
will	  centre	  on	  your	  experiences	  as	  an	  electoral	  candidate	  and	  your	  interactions	  with	  the	  media	  and	  voters.	  	  I	  will	  
also	  ask	  you	  some	  questions	  about	  your	  personal	  background	  and	  how	  you	  got	  involved	  in	  politics.	  	  With	  your	  
consent,	  the	  interview	  will	  be	  audio	  recorded	  using	  a	  digital	  recorder.	  	  This	  will	  assist	  in	  the	  analysis	  of	  the	  
interview	  data.	  	  Participants	  may	  request	  to	  receive	  a	  copy	  of	  the	  audio	  file	  of	  their	  interview	  for	  their	  records	  or	  
review.	  
	  
Who	  will	  know	  what	  I	  said	  during	  my	  interview?	  	  All	  possible	  steps	  will	  be	  taken	  to	  ensure	  your	  confidentiality.	  
With	  your	  permission,	  I	  may	  use	  direct	  quotations	  from	  your	  interview	  when	  I	  publish	  and	  /	  or	  present	  my	  
research.	  Quotations	  will	  not	  be	  attributed	  to	  you,	  and	  identifying	  details	  will	  be	  removed.	  If	  you	  would	  prefer	  that	  
I	  not	  use	  any	  quotations	  from	  your	  interview,	  then	  I	  will	  not	  do	  so.	  Please	  keep	  in	  mind,	  however,	  that	  public	  
figures	  can	  sometimes	  be	  identified	  through	  the	  stories	  they	  tell;	  you	  are	  encouraged	  to	  consider	  this	  when	  
deciding	  what	  to	  share.	  	  By	  signing	  the	  consent	  form	  below,	  you	  are	  indicating	  that	  you	  understand	  the	  way	  that	  
this	  study	  will	  treat	  your	  confidentiality.	  
	  
What	  will	  happen	  to	  the	  interview	  data?	  	  Any	  digital	  recordings	  or	  other	  records	  of	  the	  interview,	  such	  as	  notes	  or	  
summaries,	  will	  be	  stored	  on	  secure,	  password-‐protected	  files.	  	  They	  will	  be	  kept	  for	  a	  period	  of	  10	  years	  and	  then	  
destroyed.	  	  Data	  will	  not	  be	  shared	  with	  anyone,	  apart	  from	  my	  faculty	  supervisor	  and,	  even	  then,	  your	  name	  and	  
identifying	  details	  would	  be	  removed.	  	  	  
	  
Are	  there	  any	  risks	  associated	  with	  this	  study?	  Although	  none	  of	  the	  study’s	  questions	  are	  considered	  offensive	  or	  
unduly	  invasive,	  it	  is	  possible	  that	  in	  the	  course	  of	  the	  interview	  you	  will	  share	  stories	  that	  are	  personal	  or	  raise	  
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issues	  that	  are	  sensitive.	  	  Please	  note	  that	  your	  interview	  will	  be	  conducted	  in	  confidence;	  quotations	  will	  not	  be	  
attributed	  to	  you,	  and	  any	  identifying	  details	  will	  be	  removed	  prior	  to	  sharing	  or	  publishing	  results	  from	  the	  study.	  	  
Moreover,	  at	  any	  time	  prior	  to	  or	  during	  the	  interview,	  you	  may	  decline	  to	  answer	  any	  or	  all	  questions.	  	  	  
	  
What	  if	  I	  change	  my	  mind	  about	  being	  a	  part	  of	  this	  study?	  	  Your	  participation	  in	  this	  study	  is	  strictly	  voluntary,	  
and	  you	  have	  the	  right	  to	  withdraw	  at	  any	  time.	  	  If	  you	  choose	  to	  withdraw	  from	  the	  study,	  any	  information	  you	  
have	  provided	  until	  that	  point	  will	  be	  destroyed,	  unless	  you	  choose	  otherwise.	  	  
	  
How	  do	  I	  find	  out	  the	  results	  of	  the	  study?	  	  I	  expect	  this	  project	  to	  be	  completed	  by	  April	  2013.	  	  The	  results	  of	  the	  
study	  will	  form	  a	  part	  of	  my	  PhD	  dissertation	  and	  may	  be	  published	  in	  standard	  academic	  outlets,	  such	  as	  books	  
and	  journals,	  which	  will	  be	  available	  to	  researchers,	  students,	  policymakers	  and	  the	  general	  public.	  	  Upon	  request,	  
I	  would	  be	  pleased	  to	  send	  you	  an	  electronic	  copy	  of	  the	  study’s	  findings.	  
	  
What	  if	  I	  have	  further	  questions?	  	  Should	  you	  have	  any	  questions	  about	  the	  study,	  you	  may	  contact	  me	  at	  613-‐
***-‐****	  or	  erin.tolley@queensu.ca.	  	  	  You	  are	  also	  welcome	  to	  contact	  my	  supervisor,	  Dr.	  Elizabeth	  Goodyear-‐
Grant,	  at	  613-‐***-‐****	  or	  egg@queensu.ca.	  	  If	  you	  have	  any	  concerns	  about	  the	  ethics	  of	  the	  study,	  you	  may	  
contact	  the	  General	  Research	  Ethics	  Board	  Coordinator	  at	  613-‐***-‐****	  or	  chair.GREB@queensu.ca.	  	  	  
	  
This	  study	  has	  received	  ethics	  clearance	  in	  accordance	  with	  Canadian	  guidelines	  and	  Queen’s	  policies.	  	  	  
	  
	  
	  

CONSENT	  TO	  PARTICIPATE	  
	  
I	  have	  read	  the	  information	  presented	  in	  the	  information	  letter	  about	  a	  study	  being	  conducted	  by	  Erin	  Tolley	  at	  
Queen’s	  University.	  	  I	  have	  had	  the	  opportunity	  to	  ask	  questions	  about	  my	  involvement	  in	  this	  study	  and	  to	  receive	  
additional	  details	  I	  requested.	  	  I	  understand	  that	  if	  I	  agree	  to	  participate	  in	  this	  study,	  I	  may	  withdraw	  from	  the	  
study	  at	  any	  time.	  	  I	  agree	  to	  participate	  in	  the	  study,	  and	  I	  have	  been	  given	  a	  copy	  of	  this	  form.	  
	  
Name	  of	  Participant	  (Printed):	   	   	  ___________________________________	  
	  
Signature:	   	   	   	   	  ___________________________________	  
	  
Date:	  	   	   	   	   	   	  ___________________________________	  
	  
1.	  I	  am	  granting	  permission	  to	  have	  the	  interview	  audio	  recorded.	  
___	  Yes	   	   ___	  No	  
	  
2.	  	  I	  am	  granting	  permission	  to	  have	  direct	  quotations	  from	  my	  interview	  included	  in	  the	  publication	  of	  the	  study’s	  
findings.	  	  These	  quotations	  will	  not	  be	  attributed	  to	  me,	  and	  identifying	  details	  will	  be	  removed.	  
___	  Yes,	  direct	  quotations	  from	  my	  interview	  may	  be	  used	  but	  should	  not	  be	  attributed	  to	  me.	  
___	  No,	  direct	  quotations	  from	  my	  interview	  may	  not	  be	  used.	  
	  
3.	  I	  would	  like	  to	  receive	  an	  electronic	  copy	  of	  the	  study’s	  results.	  	  
If	  yes,	  please	  provide	  your	  email	  address:	  __________________________________	  	  
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Appendix B 

Coding Scheme for Manual Content Analysis 
 
 
The following variables were included in the codebook. Coders were given detailed instructions to assist them in 
identifying and making decisions about each variable. The detailed codebook is available from the author upon 
request.	  
	  

• Coder ID 
• Item ID 
• Candidate’s name 
• Publication in which article appeared 
• Page number on which article appeared 
• Date of publication 
• Number of words in article 
• Article includes a photo of the candidate 
• Article type (e.g. news, column, editorial) 
• Region in which newspaper is published (e.g. BC, Prairies, Ontario, Quebec, Atlantic, national) 
• Province in which the candidate ran 
• Percent visible minority population in candidate’s riding 
• Gender of candidate 
• Party of candidate 
• Race of candidate (e.g. White, South Asian, Chinese, Black, West Asian, Arab, Japanese) 
• Candidate is a visible minority 
• Candidate was elected 
• Candidate is an incumbent 
• Article mentions candidate is a visible minority 
• Article mentions candidate is White 
• Article mentions candidate identifies with a non-Judeo-Christian religion 
• Article mentions candidate speaks a minority (non-official) language 
• Article mentions candidate speaks a majority (official) language 
• Article mentions candidate is an immigrant / foreign-born 
• Article mentions candidate is Canadian-born 
• Article mentions candidate’s parent(s) are immigrants / foreign-born 
• Article mentions candidate’s parents are Canadian-born 
• Article mentions the minority composition of the candidate’s riding (e.g. visible minority, non-English / 

non-French, non-Judeo-Christian, immigrant) 
• Article mentions the mainstream / majority composition of the candidate’s riding (e.g. White, French / 

English, Judeo-Christian, non-immigrant) 
• Article mentions candidate’s support from minority communities 
• Article mentions candidate’s support from mainstream / majority communities 
• Article portrays candidate as a political insider 
• Article portrays candidate as a novelty 
• Article portrays candidate as being of high quality 
• Article mentions a political or election-related poll or survey in the headline, sub-headline or first three 

paragraphs 
• Articles mentions a political or election-related poll or survey in the rest of the story 
• Article uses a game frame in the headline, sub-headline or first three paragraphs 
• Article connects the candidate to a policy issue 
• Article connects the candidate to a crime / justice issue 
• Article connects the candidate to a social welfare issue (e.g. social assistance, social housing, homelessness, 

poverty, pensions, low-income) 
• Article connects the candidate to an immigration or multiculturalism issue 
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• Article connects the candidate to some other policy issue [identify with appropriate code] 

⁃ Aboriginal issues 
⁃ Agriculture, forestry, fishing, mining 
⁃ Cities and infrastructure 
⁃ Defence and security 
⁃ Democratic reform 
⁃ Economy 
⁃ Education 
⁃ Employment and labour 
⁃ Energy, electricity, hydro, gas 
⁃ Environment 
⁃ Families and seniors (includes youth) 
⁃ Foreign affairs 
⁃ Government 
⁃ Health 
⁃ Intergovernmental relations 
⁃ Trade and industry 
⁃ Transportation 
⁃ Gay and lesbian rights 
⁃ Other 

• Article is mostly about candidate 
• Article includes a direct quotation from the candidate 
• Article includes a quotation about the candidate 
• Article includes a paraphrase about something the candidate has said 
• Tone of the candidate’s coverage in the article 
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Appendix C 

Dictionary Categories and Keywords for the Automated Analysis 
 
 
The dictionary consists of the keywords that were used to conduct the automated analysis. It should be emphasized 
that the dictionary does not include every conceivable keyword. Rather, keyword lists were first constructed using 
those found in relevant studies and applicable dictionaries. I then used WordStat’s dictionary-building tools to 
identify synonyms that appear in the corpus of text. For this reason, some plausible keywords are not listed in the 
dictionary because they were not found in any of the articles in the corpus. Some overly inclusive keywords were 
removed in order to prevent false positives. For more information, see Chapter 3. 
 
The asterisk (*) is used as a Boolean operator. It will pick up words with the indicated root and any ending that 
appears after the asterisk. For example, “immigra*” would pick up “immigration”, “immigrant”, and “immigrated”, 
among others. In some cases, using a Boolean operator would result in an overly inclusive keyword. In these cases, 
the word list includes the precise words as separate entries. This is the case with “investigat*”; it returned entries 
related to “investigations” that were often not crime-specific (e.g. “An investigation into the candidate’s electoral 
expenses”). As a result, I instead included “investigate,” “investigating”, and “investigates” as separate, discrete 
entries. The word lists are not case-sensitive. 
 
 
1.  Socio-demographic keywords 
 

Acadian* Ethno* Middle Eastern Pur laine 

Acadien* European* Minorities Racial minorit* 

African American* Evangelical* Minority Canadian* Racially diverse 

African* Filipino* Minority candidate* Religious 

Afro American* First generation Minority communit* Religiously diverse 

Algerian* First language Minority constituent* Scandinavian* 

Allophone* Foreign born Minority group* Second generation 

American* Foreigner* Minority voter* Second language 

Anglican* Former country Moslem* Shi ite Muslim* 

Anglo* Fourth generation Mother country Shi ite* 

Arab* Franco* Mother tongue* Shia Muslim* 

Armenian* French Multi cultural Shiite Muslim* 

Arrived in Canada French and English Multi ethnic Shiite* 

Asian* French speaking Multi racial Sikh* 

Bangladesh* German* Multicultural Singhalese 

Bicultural Ghetto* Multiethnic Sinhalese 

Bilingual Greek* Multilingual Small minority 

Black* Haitian* Multiracial Somali* 

Bloc* voting Hebrew Muslim* South African* 

Bollywood Hindi Native born South Asia* 
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Brit* Hindoo Naturalise Sri Lankan* 

Buddhis* Hindu* Naturalised Sudanese 

Burmese Hispanic* Naturalize Sukkot 

Cambodian* Homeland Naturalized Sunni Muslim* 

Canadian born Hong Kong Negro* Syrian* 

Cantonese Immigrant New Canadian vot* Tagalog 

Caribbean* Immigrant communit* New Canadian* Taiwanese 

Catholic* Immigrant parents Non minorit* Tamil* 

Caucasian* Immigrant rich Non white* Target* 

Child* of immigrant* Immigrant vot* Observant Thai 

Chinese Immigrated Of color Third generation 

Christian* India* Of colour Tibetan* 

Church* Indo Canadian* Old country Tribal 

Colored Indonesian Old stock Tunisian* 

Colored person Iranian* Oriental* Turkish 

Coloured Iraqi* Originally from Ugandan* 

Countr* of origin Islam* Overseas Ukrainian* 

Court* the Ismaili Pack* the nomination Vieille souche 

Cultural communit* Israeli* Pakistan* Vietnamese 

Devout Italian* Palestinian* Visible minorit* 

East Asian* Jamaica* Parachute Vot* in a bloc* 

East Indian* Japan* Parachuted Wasps 

Egyptian* Jew* People of color West Indian* 

English Korea* People of colour White 

English speaking Latin American* Persian* White Anglo Saxon 
Protestant* 

Ethiopian* Latino* Person of color White people 

Ethnic* Lebanese Person of colour White person 

Ethnic bloc* Linguistic minorit* Philippines Woo 

Ethnic communit* Linguistically diverse Polish Wooed 

Ethnic strategy Mainstream Portuguese Wooing 

Ethnic vot* Mandarin Protestant* Woos 

Ethnically diverse Maternal language* Punjab*  
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2.  Political viability keywords 
 
Insider 

Cabinet material  Experienced  Long time  Safe seat   

Cabinet potential  Frontrunn*  Longstanding  Seasoned   

Campaign machin*  Held the seat  Loyalist  Serious contender  

Consecutive election 
victor*  In cabinet  Minister  Stalwart   

Consecutive win*  Incumben*  Old hand  Strongman  

Easy victory  Insider  Old hat  Tested   

Easy win  Landslide  Party activist  Veteran   

Endorsed by  Lead  Party elites  Victor*   

Establishment  Long association  Party machin*  Winnable constituency  

Expected to win  Long serving  Re elec*  Winnable riding  
 
 
Outsider 

Challeng* Hopeful New to politics Runner up 

Distant fourth In jeopardy Newbie Running again 

Distant second Inexperienc* Newcomer Sacrificial 

Distant third Lack of profile No campaign 
experience Tough competition 

Electoral newcomer Little campaign 
experience No electoral experience Tough fight 

Entrant Little electoral experience No political experience Unaccustomed 

First campaign Little experience Not expected to win Uninitiated 

First election Little political experience Not run before Unseasoned 

First time Long shot Not successful Unsuccessfu* 

Fledgeling Neophyte Outsider Untested 

Fledgling Never run Political newcomer Uphill battle 

Freshman New candidate Rookie Was defeated 
 
 
High-quality 

A star  Favourite Personal ties  Star New 
Democrat*  

Accolades  Hard work*  Political star*  Star power  

Accomplished  Heavyweight Popular Star wattage  

Admired  High calib*  Prestige Stars  

Admirers  High esteem  Prestigious Strong roots  

Award winning  High profile  Prominent Strong tie*  
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Awards  High status  Proven Strong* 

Competent  Highly sought  Qualified Successful* 

Deep root*  Influence Renowned Superior 

Effective Influential Respect* Talented 

Established Long root*  Sought after  Tout* 

Esteemed Name recognition  Star candidate  Well known  

Expert Outstanding Star Conservative  Well liked  

Famed Parachut* Star Liberal  Well 
respected  

Famous Perform* well  Star NDP   

Favoured    
 
 
Low-quality 

Accomplished nothing  Little influence  Not effective  Underdog 

Amateur Little name recognition  Not known  Unestablished 

Has not been a very 
effective  Little respect  Not perform well  Unknown 

Hasn't been effective  Low esteem  Not popular  Unpopular 

Hasn't been prominent  Low profile  Not qualified  Unproven 

Incompetent Lower profile  Not respected  Unqualified 

Ineffective Newcomer Not the most effective  Unrecognized 

Inferior No influence  Not very experienced  Unsuccessful* 

Lack* No name recognition  Perform* poorly  Wasn't an effective  

Lightweight No profile  Poor perform*  Weak* 

Limited network  Not been prominent  Small network    

Limited recognition  Not competent  Trailing   
 
 
Novelty 

Distinct* First Indo Fresh Symbolic 

First African First Japanese Freshman The first 

First Black First visible minority Newest Token* 

First Chinese First Muslim Newly Unusual 

First immigrant First Sikh Oldest Youngest 

First Indian First South Asian Pioneer*  
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3.  Policy issue keywords 
 
Aboriginal issues 

Aboriginal Indian Act Kelowna Accord Residential school 

Assembly of First 
Nations 

Indian affairs Land claim Royal Commission on 
Aboriginal peoples 

 Band council Indian reserve* Metis Self-government 

Band office Indian and Northern 
Affairs 

Metis nation The reserve 

Caledonia Indigenous Native Canadians Treaties 

Congress of Aboriginal 
Peoples 

Inuit Oka Treaty 

First Nations Ipperwash RCAP Truth and reconciliation 
 
 
Agriculture, forestry, fishing and mining 

Agricultur*  CWB Foot and mouth Pork 

Avian flu Dairy produc* Forest*  Salmon stock 

Beef Dairy farm Genetically modified 
food Poultry 

Biomass Deforestation Gold mine Subsidies 

Bird flu Diamond GMO Supply management 

Cattle  Farm Grain Timber 

CFIA Farm Credit Livestock  Uranium 

Cod Fish stock  Logg*  Wheat 

Commodit*  Fisher*  Lumber Wheat board 

Cow Food inspect* Mines  

Crops Food safety Mining  
 
 
Cities and infrastructure 

Bylaw Land use Municipal government Recreation 

Cities Local economic 
development Ordinance Urban development 

Economic Action Plan Local government Parks Urban intensification 

Infrastructure Mayors Property tax Zoning 
 
 
Crime 

Beaten to death  Hijacked Law enforcement  Sentenc* 

Child abuse  Homicides  Legality  Shot  
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Community safety  Homicide Magistrate  Shoot* 

Convic*  Illegal  Mountie  Shot to death  

Corruption  Illicit  Mounties  Slay  

Crime  Imprisoned  Murder  Slayin* 

Crimes  Incarcerated  Murdered  The law  

Criminal  Incarcerates  Murderer Theft  

Criminalizing  Infractions  Murders  Thefts 

Criminally  Infringement  Neighbourhood safety  Thief  

Criminals  Inmate  Offences Thieves  

Death penalty  Inmates  Offenders  Threats  

Death threa*  Investigate  Pistol  Tougher laws  

Domestic abuse  Investigated  Police  Treason  

Enforcement  Investigating  Policeman  Unlawful  

Espionage  Islamist*  Policing  Violate  

Execution  Jail  Porn  Violation  

Falsified  Jailed  Pornography  Violations  

FBI  Jailing  Prison  Violence  

Felony  Jails  Prisoner*  Violent  

Firearm  Judge  Prisons  Weapons  

Firearms  Judges  Probation  Witness  

Fraud  Judging  Public safety  Witnesses  

Gang  Justice  RCMP Wounded  

Gangs  Justices  Revolver  Young offender  

Gangster  Kill  Rifle  Youth crime  

Guilty  Killed  Rifles  Youth safety  

Gun  Killing  Riot   

Guns  Killings  Riots   

Halfway house Kills  Security officer  

Hijack Law and order   
 
 
Defence and security 

Arctic sovereignty Combat readiness Martial  Security Intelligence 
Review Committee 

Air force  CSIS Military Spy 

Al-Qaeda DND National defence The forces  

Armed forces  Espionage National security Torture 

Army  Extremis* NATO Tortured 
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Border  Fundamentalis* Passport US military vet  

Border control  Guantanamo Navy  Veterans  

Canadian forces  Home grown Rebel Vetera* benefit 

Canadian Security 
Intelligence Service Islamis* Rebels War  

Civilian  Jihad Reservist Warfare  

Combat mission  Legion  Security Weapo* of mass 
destruction 

Combatant     
 
 
Democratic reform 

Democratic process Direct democracy Electoral reform Proportional 
representation 

Democratic re* Electoral boundaries Non-democratic  
 
 
Foreign affairs 

Ambassador External affairs International Monetary 
Fund Middle East policy  

Debt forgiveness External relations IMF Passport 

Debt relief Foreign affairs International relations United Nations  

Diplomacy Foreign aid International treat* World Bank 

Diplomat Foreign relations  
 
Inter-American 
Development Bank 

 

Embass* International affairs   
 
 
Economy 

Bank*  Economic*  Inflation  Securities  

Budget  Economist*  Interest rate  Tax*  

Canadian dollar  Economy  Investor*  The dollar  

Commerce  Exchange rate  Markets  The loonie  

Consumer  Finance  Monetary  Trusts  

Corporat*  Fiscal*  Mortgage  Unemployment rate 

Debt  Forecast  Price index   

Deficit  GST Recession   
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Education 

Classroom* Early childhood 
development Graduate* Teacher* 

College*  Education  School*  Tuition  

Dropout  Educator*  Student*  Universities  
 
 
Employment and labour 

Autoworker*  Jobles*  Layoff*  Vocation*  

Closures  Job cut*  Maternity leave  Worker*  

Cut* job*  Job opportunit*  Parental leave  Worker safety  

Earnings  Jobs  Retraining  Workers compensation  

Employees  Labour  Training  Workforce  

Employment  Labourer  Unemployment   

Human resources  Labour market  Union   
 
 
Energy, electricity, hydro, gas 

Alternative energy Electric*  Generators Pipeline  

Alternative fuel Energuide  Geothermal Potash  

Atomic Energy of 
Canada Energy  Hydroelectric* Power plant 

Conserv* energy Ethanol Natural gas Renewable energy 

CANDU Fuel Nuclear  Shale 

Coal  Fuels  Oil Wind power 

Coal fire*  Fuel effic*  Oilsand*   

Diesel Gas  Petroleum   
 
 
Environment 

Air quality  Conserve energy  Green shift  Smog  

Carbon*  Conserve water  Groundwater  Species at risk  

Clean air  Emission*  Hazardous waste  Waste disposal  

Clean soil  Emitter*  Landfill  Waste management  

Clean water  Endangered species  Oil spill  Water  

Climate change  Environment*  Pollut*  Wetlands  

Conservation  Global warming  Recycl*   
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Families and seniors 

Abortion Daycare International adoption Senior citizen* 

Child Day care Parents Seniors 

Child care Domestic violence Status of women Status of Women 

Childcare Elderly Pensioner*  Women’s rights 

Children Families   
 
 
Gay and lesbian rights 

Gay marriage Homophobia LGBT Transgendered 

Gay rights Homosexual Pride parade  

Gay and lesbian rights Lesbians Same-sex marriage  
 
 
Government  

Accountability Civil serv* Government operation* Procurement  

Bureaucra*  Government expen* Government spending Public serv*  
 
 
Health 

Acute care  Drug coverage  Illness*  Patients  

Ambula*  Extended care  Immuniz*  Pharma*  

Arthritis  Flu shot  Joint replacement*  Physician  

Blood pressure  Geriatric*  Knee replacement*  Practitioner  

Canada health and 
social transfer  Health care  Long-term care  Prenatal care  

Cardiac care  Healthcare  Medic*  Prescription*  

CHST Hepatitis  Multiple sclerosis  Primary care  

Clinic*  Hip replacement*  Nurse*  Public health  

Diabet*  HIV / AIDS Nursing  Surger*  

Disease*  Home care  Operating room*  Surgical ward*  

Doctor  Hospice Organ donor  Vaccine  

Doctors  Hospital* Palliative  Wait time*  
 
 
Intergovernmental relations 

Charlottetown Accord Federal-provincial Fiscal federalism Quebec separation 

Constitution Federal-provincial-
territorial 

Intergovernmental Quebec sovereignty 

Constitutional crisis Fed-prov Meech Lake Accord Quebec referendum 

Equalization First Ministers National unity Western alienation 
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Immigration and multiculturalism 

Affirmative action  Employment equity  Humanitarian grounds  Multiculturalism  

Anti racism  Equal right*  Illegal immigra*  Naturaliz*  

Asylu*  Equalit*  Immigra* services  Newcomers to Canada  

Boat people  Ethnic diversity  Immigrant and refugee  Non citizen  

Burka  Family reunification  Immigration  Prejudice  

Burqa  Family sponsorship  Immigrant employment  Racial diversity  

Burqua  FCR  Immigrant group*  Racism  

Canadian experience  Foreign credential 
recognition  Immigrant integration  Refugee  

Citizenship  Foreign credentials  Immigrants  Resettlement  

Civil right  Foreign trained  Kirpan  Settlement  

Deport*  Foreign worker  Komagatu  Sharia  

Deskill*  Guest workers  Language training for 
newcomers  

Temporary foreign 
worker*  

Discriminat*  Headscarf  Migran*  Veil  

Diversity  Head tax  Migrate  Visa  

Dual citizenship  Human rights  Minority rights  
 
 
Social welfare 

Assistance program  LICO  Poverty  Social program  

CPP  Low income  Public housing  Social service  

EI  OAS  QPP  The poor  

Employment insurance  Old age security  Single mom  Under-employ*  

Food bank  Pension  Single mother  Welfare  

Food stamp  Pensions  Social assistance   

Homeless  Poor people  Social housing   
 
 
Trade and industry 

 APEC  Corporate bail-out Industri*  Research and 
development  

 Automaker*  Distillers  Industry  Science and technology  

 Brewers  Export  Manufactur*  Tariff*  

 Business*  GATT  NAFTA  Trade  

 Construction  Import North American Free 
Trade Agreement Trading  
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Transportation 

Airline*  GOtrain  Rail*  Trains 

Airport*  GO train  Roads  Train station*  

Air traffic  Highway*  Roadway*  Transit  

Bridge  Light rail  Seaway  Transportation  

Bridges  Parkway  Streetcar*  VIA rail  

Bus  Pot hole*  Subway*  VIArail  

Buses  Public works  Traffic   
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Appendix D 

 


